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Now imagine picking up the structure and shaking
it, until you make some sense out of the tangle:
perhaps you see tightly knit groups in some places,
and in some places weak areas of communication
spanned by only a few people. Perhaps a linked
information system will allow us to see the real
structure of the organisation in which we work.

Weaving the Web
Tim Berners-Lee

Niets bestaat wat niet iets anders aanraakt.
[Nothing exists that does not touch something
else.]
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De doelstelling van dit proefschrift is methodes te ontwikkelen om nieuwe of
ontbrekende interacties te voorspellen op basis van informatie in een multire-
lationeel netwerk. Hoewel onze benadering algemeen toepasbaar is in velerlei
omstandigheden, is het proefschrift voornamelijk gebaseerd op twee gevalstu-
dies van samenwerking tussen onderzoekers: samenwerking aan een middel-
groot instituut (de Universiteit Antwerpen) en samenwerking binnen een on-
derzoeksgebied (de informetrie). Beide gevalstudies kunnen gezien worden
als netwerken waarin elk knooppunt een auteur voorstelt en elke verbinding
een coauteurschap.

We geven eerst een algemeen overzicht van methodes en technieken voor
de analyse van (sociale) netwerken en introduceren aansluitend Q-maten. Dit
zijn indicatoren die aangeven in welke mate een actor een verbindende rol
opneemt tussen verschillende groepen in het netwerk. Deze indicatoren wor-
den toegepast op het netwerk van samenwerkingen tussen onderzoekers in
de informetrie, met landen als groepen. Op deze manier karakteriseren we de
evolutie van internationale samenwerking in het vakgebied.

Wanneer men het dynamisch (door de tijd heen) bekijkt, zijn sociale en in-
formetrische netwerken onderhevig aan verandering (oude verbindingen ver-
dwijnen, nieuwe ontstaan…). Het probleem van linkpredictie (Eng. link predic-
tion) is de vraag in welke mate en hoe zulke veranderingen in de verbinding-
structuur voorspeld kunnen worden. We voeren een algemeen framework
voor linkpredictie in, dat bestaat uit vijf stappen: dataverzameling, voorbe-
werking, voorspelling, nabewerking en evaluatie. We bespreken theoretische
eigenschappen van verschillende predictoren (methodes of maten die in stap
drie gebruikt worden) en tonen aan dat linkpredictie geëvalueerd kan worden
aan de hand van methodes uit de information retrieval.

Ondanks het belang van theoretische overwegingen hangt onderzoek in
linkpredictie grotendeels af van experimenten met empirische gegevens. Om
die reden bestuderen we een grote groep predictoren empirisch, evenals de
invloed van voor- en nabewerking. Hieruit blijkt dat predictoren die op we-
gen (Eng. paths) gebaseerd zijn in het algemeen de beste resultaten opleveren
en dat – anders dan wat men zou verwachten – het gewicht van verbindingen
niet automatisch uitmondt in betere voorspellingen. Bovendien tonen we dat
netwerkreconstructie (het identificeren van verbindingen die willekeurig uit
een netwerk verwijderd zijn) gelijkaardige resultaten oplevert als linkpredic-
tie. We kunnen met andere woorden netwerkreconstructie gebruiken om de
bruikbaarheid van een methode voor linkpredictie in te scha en. Dit inzicht
is nu ig, omdat reconstructie een aantal praktische voordelen biedt.

Informatie- en bibliotheekwetenschap kan worden getypeerd als een vak-
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gebied dat de wisselwerking tussen de documentaire, sociale en epistemische
dimensies bestudeert. Omdat deze wisselwerking niet goed in één klassiek
netwerk gevat kan worden, verbreden we onze aanpak naar multirelationele
(of ‘semantische’) netwerken, d.w.z. netwerken die bestaan uit knooppunten
en verbindingen van verschillende types. Multirelationele netwerken waren
ooit een grotendeels theoretische constructie, maar zijn tegenwoordig geïm-
plementeerd in het Semantische Web (RDF). We bespreken hoe deze concepten
verband houden met semantiek en geven een inleiding tot de meest relevante
technologieën. Dit roept de vraag op of het mogelijk is een RDF-gebaseerde
representatie op te stellen die geschikt is voor informetrisch onderzoek. We
bespreken de belangrijkste moeilijkheden en tonen dat bestaande ontologieën
de voornaamste benodigde woordenschat al aanbieden. Waar nodig sugge-
reren we toevoegingen aan de bestaande infrastructuur, bijvoorbeeld om het
gebruik van termen te registreren.

In drie stappen maken we de overstap naar linkpredictie op basis van een
semantisch netwerk. Om te beginnen vertrekken we van voorspellingen op
basis van het bipartite auteur–publicatie-netwerk in plaats van het (daarvan
afgeleide) netwerk van coauteurschap. Op deze manier kunnen we de resul-
taten van bepaalde predictoren verbeteren. Vervolgens ze en we een stap ver-
der door het auteur–publicatie-netwerk te vervangen door een auteur–term-
netwerk. Ten slo e ze en we de laatste stap naar voorspelling op basis van
een ‘volledig’ multirelationeel netwerk. Daartoe voeren we associatienetwer-
ken in. Deze vormen een algemeen model dat gebruikt kan worden om inte-
ressante patronen in een semantisch netwerk te identificeren en bestuderen.
Hoewel de algemene resultaten voor dit model niet aanzienlijk beter waren
dan eerder bekomen resultaten, lijkt het erop dat het model vooral zijn waarde
heeft voor het doen van aanbevelingen. In dat geval is men enkel geïnteres-
seerd in nieuwe interacties.
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English abstract

The aim of this dissertation is to develop methods to predict new or miss-
ing interactions based on existing information in the form of a multi-relational
network. Although our approach is generally applicable to a wide range of
circumstances, the dissertation is based on two case studies of collaboration
between researchers: collaboration at a mid-sized institute (the University of
Antwerp) and collaboration within a research specialty (informetrics). The
case studies can be interpreted as networks, such that each node represents an
author and each link represents co-authorship.

After providing a general overview of methods and techniques in (social)
network analysis, we introduce Q-measures, indicators that characterise the
extent to which a node plays a bridging role between different groups in the
network. Q-measures are applied to the time-sliced collaboration network of
researchers in informetrics (with countries as groups). This way, we can char-
acterise the evolution of international collaboration in the field.

When viewed dynamically (over time), social and informetric networks
evolve (new links appear, old links disappear…). The link prediction problem
is the question to what extent and how such changes in link structure can be
predicted. We introduce a general framework for link prediction, consisting
of five steps: data gathering, preprocessing, prediction, postprocessing, and
evaluation. We discuss theoretical properties of different predictors (methods
or measures used in step 3) and show that link prediction can be evaluated
using methods borrowed from information retrieval.

Although theoretical considerations do have a role to play, link prediction
research mainly depends on experimentation with empirical data. We empir-
ically examine many predictors, as well as the influence of pre- and postpro-
cessing. The analysis reveals that path-based predictors offer the best overall
performance and that, contrary to our expectations, taking link weights into
account does not automatically yield improvements of basic predictors. Fur-
thermore, we show that network reconstruction (identification of links that
have been randomly deleted from a network) yields qualitatively similar re-
sults to link prediction, suggesting that network reconstruction results can be
used to assess a method’s applicability to link prediction. This insight is useful
because the former has some practical advantages.

Library and information science can be characterised as a discipline that
studies the interplay between the documentary dimension, the social dimen-
sion, and the epistemic dimension. Since this interplay cannot be adequately
captured in one classic network, we broaden our approach to multi-relational
(or ‘semantic’) networks, i.e. networks that consist of links and nodes of dif-
ferent types. Once a largely theoretical construct, multi-relational networks
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are nowadays implemented in – most notably – the Semantic Web (RDF). We
discuss how these concepts are related to semantics and provide an introduc-
tion to Semantic Web technologies. This raises the question whether an RDF-
based knowledge representation can be created that is suitable for informetric
research. We discuss the main difficulties and argue that existing ontologies
provide the bulk of the vocabulary needed for informetrics. Where necessary,
we suggest additions to the existing infrastructure, e.g. to capture term usage.

We take three steps towards link prediction on the basis of a semantic net-
work. First, we start our predictions from the bipartite author–paper network
instead of the derived co-authorship network. This way, we are able to im-
prove the results for specific predictors. Next, we take a step further by sub-
stituting the author–paper network with an author–term network. Finally, we
take the final step to prediction on the basis of a ‘full’ multi-relational network.
We introduce the association network model, a general model that can be used
to identify and study pa erns of interest in a multi-relational network. Al-
though we are not able to achieve significantly be er general results using the
association network model, it appears that the model’s main value lies in the
context of recommendation, where one is only interested in new interactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The research field of library and information science (LIS) studies how knowl-
edge and information are produced, organised, used and disseminated by
people in various contexts. Information is typically embodied in the form of
documents in a broad sense (Briet, 1951; Buckland, 1997). We can thus dis-
tinguish between three domains that together comprise the LIS field of study:
the epistemic domain (knowledge), the social domain (people), and the doc-
umentary domain (documents), – of course, the same domains are studied in
other disciplines as well. Core research areas in LIS include the nature of these
domains and relations that exist within and between them. Although such re-
lations can be looked at from many different angles, one of the most promising
approaches is the network perspective.

The study of networks is gaining increasing a ention in fields of research
as diverse as physics, biology, computer science, and sociology. In LIS as well,
network analysis is a central component. This is not a new phenomenon. It
was for instance recognized early on that the mathematical study of graphs
might also be beneficial to a be er understanding of how documents influ-
ence each other (as reflected in citation relations). Important early landmarks
include (Pinski & Narin, 1976; Price, 1965; Xhignesse & Osgood, 1967). Later
studies have expanded on these seminal works and broadened the scope to
all kinds of informational phenomena. Indeed, many interactions studied in
LIS can be represented as networks, e.g. citation networks, collaboration net-
works, web link networks, co-citation networks, etc. In recent years, several
studies employ measures and techniques borrowed from social network anal-
ysis (e.g., O e & Rousseau, 2002). The network perspective is especially strong
in the subdiscipline of LIS that is known as informetrics, the quantitative study
of the domains and relations outlined above. We will refer to networks such
as the examples given above as informetric networks. Related notions include
scientometrics, the quantitative study of scientific information, and biblio-
metrics, the quantitative study of documentary information.

Link prediction Contrary to random networks (Erdős & Rényi, 1959), infor-
metric networks evolve according to certain regularities. The phenomenon of
cumulative advantage (Price, 1976) has been ‘rediscovered’ in the context of
networks as preferential a achment (Barabási & Albert, 1999): new nodes are
more likely to link to existing nodes with many neighbours than to existing
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ones with few neighbours. Another important factor is assortative mixing:
nodes tend to link to other nodes with similar traits (which is well summa-
rized by the saying ‘birds of a feather flock together’).

These considerations imply that certain links in a network are much more
likely than others, even if they have not (yet) been observed. Indeed, most
people will intuitively agree that a researcher in organic chemistry is more
likely to collaborate with a researcher in medicine than one in sociology. This
raises the question: to what extent is it possible to predict which links will ap-
pear in the future? If we are given a snapshot of an evolving network, can we
predict which new links are likely to appear in a future snapshot (and which
old ones are likely to disappear)? Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) refer to
this question as the link-prediction problem. A closely related problem is net-
work reconstruction: the question whether and how one can detect missing (or
spurious) links from an incomplete network, e.g. a network from which 10 %
of links have been randomly removed. Network reconstruction is often also
referred to as ‘link prediction’. Note that in both cases we deliberately restrict
ourselves to the prediction of links, – the prediction of new or unknown nodes
is outside the scope of this research (Guns, 2009).

Thus, there are at least two problems of interest here: the problem of pre-
dicting the state of a network in the future and the problem of reconstructing
the ‘complete’ state of an incomplete network. Both problems, although not
identical, are typically approached in a similar manner. Usually, one starts
from a given training network, – this is the older snapshot or the incomplete
version. Based on the information in the training network, one assigns a like-
lihood score W to each possible link (or a subset of possible links). The likeli-
hood score is determined on the basis of a predictor, a measure that expresses
the relatedness of two nodes. If one then ranks in decreasing order of W and
cuts off the list at some threshold, one obtains a set of likely links, which to-
gether comprise the predicted network. To evaluate the performance of a pre-
dictor, one can then compare the predicted network to a ‘known good’ test
network, which is a newer snapshot or a complete version of the network.

Semantic or multi-relational networks Networks – along with related con-
structs like matrices – are very powerful structures. They are, however, also
limited in an important way: there exists a general assumption that every
node in a network is somehow of the same kind (e.g., authors, journals, key-
words…) and every link represents the same thing (e.g., citation, collaboration,
co-occurrence…). This implies that networks are less suited to studying inter-
actions of, for instance, authors, journals and keywords at the same time, even
though some exploratory research suggests that a hybrid view can reveal the
underlying structure more clearly (e.g., Grauwin & Jensen, 2011; Leydesdorff,
2010).

To overcome this limitation, we propose the use of multi-relational networks
in informetric research. Informally, a multi-relational network is a network
with typed links and nodes. As such, multi-relational networks can contain
different kinds of interactions between different kinds of nodes and can offer
the hybrid view we are looking for.

Up until recently, multi-relational networks – also known as semantic net-
works (Sowa, 1991), labelled networks or heterogeneous networks –were largely
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a theoretical construct, but recent advances in the development of the World
Wide Web have made practical applications available. The Semantic Web is an
extension of the current Web (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001) that aims
to make information machine-interpretable: a ‘Web of data’. At the basis of
the Semantic Web is a simple data model called Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF). RDF describes relations between ‘things’ (resources) in terms of
triples. An example would be: <John> <isAuthorOf> <paperX>. A collection
of RDF triples thus forms a multi-relational network; in the example, John and
paperX are nodes, while isAuthorOf is a link of a specific type.

1.1 Main objectives and motivation

In this research project, we want to study to what extent it is possible to pre-
dict new or missing interactions in an informetric network on the basis of ex-
isting information, as it is contained in a multi-relational network (expressed
in RDF). This has a few facets. First, we need to examine how informetric data
can best be represented in a multi-relational network. More specifically, we
are interested in the question whether documentary or social structures are
somehow ‘reflected’ in the structure of a multi-relational network and, if so,
how. This general question is operationalised as a link prediction problem: to
what extent can one predict new interactions on the basis of a multi-relational
network?

The underlying hypothesis is that many interactions, such as research col-
laborations, are in fact enabled through the interplay of several factors. By
modeling these factors and circumstances as a multi-relational network, we
can increase our understanding of the phenomena involved.

The motivation for this research is twofold:

1. Conceptually, semantic networks hold great promise for all kinds of net-
work research. Relatively li le work has been done in this field so far, but
the step from current research regarding social and informetric networks
to multi-relational networks is, in our opinion, a logical one. Indeed, we
point out that several recent studies fit perfectly into a multi-relational
framework, even if this terminology is not always used (e.g., Guns, 2010;
Kuhn & Wa enhofer, 2008; Yan, Ding, & Sugimoto, 2011).

2. Technological advances, especially in relation to the Semantic Web and
graph databases, have recently made it possible to study semantic net-
work structure on a larger scale. Indeed, large-scale implementation of
multi-relational networks is nowadays feasible, such that different ap-
proaches can be tested in practice.

1.2 Research questions

We have translated the research objectives into the following research ques-
tions:

1. To what extent is it possible to predict links in an informetric network?
Which (single-relational) predictors can be used and what are their prop-
erties? Which circumstances influence predictor performance?

3
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2. How can complex phenomena be represented in a semantic network,
such that they are suitable for informetric research? The representation
should also satisfy other quality demands: reusability, clarity, unifor-
mity, exchangeability.

3. Which predictors can be conceived in the context of a multi-relational
network and what are their properties? How do they compare to pre-
dictors for single-relational networks?

1.3 Significance of the research

What exactly is the significance of this research? We will briefly discuss the
significance of link prediction and of the use of semantic networks for infor-
metric research in general and for link prediction in particular.

The importance of link prediction lies at both the practical and the theo-
retical level. At the practical level, link prediction forms the basis of several
applications, some of which have already been explored in the literature. A
principal application is recommendation, which hinges on finding related but
unlinked items. In the context of scholarly communication, link prediction
may form the basis of an application that recommends collaborators for a re-
search project, reviewers for a journal submission, conferences or journals to
submit a paper to, and so on. To give but one example, Rousseau (1987) dis-
cusses how influence measures on the basis of citation networks can reveal
“the stream of ideas which led an author to the results given in a particular
paper, even if he himself was perhaps not fully aware of it. (If he was he might
have put the appropriate references in his reference list.)” (p. 218). Link pre-
diction techniques try to exploit this kind of latent information and could be
used to recommend (more) appropriate references to an author.

Prediction of links in an incomplete network leads the way to another ap-
plication, viz. detection of missing information. It is a well-known problem that
the data in citation databases like Web of Science is incomplete and sometimes
erroneous, affecting the results of scientometric indicators (Jacsó, 2009). Link
prediction can hence be used as a tool in detecting missing elements in the
database, as well as spurious citations.

Detection of missing (or spurious) links is in fact a special case of the more
general application of searching for ‘interesting’ links (or non-links). For ex-
ample, one may expect that, other things being equal, interdisciplinary collab-
orations are less likely than intradisciplinary ones. Link prediction can then
be a tool for detecting such unexpected collaborations.

At the theoretical level, the main promise of link prediction is as a practical
way of testing and evaluating network formation and evolution models. Predic-
tors normally derive from an explicit or implicit hypothesis of how and why
links arise in a network. The performance of a predictor therefore also may
help to test the validity of the underlying hypothesis. If a predictor performs
markedly differently on different networks, this may point to variations in the
factors that play a role in the evolution of these networks.

Now we turn to the importance of semantic or multi-relational networks.
The potential significance of multi-relational networks is in fact quite broad.
Even though they are currently not a standard part of the informetric toolbox,
some previous research does exist. Mika, Elfring, and Groenewegen (2006)
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introduced a multi-relational framework for social network analysis of the
Semantic Web research community. Rodriguez, Bollen, and Van de Sompel
(2007) used multi-relational networks and Semantic Web technology to store
and research usage and citation data. These examples indicate that multi-
relational networks are a viable research instrument in scientometrics and in-
formetrics. The current research project will provide insight into the main
advantages and pitfalls that presently exist for multi-relational networks in
informetric research.

More specifically, multi-relational networks are also an unexplored but
very promising venue of research for link prediction, in that they will likely
result in be er and more accurate predictions. When Liben-Nowell and Klein-
berg (2007) explored link prediction, they deliberately limited themselves to
just the training network. They concluded that “additional information, such
as the titles of papers or the institutional affiliations of the authors” may im-
prove link prediction. Intuitively, this makes sense: the more information we
have, the more accurate our predictions will be (generally speaking). Such ad-
ditional information can be incorporated in several ways, but a standardized
framework simplifies the later development and testing of predictors. Multi-
relational networks seem to be the best candidates here: not only do they offer
a simple, practical way of incorporating diverse kinds of information, they
also exhibit the actual network structure (contrary to, for instance, relational
databases).

1.4 The data sets

Throughout this document, we will use two data sets as the main study ob-
jects. While occasionally we may refer to other data (for instance, as used in
other studies), these two data sets form the basis for most experiments and
hypothesis testing. Their technical implementation is described in more detail
in Section 6.4.1; in the current section, we describe their provenance and back-
ground, and explain informally what kind of information is stored for each.

Originally, the plan was to apply the techniques described in this thesis
to a ‘typical’ informetric data set (AcadBib, described in Section 1.4.1) and an
‘atypical’ data set. The choice for the la er had fallen on Agrippa (Ro hier,
2005; Vanhecke, 2005), the database and catalogue of the Archive and Mu-
seum of Flemish Cultural Life (AMVC Le erenhuis, Antwerp), which collects
archival materials on Flemish artists and writers (1750 – present). Based on in-
ternational archival standards such as ISAD(G) and ISAAR(CPF), it contains a
wealth of information about both the archived materials and the socio-cultural
actors (people and institutions) that have created them. Agrippa is based on
the Brocade library automation software (Philips, 1999) and is currently avail-
able online at http://anet.ua.ac.be/agrippa. A partial data dump was kindly
provided by dr. Richard Philips as a large XML file (58.7 MiB).

Archival and historical sources are rarely used for informetric research,
but their use is not in conflict with informetrics in general. As Tague-Sutcliffe
(1992) reminds us:

Informetrics is the study of the quantitative aspects of information
in any form, not just records or bibliographies, and in any social
group, not just scientists.
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The Agrippa data set held the promise of different kinds of relations connect-
ing different kinds of entities. Moreover, a comparison with the – more typi-
cal – scientometric data from the AcadBib data set might have been interesting.
Unfortunately, it turned out that this data set was too sparse to allow for ade-
quate link prediction. A key reason is that this data set is by definition limited
to material that is (a) preserved, and (b) preserved specifically in the AMVC
Le erenhuis. We have therefore decided not to use Agrippa as a primary data
source. Our research on the Agrippa data set has nevertheless resulted in a
few minor publications and has to a significant extent informed the work of
Ch. 6.

To fill in the gap left by Agrippa, the Informetrics data set was added,
which is described in Section 1.4.2.

1.4.1 The AcadBib data set
The University of Antwerp (UA) is the third largest university in Flanders,
Belgium. It was founded in 2003 as a merger of the three smaller universities
UIA (Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen), RUCA (Rijksuniversitair Centrum
Antwerpen) and UFSIA (Universitaire Faculteiten Sint-Ignatius Antwerpen).
The entire merger process involved a thorough rationalisation which took sev-
eral years, because the study areas of the three original universities partially
overlapped. For instance, both RUCA and UFSIA had a faculty of Applied
Economic Sciences. This overlap has necessitated large-scale reorganisations
and relocations, such that all humanities and social sciences are currently lo-
cated at the City Campus (previously UFSIA), while the exact and natural sci-
ences are located at the Outer Campuses (previously RUCA and UIA).

Prior to 2003 the three universities did already cooperate on a number of
domains, including library automation. One example is the Academic Bib-
liography (AcadBib), in which all academic publications by UA faculty are
recorded from 1991 until the present. In informetric studies, it is more com-
mon to use a citation database like Web of Science or Scopus as data source,
but the use of a local database has some benefits:

• The AcadBib has a much larger coverage of publications authored at the
UA than citation databases do. This is especially beneficial for areas of
research that are traditionally less well-represented in such databases,
like the humanities. Indeed, the AcadBib’s coverage is very good: all
publications in ISI-covered journals are automatically inserted, in addi-
tion to all academic publications a researcher herself chooses to submit.
Since these data are used in e.g. promotions, it is in the researchers’ own
interest to submit all relevant publications. Experience has taught that
most keep their AcadBib record well up-to-date.

• Another important factor is the availability of ‘local’ information, i.e. in-
formation regarding each researcher’s department(s) and location. This
enables studying aspects like cross-departmental collaboration.

Data gathering and preprocessing Our data set is based on a snapshot of the
AcadBib, taken on May 23, 2008. The original AcadBib data set consists of a
number of different data sources. The collective snapshot consisted of 5 files
in the XML and CSV (comma-separated values) formats:
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of number of co-authored and single-authored publications
in AcadBib

acadbibUAauthors.xml is essentially a list of UA authors and their corre-
sponding URIs (the Web address of their entry in the Academic Bibliogra-
phy).

acadbibUArecords.xml is an XML-encoded list of publications and accompa-
nying bibliographic data.

UA.csv is a CSV-encoded list of publications. Its content largely overlaps with
the previous file, but has a finer granularity. More importantly, it was found
that this file has more complete coverage. Hence, it is our main data source.

UA_au.csv is a list of authors, including their affiliation (faculty and/or de-
partment(s)).

UA_dspace.csv is a CSV-encoded list of publication identifiers and their au-
thors. Since this information is also present in the other files, this file has not
been used.

Because the Academic Bibliography is itself a curated database, data qual-
ity is generally high and not much additional preprocessing was necessary. It
should be noted, however, that some aspects caused minor problems:

• Certain parts of the title descriptions, such as journal volume, journal
issue, or number of pages, are not always recorded uniformly.

• Proceedings and books in which a paper has appeared do not have a
unique identifier. Thus, if two papers were published in the same pro-
ceedings, we had to rely on the proceedings titles being the same.
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• It is not recorded if two publications (such as books or proceedings) be-
long to the same series. This aspect cannot really be resolved, since titles
may vary between issues.

These issues are of course due to the fact that we are using the data in new and
presumably unforeseen ways.

Each author is affiliated to one or more departments. Departments are
identified by a code, which corresponds more or less logically to the depart-
ment name. For instance, the History department (faculty ‘Le eren & Wijs-
begeerte’, department ‘Geschiedenis) is denoted by ‘ALWG.’ Unfortunately,
the system also contains codes for all departments from the three original uni-
versities (e.g., ‘SLW’) and is inconsistent in some places (e.g. there is both
‘RTEW’ and ‘RUATEW’). Furthermore, there is li le consistency in how au-
thors are related to departments. To give but one example, some authors in
the Biology department – ‘AWETB’, part of the Sciences faculty ‘AWET’ – are
related to both ‘AWETB’ and ‘AWET’, whereas others in the same department
are only related to ‘AWET’ or only to ‘AWETB’. To alleviate these inconsis-
tencies, we introduced the following heuristics to determine the ‘best’ depart-
ment(s) for a given author:

• Filter out the departments related to the three former universities. All
modern departments have codes that start with ‘A’.

• Sort the list of remaining departments alphabetically and filter out list
item n if it is is a substring of item n + 1 (such as ‘AWET’ and ‘AWETB’).

• The remaining items are the most specific departments for the given au-
thor.

After this procedure, 38 eligible departments remained.
Finally, we wanted to incorporate authors’ physical locations (campus, ad-

dress, building). Because this was not part of our data set, locations were
looked up by automatically retrieving and screenscraping each author’s aca-
demic home page (http://www.ua.ac.be/main.aspx?c=firstname.lastname).
For a variety of reasons, this was succesful for only 57 % of all authors. The
main reason is that the Academic Bibliography includes authors who have
since stopped working at the UA and therefore no longer have a home page.

Description of the data set In total, our AcadBib snapshot contains infor-
mation about 53 662 publications by 2 481 authors, excluding co-authors that
are not affiliated to the UA. The earliest publications in the data set date back
to 1983, the most recent ones are from 2008. After inspecting the data, it was
decided that we would work primarily with the data from 1991 until, but not
including, 2007. Since the AcadBib was introduced in 1991, it contains only a
handful of publications from 1983–1990 and is therefore not representative of
that period. Likewise, it seems that not all 2007 publications had been entered
yet at the time the snapshot was taken, leaving us with a time period of 15
years.

During this period 49 874 publications were recorded. The majority of pub-
lications (34 060) is single-authored, while 31.7 % (15 814) has more than one
author. Nevertheless, about 87.6 % (2 174) of the authors are co-author to one
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of average number of authors per publication in AcadBib

or more publications. For each year we determine the total number of pub-
lications as well as the number of co-authored publications. The results are
summarised in Fig. 1.1. It can be seen that the annual number of publications
has increased, as well as the ratio of co-authored publications (from 27.7 % in
1991 to 38.6 % in 2006). The increase in the relative amount of co-authorship
is also apparent when looking at the average number of authors per paper
over the course of this period (Fig. 1.2). We also examine the number of ac-
tive authors in each year. An active author is defined as an author who has
published at least one item in the given year. This number has more than
doubled (Fig. 1.3). An author’s number of publications and his/her number of
co-authors are positively correlated (Fig. 1.4). This is a logical consequence of
the fact that publications with many co-authors generally demand less effort
of a single researcher, freeing up time to work on more publications. On the
other hand, a certain cost is a ached to collaboration (because of coordina-
tion efforts etc.), such that doubling the number of co-authors does not double
the speed of research and/or the number of publications (Egghe & Rousseau,
1996). Fig. 1.4 suggests that for a given number of publications there is an as-
sociated minimum number of collaborators, hence the empty triangle-shaped
area in the bo om. It is, for instance, virtually impossible to author 500 publi-
cations with only three or four collaborators.
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1.4.2 The Informetrics data set

This data set is based on publications that are indexed in the Web of Science
and cover topics related to informetrics, bibliometrics, scientometrics or webo-
metrics (we will use ‘informetrics’ as the overarching term to refer to the whole
of these related fields). Data were gathered and processed in two phases. The
bulk of the data was gathered in the first phase, in the context of the article
(Guns, Liu, & Mahbuba, 2011). My colleagues Yuxian Liu and Dilruba Mah-
buba did a significant part of the data gathering and preprocessing work in
this phase. The first phase was limited to creating a time-sliced co-authorship
network with a ention to the authors’ countries. In the second phase, we filled
in the blanks by adding the actual publications (along with their metadata), as
well as publication venues, specifically journals, conferences and proceedings.
Finally, we also added citations between papers.

Data gathering in phase 1 The data were collected from Thomson Reuters’s
Web of Science (WoS) on August 26, 2009 using the following query, restricted
to the time period 1990–2009:

TS=(informetric* OR bibliometric* OR scientometric*
OR webometric*)

OR SO=(Scientometrics OR Journal of Informetrics)
OR CF=Scientometric*
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Figure 1.4: Sca er plot showing the correlation between number of publications
and number of co-authors in AcadBib

This query yielded 4 457 unique records. The advantage of searching by topic
(TS) rather than by publication outlet (SO) is that we can also include articles
on these topics that appeared in journals outside the field of information sci-
ence. We should, however, stress that bibliometric articles that do not use any
of these keywords cannot be found with this part of the query. This is likely
the case for many ‘core’ articles: it makes li le sense for an article published
in e.g. Scientometrics to add the keyword ‘scientometrics’, since the same key-
word applies to all articles in the journal. Therefore, articles published in jour-
nals that are specifically focussed on informetrics (Scientometrics and, more
recently, Journal of Informetrics) are included as well. Finally, the last part of
the query adds all articles from the ISSI conference proceedings. Note that
this part of the query is specific enough not to include other conferences,¹ but
broad enough to include all ISSI conferences in WoS for the given time period.
Indeed, the ISSI conferences are collected in the WoS under several different
names, – sometimes, the same conference can have several names (either in-
tended or unintended, e.g. spelling errors). Of course, we do not claim the
current data set to be 100 % exhaustive for the time period considered.

¹There is one exception: the ‘2ND BERLIN WORKSHOP ON SCIENTOMETRICS AND
INFORMATICS/COLLABORATION IN SCIENCE AND IN TECHNOLOGY’ is also included.
Since this conference also deals with scientometrics, we do not consider this a downside.
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1. Introduction

Data preprocessing in phase 1 All data were preprocessed using the Net-
workWorkbench Tool or NWB (Börner et al., 2010), freely available from http://
nwb.slis.indiana.edu. Several steps had to be taken to ensure a high-quality
data set. First, duplicate records were removed, such that each publication
counts exactly once. Then we proceeded to extract a co-author network. Most
preprocessing (explained further on) is performed on this co-authorship net-
work.

In the context of the original research, it was important that we could cor-
rectly assign each author to his or her country (see Section 2.5.8 for details).
This presupposes three conditions:

1. each author is represented by exactly one node;

2. each publication (or at least each multi-authored publication) is assigned
to the correct authors, such that links accurately reflect collaboration ties;

3. each author is correctly assigned to a group (in our case, a country).

The first two conditions are related to the process of author name disambigua-
tion (Smalheiser & Torvik, 2009). Indeed, problems of homonymy – several
authors sharing the same name – and synonymy – several names being used
for one author – can severely complicate the fulfillment of both conditions. We
now discuss some characteristics we observed in this regard.

In our data, we found that homonymy was most likely to occur in Chinese
names, mainly due to some common family names. For instance, there were
three different people with the name ‘Zhang, J’ in our data. If the given name is
available in WoS, it can help to disambiguate between authors. In those cases
where both given name and family name are the same, one needs to check
other features (see further).

Synonymy is quite common: many authors are listed more than once with
different variations of their name. In most cases, the synonymous names are
similar, often differing by only one or two characters. For example, András
Schubert is present as ‘Schubert, A’, ‘Schubert, AP’ and ‘Schuber, A’. We used
the Duplicate Node Detector of NWB to detect these cases. This is an auto-
mated tool that tries to detect duplicate nodes on the basis of the Jaro-Winkler
distancemetric (Winkler, 1990) between two strings (here author names). Man-
ual inspection was then used to weed out authors that were incorrectly flagged
by NWB as duplicates. In this dissertation, we use (one of) the name variant(s)
as it occurs in the Web of Science; this implies that diacritics, such as umlauts
or accents, are not preserved (‘Glanzel’ rather than ‘Glänzel’).

Some synonymous names are less similar and therefore missed by the Du-
plicate Node Detector. Possible reasons for this include:

• differences in indexation, e.g. ‘Vandesompel, H’, ‘De Sompel, HV’ and
‘Sompel, HVD’;

• name changes and name variations. Researchers from Spanish-speaking
countries typically have two surnames, and a common variation involves
using only one or both of these (e.g., ‘Anegon, FD’ versus ‘de Moya-
Anegon, F’ and ‘Moya-Anegon, FD’);

• errors in the database, e.g. ‘Briggs, MB’ and ‘Eriggs, ME’ (the la er ap-
parently being due to an OCR error).
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1.4. The data sets

Other features that can be checked to determine synonymy and homonymy
include:

• co-authorship. Co-authors are always different persons, which is es-
pecially useful to distinguish between collaborating family members.
Moreover, authors can often be recognized on the basis of their co-authors
(Kang et al., 2009);

• institutional affiliation and country;

• e-mail address;

• cited and citing authors (authors tend to self-cite);

• publication outlet (authors tend to publish in a limited range of journals);

• frequency (erroneous recordings of a name typically occur only once).

We have tried to use a combination of the above features to accurately deter-
mine the nodes and links of the network (condition 1 and 2). On some occa-
sions, it proved easier to check the original articles or the publication list on
the authors’ web pages.

The third condition pertains to the assignment of an author to the right
country. We should first clarify what exactly we mean by an author’s coun-
try. Indeed, one author may have several affiliations, belonging to different
countries. This mainly happens over time: an internationally mobile author is
first active in country a, a few years later in country b and so on. An author
may also hold several affiliations in different countries at the same time. In
this situation we assign the author to the country where he/she has published
most papers.

This results in a co-authorship network of 4 703 authors. The network
consists of 757 separate groups of authors (components, see Section 2.2), the
largest of which contains 1 234 authors. This is significantly larger than the sec-
ond largest group, which contains only 81 authors. The largest group includes
most, but not all, researchers whose primary field is informetrics, whereas
most smaller groups consist of researchers from other fields, with only one
or a few publications related to informetrics.

Data processing in phase 2 In the second phase, we add the necessary ‘con-
textual’ data to the (co-)authorship data from phase 1. This is done on the basis
of the data we have already gathered from WoS. More specifically, using the
Network Workbench tool we transformed the ISI file format into a CSV file.
The CSV version is the basis of all steps in this phase.

First of all, an explicit relation is established between an author and each of
his or her publications. To make sure no publications are accidentally mixed
up (e.g., because of similar titles), each publication is assigned a unique iden-
tifier. These identifiers have the same format as the cited references (field
‘CR’) in the WoS export format. They are of the following form (here, we use
Hirsch’s original h-index paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the USA as an example):

Hirsch JE, 2005, P NATL ACAD SCI USA, V102, P16569, DOI
10.1073/pnas.0507655102

13



1. Introduction

Table 1.1: Overview of the Informetrics data set

Type Number

Publications 1 933
Authors 1 234
Countries 46
Journals 199
Conferences 101
Citations 4 419

For older articles, the format is the same minus the DOI.
Subsequently, we distinguish between three main publication types (field

‘PT’). These are publications in journals (‘J’), publications in book series (‘S’)
and conference articles (‘C’). Journal publications include le ers, reviews etc.
Upon encountering a journal publication, we record the journal and the issue
in which the paper was published. For a publication in a book series, we record
the book and the series it belongs to. Conference articles are slightly more
complicated. We first record the conference and then check whether the pro-
ceedings (and proceedings series) are known. If they are, these are recorded.
If not, we check whether the conference paper has been published in a jour-
nal. If it is, we record the journal and issue, just like we would for a journal
publication.

We then add all additional metadata that may be interesting. This includes
fields like abstract, pages, DOI, year, ISI keywords and original keywords.
Finally, the citations between publications in the data set are added. Since
each publication is identified with a CR identifier and the references of each
publication have been saved from WoS (and thus also carry a CR identifier),
this is straightforward. In Section 6.4.1.2, we provide more details regarding
the way these data have been stored.

Description of the data set Table 1.1 provides an overview of the amount of
data within the data set. The number of citations refers only to citations from
one publication in the data set to another publication in the data set. Sepa-
rate publication a ributes are used to record a publication’s total number of
references and citations as found in WoS.

Due to the nature of the data source and our queries, the majority (84 %)
of publications are journal articles. As is evident from Fig. 1.5, the number of
publications has increased significantly over the past two decades, reflecting
the growth of the field. Note that the year 2009 exhibits a decrease in number
of publications because the data for this year are not complete. Moreover,
Fig. 1.5 also shows the increasing portion of co-authored publications from
37.5% in 1990 to 71.3 % in 2009. If we contrast this with the AcadBib data,
it is remarkable that the ratio of co-authored publications is much higher for
Informetrics. This is due to the nature of the AcadBib data set, which includes
a sizable portion of publications from the Humanities, where single authors
are currently the norm.

A similar picture emerges if we look at the number of authors per year

14



1.5. Overview of the dissertation

Figure 1.5: Evolution of number of publications per year in Informetrics

in this data set (Fig. 1.6): the number of authors that have published a pa-
per in a given year increases over time. Moreover, we distinguish between
‘new’ authors (authors that have not previously occurred in the data set) and
‘known’ authors (authors that have published at least one earlier paper in the
data set. Both the amount of new and known authors are increasing. From
1995 onwards, the proportion of new authors in a given year remains fairly
steady around 40 to 50%. This indicates that there is a healthy influx of new
researchers in the field, while at the same time authors tend to stay in the in-
formetric field.

1.5 Overview of the dissertation

The dissertation falls into two main parts: a part about networks and link pre-
diction, and a part about semantic networks. Both parts start with a theoretical
discussion and then move on to empirical investigations.

The part about networks and link prediction comprises chapters 2, 3 and 4.
This part offers a broad overview of (social) network analysis and link pre-
diction, both theoretically and empirically. Ch. 2 introduces the study of net-
works and presents many important concepts that will be used throughout the
dissertation. While largely a theoretical overview of the literature, this chapter
also presents a theoretical and empirical analysis of network-based indicators
that characterise the extent to which a node bridges between groups in the
networks. Ch. 3 is concerned with describing link prediction from a general,
theoretical point of view. The described methods and techniques are then ex-
amined empirically in Ch. 4, wherein several link prediction experiments are
carried out. This chapter as a whole answers the first research question.
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Figure 1.6: Evolution of number of authors per year in Informetrics

The part about semantic networks consists of chapters 5, 6 and 7. Ch. 5 in-
troduces semantic or multi-relational networks as an enhancement and a gen-
eralisation of the networks studied in previous chapters. We pay special at-
tention to semantic networks as they are implemented on the Semantic Web,
because the same technology is used extensively further on. Ch. 6 considers
how informetric data can be represented and stored as a semantic network
and discusses choices and trade-offs that have been made for our own appli-
cations. This chapter answers the second research question. Ch. 7 picks up
the thread from the first part by investigating how semantic networks can be
used in link prediction research and what the promises and pitfalls involved
are. This chapter answers the third research question.

Ch. 8 concludes the dissertation by summarising the answers given to the
research questions, presenting both its limitations and contributions, and giv-
ing suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2

The analysis of (social) networks

2.1 Introduction

During the past decade, social networks have grown beyond academic re-
search and entered the realm of popular culture. A key factor is of course
the rise of the Internet (O e & Rousseau, 2002), which is itself a huge network.
With the advent of Web 2.0, a social dimension has been added. Nowadays, it
is commonplace to refer to websites like Facebook as ‘social networks’ (cf. the
2010 film The Social Network). The aim of this chapter is to take a broad aca-
demic approach and provide an overview of how networks can be studied and
analysed.

We start out with the example of a very simple (fictional) social network,
shown in Fig. 2.1. This network consists of eight actors, connected by lines.
Each line represents a connection of some sort (friendship, colleagues, co-au-
thorship…). When considering a social structure as a network, “the relation-
ships between actors become the first priority, and individual properties are
only secondary” (O e & Rousseau, 2002). In other words, an actor’s identity
becomes, to an extent, defined by his/her position in the network.

Figure 2.1: Example undirected network
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2. The analysis of (social) networks

On the basis of Fig. 2.1, one might try to derive some more information
about the relative positions of the actors. For instance, John and Andrew seem
to occupy a more important position than the others, whereas Helen is appar-
ently not part of the core. Such interpretations are mostly based on intuition
and are heavily influenced by the visual presentation of the network, which
is, however, secondary. Moreover, visual inspection becomes more difficult,
or virtually impossible, when one is faced with the challenge of interpreting
larger networks, containing hundreds, thousands or even millions of actors.

Clearly, other approaches of network analysis are called for. In this chap-
ter, we will give an introduction to the study of networks, as it has been devel-
oped in various fields, including mathematics, sociology, information science,
physics, biology and computer science. The emphasis will lie on those con-
cepts relevant to social network analysis (SNA), the study of networks that
represent a social structure.

2.2 Basic concepts and terminology

2.2.1 Networks, nodes and links

Before explaining how the structure of a social network can be interpreted with
mathematical and other tools, we first need to introduce some basic concepts
and terminology.

Fig. 2.1 is a graphical representation of a network or graph. Sometimes,
a distinction is made between the two terms, with ‘graph’ being the abstract,
mathematical representation of the concrete network. We will however con-
sider these terms as synonyms. Every network consists of nodes or vertices
(singular: vertex), that are connected by links or edges. If a link exists between
nodes u and v, then u and v are said to be adjacent to each other.

Definition 2.1. A network or graph G = (V, E) consists of a set of nodes or
vertices V and a set of links or edges E. Each edge e = {u, v} connects the
nodes u and v (u, v ∈ V). In some networks, an edge may connect one and the
same node, i.e. an edge {v, v}may occur. Such edges are called self-loops.

In the example of Fig. 2.1, V = {Andrew, Helen, John, Juliet, Mary, Pete,
Susan, Walter} and E = { {Andrew, Susan}, {Andrew, Juliet}, {Andrew, Mary},
{Andrew, John}, {Andrew, Pete}, {Mary, Juliet}, {Mary, Walter}, {Walter, John},
{John, Helen}, {John, Pete}, {John, Susan} }.

Given a specific node, we can easily find the other nodes it is connected
to, – for instance, Walter is connected to John and Mary. The set of nodes that
a given node is connected to is called its neighbourhood. If Γ(v) is the neigh-
bourhood of node v, then we call |Γ(v)| (the number of nodes v is adjacent to)
the degree of v.

Over the course of years, many different types and specialisations of net-
works have appeared. While it is virtually impossible to review every sin-
gle one of them, we will now consider one of the most important variations
of Definition 2.1. Definition 2.1 defines edges to be (unordered) pairs, i.e.
{u, v} = {v, u}. Therefore, this type of network is said to be undirected.
In a directed network on the other hand, edges are ordered pairs, such that
(u, v) ̸= (v, u).
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2.2. Basic concepts and terminology

Figure 2.2: Example directed network

Definition 2.2. A directed network or digraph G = (V, A) consists of a set of
nodes or vertices V and a set of directed links, directed edges or arcs A. Each
arc a = (u, v) is an ordered pair, connecting the vertices u and v (u, v ∈ V).

In drawings of directed networks, the arcs are conventionally represented
as arrows. An example is given in Fig. 2.2. Note that the directed edges repre-
sent asymmetric relations between nodes. Examples of asymmetric relations
include citation, influence, ‘eats’ (in a food chain network) or ‘passes the ball
to’ (in a football game). There is a directed edge from Pete to Andrew. We
will call Pete the tail and Andrew the head of the arc (think of the head of an
arrow). Using other terminology, one can call Pete a direct predecessor of An-
drew, and Andrew a direct successor of Pete. If P(v) denotes the set of direct
predecessors and S(v) the set of direct successors of v, then it is clear that v’s
neighbourhood Γ(v) = P(v)∪ S(v). In a directed network, we can distinguish
between a node’s in-degree (|P(v)|, its number of direct predecessors) and its
out-degree (|S(v)|, its number of direct successors). Any directed network has
an underlying undirected network, which is obtained by simply treating every
arc as an undirected edge (leaving out the arrows).

2.2.2 Walks, paths and geodesics

Suppose that we explore the directed network of Fig. 2.2, starting from the
node Susan and that we must ‘walk’ over the network following arrow direc-
tions. Susan is connected to John and Andrew, but we may only follow the arc
to Andrew (since the other arc points the wrong way). From Andrew, we can
only progress to Juliet, and from Juliet, we can only continue to Mary. From
Mary, we can continue to Andrew or Juliet, but in both cases doing so leads to
a position where there are no arcs we have not yet traversed. The other parts
of the network can never be reached. We say that Andrew, Juliet and Mary are
reachable from Susan, and the other nodes are unreachable from Susan. We
now define the closely related concepts of walks and paths.
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2. The analysis of (social) networks

Definition 2.3. A walk from node u to node v is a sequence of links (u, x1),
(x1, x2), …, (xk, v). The length of the walk is equal to k+ 1, the number of links
traversed. The same node or link may appear multiple times in a single walk.
A cycle is a walk that starts and ends in the same node.

Definition 2.4. A path p(u, v) from node u to node v is a walk from u to v that
does not contain any cycles. In other words, a given node or link can occur no
more than once in a path. The path length dp(u, v) is equal to the number of
links, i.e. dp(u, v) = k + 1.

Definition 2.5. We call p(u, v) a shortest path or geodesic from node u to node
v, if p(u, v) is a path from u to v and there exists no shorter path: dp(u, v) =
ming dg(u, v) (where g denotes any path between u and v).

If v is reachable from u, there exists at least one geodesic from u to v, – more
geodesics are possible. The shortest path length is denoted as d(u, v). For in-
stance, there are two geodesics from Walter to Andrew in Fig. 2.2, with length
2. Note that the concepts of walk, path and geodesic can be applied to both
directed and undirected networks. In an undirected network, the start node
and end node of a walk or path are interchangeable.

2.2.3 Components

Another important concept is the notion of components. Aweakly connected
component is a maximal subnetwork of an undirected network where every
node is reachable from every other node. One can also determine the weakly
connected components of a directed network, by simply considering its un-
derlying undirected network. For example, Fig. 2.3 consists of two weakly
connected components. The largest weakly connected component is often re-
ferred to as the ‘giant component’ (see Section 2.4).

A strongly connected component is a maximal subnetwork of a directed
network where every node is reachable from every other, respecting edge di-
rection. In Fig. 2.3, the strongly connected components are circled with do ed
lines. Where there is no danger of confusion, we will refer to weakly connected
components as simply ‘components’.

2.2.4 Weighted networks

So far, we have only considered networks where all links are equally impor-
tant. This is not always optimal. Consider the following examples:

• In the network of roads in a country, nodes represent cities and edges
represent roads. Finding the shortest route between two cities can be
done on the basis of a network representation, but only if it contains dis-
tance information: how long is each road? Of course, additional infor-
mation, like traffic and speed limits, may help to propose an even be er
or faster route.

• The network of journal-to-journal citations consists of journals (nodes)
and citations (arcs). These citations can be used for mapping or categori-
sation purposes. However, a given journal only cites a handful of other
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Figure 2.3: Example of weakly connected components and strongly connected
components

journals regularly. Therefore, not every link in the journal-to-journal ci-
tation network is equal, – it is vital that one also incorporates the precise
citation counts. For instance, Leydesdorff (2007b) defines the local cita-
tion environment of a journal J as the set of all journals that are cited by
J up to one percent of its citation rate. In practice, it turns out that this
set is rather small, typically containing 10 to 20 journals. This illustrates
how skewed citations are distributed (Seglen, 1992).

For both examples, we need the added information of edge weights. Such
networks are called weighted networks. In the first example, edge weights
express the distance (e.g., number of kilometres) between cities. In the second
example, edge weights express the number of citations from head to tail. Note
that the two examples are in a way each other’s opposite: the weights of the
first example express a kind of distance or dissimilarity, whereas the weights
of the second example express a kind of similarity.

Definition 2.6. A weighted network G = (V, E, w) consists of a set of nodes
V, a set of edges E, and a weighting function w : E → R that associates a
weight to each edge in the network. Assuming that (u, v) is an edge in the
network, we will denote this edge’s weight as w(u, v). Weighted networks
can be directed or undirected.

Wenow consider the concepts of path lengths and shortest paths in weighted
networks. Because distance-based and proximity-based weighted networks
should be treated differently, we first discuss the distance-based weighted net-
works and subsequently the proximity-based ones.

In a weighted network where edge weights denote distances or dissimilar-
ities, each path has an intrinsic weight. Let p(u, v) denote a path from u to v of
length t. Let wi (i = 1, . . . , t) denote the weight of the ith link in the path. We
then define the weighted path length wp(u, v) as follows:

wp(u, v) =
t

∑
i=1

wi (2.1)
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2. The analysis of (social) networks

One can then define the distance d(u, v) from u to v as the minimum wp(u, v)
value for all paths p from u to v:

d(u, v) = min
p

wp(u, v) (2.2)

This entails the concept of a weighted shortest path. In a weighted network
that is distance-based, p(u, v) is a weighted geodesic if wp(u, v) = d(u, v).
Note that there may be more than one weighted geodesic. The Dutch computer
scientist Edsger Dijkstra proposed an efficient algorithm for finding distance-
based weighted geodesics (Dijkstra, 1959).

Obviously, concepts such as distance should be defined differently in a net-
work where edge weights indicate proximity. It has been proposed by several
authors (Brandes, 2001; Egghe & Rousseau, 2003; Newman, 2001b) that the
weighted path length in a proximity-based weighted network can be defined
by taking the inverse of each weight:

wp(u, v) =
t

∑
i=1

1
wi

(2.3)

The distance (or dissimilarity) between u and v is then again defined as the
lowest weighted path length (2.2). Egghe and Rousseau (2003) note that the
maximum dissimilarity value between two connected nodes is |V| − 1. They
therefore define the distance between two unconnected nodes as |V|. Another
approach is to consider the distance between unconnected nodes as infinite.

Egghe and Rousseau (2003) remark:

A direct link is very important. Yet, if weights are high enough, it is
possible that an indirect connection leads to a smaller dissimilarity
than the direct link.

Consider Fig. 2.4. This network contains three paths between u and v. The
direct link has a weighted path length of 1. The path via y, however, has the
smallest weighted path length ( 1

2 + 1
3 ) and is the weighted shortest path.

Interestingly, we note that the direct link and the path via x have the same
weighted path length. This may be perfectly appropriate in some cases, es-
pecially if there is no real cost a ached to the number of nodes one has to
traverse (assuming that the link weights are high enough). However, it seems
likely that a larger number of intermediary nodes may have a more profound
negative effect in at least some social networks. For instance, if the nodes in
Fig. 2.4 are authors and edge weights represent the number of joint publica-
tions, one could argue that the ‘cost’ of traversing the direct link is smaller than
that of the path via x or even of the path via y.

On the basis of similar considerations, Opsahl, Agneessens, and Skvore
(2010) propose a generalisation of weighted path length in a proximity-based
weighted network:

wp,α(u, v) =
t

∑
i=1

1
wα

i
(2.4)

where α is an extra parameter. Here, we are only interested in those cases
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. If α = 0, (2.4) reduces to the path length of the corresponding
unweighted path – i.e., only the number of intermediary nodes is taken into
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Figure 2.4: Example network with three paths from u to v

account. If α = 1, (2.4) reduces to (2.3) – i.e., only the edge weights are taken
into account. Thus, se ing 0 < α < 1 allows one to find a balance between
both extremes. For instance, if α = 0.5, the paths in Fig. 2.4 get the following
weights: direct link: 1; path via y: 1.28; path via x: 1.41. The weighted shortest
path then is formed by the direct link.

As in the previous cases, the distance between u and v is defined as the
lowest weighted path length. Note that, using (2.3) or (2.4), one effectively
transforms a proximity-based network to a distance-based one. This implies
that one can still use Dijkstra’s algorithm on the transformed network.

2.2.5 Bipartite networks

We now turn to the bipartite networks. Bipartite networks are different from
‘ordinary’ (unipartite) networks in that edges only exist between top nodes
and bo om nodes. First, we provide a definition.

Definition 2.7. A bipartite network G = (T, B, E) consists of two disjoint sets
of nodes T and B and E ⊆ T × B is the set of edges. We call T the set of top
nodes and B the set of bo om nodes.

Mathematically, bipartite networks can be considered a subclass of networks
in general (Definition 2.1 with V = T∪ B). In practice, it is usually the case that
top nodes and bo om nodes represent different kinds of entities (e.g., papers
and authors). In that respect, it makes less sense to analyse bipartite networks
using the same techniques as are customary for unipartite networks. Studies
of bipartite networks in social network analysis include (Borga i & Evere ,
1997; Guillaume, 2004; Latapy, Magnien, & Vecchio, 2008; Wilson, 1982).

This class of networks is interesting from an informetric point of view, be-
cause many informetric networks are essentially of a bipartite nature. Indeed,
bipartite networks can be considered a network representation of source–item
relations, which Egghe (2005b, Ch. II) refers to as Information Production
Processes or IPPs. An IPP consists of sources that produce items. Sources
and items are analogous to bo om nodes and top nodes, respectively. Edges
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Table 2.1: Examples of informetric bipartite networks

Bo om nodes (sources) Top nodes (items) Relation

authors articles production
referring web pages web pages hyperlink
citing journals cited journals citation
articles keywords aboutness
library users books loans
researchers journals editorial board membership
authors journals publication in…

a
b

c

1

2 3

a b c

a b c

Figure 2.5: Two bipartite networks and their unipartite projection

represent the relation. Some examples are given in Table 2.1. Egghe (1990)
points out that every IPP has a dual IPP whose sources correspond to the orig-
inal IPP’s items and vice versa. A similar duality can be found by switching
top and bo om nodes.

Every bipartite network can be projected onto a corresponding weighted
unipartite network. Given the bipartite network G = (T, B, E), its unipartite
projection is G′ = (B, E′, w). If Γ(a) denotes the neighbourhood of node a, then
E′ is the set of all bo om node pairs {u, v}(u, v ∈ B) for which Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v) ̸=
∅. The weighting function w : B× B→N then is

w(u, v) = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| (2.5)

For every bipartite network, there is exactly one unipartite projection (but note
that projecting onto the top instead of bo om nodes yields another projection
with a different node set). This is not true the other way around: a weighted
unipartite network may correspond to (be the projection of) many bipartite
networks. Consider the example in Fig. 2.5: the weighted unipartite network
on the right corresponds to the two bipartite networks on the left.
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Table 2.2: Adjacency matrix for Fig. 2.2

Andrew Helen John Juliet Mary Pete Susan Walter

Andrew 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Helen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
John 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
Juliet 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Mary 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Pete 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Susan 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Walter 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

2.3 Matrix representation of networks

Many processes and relations in information science and, especially, informet-
rics can be represented naturally as a network. Another kind of representation
that is of utmost importance to informetrics is the matrix representation. This
is no coincidence: it is well understood that there exists a close link between
matrices and networks. Indeed, many kinds of networks (specified further
on) can be ‘encoded’ as an adjacency matrix. Vice versa, any square matrix
of dimensions n× n can be represented as a network with n nodes. We now
formalise and expand on this general characterisation.

Consider an unweighted network G = (V, E) where V = {v1, . . . , vn} is
the set of vertices and E = {e1, . . . , em} is the set of edges. Each edge e = (u, v)
where u, v ∈ V. We can then represent G as a square adjacency matrix

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...

...
. . .

...
an1 an2 · · · ann


where

aij =

{
1 if (vi, vj) ∈ E;
0 otherwise.

We note that the matrix notation allows for self-loops (an edge e = (u, u));
these are represented on the diagonal of the matrix (aii). Furthermore, the def-
inition includes both directed and undirected networks. The adjacency matrix
A of an undirected network is symmetric – i.e., the transposed matrix AT is
the same as the original matrix A –, whereas this is not necessarily (and in fact
rarely) the case for directed networks. For example, the adjacency matrix of
Fig. 2.2 is shown in Table 2.2. Note that this is an asymmetric matrix, since the
network is directed.

The extension of matrix representations to weighted networks is straight-
forward. Here, A = [aij]n×n, where

aij =

{
w(vi, vj) if (vi, vj) ∈ E;
0 otherwise.
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Depending on the meaning of edge weights, the matrix can be a distance ma-
trix or a similarity matrix. Most matrix representations in information science
and informetrics are similarity matrices.

The range of w also depends on the application. In some cases only inte-
gers are possible, in others the range consists of the real numbers between 0
and 1, and so on. Negative values are mathematically possible but rather rare
in practice. Note that a matrix entry equal to zero implies that the correspond-
ing edge does not exist; therefore, this notation rules out edges (u, v) with
w(u, v) = 0. This is, again, mainly a theoretical problem but it may some-
times have practical implications. For instance, the Pajek program can read
and write a matrix file format (these have a ‘.mat’ file extension, instead of the
usual ‘.net’ extension). By default, it treats a ‘0’ entry as a directed edge with
weight zero. It requires enabling an option to treat a ‘0’ entry as signifying that
no edge exists (de Nooy, Mrvar, & Batagelj, 2005, p. 297).

As already mentioned, a bipartite network can be interpreted as a unipar-
tite network whose node set is the union of top nodes and bo om nodes. The
adjacency matrix of a bipartite network then looks like:

A =

[0]|T|×|T| X

XT [0]|B|×|B|

 (2.6)

The adjacency matrix consists of four submatrices, two of which are square
matrices that only contain zeroes. X is a |T| × |B| matrix. It is clear that all
information of (2.6) is contained within X; the rows of X represent the top
nodes, the columns the bo om nodes. Hence, any non-square matrix A =
[aij]m×n(m ̸= n) can be interpreted as a (weighted) bipartite graph where |T| =
m and |B| = n.

2.4 Measures and indicators in social network analysis

We propose the following general classification of network studies. In essence,
a (social) network can be studied on roughly three different levels. Of course,
there exists network research that crosses the boundaries of these three levels.

The microscopic level is concerned with the properties of individual nodes
and edges. Ego networks are studied at this level (e.g., White, 2000). A
central question is that of centrality, the relative importance of a given node
or edge to the whole. Centrality is discussed further on in this section.

The mesoscopic level is concerned with subgraphs, such as communities of
related nodes, and their properties. Since there are many different ways
to determine such subgroups, research at the mesoscopic level is quite het-
erogeneous. Here, we also find research in connection with components,
cliques, k-cores, etc.

The macroscopic level is concernedwith properties of the network as a whole.
Typical indicators describe how large or how dense it is. Macroscopic indi-
cators may lead to a classification of types of networks. Of special impor-
tance is the distribution of microscopic indicators, which may for instance
help to determine whether it is a small-world network (see Section 2.6).
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2.4. Measures and indicators in social network analysis

We now return to the questions considered in the beginning of this chap-
ter. Given a social network like Fig. 2.1, how can one determine the relative
status or importance of one of its nodes? Note that this is a question at the
microscopic level. In social network analysis terms, the status of a node is its
centrality. There are many different centrality measures, reflecting the fact
that centrality is a multifaceted notion. In this section, we will mainly focus
on the ‘classic’ centrality measures defined by Wasserman and Faust (1994).

Degree centrality, often shortened to degree, is already discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. It is the number of nodes a given node is adjacent to:

CD(v) = |Γ(v)| (2.7)

Nodes with high degree centrality are generally considered more central than
low degree ones.

In the example of Fig. 2.1, Andrew and John are most central (CD = 5),
whereas Helen is least central (CD = 1). In the example of the directed network
(Fig. 2.2), we can distinguish between in-degree centrality and out-degree cen-
trality. Andrew has the highest in-degree centrality (CID = 4), whereas Walter
has the lowest (CID = 0). John has the highest out-degree centrality (COD = 4),
and Helen has the lowest (COD = 0).

Betweenness centrality can be informally characterised as a measure of the
amount of control a node can exercise over the rest of the network (Freeman,
1977). More precisely, it indicates how important a given node is to establish
geodesics between pairs of other nodes. The underlying idea is that a node
that belongs to many geodesics between other nodes has partial control over
their ability to communicate. It is defined as

CB(v) = ∑
g,h∈V

pg,h(v)
pg,h

(2.8)

where pg,h is the number of geodesics between g and h and pg,h(v) is the num-
ber of geodesics from g through v to h. We assume that g ̸= h ̸= v. Nor-
malisation leads to a number between 0 and 1. The normalised betweenness
centrality for a directed network is

CB(v) =
1

(|V| − 1)(|V| − 2) ∑
g,h∈V

pg,h(v)
pg,h

(2.9)

For an undirected network:

CB(v) =
2

(|V| − 1)(|V| − 2) ∑
g,h∈V

pg,h(v)
pg,h

(2.10)

Usually, the normalised variants are used.
Applying (2.8) to the example networks Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2 is less straight-

forward than in the case of degree centrality. First, we need to list all geodesics
between all node pairs in the network. Subsequently, we can determine which
geodesics pass through a given node and thereby obtain the betweenness cen-
trality. Note that this is a fairly naive approach and much be er algorithms
are available in the literature. The most efficient algorithm known to date for
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Table 2.3: Centrality scores for example undirected network (Fig. 2.1) and
example directed network (Fig. 2.2)

Betweenness Closeness

Undirected Directed Undirected Directed

Andrew 0.46 0.14 0.78 0.19
Helen 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.00
John 0.43 0.08 0.78 0.57
Juliet 0.00 0.10 0.54 0.19
Mary 0.07 0.06 0.58 0.29
Pete 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.21
Susan 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.21
Walter 0.05 0.00 0.58 0.58

computing betweenness centrality was proposed by Brandes (2001), – also see
(Brandes, 2008) for further discussion, as well as a broad overview of variants
of betweenness centrality. Without explicitly going through all calculations,
the first columns of Table 2.3 lists the betweenness centrality scores for nodes
in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2.

What happens if the network is unconnected (i.e., consists of more than one
component)? It was originally noted by Freeman (1977) – and more recently
emphasised by Brandes (2008) – that the definition of betweenness centrality
is applicable in this case as well. If g and h belong to different components,
there exists no (shortest) path from g to h and therefore pg,h(v) = pg,h = 0. As
this implies a division by zero, 0/0 is set equal to zero, by convention. Given
this convention, one can determine the betweenness centrality for any node in
a network, even if it is an isolate (i.e., unconnected to any other node): in that
case, CB(v) = 0. Note that, in general, this favours the nodes in the larger com-
ponents: other things being equal, if v belongs to a small component, pg,h(v)
will more often be equal to 0, simply because g and/or h belong to another
component, leading to a lower betweenness centrality value. It accords with
‘common sense’ that central nodes in a large component are more important
than central nodes in a small component.

There exists a multitude of variants of betweenness centrality. Some note-
worthy ones are group betweenness centrality (Evere & Borga i, 1999), which
characterises the centrality of a group of nodes, and edge betweenness central-
ity (Girvan & Newman, 2002), which characterises the importance of edges.
The la er is important because it is also the basis for a mesoscopic community
detection algorithm. Communities are subnetworks that have low internal
edge betweenness centrality and high external edge betweenness centrality.

A variant of betweenness centrality that part of our own research was fo-
cussed on are so-called Q-measures, which characterise the brokerage role of
a node between different groups in a network. Q-measures are discussed in
more detail in Section 2.5.

Closeness centrality characterises the speed with which information can
spread from the node under scrutiny to all other nodes. In other words, as
reflected by its name, closeness centrality indicates how ‘close’ a node is to
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the rest of the network. It is defined as the inverse of the summed distance
between v and all other nodes in the network:

CC(v) =
1

∑w∈V\v d(v, w)
(2.11)

where d(v, w) is the length of the geodesic from v to w. The maximum value
of CC(v) is 1/(|V| − 1), which occurs if v is adjacent to all other nodes in the
network. An alternative – and generally preferred – definition of closeness
centrality is the inverse of the average geodesic length between v and all other
nodes:

CC(v) =
|V| − 1

∑w∈V\v d(v, w)
(2.12)

We will henceforth use (2.12) when referring to closeness centrality.
To apply closeness centrality we first need to determine the shortest path

lengths between v and all other nodes. Note that this is different from the
information needed for betweenness centrality: we only need the geodesics
with v as an endpoint and we do not need to record which nodes they pass
through. Moreover, betweenness centrality requires that one records all the
geodesics, which is not necessary for closeness centrality. As an example, the
last columns of Table 2.3 contain the closeness centrality values for the undi-
rected network in Fig. 2.1 and the directed network in Fig. 2.2.

Eigenvector centrality (Bonacich, 1972; Wasserman & Faust, 1994) is part
of a larger ‘family’ of centrality measures, which has in recent years seen a
rising surge of interest in many fields, including information science. This in-
terest is probably largely due to the success of the Google search engine and
its underlying PageRank algorithm (Brin & Page, 1998; Langville & Meyer,
2006; Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd, 1999). It should, however, be em-
phasised that PageRank has several precursors (Franceschet, 2011) and is to
a large extent inspired by much earlier insights in citation analysis. Indeed,
Page et al. (1999) cite work by Eugene Garfield. More notably, the original
PageRank patent (Page, 2001) cites a direct precursor of PageRank, viz. the im-
portant work of Gabriel Pinski and Francis Narin on journal ranking (Pinski
& Narin, 1976). Because of its importance to some forms of link prediction, we
will mainly focus on PageRank here, but we emphasise that many remarks are
also applicable to other variants of eigenvector centrality.

In the field of informetrics, PageRank has been applied to journals (Bollen,
Rodriguez, & Van de Sompel, 2006), individual articles (Chen, Xie, Maslov,
& Redner, 2007; Ma, Guan, & Zhao, 2008), and authors (Ding, Yan, Frazho,
& Caverlee, 2009). Moreover, other centrality measures based on eigenvec-
tors have since been proposed, especially for ranking journals: the Eigenfac-
tor and Article Influence Score (Bergstrom, 2007; Bergstrom, West, & Wise-
man, 2008) are now included in the Journal Citation Reports. They are also
freely available from http://www.eigenfactor.org. Scopus includes the con-
ceptually similar SCImago Journal Rank (González-Pereira, Guerrero-Bote, &
Moya-Anegón, 2010), which is available at http://www.scimagojr.com.

All these measures have in common that they measure prestige rather than
popularity, i.e. a node’s status (centrality score) depends not only on the num-
ber of incoming links, but also on the status of the nodes that link to it (Ding &
Cronin, 2011). This is perhaps most obvious for social networks, but it can also
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be applied to publications and citations: a publication is directly influenced by
the publications in its reference list and indirectly by their references, the ref-
erences of their references, and so on (Rousseau, 1987).

Intuitively, PageRank can best be understood using the following compar-
ison. Assume the existence of a ‘random web surfer’ (Page et al., 1999), who
starts at a random web page, randomly chooses a hyperlink on that page and
clicks it, thereby navigates to a following page, again randomly clicks a link
and so on. Moreover, at every page, there is a small chance that the surfer is
‘teleported’ to a random other page on the web. If the surfer reaches a dead
end (a page with no links to other pages), (s)he is also teleported to a random
other page. After enough time, this becomes a stochastic process, i.e. one can
determine the probability that the web surfer is at a given web page. Obvi-
ously, some web pages are more important than others and will have a higher
associated probability. This probability is equal to that page’s PageRank.

To compute PageRank, onefirst transforms the adjacency matrix A = [aij]n×n
into the so-called Google matrix (Langville & Meyer, 2005), where each row
sums to one or zero. This is usually achieved by dividing each element by the
sum of its row:

a′ij =
aij

∑n
k=1 aik

The element a′ij is then the probability that one will move from node i to node
j. For an unweighted network, the above formula gives equal chance to each
out-link. For a weighted network, it will favour the link(s) with the highest
weight. Of course, other ways of normalisation are also possible.

If ∑n
k=1 aik = 0, then i is said to be a dangling node, i.e. a node without any

out-links. An example is Helen in Fig. 2.2. Since it would be impossible for a
random walker to ‘escape’ such a dangling node, we replace every element in
a zero row with 1/n. Let us call the new matrix G. Langville and Meyer (2005)
refer to G as the ‘raw Google matrix’.

There is a similar but more subtle problem: the random walker is also
constrained by strongly connected components. Consider again Fig. 2.2. If
a random walker reaches Andrew or Mary, it is trapped in the subnetwork
Andrew–Mary–Juliet. To overcome this problem, Brin and Page (1998) imple-
ment a ‘teleportation’ option, whereby there is a small chance that one will be
teleported to a random other node in the network. This guarantees that every
node in the network will eventually be visited. Another way to conceptualise
this is that we derive a complete network (a network where every single node
pair is connected), whose link weights are very small for all links not present
in the original network. The result is the final Google matrix G′. Formally,

G′ = αG + (1− α)E (2.13)

Here, α is the so-called damping factor, a constant describing the probability
that the random walker will follow one of the current node’s out-links (in its
original definition 0.85). Hence, 1− α is the probability of teleportation. The
matrix E is an n× n matrix, with each element equal to 1/n. If e is a column
vector of ones, then E = eeT/n. For some purposes E may be defined differ-
ently (see Section 3.3.4 for an example). The Google matrix G′ is a stochastic
matrix, modelling the ‘random web surfer’ process described above.

To obtain the PageRank from G′, we need the mathematical concept of
eigenvectors.
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Definition 2.8. Given a square matrix A, a vector t is an eigenvector of A if t is
not a zero vector and there exists a scalar (a real number) λ such that At = λt.
In other words, multiplying the matrix with one of its eigenvectors may change
the vector’s magnitude, but not its direction. λ is called the corresponding
eigenvalue.

The eigenvector p corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the Google ma-
trix G′ is the PageRank vector. Every element pi is the PageRank score of the
corresponding node i in the network. We mentioned how PageRank scores
represent probabilities; hence, ∑i∈V pi = 1.

Finally, we turn to the clustering coefficient. This is not a centrality mea-
sure but rather a measure of the extent to which nodes form tight, clustered
groups. The local clustering coefficient is an indicator on the microscopic
level: it quantifies to what extent a node and its neighbours are clustered. The
local clustering coefficient of node v is the fraction of links between neighbours
of v and the number of possible links. If Γ(v) denotes the neighbourhood of v,
then the local clustering coefficient for directed networks is

clust(v) =
|{(a, b)}|

|Γ(v)|(|Γ(v)| − 1)
where a, b ∈ Γ(v). (2.14)

In an undirected network, there are (|Γ(v)|(|Γ(v)| − 1))/2 possible links. The
local clustering coefficient for undirected networks is hence

clust(v) =
2|{(a, b)}|

|Γ(v)|(|Γ(v)| − 1)
where a, b ∈ Γ(v). (2.15)

The global clustering coefficient (or average clustering coefficient) gives
an idea of the amount of clustering in the network at large, and is hence a
macroscopic indicator. The global clustering coefficient is simply the average
of all local clustering coefficients:

clustG =
1
|V| ∑

v∈V
clust(v) (2.16)

We point out that there is a related macroscopic indicator, which is also some-
times referred to as the (global) clustering coefficient of a network (Huang,
2006; Latapy et al., 2008; Newman, 2001a):

clustG =
3N▽
N∨

(2.17)

where N▽ denotes the number of triangles (a set of 3 nodes where each node is
connected to the two others) and N∨ denotes the number of connected triples
(a set of 3 nodes with at least two links).

2.5 Q-measures

In this section, wediscuss a class ofmicroscopic indicators knownas Q-measures
(defined further on). We have previously studied and applied this indicator
type in the articles (Guns & Rousseau, 2009; Guns & Liu, 2010; Guns et al.,
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2011). This section is mainly based on this work. We will assume that we
are dealing with a connected, undirected and unweighted network. These as-
sumptions are mainly for the sake of convenience and do not imply that Q-
measures are limited to this type of network: since Q-measures are a variant
of betweenness centrality, they can also be applied to directed as well as un-
connected networks (Section 2.4). A weighted variant of Q-measures has been
studied by (Rousseau & Zhang, 2008).

2.5.1 Interactions between two groups

Flom, Friedman, Strauss, and Neaigus (2004) point out that most network
studies either study interactions within one network, where all actors (pos-
sibly) interact, or distinguish two groups and interactions only occur between
nodes from different groups and not within one group. In other words, they
refer to, respectively, unipartite and bipartite networks. They call a ention
to the following additional possibility: interactions are possible between all
nodes, but the network is subdivided in two or more groups and the focus of
the study is on the way different groups are connected and the role played by
actors in establishing these connections. In informetrics one may for instance
be interested in the collaboration network between universities. This network
is divided into several groups according to countries or larger regions. One is
then interested to know which universities play a bridging function facilitating
collaborations between different countries. In another field, Rothenberg and
Coyle (1995) wrote that the idea of identifying bridges in a network is a key
area for future research in HIV prevention and public health interventions.

Before we further expand on the measures used, we want to clarify exactly
what is meant by ‘groups’ here. Each group is an element of a partition of the
network’s node set. We recall that the partition of a set S is a set of subsets of
S such that

1. the union of these subsets is S;

2. these subsets are pairwise disjoint (i.e. do not overlap);

3. the subsets are not empty.

In other words, each node belongs to a group and there are no overlapping
groups (a node belongs to exactly one group). One can imagine measures sim-
ilar to Q-measures, that take into account overlapping groups. However, we
do not pursue this line of thought here.

Flom et al. (2004) remark that classical centrality measures do not make a
distinction between nodes of different groups, or between geodesics which re-
main in one group and those which cross to other groups. For that reason they
introduce the notion of Q-measures. Their Q-measure is defined as follows.
Let us assume that there are T actors or nodes in the network and that the net-
work is divided into two groups, denoted as G and H. Group G contains m
nodes, while group H contains n nodes, hence T = m + n. If actor a belongs
to group G, and assuming that actor a is gk, then the Q-measure for this actor
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is defined as:

Q(a) =
1

(m− 1)n

 m

∑
i=1
i ̸=k

n

∑
j=1

pgihj
(a)

pgihj

 (2.18)

If actor a belongs to group H, and assuming that it is actor hk, then its Q-
measure is defined dually as:

Q(a) =
1

m(n− 1)

 m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1
j ̸=k

pgihj
(a)

pgihj

 (2.19)

where pgihj
denotes the number of geodesics connecting gi ∈ G and hj ∈ H.

The symbol pgihj
(a) represents the number of geodesics connecting gi and hj

passing through a, where a is not one of the endpoints. More generally, we
will write

Q(a) =
1

(m− 1)n

∑
g∈G
h∈H

pg,h(a)
pg,h

 (2.20)

Flom et al. (2004) make a further distinction between Q1 for which only single-
cross geodesics are included in the definition, and Q2 for which all geodesics
are included (also those that cross groups several times). Finally, they also
define a Q-measure characterising the whole network, but as we will not study
this notion we refer the reader to the original article (Flom et al., 2004) for the
definition and further details.

Rousseau and Zhang (2008) observed that, although formula (2.20) is a nor-
malised sum of quotients, in directed valued networks it is preferable to define
Q-measures as quotients of sums. Guns and Rousseau (2009, Appendix A)
consider the question whether Q-measures as quotients of sums are more ap-
propriate and conclude that the original definition best reflects one’s intuition
of playing a bridging role between two groups in an unweighted network.

Obviously, in many cases the nodes in a network belong to more than two
groups. In the next section we propose generalisations of Q-measures for the
case that more than two groups can be distinguished in the network.

2.5.2 Interactions between any finite number of groups

Assume that a connected, undirected and unweighted network consists of S
(2 ≤ S < +∞) disjoint groups. We will not make a distinction between single-
cross geodesics and general ones, and will only consider the general case.
Hence we will impose no restrictions on shortest paths, beyond the demand
that their endpoints belong to different groups. Let group Gk, k = 1, . . . , S con-
sist of mk members and let ∑S

k=1 mk = M be the total number of nodes in the
network.

We propose two types of Q-measures, each generalising the case of two
groups. The first one is the one we refer to as a global Q-measure, the second
one is a local Q-measure.
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2.5.2.1 Global Q-measure

The global Q-measure for actor a is defined as:

QG(a) =
2

S(S− 1) ∑
k,l

 1
TPk,l

∑
g∈Gk
h∈Gl

pg,h(a)
pg,h

 =
2

S(S− 1) ∑
k,l

Qk,l(a) (2.21)

where 2
S(S−1) is a normalisation for the number of group combinations. In-

deed, the number of ways to choose two different groups is (S
2) = S(S−1)

2 .
The part between large brackets, which we can also denote as Qk,l(a), is the
Q-measure of a with respect to groups Gk and Gl (as defined in the previous
section). In the context of Q-measures for several groups, such a Q-measure
is called a partial Q-measure. Symbols pg,h(a) andpg,h are defined as in Sec-

tion 2.5.1. ∑g∈Gk
h∈Gl

pg,h(a)
pg,h

is divided by TPk,l , the total number of possible paths.

This is mk · ml if a does not belong to Gk or Gl . It is (mk − 1) · ml if a belongs
to Gk and mk · (ml − 1) if a belongs to Gl . If mk − 1 or ml − 1 is zero the cor-
responding TP is taken to be 1 (or any finite number). The exact value plays
no role as pg,h(a) = 0 in this case. The global Q-measure of node a always
satisfies the inequality 0 ≤ QG(a) ≤ 1.

2.5.2.2 Local Q-measure

The local Q-measure for actor a belonging to group Gk with mk nodes is defined
as:

QL(a) =
1

S− 1 ∑
l ̸=k

 1
(mk − 1)ml

∑
g∈Gk
h∈Gl

pg,h(a)
pg,h

 =
1

S− 1 ∑
l ̸=k

Qk,l(a) (2.22)

Note that (2.22) uses partial Q-measures as well, but the cases where a does
not belong to Gk – i.e., a ∈ Gl or a ∈ Gy(y ̸= k ̸= l) – are not used here. Again,
we apply a normalisation by dividing by the number of group combinations.
Since we only look at combinations between Gk and the other groups, this
number is S − 1. Just as for the global Q-measure, the local Q-measure of
node a satisfies the inequality 0 ≤ QL(a) ≤ 1. When S = 2, QL = QG = the
Q-measure as defined by Flom et al. (2004).

2.5.2.3 Discussion

There are several valid options when studying the bridging function of nodes
in networks with several groups, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. We briefly discuss
them.

A. Consider a target group and each other group separately. One considers
only shortest paths that connect nodes of the target group to the other group.
Paths containing other nodes may not be used. This is a special case of the
theory of Q-measures for two groups.
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A. B.

C. D.

Figure 2.6: Possible approaches to studying bridges between groups, where light
gray indicates nodes and links that are not used. A. Only look at target group and
other group; B. Local Q-measures; C. Outside world view; D. Global Q-measures

B. Consider a target group and each other group separately. One considers
only shortest paths that connect nodes of the target group to the other group.
Paths containing other nodes may be used in this case, but the roles played by
those other nodes are not taken into account. For two groups this is another
special case of the theory of Q-measures for two groups. For three or more
groups this Q-measure indicates a node’s bridging function between its own
group and the other groups. Averaging leads to the local Q-measure shown
in (2.22).

C. Consider a target group and the union of all other groups. This union
can be considered as the ‘outside world’. This situation is just a special case of
the theory of Q-measures for two groups.

D. Finally one can consider the global approach as described by (2.21). Here
the total topological structure plays a role in determining a node’s bridging
function between all different groups in the network.

Of course one may also average case A, but it seems counterintuitive to first
ignore all other groups and then take them into account through an averaging
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process. We note that a singleton group always has a local Q-measure equal to
0, but this is not necessarily the case for the global measure. On the contrary,
such a group can have the largest value in the network: consider, for instance,
the case of two countries situated on opposite sides of a high mountain range,
where a city situated on the mountain pass is an independent city state. De-
pending on the network topology this single city state can have the city with
the largest global Q-value (examples are given in the next section). If each
node in a network is considered as a singleton group then S = M and QG(a)
of node a in this network is equal to the betweenness centrality of a divided
by (S

2) = S(S−1)
2 . Finally, one may imagine circumstances – e.g. real-world

transportation networks – where normalisation, leading to a relative measure,
is not optimal. Then no division by S(S−1)

2 (in the global case), by S− 1 (in the
local case) or even TP is performed. This yields an absolute measure of ‘brid-
geness’. In particular, if no normalisation is performed QG(a) becomes equal
to the betweenness centrality if each node is considered as a singleton group.

2.5.2.4 Note

In some cases, one group may be considered more important than another. In
a transportation network for example, it is more important to be a bridge be-
tween two capital regions than between two peripheral regions. Q-measures
can easily be adapted in case the different groups have unequal weights. This
observation leads to the generalised global Q-measure:

QG(a) = ∑
k,l

wk,l ·Qk,l(a) with ∑
k,l

wk,l = 1 (2.23)

And the generalised local Q-measure:

QL(a) = ∑
l ̸=k

wl ·Qk,l(a) with ∑
l ̸=k

wl = 1 (2.24)

If each group combination is assigned the same weight, then (2.23) can be sim-
plified to (2.21), and (2.24) to (2.22).

2.5.3 Two artificial examples

To clarify the definitions given so far, we consider two small artificial exam-
ples.

Example 1 Consider the 8-node network depicted in Fig. 2.7, consisting of
three groups: G1 = {a1, a2, a3}, G2 = {b1, b2} and G3 = {c1, c2, c3}.

Following the suggestion by Flom et al. (2004), we describe the relation
between any two subgroups in a table, where the nodes in the cells are nodes
situated on a shortest path connecting the column and the row nodes (but not
one of these endpoints). If there are several shortest paths, these are shown
in separate rows. If the column and row nodes are directly connected, a ‘–’ is
placed in the corresponding cell.

From Table 2.4 we derive:
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a2
c1

a1

a3

b1

b2 c2

c3

Figure 2.7: Example network with nodes from three groups

Table 2.4: Shortest paths between G1 and G2

a1 a2 a3

b1 a3 a3
b2

–

b2 a2 – a2
b1

Table 2.5: Shortest paths between G1 and G3

a1 a2 a3

c1 b2 − a2 b2 b2 − a2
b2 − b1

c2 b2 − a2 b2 b2 − a2
c3 − b1
b2 − b1

c3 b1 − a3 b1 − a3
b1 − b2
c2 − b2

b1

Q1,2(a1) = 0; Q1,2(a2) = 3/8; Q1,2(a3) = 3/8;
Q1,2(b1) = 1/6; Q1,2(b2) = 1/6;
Q1,2(c1) = 0; Q1,2(c2) = 0; Q1,2(c3) = 0.

From Table 2.5 we derive:

Q1,3(a1) = 0; Q1,3(a2) = 17/36; Q1,3(a3) = 4/18;
Q1,3(b1) = 23/54; Q1,3(b2) = 19/27;
Q1,3(c1) = 0; Q1,3(c2) = 1/18; Q1,3(c3) = 1/18.

From Table 2.6 we derive:
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Table 2.6: Shortest paths between G2 and G3

c1 c2 c3

b1 b2 c3
b2

–

b2 – – c2
b1

Table 2.7: Calculation of the Q-measures for the artificial example

Global Q Local Q

QG(a1) =
1
3 (0 + 0 + 0) = 0 QL(a1) =

1
2 (0 + 0) = 0

QG(a2) =
1
3

(
3
8 + 17

36 + 0
)
= 61

216 ≃ 0.28 QL(a2) =
1
2

(
3
8 + 17

36

)
≃ 0.42

QG(a3) =
1
3

(
3
8 + 4

18 + 0
)
= 43

216 ≃ 0.20 QL(a3) =
1
2

(
3
8 + 4

18

)
≃ 0.30

QG(b1) =
1
3

(
1
6 + 23

54 + 1
6

)
= 41

216 ≃ 0.25 QL(b1) =
1
2

(
1
6 + 1

6

)
≃ 0.17

QG(b2) =
1
3

(
1
6 + 19

27 + 3
6

)
= 37

81 ≃ 0.46 QL(b2) =
1
2

(
1
6 + 3

6

)
≃ 0.33

QG(c1) =
1
3 (0 + 0 + 0) = 0 QL(c1) =

1
2 (0 + 0) = 0

QG(c2) =
1
3

(
0 + 1

18 + 1
8

)
= 13

216 ≃ 0.06 QL(c2) =
1
2

(
1
18 + 1

8

)
≃ 0.09

QG(c3) =
1
3

(
0 + 1

18 + 1
8

)
= 13

216 ≃ 0.06 QL(c3) =
1
2

(
1
18 + 1

8

)
≃ 0.09

Q2,3(a1) = 0; Q2,3(a2) = 0; Q2,3(a3) = 0;
Q2,3(b1) = 1/6; Q2,3(b2) = 3/6;
Q2,3(c1) = 0; Q2,3(c2) = 1/8; Q2,3(c3) = 1/8.

These three tables and the derived partial Q-measures can be used to de-
termine both the global and local Q-measures. For the calculation of the local
Q-measure we use the partial Q-measures Qk,l(s) only if s ∈ Gk or s ∈ Gl (see
formula (2.22)).

We can see in Table 2.7 that the relative importance of nodes b1 and b2 is
lower in the local case than in the global case, where their prominence was
derived to a large extent from their bridging position between G1 and G3.

Node a2 becomes the most important node, considered from the point of
view of the local group, i.e. using QL. Also node a3 has a higher QL value than
node b1 (while it is the other way around for QG).

Example 2: single-city state We now turn to another example, which was
already briefly mentioned in Section 2.5.2: the single-city state.

We consider three cases. In case I the single-city state is connected to one
city in country A, which is connected to all other A cities (m1 other cities),
and one city in country C, which is connected to all C cities (n1 cities). Here
QG(a1) = QG(c1) = 1; QG(b) = 1/3. All other nodes have QG = 0. As for
the local Q-measures, we find that QL(a1) = QL(c1) = 1. All other nodes,
including b, have QL = 0.
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Figure 2.8: The single-city state. Cases I, II and III

In case II the single-city state is connected to all (m) A cities and all (n) C
cities. Here QG(b) = 1/3, and all other nodes have QG = 0. Since the only
node in a one-member group always has QL = 0 (as mentioned earlier), in this
case all nodes have QL = 0.

Finally in case III, the single-city state is connected to half of the A cities
(a1, . . . , am/2), (we assume m to be even), which are each connected to one other
A city, and to half of the C cities (c1, . . . , cn/2), (assuming also n to be even),
each connected to one other C city. Here QG(b) = 1/3;

QG(a1) = . . . = QG(am/2) =
1
3

(
1

m− 1
+

n
(m− 1)n

)
=

2
3(m− 1)

and

QG(c1) = . . . = QG(cn/2) =
1
3

(
1

n− 1
+

m
(n− 1)m

)
=

2
3(n− 1)

.

All other nodes have QG equal to zero. As for the local Q-measures, we find
that

QL(a1) = . . . = QL(am/2) =
1
2

(
1

m− 1
+

1
m− 1

)
=

1
m− 1

and

QL(c1) = . . . = QL(cn/2) =
1
2

(
1

n− 1
+

1
n− 1

)
=

1
n− 1

.

All other nodes, including b, have QL = 0.
Depending on the situation the single-city state has (case II, and case III

with m, n > 3) or has not (case I, and case III with m or n ≤ 3) the largest QG
value. Its QL value on the other hand is always equal to 0.
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2.5.4 Theoretical considerations

In this section, we prove some propositions pertaining to Q-measures and be-
tweenness centrality. We can refer to actors whose QL or QG exceeds a thresh-
old as respectively local and global bridges. Since both measures are partly
based on the same information, one may expect that a global bridge often plays
the role of a local bridge and vice versa. Likewise, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that (global) bridges will generally also have a high betweenness cen-
trality. In this part, we examine mathematically what relations are possible
between the three measures.

First, we introduce some terminology. We will refer to shortest paths be-
tween nodes from different groups as inter-group geodesics. Furthermore, we
will distinguish (for a given node a) between external and internal inter-group
geodesics. If a belongs to group A, then any geodesic γb,c(a) where b ∈ A and
c ∈ V\A (or vice versa) is an internal inter-group geodesic of a. A geodesic
γb,c(a) where b, c ∈ V\A is an external inter-group geodesic of a.

Proposition 2.1. If the global Q-measure or local Q-measure of node a are
larger than 0, then the betweenness centrality of a is also larger than 0.

Proof. If the (global or local) Q-measure of a is positive, then a is part of at
least one geodesic between a pair of nodes from two different groups in the
network. Since a belongs to at least one geodesic in the network, its between-
ness centrality is larger than 0.

We note that the converse of Proposition 2.1 is not true: it is possible that
CB(a) > 0 while QL(a) = QG(a) = 0. In this case, node a is part of one or
more geodesics between nodes within its own group. Although it does not
play a role in any inter-group geodesic, it may be central to its own group.

Proposition 2.2. If the local Q-measure of node a is larger than 0, then the
global Q-measure of a is also larger than 0.

Proof. We assume that a belongs to group Gi. From (2.21), where Qk,l(a) is the
partial Q-measure of a with respect to groups Gk and Gl :

QG(a) =
2

S(S− 1) ∑
k,l

Qk,l(a)

=
2

S(S− 1) ∑
j ̸=i

Qi,j(a) +
2

S(S− 1) ∑
m,n ̸=i

Qm,n(a)

=
2
S

QL(a) +
2

S(S− 1) ∑
m,n ̸=i

Qm,n(a) (2.25)

Hence, if QL(a) > 0, then QG(a) > 0.

Again, the converse of Proposition 2.2 is not always true. It is possible
that a node’s local Q-measure is equal to zero, while its global Q-measure is
larger than zero. Specifically, as can be seen from the proof, if QL(a) = 0, then
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2.5. Q-measures

QG(a) = 2
S(S−1) ∑m,n ̸=i Qm,n(a) ≥ 0. In this case, node a is not part of any

internal inter-group geodesic, but it does form part of an external inter-group
geodesic.

The example of a single-city state presented in Section 2.5.3 illustrates an
extreme case were QL(b) = 0 but the partial Q-measureswith respect to groups
A and C are equal to 1 (note that this is the case for the three variations in
Fig. 2.8). In this case, QG(b) = 2

S(S−1) ·
(S−1)(S−2)

2 = 1− 2
S . The maximum

difference between the global and the local Q-measure (here QG −QL) in this
case equals 1− 2

S .
If QL(a) = 1, then

QG(a) =
2
S
+

2
S(S− 1) ∑

m,n ̸=i
Qm,n(a)

If node a is not a part of any external inter-group geodesic, then QG(a) = 2
S .

Again, we find a maximum difference (in this case QL − QG) between global
and local Q-measure of 1− 2

S . Hence, we conclude that the maximum differ-
ence between the local and the global Q-measure increases with the number
of groups S.

Finally, we briefly look into the question when QG(a) < QL(a) or vice
versa. We first note that if S = 2, QL(a) = QG(a) by definition. We now
assume that S > 2. By (2.25), we have that

QG(a)−QL(a) =
2
S

QL(a) +
2

S(S− 1) ∑
m,n ̸=i

Qm,n(a)−QL(a)

=
2− S

S
QL(a) +

2
S(S− 1) ∑

m,n ̸=i
Qm,n(a)

Since S > 2, 2−S
S QL(a) < 0. Whether QG(a) is larger than QL(a) or the other

way around, thus depends on the partial Q-measures of a and the number of
groups S. In practice, the relation between QG(a) and QL(a) mainly depends
on the number of external inter-group geodesics, i.e. how often a forms part
of geodesics between authors from two other groups. QG(a) being greater
than QL(a) thus indicates that a primarily maintains multilateral relations with
nodes from many different groups.

2.5.5 Possible applications

In most network studies a lot of a ention has gone to the centrality of nodes,
measured in different ways. Yet, locating nodes that play a bridging function
and pu ing a numerical value to this role, opening the possibility of ranking
nodes with respect to their bridging function, is equally important.

Research areas where the theory of Q-measures can be applied are mani-
fold; some examples are listed in Table 2.8. The work of Chen and Rousseau
(2008) is an example of the third case, restricted to the Journal of FluidMechanics
and just two countries (Germany and England).

Note that examples 5 and 11 usually imply a directed network. We stress
that all formulae for Q-measures – the original Q-measures for two groups
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as well as Q-measures for any finite number of groups – can be applied to
directed networks as well. In fact, Brandes’s algorithm for Q-measures treats
undirected networks as symmetric directed ones.

2.5.6 Implementation
Brandes (2008) provides an efficient algorithm for calculation of Q-measures
in the original se ing, i.e. in a network with two groups. He notes that

the generalization [to networks with more than two groups] is not
straightforward. This is because of the exponentially growingnum-
bers of combinations of sorts for source-target pairs and admissible
sort changes along paths.

The first factor in particular has meant that we had to resort to a more naive al-
gorithm for Q-measures in networks with an arbitrary number of groups. This
algorithm is obviously much slower. Within the size limits of our research, this
does not pose real problems. The algorithm is as follows. First, a breadth-first
search determines all geodesics between two nodes g and h. Based on these
geodesics, we can determine for a given node a the fraction pg,h(a)/pg,h. Doing
this for all relevant node pairs yields the global and local Q-measure.

As for the practical implementation, betweenness centrality and Q-measures
were calculated with software based on the NetworkX software package, avail-
able from http://networkx.lanl.gov (Hagberg, Schult, & Swart, 2008, see
also Section 6.4.2). NetworkX does not provide a finished program, – rather, it
is a ‘toolbox’ that can be expanded for specific network analysis tasks. While
the calculation of betweenness centrality is part of NetworkX, it does not im-
plement Q-measures. Using the basic building blocks present in NetworkX,
the above algorithm was implemented and tested.

2.5.7 Application to the citation environment of Nano Le ers

Leydesdorff (2007a) studies social network measures in the local citation envi-
ronment of a number of journals. The local citation environment of a journal J
consists of all journals that cite (or are cited by) J up to one percent of its citation
rate (Leydesdorff, 2007b). The similarity between journals in a citation envi-
ronment is calculated with the well-known cosine measure (Salton & McGill,
1983; see also Section 3.3.1). Similarity measures exceeding a threshold (≥ 0.2)
indicate the most important connections. Thus, the local citation environment
can be treated as an undirected network, where nodes are journals and links
indicate a fair amount of similarity.

As a practical example, we study Q-measures in the local citation envi-
ronment of the journal Nano Le ers, an important journal in the field of nan-
otechnology. Since Leydesdorff (2007a) used this journal’s citation environ-
ment in 2004 as an example, we will also determine Q-measures for the 2004
data, taken from http://www.leydesdorff.net/jcr04. In this year, 17 jour-
nals have cited Nano Le ers more than 1 % of its total number of citations.

Next, we look up each journal’s category in the Journal Citation Reports
(JCR). If a journal is assigned to more than one JCR category, it is assumed to
belong to the largest of its categories (i.e., the category with the largest number
of journals). The rationale for this is that we wanted to avoid a large number
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Table 2.8: Example applications of Q-measures for n groups

Network Nodes Groups Types of linkages

1 University Researchers Departments Co-authorship
2 Several coun-

tries (as e.g.
the European
Union)

Universities Countries Co-authorship

3 Several coun-
tries (as e.g.
the European
Union)

Universities Countries Co-authorship,
restricted to one
particular field; or
in one particular
journal (Chen &
Rousseau, 2008)

4 Company Personnel Divisions “has formal meet-
ings with”
“has informal
meetings with”

5 University Web Departments Faculties or
departments
studying
similar top-
ics

Web links
(Björneborn, 2006)

6 World-wide
airport network
(WAN)

Airports Countries “have a direct
airline connec-
tion” (Barrat,
Barthélémy,
Pastor-Satorras, &
Vespignani, 2003)

7 Navigation
routes

Harbours Countries Trade routes

8 Primate be-
haviour

Monkeys Age groups Interactions = joint
presence at a river
(Evere & Borga i,
1999)

9 Human Disease
Network

Diseases Disorder
classes

Diseases share at
least one gene in
which mutations
are associated with
both disorders
(Goh et al., 2007)

10 Schools Pupils Class
groups

Friendship

11 Football match Players Position
(4 groups:
goalkeeper,
defenders,
midfielders,
forwards)

“passes to”
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Table 2.9: Overview of JCR categories, journals and their Q-measures in the
citation environment of Nano Le ers

JCR category Journal QG QL

CHEMISTRY, AngewChemIntEdit 0.000 0.000
MULTIDISCIPLINARY ChemCommun 0.005 0.009

JAmChemSoc 0.005 0.009

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICAL ChemPhysLe 0.085 0.126
JPhysChemB 0.005 0.009
Langmuir 0.005 0.009

MATERIALS SCIENCE, AdvMater 0.032 0.009
MULTIDISCIPLINARY ChemMater 0.015 0.004

JMaterChem 0.015 0.004
JNanosciNanotechno 0.164 0.057
NanoLe 0.082 0.028
Nanotechnology 0.075 0.053

PHYSICS, APPLIED ApplPhysLe 0.014 0.009
JApplPhys 0.004 0.000

PHYSICS, CONDENSED MATTER PhysRevB 0.000 0.000

PHYSICS, MULTIDISCIPLINARY PhysRevLe 0.001 0.000

POLYMER SCIENCE Macromolecules 0.000 0.000

of singleton groups. Still, as shown in Table 2.9, three of the seven categories
contain only one journal.

In the corresponding network, there are thus 17 nodes (journals) belonging
to 7 different groups (JCR categories). Global and local Q-measures were cal-
culated using formulae (2.21) and (2.22), summarised in Table 2.9. In general,
we find that there is a clear correlation between QG and QL (r = 0.73), between
QG and betweenness centrality (r = 0.97), and between QL and betweenness
centrality (r = 0.80).

Fig. 2.9 illustrates these correlations: the horizontal size of nodes corre-
sponds to their global Q-measure, while the vertical size corresponds to their
local Q-measure. From the figure, it can be readily seen that the three ‘nano’
journals primarily function as bridges between other groups: their global Q-
measure is much higher than their local one. Although Chemical Physics Le ers
is important both globally and locally, its vertical size suggests that this jour-
nal’s primary bridging role is in connecting other journals in physical chem-
istrywith journals in other disciplines. Most of the other chemistry and physics
journals are much less important, as was already evidenced by their low be-
tweenness centrality (Leydesdorff, 2007a).

2.5.8 Application to the informetrics collaboration network

The giant component of the informetrics co-authorship network consists of
1 234 authors from 46 different countries.
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AdvMater

AngewChemIntEdit
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ChemCommun

ChemMater
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NanoLett

Nanotechnology

PhysRevB

PhysRevLett

Figure 2.9: The citation environment of Nano Le ers in 2004. Nodes are scaled
horizontally by their QG value and vertically by their QL value

One of the goals of our research was to explore how Q-measures and be-
tweenness centrality may evolve over time. We therefore sliced the data of
the entire period 1990–2009 into four periods of each five years: 1990–1994,
1995–1999, 2000–2004, and 2005–2009. The raw numbers for these periods are
summarised in Table 2.10; they reflect the strong growth of the field of infor-
metrics over the last decade (Egghe, 2005a). The number of articles has more
than tripled, and the number of authors in the last period is more than four
times higher than in the first period. Moreover, there is a clear trend towards
more collaboration, as can be seen from the fourth and fifth columns of Ta-
ble 2.10.

The same preprocessing steps as described earlier were applied to the time-
sliced data. We decided to focus on the 1 129 authors that are studied for the
entire period, mainly because the time periods were too short for any suffi-
ciently large components to form. Of course, many of these authors have only
published in one or two of the time periods. The number of studied authors
for each time period can be found in the last column of Table 2.10.

Q-measures andbetweenness centrality in the entire period 1990–2009 First,
we examine the results as calculated for the entire time period (1990–2009). All
results are obtained for the network formed by the giant component, consist-
ing of 1 234 nodes. We find high correlation between QG and CB, whereas
correlations with QL are lower (see Table 2.11). This is because QL is based
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Table 2.10: Number of articles and authors in four consecutive time periods

Period Articles Authors Collaborating
authors

% collaborating
authors

Studied
authors

1990–1994 619 663 496 74.8 % 211
1995–1999 843 905 687 75.9 % 284
2000–2004 1 059 1 310 1 150 87.8 % 451
2005–2009 1 936 2 776 2 531 91.2 % 691

Table 2.11: Pearson correlation coefficient between measures in the largest
component

QG QL CB

QG 1 0.5876 0.929156
QL 1 0.49693
CB 1

Table 2.12: Top 10 authors ranked by global Q-measure

Rank Name CB QG QL Country

1 Glanzel, W 0.3538 0.3415 0.4495 Belgium
2 Kretschmer, H 0.2617 0.2425 0.2955 Germany
3 Rousseau, R 0.1823 0.1971 0.2611 Belgium
4 Thelwall, M 0.1930 0.1689 0.3139 England
5 Lewison, G 0.0846 0.1535 0.3884 England
6 Leta, J 0.1064 0.1337 0.9929 Brazil
7 Scharnhorst, A 0.1464 0.1298 0.0728 Netherlands
8 Borner, K 0.1383 0.1266 0.3320 USA
9 Leydesdorff, L 0.0834 0.1174 0.2191 Netherlands

10 Klavans, R 0.0928 0.1172 0.2117 USA

on a subset of the geodesics necessary for the calculation of QG, which is itself
based on a subset of all geodesics, which are necessary for calculating CB.

We have determined which individual researchers play a significant role in
international collaboration, as reflected by the three centrality measures under
consideration. There are 335 researchers out of 1 234 in the giant component
for whom at least one of the two Q-measure variants is larger than 0. These
researchers are direct or indirect facilitators of international collaboration. Ta-
ble 2.12 shows the top 10 authors as ranked by QG.

The ranking according to betweenness (not shown) is very similar to the
one by QG. The ranking according to the local Q-measure, on the other hand,
shows a significantly different pa ern, revealing the importance of a given
author to his own country’s participation in international collaboration. An
interesting example is Tomas Cahlik (Czech Republic), the only author whose
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Table 2.13: Top 10 authors ranked by local Q-measure

Rank Name CB QG QL Country

1 Cahlik, T 0.0018 0.0435 1.0000 Czech Republic
2 Leta, J 0.1064 0.1337 0.9929 Brazil
3 Horlesberger, M 0.0123 0.0380 0.8750 Austria
4 Schiebel, E 0.0106 0.0326 0.7500 Austria
5 Falagas, ME 0.0141 0.0317 0.7143 Greece
6 Kim, H 0.0159 0.0301 0.6923 South Korea
7 Fischer, AL 0.0229 0.0378 0.6676 Scotland
8 Schubert, A 0.0728 0.0683 0.6026 Hungary
9 Kongthon, A 0.0280 0.0276 0.5716 Thailand

10 Etemad, S 0.0071 0.0248 0.5714 Iran

QL = 1. In other words, all geodesics between the Czech Republic and other
countries pass through him. Moreover, Cahlik is not part of any external inter-
group geodesic. As noted in Section 2.5.4, this implies that his QG = 2/S =
2/46. The top 10 authors as ranked by their local Q-measure are shown in
Table 2.13.

It should be stressed that ranking according to QL may be deceiving. For
instance, there are only two authors from the Czech Republic, which places
Cahlik’s top spot in a somewhat different light. Indeed, the more authors there
are from a given country, the harder it is for any of these authors to achieve
a high QL value. The same is true for QG, but to a much more limited ex-
tent. Meaningful comparisons on the basis of QL are thus only possible within
one country (or between authors from countries with a comparable number of
authors). Table 2.13 should be interpreted with this caveat in mind. Local Q-
measures may, however, give one some reference information when looking
for collaborators in a specific region.

It turns out that there are some remarkable size differences between the
three indicators studied. Table 2.14 summarizes some descriptive statistics.
Note that we use the third quartile rather than the median, since the median
for each of these measures equals zero. The difference between CB and QG
turns out to be small, but QL is much higher than the other two measures. In-
formally, the difference between QG and QL mainly depends on how often a
node belongs to external inter-group geodesics. In our case each of these statis-
tics is much smaller for QG than for QL, implying that most nodes mostly form
bridges for nodes from their own group. If homophily (McPherson, Lovin, &
Cook, 2001) occurs in a network (i.e., nodes prefer to link to nodes from the
same group), the average local Q-measure for this network and these groups
will typically be larger than the average global Q-measure. It seems reason-
able to expect authors to primarily collaborate with colleagues from the same
country – i.e., homophily with regard to country –, which explains why in
our case study the local Q-measure statistics far exceed their global counter-
parts. If research happens in larger and/or more international teams, global
Q-measures will typically become larger. According to our data, it seems that
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Table 2.14: Comparison of the three measures over all nodes

QG QL CB

Sum 5.7783 31.4258 5.3561
Average 0.0051 0.0278 0.0047
Third quartile 0.0002 0.0018 0.0006

international collaboration in the field of informetrics is not very intense; col-
laboration is mostly local and bilateral. There are 42 researchers whose QG
is larger than QL. By definition these nodes are part of at least one external
inter-group geodesic between nodes from other countries.

It rarely occurs that the local Q-measure of a node is 0 while the global
Q-measure is greater than 0. No cases can be found in the network of the
entire period, but some rare examples do occur in the time-sliced networks
(see below). In that case, an author is part of at least one external inter-group
geodesic, but not of any internal inter-group geodesics.

QG(a) and QL(a) being equal to 0 does not necessarily mean that there
are no links between node a and nodes from other groups, only that a is not
part of an inter-group geodesic. As shown in Section 2.5.4, it is possible that
QG(a) = QL(a) = 0 but CB(a) > 0. This is the case for 46 researchers. It
is very likely that these researchers have only collaborated with compatriots.
Although the betweenness centrality of these nodes is generally quite low, this
indicates that these nodes play a bridging role within their own country even
if they are not involved in international collaboration.

We now turn to the role of countries, which form the groups in the current
case study. We are interested in the question which countries play a major
role in international collaboration. For each country, we count the number of
authors, the number of authors whose QG > 0 and the sum of each of the three
centrality measures. The results are shown in Table 2.15, restricted to the 20
countries with the largest summed QG.

Of the 46 countries in the data, there are 13 countries whose summed cen-
trality measures equal zero. The authors from the other 33 countries take on at
least some bridging role in international collaboration. In general, the United
States clearly have the advantage in terms of number of authors and central-
ity. Remarkably, the network contains almost as many researchers from Spain
and Spain’s summed QL even exceeds the USA’s. Its global Q-measure is how-
ever much lower. The specific role of China and its ties to other countries are
discussed in more detail by Guns and Liu (2010).

Fig. 2.10 shows the network as visualised by Pajek, using the Kamada-
Kawai layout algorithm. Nodes with different colour belong to different coun-
tries (see Appendix A for a legend). This visual representation confirms that
most nodes tend to group together with other nodes of the same country. It
is also easy to see that some countries are as a group more central than oth-
ers (Evere & Borga i, 1999). For instance, Belgium (brown, in the centre)
is fairly central, while Chile (light blue, on the outer right) is mostly on the
outside of the network. This can obviously affect a single node’s global Q-
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Table 2.15: Country domination in international collaboration

Country Authors Authors
with QG > 0

CB QG QL

USA 186 54 0.766915 0.751364 1.745696
Belgium 51 17 0.633594 0.643959 1.177532
Netherlands 53 25 0.66815 0.606074 1.337717
England 82 19 0.455365 0.490836 1.101445
France 95 31 0.299801 0.444259 1.462598
India 63 20 0.324571 0.379961 1.540381
Germany 46 16 0.317025 0.271888 0.884998
Spain 150 40 0.642839 0.253344 1.896463
Brazil 34 13 0.168015 0.199869 1.617245
China 67 17 0.176404 0.180843 0.924313
Sweden 13 4 0.073459 0.177024 0.827813
Mexico 28 7 0.09945 0.164489 1.435559
Australia 24 6 0.078285 0.158093 0.801812
Denmark 19 6 0.060161 0.118253 1.031879
Canada 22 6 0.119784 0.117135 0.589536
Hungary 17 4 0.119523 0.107186 0.892006
South Korea 14 4 0.051355 0.085595 1.694874
Chile 14 3 0.015913 0.080738 0.568091
Cuba 11 4 0.038172 0.072539 0.539902
Russia 11 6 0.042326 0.071016 0.593629

measure (and betweenness), because it is easier for a Belgian author to form
part of many (external inter-group) geodesics than it is for a Chilean one.

The visualisation also reveals some interesting characteristics that would
be much harder to determine from a set of indicators. It is, for instance, much
easier to see how coherent a specific group is, – that is, how well its nodes are
connected to one another. One can observe that there are roughly two Span-
ish (dark blue) communities: one (top central) is mainly connected to foreign
colleagues via Aguillo, IF and Bordons, M, whereas the other is positioned in
the top right, with Torres-Salinas, D and De Moya-Anegon, F as main interna-
tional bridges. Another interesting example is The Netherlands (yellow). This
country also consists of two clearly separate communities: the Leiden CWTS
community appears in the middle, slightly to the right, whereas another, much
smaller community is positioned on the right. The la er contains researchers
like Leydesdorff, L and Van Den Besselaar, P. The country of China (white,
slightly below the middle) seems fairly coherent.

The same network with the same layout is also shown in Fig. 2.11, where
the nodes are sized according to their Q-measures. Vertical size reflects QL,
while horizontal size reflects QG. Some important nodes have been manually
labelled. Again we see that, due to homophily, the local Q-measure is in most
cases much higher than the global one. Moreover, no single country can be
said to really dominate the network: there appear to be typically no more than
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Figure 2.10: Giant component of collaboration network in entire period
1990–2009. Larger groups are: Belgium (brown), China (white), France
(blue-green), England (dark green), India (blue), Netherlands (yellow), Spain
(dark blue), USA (light purple). See Appendix A for a full legend
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Figure 2.11: Giant component of collaboration network in entire period
1990–2009. Vertical node dimension is scaled with QL, horizontal node dimension
is scaled with QG. Some prominent nodes have been labelled. Colours are the
same as in Fig. 2.10

one or two major ‘bridge authors’ per country.

Q-measures and betweenness centrality in the four time slices The authors
in the largest component of the entire period constitute the main body of re-
searchers in informetrics. As previously explained, we created consecutive
time-sliced networks consisting of the same authors (if they published dur-
ing a given time slice) for the periods 1990–1994, 1995–1999, 2000–2004, and
2005–2009. Subsequently, we calculated the same set of centrality measures
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Table 2.16: Characteristics of the informetrics co-authorship network in different
time slices

Nodes Links Nodes with
QG > 0

Total CB Total QG Total QL

1990–1994 211 294 32 0.0520 0.0373 0.2847
1995–1999 284 407 53 0.0692 0.0385 0.3590
2000–2004 451 752 72 0.3285 0.3959 1.9702
2005–2009 691 1 460 177 2.5964 1.5995 9.8844

for each time-sliced network, to see how the collaboration network evolved
over time. Table 2.16 lists some general characteristics of each time slice. Over
time, the network becomes both larger and denser: the number of nodes in-
creases, as does the number of links per node.

We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient for each centrality mea-
sure between the entire period and the time slices. As could be expected, cor-
relations for the later periods are much be er, since these networks are much
closer to the network for the entire period. However, the measures do not
grow linearly. For 748 nodes, the centrality measures equal zero across all
time-sliced networks and the network of the entire period. For the remaining
486 nodes that have at least one centrality measure larger than 0, we found
that there are 77 nodes whose centrality measures equal zero across all time-
sliced networks but not in the network for the entire period. These researchers
form part of geodesics that are only present when we look at a longer time pe-
riod: they began collaborating with different people over the course of time.
Some examples include Burrell, QL, Hartley, J, and Laudel, G. The reverse
is also possible: the centrality measures of Van Vijk, E (the Netherlands) are
larger than 0 in the period 1995–1999, but all his centrality measures for the
entire period are zero. This is caused by later collaborations of his collabora-
tor Nederhof, leading to new (shorter) geodesics in the network for the entire
period.

Authors who have some degree of centrality both in every time slice and
in the entire period may be regarded as the main facilitators of international
collaboration in the field of informetrics in 1990–2009. Most of them (64%) are
also ranked in the top 25, or even in the top 10 (36 %, see Table 2.12). We list
these authors and their rank in Table 2.17.

Some newer and/or younger authors do not occur in the older time slices,
but have still gained high QG values. These ‘new talents’, taken from the 20
researchers with the highest QG, are listed in Table 2.18, along with the year
they first appeared in the network and the time period when they got their
first CB > 0 and QG > 0. Remarkably, Klavans, R occupies the 10th spot of
Table 2.12, but does not have CB > 0 or QG > 0 in any time-sliced network.
Closer scrutiny of Klavans’s publication record reveals that in 2001 he pub-
lished a paper with colleagues from Israel and South Africa. Then, no papers
of his are found in our data set until 2005, when he published several articles
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Table 2.17: Central authors in all time slices and in the entire period

Name Rank according to QG

Glanzel, W 1
Kretschmer, H 2
Rousseau, R 3
Lewison, G 5
Leydesdorff, L 9
Tijssen, R 14
Moed, H 15
Schubert, A 22
Markusova, VA 24
Rao, IKR 34
Braun, T 46
Bordons, M 91
Van Raan, AFJ 101
Garg, KC 187

in collaboration with Boyack, K and Borner, K, both of which are more central
in the time-sliced network. This illustrates how time-sliced data may comple-
ment and nuance the rankings found for the entire period.

Table 2.18: Central authors in entire period but not in all time slices

Name Country Entered network in First CB > 0 in First QG > 0 in

Thelwall, M England 2001 2000–2004 2000–2004
Leta, J Brazil 1996 1995–1999 2000–2004
Borner, K USA 2003 2005–2009 2005–2009
Klavans, R USA 2001 None None
Meyer, M England 1998 2000–2004 2000–2004
Kundra, R India 1996 2000–2004 2000–2004
Vaughan, L Canada 2002 2000–2004 2000–2004
Davis, M Australia 1999 2000–2004 2000–2004

To determine how these fluctuations in centrality affect the relative posi-
tion of countries, we sum up the QG scores per country. The results can be
inspected in Appendix B. There is a clear tendency towards more countries get-
ting involved in international collaboration. Some countries (Belgium, France,
England, Germany, Hungary, India, the Netherlands, Russia, Spain, and USA)
are present in every time slice.

The first period (1990–1994) is relatively evenly divided among six coun-
tries, with the Netherlands and USA as the main players. Note, though, that
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this chart is based on li le data (cf. Table 2.16). There is a significant change
in the next period (1995–1999), when the Netherlands clearly dominate the
international informetrics scene, accounting for almost 50 % of the sum of all
global Q-measures. According to any of the measures used, it absolutely dom-
inates the international scene. The later two periods show a tendency towards
a more even distribution between countries. Moreover, from 2000 onwards
many ‘new’ countries appear to engage in international collaboration.

It is remarkable that the USA ranks relatively low in the last three time-
sliced networks. When all the data are merged into one network, however,
the global Q-measure of the USA exceeds that of all other countries.

China’s part has grown significantly throughout these four time slices. In
1990–1994, there are no Chinese informetrics researchers engaged in interna-
tional collaboration. Their relative share grows in the following two time slices
and then slightly decreases in the last one, – although in absolute terms, the
last period is stagnating rather than decreasing. One possible factor contribut-
ing to the growth of China in the period 2000–2004 is the 9th ISSI conference
held in China, which significantly promoted Chinese informetrics research.

2.6 Network models and the small world effect

To a large extent, the surge in network applications across a broad swath of sci-
entific domains is due to advances in network modelling during the past two
decades. Nevertheless, the first major breakthrough in network models was
achieved much earlier by Erdős and Rényi (1959). These authors considered
the case of random networks, where one is given n nodes that are connected
by a given number of random links (or, alternatively, where random links oc-
cur with a given probability p). They proved that, as more links are added, the
largest component quickly grows into a ‘giant’ component that contains most
of the nodes.

Moreover, random networks of this kind have an interesting property. If
there are n nodes and m links, the average node degree in this network is z =
2m
n . So, on average, node v has z neighbours, each of which have z neighbours

in turn, and so on. So there are zk nodes at distance k. Obviously, this number
increases very quickly. To reach all n nodes in the network, we set zD = n.
Hence, one needs D = logz n =

log n
log z hops (Newman, 2000). Because of the

logarithm, this number is fairly small, even for large n. For example, if n =
1 000 000 and z = 10, then D = 6.

This is known as the small world effect. Already in 1929, the Hungarian
author Frigyes Karynthi described this phenomenon in the short story ‘Lánc-
szemek’ (‘Chain links’):

To prove that nowadays the population of the Earth is in every
aspect much more closely interconnected, than it has ever been,
one member of our gathering proposed a test. Let us pick at will
any given existing person from among the one and one half billion
inhabitants of the Earth, at any location. Then our friend bet that he
could establish via direct personal links a connection to that person
through at most five other persons, one of them being his personal
acquaintance. (Karynthi, 1929, as cited in Braun, 2004)
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During the 1950s, Ithiel de Sola Pool and Manfred Kochen (who was, among
other things, also an influential information scientist, see (Garfield, 1989) and
Section 6.2.1)wrote an essay entitled ‘Contacts and influences’ that raisedmany
significant questions regarding the nature and characteristics of social net-
works. Among other things, they considered the question of paths between
two arbitrary persons (including short characteristic path length). The essay
remained unpublished until 1978, when a “moderately revised” version was
published as the very first article in the then new journal Social Networks (de
Sola Pool & Kochen, 1978).

Despite the delay, de Sola Pool and Kochen’s essay was influential well
before its official publication: a draft version directly inspired the American
psychologist Stanley Milgram to perform a series of still famous experimen-
tal investigations of the small world phenomenon (Milgram, 1967; Travers &
Milgram, 1969). Travers and Milgram (1969) asked 296 individuals from Ne-
braska and Boston to forward a le er to a person in Massachuse s, by sending
it to friends who might be acquainted. If a recipient of the le er knew the tar-
get person, he/she was asked to send it there or otherwise again forward it
to a friend. In the end, 64 le ers reached the target person. Of these, there
were, on average, about 5 intermediaries. Milgram believed the number of six
hops on average (five intermediaries plus a final hop to the target) to be sta-
ble. This later on led to the famous notion of ‘six degrees of separation’, the –
fascinating but scientifically dubious – idea that any two persons on the globe
are separated by at most six hops.

Milgram’s studies have later on been criticised on methodological grounds
and because the conclusions were too strong given the data: it is question-
able whether 5 is generally the average number of intermediaries. Moreover,
less than a quarter of the le ers reached the target. Despite these criticisms,
the general idea – any two nodes in a social network are connected through a
short chain of connections – has been shown in many studies and is nowadays
generally accepted.

We mention just two famous examples that are also well-known outside
of network studies. ‘Six degrees of Kevin Bacon’ is a game, wherein one tries
to find the shortest chain between a given actor and actor Kevin Bacon. Two
actors are linked if they have both acted in the same film. The average chain
length between Bacon and other actors is only 2.98.¹ Another example is the
Erdős number (http://www.oakland.edu/enp/). Paul Erdős (1913–1996) was
one of the most prolific mathematicians ever, who collaborated with a large
number of colleagues. Erdős himself has Erdős number 0, the co-authors of
Erdős have Erdős number 1, their co-authors who have never collaborated
with Erdős have Erdős number 2, and so on. Glänzel and Rousseau (2005)
show that many information scientists have low Erdős numbers as well, which
illustrates the small world effect.

Travers and Milgram (1969) noticed that almost half of the le er chains
passed through only three persons. This is another aspect related to the small
world effect: some nodes are very well connected, and thus, the average chain
length decreases. Such central nodes are sometimes referred to as hubs. Paul
Erdős and, to a lesser extent, Kevin Bacon are also examples of hubs. A fas-
cinating non-scientific The New Yorker article (Gladwell, 1999) tells the story

¹http://oracleofbacon.org/center.php
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Figure 2.12: Degree distribution of Informetrics network and a comparable
random network

of an extremely well-connected grandmother from Chicago, suggesting that
these hubs are the explanation for the small world effect.

We have seen that random networks also exhibit small world effects, – the
average geodesic length is small. Does this mean that they form an adequate
model of ‘real-world’ social, biological or technical networks? The answer is
negative: unfortunately, the random graph model yields networks that do not
share all the traits we find in real networks.

Perhaps the most important difference is the low global clustering coeffi-
cient of random networks, whereas real-world networks typically exhibit high
amounts of clustering. We illustrate this using the Informetrics co-authorship
network. Discarding isolate authors, this network consists of 1 071 nodes and
1 934 links. The global clustering coefficient of the Informetrics network is
0.607, whereas the global clustering coefficient of a randomly generated net-
work with the same number of nodes and links is only 0.003 (averaged over
10 iterations), two orders of magnitude smaller.

A second difference is that hubs do not occur in random networks. The
degree distribution in actual networks is typically highly skewed, following a
power law (Amaral, Scala, Barthelemy, & Stanley, 2000; Newman, 2000; Stam
& Reijneveld, 2007). In a random network, however, hubs do not occur. In-
stead, degree follows a binomial distribution. We again illustrate this by com-
paring the Informetrics co-authorship network with a random network with
the same number of nodes and links. The result is shown in Fig. 2.12.

Wa s and Stroga (1998) were among the first authors to propose a the-
oretical network model that resulted in networks that be er resemble real-
world networks. They start from a regular graph, a network where each node
has the same degree. Within the regular graph edges are rewired with a prob-
ability p. They then show that, even for small p, the following characteristics
emerge:

1. The average geodesic length is low. This is due to the random edges,
that function as ‘shortcuts’ between disparate neighbourhoods.
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2. The global clustering coefficient is significantly higher than that of com-
parable random networks. This is due to the regularity of the original
network.

As such, their model characterises real networks as a type that lies on a con-
tinuum between regular networks (p = 0) and random networks (p = 1).
Newman and Wa s (1999) study a variation of the model, in which no edges
are rewired; instead, random shortcuts are added. Interestingly, Rousseau
(2005a) has proposed that small-world networks may consist of different edge
sets, giving the example of a (semi-)regular neighbour set and an (irregular)
friend set. This is essentially the same idea as the mathematical model studied
in (Newman & Wa s, 1999).

The model of (Wa s & Stroga , 1998) is regarded by some (e.g., Latapy
et al., 2008) as the start of current network research. Its importance is also
reflected in its number of citations: WoS records 4 966 citations, Scopus even
records 6 961 citations (checked April 18, 2011). However, the Wa s and Stro-
ga model also has its shortcomings. For one, it does not really yield degree
distributions that follow a power law. Moreover, it does not have a temporal
component, which means that it cannot explain how a small-world network
emerges over the course of time.

The most famous temporal model of small-world networks was proposed
by Barabási and Albert (1999). They propose an underlying mechanism called
preferential a achment. At each time step, new nodes are added to the net-
work and each new node connects to a number of existing ones. The probabil-
ity with which a new node a aches to a given node v depends on the degree
of v. Preferential a achment is essentially a self-reinforcing ‘rich-get-richer’
mechanism, since every new node that links to a high-degree node increases
the la er’s degree and thus its a ractiveness to new nodes. This eventually
evolves into a network where the degree distribution follows a power law.
Barabási and Albert (1999) did not realise that the same mechanism has been
described much earlier. Indeed, Price (1976) proposed the success-breeds-
success principle, also known as cumulative advantage, in the context of ci-
tation frequencies. A downside of the preferential a achment/cumulative ad-
vantage model is that it does not yield the high clustering which is typically
found in many real-world networks.

Since 2000, many kinds of network models have been proposed that try to
alleviate the downsides of these early models (e.g., Holme & Kim, 2002; Ku-
mar, Novak, & Tomkins, 2006). However, the general principle of preferential
a achment is nowadays well-established and part of the majority of models.

2.7 Chapter summary and conclusions

In summary, social network analysis is the study of social structure and inter-
actions, using mathematical tools from graph theory. Since information sci-
ence typically has a strong social component, the same approach can be used
for studying informetric networks (O e & Rousseau, 2002). After introduc-
ing the basic terminology, we have discussed several sophistications of sim-
ple networks, including directed networks, weighted networks, and bipartite
networks.
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To characterise a network and its constituents, many indicators – micro-
scopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic – have been introduced in the literature.
A specific type of microscopic indicator, Q-measures characterise the broker-
age role of a node between the different groups in a network. In the general
case of any finite number of groups, one can distinguish between local and
global Q-measures. Both measures, as well as the closely related betweenness
centrality, have been empirically examined in several se ings, including the
time-sliced collaboration network of Informetrics.

Finally, we have looked at network models, i.e. mathematical models that
‘build’ networks. The original random graph model (Erdős & Rényi, 1959)
turned out to be different from real networks with respect to key macroscopic
indicators, which prompted a search for new and be er models. Nowadays,
several sophisticated network models result in small-world networks with
high clustering, similar to real (social and other) networks. If we assume that
these models capture at least some aspects of how networks evolve, the conse-
quence is that, to a certain extent, they can help us predict the future directions
of a network. Because the addition of new actors to a network is especially de-
pendent on external factors, we will concentrate on the prediction of links.
This approach is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Link prediction

3.1 Introduction

Most models of network formation and evolution rely on one or more prin-
ciples, for instance the assumption of cumulative advantage or tendency to
cluster. This entails that in a network whose evolution conforms to one of
these models (e.g., an artificial evolving network implemented by a computer
program), at a given point in time ta the occurrence of some links has a higher
probability than others. The probability may be due to non-temporal factors
(e.g. two actors sharing several social traits), to temporal factors at some previ-
ous point in time ta−1, or to a combination of both. In other words, any model
implies that some links are more or less likely to occur. Hence, if one is given
the state of the network at ta−1 and/or other information regarding its nodes, it
should be possible to make predictions on the basis of a network model: which
links are likely to occur at ta?

Of course, network models a empt to approximate the behaviour of non-
artificial networks, which can represent a social, biological, technological… re-
ality. As such, a network model is an imperfect representation of a ‘real-world’
network. This raises the question of link prediction: to what extent can one
predict which links are likely to occur in the network at a given time? The first
a empted answer was provided by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2003).¹ The
issue quickly gained a ention in (mainly) computer science and later spread
to other fields, including physics, social network analysis, and information
science. As for the la er, it is important to recognise that the pioneering pa-
per was eventually reworked into a journal article and published in a core
LIS journal, the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Tech-
nology (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007). Some research in information sci-
ence is actually quite similar to link prediction, although it does not refer to
the Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg paper or use the ‘link prediction’ label (e.g.,
Chen, Huang, Hsieh, & Lin, 2011; Morris, 2005).

We then define link prediction as the process in which one predicts which
links are likely to occur in a given network at a given time, on the basis of rel-
evant information: the state of the same network at a different time; another,
closely related network; a ributes of its nodes; or some combination of these.

¹The paper by Popescul and Ungar (2003) appeared around the same time and partly deals
with similar issues.
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Figure 3.1: The link prediction process. A link prediction method (i) predicts (the
links in) a network GPred on the basis of the training network G and (ii) can be
evaluated by comparing with GTest

Unless explicitly specified otherwise, we will assume that links are predicted
on the basis of some input network, optionally enhanced with external infor-
mation. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, both the input network and the
prediction are undirected.

In general, we can distinguish between local and global link prediction.
Local link prediction is link prediction with regard to one specific node v:
which links involving v are most likely to occur? Global link prediction, on
the other hand, tries to answer the question which links are most likely to
occur in the entire network. Local and global link prediction are suited for
different applications and call for different prediction strategies, – for instance,
local link prediction generally needs less comparisons, since most potential
links are not relevant. Nevertheless, a local prediction strategy can always
be used for global prediction and vice versa. In the former case, one applies
the local prediction strategy to each individual node and then merges all local
predictions into a global one. In the la er case, one extracts all predictions
involving v and simply ignores the rest. In the context of this dissertation, we
will mostly utilise the global perspective.

Most research around link prediction consists of at least two broad steps.

1. Some predicting method is applied to a training network which results
in a prediction of possible new links. This method can be simple (e.g.,
implementing a proximity measure) or elaborate. For example, we can
intuitively assume that those vertices that are already close in some sense
(e.g., they share many friends) will likely form a link at some later point.

2. Different methods will likely have different results; some methods will
be be er suited to a specific link prediction task than others. We will
call this the method’s performance. The performance of a method is
evaluated by comparing the prediction to an actual test network.

This is represented graphically in Fig. 3.1. In the next section, we propose a
more general, encompassing framework for link prediction, which incorpo-
rates these steps.

Usually, we start from an input network known as the training network.
The name is slightly deceiving since it implies some kind of learning. Al-
though learning is a possible ingredient in link prediction, it is by no means
a necessary one. For consistency with the available literature, we keep refer-
ring to this network as the training network. The training network GTraining =
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(VTraining, ETraining) consists of a set of nodes or vertices VTraining and a set of
links or edges ETraining. Link prediction can then be formally characterised
as a function LP : VTraining × VTraining → R, that maps a pair of vertices to a
real-valued likelihood score W ∈ [0, 1]. The score W expresses the likelihood
that a link between these two vertices exists in the predicted network. Note
that the link prediction function only indirectly specifies a new, ‘predicted’
network, e.g. if combined with a threshold value for the likelihood score. The
predicted network then consists of all links whose associated likelihood score
exceeds the threshold value. Moreover, since the function only assigns a score
to vertex pairs from the training network, (links to) new vertices cannot be
predicted.

Another way to look at it, link prediction deals with a classification prob-
lem, whereby one tries to classify possible links into two distinct sets: the set
of links that do not occur in the test network and the set of links that do oc-
cur. This implies a limitation to a starting set of ‘possible links’. This set (the
‘universe’) is determined by the vertices one works with, – usually the vertices
present in the training network or a subset thereof. If there are n vertices, there
are (

n
2

)
=

n!
2!(n− 2)!

=
n(n− 1)

2
possible links. In most contexts, the set of vertices is subject to change (just like
the set of links). Since links involving new vertices are outside of the scope of
link prediction, any prediction is likely to be ‘flawed’, in that even a perfect
prediction method would miss these links.

The seriousness of this issue should not be overestimated. Indeed, it exists
in many fields, including the field of information retrieval (IR). It is generally
understood that any IR result should be evaluated with respect to a ‘universe’,
a given set of all known documents (e.g., all documents in a library). In the
same way documents outside of the universe cannot be retrieved, links outside
of the universe – indirectly delimited by the vertices in the training network –
cannot be predicted. The same remark holds, mutatis mutandis, for vertices:
an unknown vertex cannot be predicted.

3.2 A general framework for link prediction

In this section, I present a general framework for link prediction. The frame-
work encompasses all applications of link prediction that are discussed in the
thesis. In a nutshell, with this framework I propose that link prediction can be
characterised and described as a five-step process:

1. In thedata gathering step, all necessary data is gathered for both training
and testing. This can be done manually or automatically.

2. Preprocessing refers to the process of merging and filtering of data prior
to the actual prediction.

3. The prediction step involves the execution of a predicting algorithm or
predictor on training data.
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4. In postprocessing one tries to enhance the result of the previous step, for
instance by merging the results of two or more predictors.

5. During evaluation, one compares the result of the previous three steps
with the test data, to assess their effectiveness.

We can distinguish between link prediction in the narrow sense (the third step)
and link prediction in the broad sense (the combination of all steps). The five-
step framework is obviously much broader than link prediction in the narrow
sense. However, since the other steps are quite common and may have a pro-
found effect on prediction performance (see Section 4.3), it is reasonable to
consider them in the framework as well. Not all five steps are mandatory. We
now discuss the relative importance of each step.

Data gathering is a requisite step for link prediction. One needs at least some
training data, unless predictions are made entirely randomly. Random pre-
diction can establish a sort of base line but can hardly be considered ‘proper’
link prediction. We therefore exclude it from the discussion.
Data gathering may seem like a somewhat superfluous step, but we consider
it important to take it explicitly into account. First, as is the case for any
sort of scientific analysis, the quality of input data is quite important to link
prediction performance. Errors in the input training data are likely to be
reflected or, depending on the prediction method used, even enlarged in the
resulting prediction, – in essence, this is just another application of the well-
known phrase ‘garbage in, garbage out’. This becomes even more important
in the context of ‘semantic’ link prediction (see Ch. 7); the precise grammar
used is vital and may significantly influence the final results. Second, the
data gathering step also makes the nature of the training and testing data
and their relation explicit.

Preprocessing is common but not mandatory. The main preprocessing step,
which is taken by virtually all major link prediction studies so far, is filtering
out certain nodes. There exist three reasons for filtering out nodes in the pre-
processing step. First, evaluation becomes more difficult if training and test
data are very different. One therefore typically filters out nodes that are not
present in either the training or the test data: link prediction can only predict
links, not nodes. Second, low degree nodes in the training network are often
filtered. The reason is most obvious for those nodes without any neighbours
(degree = 0). One has, in essence, no information about these nodes apart
from their existence and may therefore choose not to consider them for link
prediction. The same argument can be extrapolated to nodes with a small
number of neighbours; there is too li le information about these nodes to be
able to make accurate or reliable predictions. Third, some studies, such as
(Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007), limit themselves to the giant component
of the network. This is probably less acceptable for young or heterogeneous
networks where some of the smaller components may also contain a sizable
number of nodes.² For example, in (Guns et al., 2011), we found – for the

²This also raises the question whether it is possible to predict links between (in the training
data) unconnected components. Most of the current link prediction approaches do not seem
suitable for this.
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case of a scholarly collaboration network – that a giant component did not
emerge in any of the five-year time slices. The merged network, spanning
the entire twenty-year period, however, did contain a ‘real’ giant compo-
nent.

We note that other preprocessing steps, such as merging networks, are also
possible, but have been used very rarely so far.

Prediction in the narrow sense is a requisite step for link prediction. Firstly,
it involves the choice of a predictor, a function or algorithm that calculates
a probability score for each node pair (or for a subset of node pairs that are
considered likely to form a link). This choice is extremely important, since it
is the factor that most directly influences the quality of the results. Secondly,
the predictor is applied to the preprocessed network, resulting in a set of
probability scores. On the basis of these scores, one can create a ranked
list of decreasingly likely links. In combination with a threshold value, this
leads to a new, predicted network. Section 3.3 presents an overview of the
most common predictors used thus far in link prediction.

Postprocessing forms a logical counterpart to preprocessing but is much less
common. The possible benefits and drawbacks of postprocessing have not
been examined so far. We briefly point out two possible postprocessing
techniques. First, if there were indicators to assess the reliability of a link
in the predicted network, these could be used to filter out unreliable predic-
tions. Guimerà and Sales-Pardo (2009) outline a methodology to detect and
correct erroneous links in networks. While originally devised to cope with
unreliable data, the same methodology could also be used in postprocess-
ing the results of link prediction. Second, link prediction performance may
be improved by combining the results of different link prediction methods
with different conceptual and algorithmic properties. This might help to
single out the most likely links, according to the principle of polyrepresen-
tation (see, e.g., Ingwersen, 1994; Larsen, Ingwersen, & Lund, 2009).

Evaluation is a requisite step for link prediction research, but not for link pre-
diction itself. Currently, evaluation is a virtually omnipresent part of link
prediction, since the research area itself is still in its infancy: it has, so to
speak, not yet left the laboratory. If we assume that current research efforts
will eventually lead to ‘tried and tested’ link prediction methods, it seems
reasonable to assume that it will also be used in applications to predict gen-
uinely unknown links. In that case, there is no test network and hence no
evaluation (or only after-the-fact evaluation).

The analogy to Information Retrieval is revealing: most IR research is based
on pre-established sets of ‘relevant’ documents (e.g., on the basis of expert
feedback) and can be thoroughly evaluated in terms of precision, recall and
similar measures (see Section 3.4.1). IR research has led to applications ‘in
the wild’ of well-performing algorithms, but these deployments cannot be
evaluated straightforwardly. (The typical problem is that recall cannot be
exactly determined.) For similar reasons, we think that evaluation is not per
se a part of link prediction, although it is vital to the development of the
field. Link prediction evaluation will be further discussed in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: The five-step framework for link prediction

Each step can be considered a ‘black box’ with a well-defined input and
output. The output of step s is the input of step s + 1. This is schematically
represented in Fig. 3.2, which summarises the five steps. Full arrows denote
a transformation; for instance, in the prediction step, the training network is
transformed into a predicted network. Do ed lines indicate that a given entity
is not affected in this step. Finally, the dashed arrow from training network to
results in the evaluation step calls a ention to the fact that the training network
may be taken into account in the evaluation, although this is quite rare (see
Section 3.4.2). Fig. 3.2 more clearly reflects which components are affected by
a given step. One can, for instance, easily see that preprocessing affects both
training and test network, whereas postprocessing only affects the predicted
network.

One should keep in mind that the framework is an idealised model; some
steps in practical link prediction do not fit straightforwardly into the model.
For instance, it may not always be clear if an operation belongs to the link
prediction step or the pre- or postprocessing step. Sharan and Neville (2008)
divide the training sample into k folds. The optimal parameters are learned by
training a classifier on k− 1 folds. For evaluation purposes, the kth fold is used.
Another example is described by Scripps, Tan, Chen, and Esfahanian (2008),
who employ a bootstrapping technique that learns the best se ings from pre-
vious link predictions.

Our framework is reminiscent of the KDD (knowledgediscovery in databases)
process as described by Fayyad, Shapiro, and Smyth (1996). The most impor-
tant difference between their and our framework is that ours presupposes that
high quality data in the right format is already available and starts from there.
The first three steps in the framework of Fayyad et al. (1996, p. 30–31), on the
other hand, are concerned with finding and curating the right data to obtain a
high quality data set. Interestingly, their last step is using discovered knowledge.
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Our framework omits this step on purpose because, as we have explained, we
believe that more research on link prediction is necessary before it can be used
‘in the wild’.

3.3 Predictors

The third step in the link prediction framework is the actual prediction, which
involves choosing a predictor and applying it to the preprocessed data. A pre-
dictor can be a straightforward mathematical function or an involved machine
learning algorithm. So far, most research has focussed on the performance of
individual predictors (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007), which is of course a
crucial factor.

There are network predictors and a ribute predictors. The former are
based on the network structure, whereas the la er are based on a ributes of in-
dividual nodes (cf. the introduction of this section). Assuming age homophily
(McPherson et al., 2001), an a ribute predictor might for instance predict links
between all actors of the same age group (e.g., the 20–25 year olds). A disad-
vantage is that this kind of predictor tends to predict many unrealistic links
(not all actors of the same age group are friends). Moreover, it overlooks many
likely ones (a division in age groups is fairly arbitrary; a 25-year old and a
26-year old may well be friends) and has no obvious means to prioritise one
predicted link over the other. Network predictors are less sensitive to these is-
sues but have the disadvantage that they cannot predict links between nodes
that belong to two separate components, although this kind of links is often
considered more ‘interesting’.

In this section, we discuss the most important network predictors used so
far. These can be classified into the following groups:

• A random predictor randomly decides whether a link should occur be-
tween two given nodes. Its performance is of course bad but it can serve
as a kind of baseline against which to evaluate the merits of other pre-
dictors. It is not separately discussed below.

• Neighbourhood-based predictors are based on a subnetwork, consisting
of a given node and its neighbours.

• Copy predictors simply copy the training network to the predicted net-
work.

• Path-based predictors use geodesics or other paths between two nodes
to determine the likelihood of a link between them.

• Eigenvector-based predictors employ eigenvectors to find likely links.

Network predictors can also be classified according to whether they take
edge weights into account or not. This classification is largely orthogonal to
the one above, in that most of these have weighted and unweighted variants.
Where appropriate, we will introduce both the weighted and unweighted vari-
ants. In Ch. 4, we will test weighted and unweighted predictors on some co-
authorship networks, where weights indicate the strength of collaboration or,
more precisely, the number of common publications. Such networks are, in
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other words, proximity-based rather than distance-based. Because proximity-
based networks are much more common in informetric and sociological re-
search, we will introduce weighted variants of predictors that ‘reward’ higher
edge weights. If one were to apply these measures to distance-based networks,
one would have to transform the network into a proximity-based one, for in-
stance by replacing each edge weight w with its inverse w−1.

3.3.1 Neighbourhood-based predictors

In Section 2.2, we introduced the notion of a neighbourhood, the set of nodes
connected to a given node. In a slightly wider sense, a node u belongs to the k-
neighbourhood of v if there exists a path of maximum length k between u and
v. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will use the term ‘neighbourhood’ in
its traditional sense, to refer to the 1-neighbourhood. The (1-)neighbourhood
will be denoted as Γ(·). The k-neighbourhood will be denoted as Γk(·).

Most of the neighbourhood-based predictors are based on similarity mea-
sures that have been used in information retrieval (Boyce, Meadow, & Kraft,
1994; Salton & McGill, 1983; Van Rijsbergen, 1979). Since then, they have also
been extensively studied in the context of scientometrics, especially for nor-
malization of co-occurrence data such as co-citation. Relevant references in-
clude (Ahlgren, Jarneving, & Rousseau, 2003; Egghe, 2009; Egghe & Leydes-
dorff, 2009; Hamers et al., 1989; Leydesdorff, 2008; van Eck & Waltman, 2009).
They have both a set-theoretic interpretation and a vector-based interpretation
(Egghe & Michel, 2002; Egghe, 2009). If element i is a member of the set, then
its corresponding vector element xi = 1. Otherwise, xi = 0. Assume there are
two sets A and B, with corresponding vectors X⃗ and Y⃗. If

A = {i ∈ 1, . . . , n|xi = 1} (3.1)
B = {i ∈ 1, . . . , n|yi = 1} (3.2)

then the step from sets to vectors can be taken using the following equations:

|A| = ∥X⃗∥2 =
n

∑
i=1

x2
i (3.3)

|B| = ∥Y⃗∥2 =
n

∑
i=1

y2
i (3.4)

|A ∩ B| = X⃗ · Y⃗ =
n

∑
i=1

xi · yi (3.5)

Since |A ∪ B| = |A|+ |B| − |A ∩ B|,

|A ∪ B| = ∥X⃗∥2 + ∥Y⃗∥2 − X⃗ · Y⃗

=
n

∑
i=1

x2
i +

n

∑
i=1

y2
i −

n

∑
i=1

xi · yi (3.6)

The advantage of the vector-based measures compared to the set-theoretic
ones is that they are not limited to the binary case, i.e. vector elements can
have any numeric value.
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For the case of neighbourhood-based predictors, we will mainly need the
set-theoretic similarity measures: either two nodes are connected or they are
not. However, given a weighted training network, the vector-based measures
can be used to take edge weights into account. We will consider the question
of weighted variants of these predictors at the end of this section.

Common neighbours The number of common neighbours is a first predic-
tor. It is defined as:

CN = W(u, v) = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| (3.7)

Because it is so simple and it occurs in the seminal work by Liben-Nowell and
Kleinberg (2003), this predictor is used (if only as a comparison point) in vir-
tually every link prediction study. It is intuitively clear that, for instance, two
unconnected people who have a large amount of friends in common are likely
to eventually meet and befriend each other. This intuition was confirmed em-
pirically in collaboration networks by Newman (2001a), who showed that the
probability of two researchers collaborating increases with the number of co-
authors they have in common: “A pair of scientists who have five mutual pre-
vious collaborators, for instance, are about twice as likely to collaborate as a
pair with only two, and about 200 times as likely as a pair with none.” In other
words, many social networks exhibit a natural tendency towards forming tri-
angles and hence, the common neighbours predictor is directly related to the
clustering coefficient.

A straightforward generalisation of common neighbours is taking into ac-
count the number of k-neighbours:

Wk(u, v) = |Γk(u) ∩ Γk(v)| (3.8)

However, because of the small-world effect, the k-neighbourhood can be large
even for small k. A be er approach is therefore to give more weight to the
k-neighbours than to the k + 1-neighbours. This is done by Zhou, Lü, and
Zhang (2009), whose Local Path index takes into account the k-neighbourhood
where k = 2. This approach has been generalised as the Ka measure which
is discussed in Section 3.3.3.

The common neighbours predictor is sensitive to the size of the neighbour-
hood. If both u and v have many neighbours, they are automatically more
likely to have more neighbours in common. The following predictors try to
alleviate this potential problem.

Jaccard and Dice The Jaccard index J was originally defined for the distri-
bution of alpine flora (Jaccard, 1901) but has since been applied in many other
fields, including information science. It is defined as

J(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B| . (3.9)

Dice’s measure D, called the Sørensen Index by Zhou et al. (2009), is defined
as

D(A, B) = 2
|A ∩ B|
|A|+ |B| . (3.10)
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A generalised version of D allows assigning greater weight to either |A| or |B|:

Dα(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|

α|A|+ (1− α)|B| (3.11)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and D = D1/2. Of course, use of the generalised Dice
measure only makes sense if one has good a priori reasons for considering
one more important than the other. We do not think this is the case for link
prediction.

It can be shown that D is proportional to J:

D
J
=

2|A ∪ B|
|A|+ |B|

= 2− D

and hence
J =

D
2− D

. (3.12)

Thus, both measures yield the same ranking and are interchangeable, at least
for the purpose of link prediction. For this reason, we will henceforth only use
the Jaccard index. In the context of link prediction, it is defined as:

J = W(u, v) =
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|
|Γ(u) ∪ Γ(v)| (3.13)

The Jaccard index has been used as a predictor in most link prediction studies.

Cosine The cosine measure is defined as:

Cos = W(u, v) =
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|√
|Γ(u)|

√
|Γ(v)|

(3.14)

We will explain the name ‘cosine’ later, when looking at its vector interpreta-
tion. Although this measure is famous in information science, it has been used
rarely as a predictor; apart from our own work (Guns, 2009, 2011), it is stud-
ied in (Spertus, Sahami, & Buyukkokten, 2005; Zhou et al., 2009). The la er
authors call it the Salton Index.

Overlap Generally, one distinguishes between two related measures of over-
lap. These are the ‘min-overlap’ O1

O1 = W(u, v) =
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|

min(|Γ(u)|, |Γ(v)|) (3.15)

and the ‘max-overlap’ O2

O2 = W(u, v) =
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|

max(|Γ(u)|, |Γ(v)|) (3.16)

Zhou et al. (2009) refer to O1 and O2 as, respectively, the Hub Promoted Index
and the Hub Depressed Index. O2 is also found in (Guns, 2009).
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Association strength Association strength (van Eck & Waltman, 2009) is de-
fined as

A = W(u, v) =
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|
|Γ(u)| · |Γ(v)| (3.17)

As a predictor, it has been studied by Spertus et al. (2005) and Zhou et al.
(2009).

Nmeasure The N measure (Egghe & Michel, 2002; Egghe, 2009) is a normal-
isation of a measure previously mentioned by Boyce et al. (1994). It is defined
as

N = W(u, v) =
√

2
|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|√
|Γ(u)|2 + |Γ(v)|2

. (3.18)

To the best of our knowledge, this indicator has not yet been studied as a pre-
dictor.

Adamic/Adar Adamic and Adar (2003) have proposed a similarity measure
based on the rarity of traits shared by two Web users. Their hypothesis is that
two users sharing a very rare trait (e.g., an unusual hobby) is more likely to
indicate a social connection than a very common one. This measure has since
been used in some other domains, including link prediction. As a network
predictor, each neighbour can be considered a trait for the Adamic/Adar mea-
sure. Formally, it is then defined as

AA = W(u, v) = ∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

1
log |Γ(z)| (3.19)

Thus, rare (low-degree) neighbours of u and v have more weight than high-
degree ones. Note that (3.19) does not have the problem of division by zero:
since z is a common neighbour of u and v, min(|Γ(z)|) = 2. Adamic/Adar can
be found in most link prediction studies.

Resource allocation The resource allocation measure, introduced by Zhou
et al. (2009), is quite similar to the Adamic/Adar measure, except that it does
not use a logarithm in the denominator:

RA = W(u, v) = ∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

1
|Γ(z)| (3.20)

Resource allocation has also been studied in (Guns, 2011; Lü & Zhou, 2010). Its
ranking is similar to, but not entirely the same as, that of Adamic/Adar. More
specifically, resource allocation is much more sensitive to common neighbours
with high degree centrality. Table 3.1 contains an example: in both case A and
B, we are looking at a node pair with three neighbours in common, whose
degrees are listed. According to resource allocation, the nodes in B are more
likely to form a link than those in A. According to Adamic/Adar, a link is more
likely in case A than in case B.
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Table 3.1: Example comparison between Adamic/Adar and resource allocation

Case A Case B

Degree of common neighbour 1 100 4
Degree of common neighbour 2 2 3
Degree of common neighbour 3 2 2
Resource allocation score 1.01 1.083
Adamic/Adar score 7.144 7.079

Degree product This predictor is defined as the product of the degrees of
both nodes:

DP = W(u, v) = |Γ(u)| · |Γ(v)| (3.21)

The underlying idea is that the chance of a link between two nodes increases
with the degree of both nodes. This is fundamentally different from the other
neighbourhood-based predictors, in that (3.21) does not take the intersection
of the two neighbourhoods into account.

Degree product was originally referred to as the preferential a achment
predictor, after the network growth mechanism proposed by Barabási and Al-
bert (1999) (see Section 2.6). Later research (Barabási et al., 2002) has shown
that, at least in some networks, there exists a correlation between the prob-
ability of a link between u and v and the product of the degrees of u and v.
Recall that preferential a achment results in degree distributions that follow
a power law.

One might hypothesise that the chance of a link between two nodes in-
creases with the centrality in general of the two nodes. This leads to the fol-
lowing generalisation of degree product, which we propose to call centrality
product. If C denotes a centrality measure, it is defined as

W(u, v) = Cu · Cv (3.22)

One example can be found in (Song, Cho, Dave, Zhang, & Qiu, 2009), where
the product of PageRank scores is studied as a predictor.

Degree product is one of the ‘standard’ predictors that can be found in most
studies, although with wildly varying degrees of success (see Section 4.2.2).
Note, furthermore, that degree product equals the product of common neigh-
bours with the inverse of association strength:

DP = |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| |Γ(u)| · |Γ(v)||Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| =
CN
A

This strongly suggests that if association strength performs well, degree prod-
uct will have poor results, and vice versa.

Weighted neighbourhood-based predictors All predictors presented in this
section are based on sets of neighbouring nodes. As such, even when applied
to a weighted network, they do not take edge weights into account. Taking
edge weights into account seems a straightforward optimisation of many link
prediction measures; it is therefore rather surprising that it has been given
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very li le in-depth treatment. Murata and Moriyasu (2007) propose weighted
variants of common neighbours:

W(u, v) = ∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

w(u, z) + w(z, v)
2

(3.23)

(where w(x, y) denotes the link weight between x and y), of Adamic/Adar:

W(u, v) = ∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

w(u, z) + w(z, v)
2

× 1
log ∑z′∈Γ(z) w(z′, z)

(3.24)

and of degree product:

W(u, v) = ∑
u′∈Γ(u)

w(u, u′) · ∑
v′∈Γ(v)

w(v, v′). (3.25)

Lü and Zhou (2010) reuse these and add a weighted variant of resource allo-
cation:

W(u, v) = ∑
z∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

w(u, z) + w(z, v)
2

× 1
∑z′∈Γ(z) w(z′, z)

(3.26)

Actually, Lü and Zhou (2010) use a slight variation of (3.23), (3.24) and
(3.26), in that they omit the division by 2. This yields the same ranking, but the
formulae as wri en here have the slight advantage that they reduce to their un-
weighted counterparts when applied to a network where all links have weight
1. A potential downside of their approach is that these weighted variants lack
a theoretical basis and have been constructed ad hoc. In our opinion, it makes
most sense to use the vector interpretation of the set-based similarity measures
to obtain weighted versions.

We thus obtain the weighted interpretation of common neighbours:

W(u, v) =
n

∑
i=1

xi · yi (3.27)

Note that (3.23) and (3.27) do not result in the same ranking. For instance,
suppose that u and v have one node z in common, with w(u, z) = 6 and
w(z, v) = 1. Furthermore, the nodes u′ and v′ have one node z′ in com-
mon, with w(u′, z′) = w(z′, v′) = 3. According to (3.23), W(u, v) > W(u′, v′),
whereas according to (3.27), W(u, v) < W(u′, v′). In our opinion, the ranking
by (3.27) is more logical: both links need to have sufficient weight to indicate
a ‘strong’ common neighbour.

Wenow briefly list the weighted variants of the other neighbourhood-based
predictors, writing ∑ instead of ∑n

i=1 when there is no risk of confusion. Weighted
Jaccard and Dice become

J = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi

∑ x2
i + ∑ y2

i −∑ xi · yi
(3.28)

D = W(u, v) = 2 ∑ xi · yi

∑ x2
i + ∑ y2

i
(3.29)
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Weighted cosine:

Cos = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi√
∑ x2

i ∑ y2
i

(3.30)

This formula illustrates why this is called the cosine measure: it is the cosine of
the angle between the vectors X⃗ and Y⃗. In other words, this measure takes into
account the direction but not the magnitude of the two vectors. It originates
in the information retrieval literature (Salton & McGill, 1983) where it is used
to calculate the similarity between a document and a query (or between two
documents or queries).

Weighted overlap O1 and O2 become:

O1 = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi

min(∑ x2
i , ∑ y2

i )
(3.31)

O2 = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi

max(∑ x2
i , ∑ y2

i )
(3.32)

Weighted association strength:

A = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi

∑ x2
i ∑ y2

i
(3.33)

Weighted N measure:

N = W(u, v) =
√

2 ∑ xi · yi√(
∑ x2

i
)2

+
(
∑ y2

i
)2

(3.34)

Weighted degree product:

W(u, v) = ∑ x2
i ·∑ y2

i (3.35)

All weighted measures used so far can be defined on the basis of just two
vectors. This is not the case for weighted Adamic/Adar and resource alloca-
tion. Indeed, starting from the network’s adjacency matrix, we do not only
need the two row vectors corresponding to the nodes we are comparing, but
also the column vectors corresponding to their neighbouring nodes. Given an
adjacency matrix A = [ai,j]n×n, we can define these measures as follows for
the nodes u and v (1 ≤ u, v ≤ n):

AA = W(u, v) =
n

∑
j=1

au,j · av,j

log ∑n
i=1 a2

i,j
(3.36)

RA = W(u, v) =
n

∑
j=1

au,j · av,j

∑n
i=1 a2

i,j
(3.37)

In these equations, the row vectors au,j and av,j (for j = 1, . . . , n) correspond to
the vectors xi and yi used for the other weighted variants.
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Remark Theweighted variants of neighbourhood-based predictors presented
here are based on the ‘classic’ vector interpretation that uses Euclidean vector
norms ((3.3) and (3.4)).

It is, however, also possible to use ∑ xi and ∑ yi instead of ∑ x2
i and ∑ y2

i ,
leading to alternative definitions of most of these measures (see also the con-
clusion of Egghe, 2009). For instance, the alternative weighted cosine measure
then becomes:

Cos = W(u, v) = ∑ xi · yi√
∑ xi ∑ yi

(3.38)

and analogously for the other measures. Equation (3.25), the degree product
variant of Murata and Moriyasu (2007), uses exactly this alternative form.

Finally, we point out that neither the weighted predictors based on Eu-
clidean vector norms nor these alternative forms have been studied much. This
is surprising, since link weights seem like an easy and logical parameter to in-
corporate. We do not have an explanation for this remarkable hiatus but try
to partly fill the gap in Ch. 4.

3.3.2 Copy predictors

We now turn to a group of predictors which essentially copy the training net-
work, starting from the idea that the training network and the test network are
presumably very much alike. Put another way, copy predictors are based on a
null hypothesis: the network is static, therefore the training network and the
test network are the same. The end result is a predicted network that contains
the same links as the training network.

The astute reader may well point out that these predictors do not really
do any predicting. Instead, they form another kind of baseline (like random
prediction), in that they can give an idea of how much of the network does not
change (see also Section 3.4.2).

The unweighted copy predictor or simple copy predictor copies all links
from the training network to the predicted network. No priority is given to
any particular link; all links have the same likelihood score. Formally,

W(u, v) =
{

1 if (u, v) ∈ E;
0 otherwise. (3.39)

Weighted copy is equivalent to what Guns (2009) called the ‘Equal’ pre-
dictor. The weighted copy predictor also copies all links from the training
network to the predicted network. However, the likelihood score W is equal
to (a normalised version of) the link’s weight in the training network:

W(u, v) =
{

w(u, v) if (u, v) ∈ E;
0 otherwise. (3.40)

3.3.3 Path-based predictors

The neighbourhood-based predictors only look at the direct neighbours of the
nodes under scrutiny. Extensions look at the k-neighbourhoods of these nodes.
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This means that if the shortest path from u to v has length k+ 1, no link between
u and v will be predicted by a neighbourhood-based predictor.

In contrast, path-based predictors can predict links between a node pair
with arbitrary geodesic length (< +∞, i.e. between nodes from the same com-
ponent). However, geodesic length is a negative predictor of the tendency
to link: nodes that are only connected by a long path of intermediary nodes
are much less likely to form direct connections. Relatedly, the probability of
knowledge flow decreases as path length increases (Singh, 2005).

Graph distance Let d(u, v) denote the length of the shortest path from u to
v. The graph distance predictor is then defined as:

W(u, v) =
1

d(u, v)
(3.41)

This predictor occurs in (Clauset, Moore, & Newman, 2008; Guns, 2009; Huang,
Li, & Chen, 2005; Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2003, 2007; Song et al., 2009). An
alternative predictor that has, to our knowledge, not yet been studied in the
literature is the number of geodesics, divided by their length:

W(u, v) =
|{p(u, v)}|

d(u, v)
(3.42)

where p(u, v) denotes any geodesic between u and v. If two node pairs have
the same shortest path length, this alternative will favour the pair that has
more geodesics. It is thus more distinctive than (3.41).

Analogous to (3.41), the weighted graph distance predictor is the inverse of
the distance (where by distance we mean the length of a weighted geodesic).
Recall that there exist different ways of calculating a weighted path’s length. If
we employ the generalised weighted path length (see equation (2.4)) proposed
by Opsahl et al. (2010), then the weighted graph distance predictor is:

W(u, v) =

(
t

∑
i=1

1
wα

i

)−1

(3.43)

where α is a parameter between 0 and 1.

Ka Already in 1953, Leo Ka proposed a centrality indicator that aims to
overcome the limitations of plain degree centrality (Ka , 1953):

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a new method of computing
status, taking into account not only the number of direct “votes”
received by each individual but, also, the status of each individual
who chooses the first, the status of each who chooses these in turn,
etc. Thus, the proposed new index allows for who chooses as well
as how many choose.

Since Ka did not provide a specific name himself, the indicator has since
become known as the Ka measure.

Let A be the adjacency matrix of the network G. We assume that G is un-
weighted, hence A only contains values 1 and 0. G can be directed or undi-
rected. Then, each element a(k)ij of Ak (the k-th power of A) has a value equal
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Table 3.2: Matrix A2 based on Table 2.2

Andrew Helen John Juliet Mary Pete Susan Walter

Andrew 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Helen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
John 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Juliet 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Mary 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Pete 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Susan 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Walter 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

to the number of walks with length k from vi to vj (Wasserman & Faust, 1994,
p. 159). By way of an example, we compute the number of length-2 walks be-
tween each node pair for the adjacency matrix A in Table 2.2, by calculating
A2 = A ·A. The result is shown in Table 3.2. According to this table, there are
two length-2 walks from John to Andrew. Indeed, comparing with Fig. 2.2, we
find a walk via Susan and another via Pete. As another example, there should
be one length-2 walk from Mary to herself. This is indeed the case, via Juliet.
These examples illustrate the matrix power approach.

Generally, longer walks indicate a weaker association between the start
and end node. Ka (1953) therefore introduces a parameter β (0 < β < 1), rep-
resenting the “probability of effectiveness of a single link”. Thus, each walk
with length k has a probability βk of effectiveness. Although Ka uses these
notions to obtain a centrality measure, it is not hard to see that we also have
all the ingredients of a relatedness measure and thus a potential predictor. Its
underlying hypothesis is that more and shorter walks between two nodes in-
dicate a higher likelihood that these nodes will form a direct link. We then
define the Ka predictor as:

W(vi, vj) =
∞

∑
k=1

βka(k)ij (3.44)

where a(k)ij is the element corresponding to nodes vi and vj in the k-th power of
the adjacency matrix, i.e. the number of walks with length k from vi to vj. This
predictor occurs in (Guns, 2011; Huang et al., 2005; Kashima & Abe, 2006;
Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2003, 2007; Ra igan & Jensen, 2005; Song et al.,
2009; Xiang, 2008).

In practice, it is not necessary to calculate many matrix powers, since (3.44)
fairly quickly converges on a ranking, especially for small values of β. In this
respect, we elaborate on a remark in (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007), who
claim that “very small β yields predictions much like common neighbors be-
cause paths of length 3 or more contribute very li le to the summation”. The
most important part of the summation is, in fact, a(1)ij = aij or the existence

of a direct link between vi and vj. Common neighbours (a(2)ij ) contribute li le
in comparison. The fact that predictions with a very small β are very simi-
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lar to common neighbours predictions is due to the fact that most social net-
works have high clustering coefficients; if two nodes are connected, they are
very likely to have one or more neighbours in common. Especially in net-
works with lower clustering coefficients, a very small β would yield predic-
tions quite similar to the copy predictors discussed above. Another factor is
the fact that Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) only take new links that were
not yet present in the training network into account; by definition, a(1)ij does
not contribute to this set of new links. We further discuss issues regarding new
and existing links in Section 3.4.2.

For high values of k, the number of walks between two arbitrary nodes is
typically high because there are no restrictions on walks. We therefore pro-
pose a more restricted alternative that only takes the number of paths (walks
wherein a node or link can occur once at most) into account. This alternative
is defined for an unweighted undirected network G as follows. If A is the ad-
jacency matrix of G, we denote by B the upper triangular matrix of A. That is,
each element of B is

bij =

{
aij if i ≥ j;
0 otherwise.

Then, each element b(k)ij of Bk is equal to the number of paths with length k
between vi and vj. The path-based Ka predictor is then defined in the same
way as (3.44).

Finally, a weighted variant of Ka is obtained if the adjacency matrix can
contain any positive integer. We now explain how the value of an element ak

ij
should be interpreted in this variant. This is easier to explain in the context
of a multigraph rather than a weighted network (although the two are equiv-
alent). A multigraph is a graph allowed to have multiple links between two
nodes. In a multigraph different links between two nodes also constitute dif-
ferent walks, i.e. the number of walks v1, v2, . . . , vm in a multigraph is equal
to ∏m−1

i=1 N(vi, vi+1), where N(vi, vi+1) denotes the number of links between
vi and vi+1. Let A denote the adjacency matrix of the multigraph M, where
the element aij is equal to the number of links between vi and vj or 0 if no link
is present. Again, powers of the adjacency matrix yield the number of walks
with a given length.

3.3.4 Eigenvector-based predictors

Eigenvector-based predictors are based on linear algebra, just like eigenvector
centrality. In practice, most predictors based on eigenvectors so far are vari-
ations of the popular PageRank algorithm. These modify the Google matrix
(see Section 2.4) to reflect similarity between nodes. The largest eigenvector
can then be exploited to determine node similarity and predict likely links.

Rooted PageRank The intuition behind rooted PageRank (Liben-Nowell &
Kleinberg, 2007) is best explained from the perspective of a random walker.
The random walker starts at a fixed node vi. At each step, it moves along an
out-link to a neighbour of the current node. Contrary to ordinary PageRank,
rooted PageRank does not allow teleportation to any node (adjacent or non-
adjacent) with probability (1− α)/n. Instead, there is a probability 1− α that
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it will teleport back to vi. This is achieved by substituting the matrix E in (2.13)
with a matrix consisting of zeroes, except for column i, which consists of ones.
That is, E = egT , where

gk =

{
1 if k = i;
0 otherwise.

Thus, the rooted Google matrix is defined as follows.

G′ = αG + (1− α)egT (3.45)

Computing the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue of G′ (see Section 2.4)
yields scores between 0 and 1 of each node’s relatedness to vi. Typically, and
logically, the node most related to vi is vi itself, followed by its neighbours,
and so on. Koren, North, and Volinsky (2006) study a measure they refer to
as cycle-free effective conductance (CFEC), which is closely related to rooted
PageRank. It is based on “the probability that a random walk originating at s
will reach t without visiting any node more than once.” Yet another variant
called escape probability is studied by Song et al. (2009).

Whereas normal PageRank effectively transforms the entire network into
one strongly connected component, this is not the case for rooted PageRank.
For some scenarios, this can be considered a downside. We therefore intro-
duce a new parameter β, that controls random teleportation, in addition to
teleportation to the root node, which is controlled by α. In that case, the vector
g in (3.45) is adjusted as follows:

gk =

{
1− β if k = i;
β otherwise.

Normally, β≪ α.

SimRank SimRank is a measure of how similar two nodes (or more gener-
ally: objects) in a network are, originally proposed by Jeh and Widom (2002)
and further elaborated by Antonellis, Molina, and Chang (2008). The SimRank
thesis can be summarised as: Objects that link to similar objects are similar them-
selves. Note the recursive nature of the thesis, – to assess the similarity of a
node pair, we need to have an estimate of the similarity of the nodes that they
link to. The starting point of SimRank computation is the assumption that an
object is maximally similar to itself: Sim(a, a) = 1. One can then calculate the
SimRank score of each node pair iteratively, until the changes drop below a
given threshold value. The SimRank formula is:

W(u, v) =
c

|Γ(u)| · |Γ(v)| ∑
p∈Γ(u)

∑
q∈Γ(v)

W(p, q) (3.46)

where c is a constant between 0 and 1. More specifically, c is the ‘decay factor’
that determines how quickly similarities decrease. If, for example, articles x
and y both cite z, then c determines the certainty with which we can state that
x and y are similar. Lower c values also result in lower values for W(x, y).

Like PageRank and rooted PageRank, SimRank can be understood in terms
of random walks on a network. Jeh and Widom (2002) prove that the SimRank
score W(u, v) can be interpreted as the time before two random walkers meet
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on the network if they start at nodes u and v and randomly walk the network
(on directed networks, they walk the network backwards). For practical pur-
poses, the time before they meet is mapped to the finite interval ]0, 1] with the
exponential function f (z) = cz.

Reminiscent of the way that PageRank draws on citation analysis methods,
SimRank’s authors explicitly acknowledge its bibliometric heritage, referring
to bibliographic coupling and co-citation. They write:

[O]ur algorithm can be thought of as a generalization of co-citation
where the similarity of citing documents is also considered, re-
cursively. In terms of graph structure, co-citation scores between
any two nodes are computed only from their immediate neighbors,
whereas our algorithm can use the entire graph structure to deter-
mine the similarity between any two nodes. This generalization is
especially beneficial for nodes with few neighbors (e.g., documents
rarely cited) […]. (Jeh & Widom, 2002)

We add that the general idea of indirect bibliographic coupling and indirect
co-citation is not new either (Egghe & Rousseau, 2002; Sen & Gan, 1983).

Antonellis et al. (2008) prove that SimRank can be effectively calculated
starting from the raw Google matrix G (Section 2.4). If I denotes the identity
matrix (with ones on the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere), then the k-th iteration
of the SimRank similarity matrix can be efficiently calculated with:

S(k) = cGTS(k−1)G + I−Diag(cGTS(k−1)G) (3.47)

where Diag(X) is the matrix consisting of the diagonal from X and zeroes else-
where. Furthermore, all matrices have the same dimensions as G and S(0) = I.
After k iterations, W(vi, vj) is then the value of element sij from the similarity
matrix S(k). In practice, about 7 iterations are needed (Antonellis et al., 2008).

3.4 Evaluation of link prediction

Evaluation is the final step in the general link prediction framework (Section 3.2).
We argue that link prediction evaluation is quite similar to Information Re-
trieval (IR) evaluation, which has a long tradition (e.g., Boyce et al., 1994; Man-
ning et al., 2008; Salton & McGill, 1983; Tague-Sutcliffe, 1995; Van Rijsbergen,
1979). For this reason, we will first present a short overview of IR evaluation
according to classic notions like precision and recall. We are only concerned
with evaluation of retrieval performance here, not with the evaluation of other
traits of an IR system, like system stability, user-friendliness or presentation
of results.

3.4.1 Information Retrieval evaluation

IR evaluation is based around the concept of relevance. One of the central con-
cepts in library and information science, relevance is a complex and multi-
faceted notion (Cosijn & Ingwersen, 2000; Saracevic, 1975, 2007). For instance,
relevance may be graded: one document may bemore relevant than another, ac-
cording to a specific person (Saracevic, 1975). To give but one other example,
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Table 3.3: Contingency table for IR evaluation

Relevant Not relevant
Retrieved true positives false positives

Not retrieved false negatives true negatives

relevance is situated: a document is relevant for a specific information need of
a specific user. In the context of link prediction, such ambiguities do not exist.
Therefore, we will hereafter only deal with binary relevance and assume that
a document is either relevant or not relevant.

A comparison of the retrieved documents with the documents that are con-
sidered relevant – e.g., on the basis of judgements by human experts – yields a
2× 2 table, which has become known as a contingency table (Table 3.3). Van
Rijsbergen (1979) points out that it “is not really a contingency table at all” but,
since the terminology has become so commonplace, we will keep using it here.
Since a document is either retrieved or not retrieved on the one hand, and ei-
ther relevant or not relevant on the other, every document belongs to one of
four categories (cells in the contingency table).

The set of relevant documents will be denoted as rel and the set of retrieved
documents as ret. The set of non-relevant documents will be denoted as ¬rel
and the set of non-retrieved documents as ¬ret. We will denote the num-
ber of true positives with tp = |rel ∩ ret|, the number of false positives with
f p = |¬rel∩ ret|, the number of false negatives with f n = |rel∩¬ret|, and the
number of true negatives with tn = |¬rel ∩ ¬ret|. The universe, the set of all
possible documents, is denoted by Ω = ret∪ ¬ret = rel∪ ¬rel.

In general, it depends on a number of factors (the query, the IR system,
the documents, and so on) how the four categories in the contingency table
are related. Still, one characteristic is virtually universal. Assuming ‘normal’
retrieval where one tries to maximise the number of true positives (as opposed
to ‘perverse’ retrieval, see Buckland & Gey, 1994; Egghe, 2008), the number of
true negatives is far greater than the number of any of the other items: tn ≫
tp, f p, f n. This is also the reason why one should not simply use accuracy – the
fraction of correctly classified items (tp+ tn)/(tp+ tn+ f p+ f n) – to evaluate
a retrieval system: this measure may yield high values, even if there are many
false positives and false negatives (Manning et al., 2008).

Precision, recall, fallout and miss The two classic measures of IR perfor-
mance are precision and recall. These measures focus on minimizing respec-
tively the number of false positives (retrieved but non-relevant items) and false
negatives (relevant but non-retrieved items). Precision (P) is defined as:

P =
tp

tp + f p
= p(relevant|retrieved) =

|rel∩ ret|
|ret| (3.48)

Recall (R) is defined as:

R =
tp

tp + f n
= p(retrieved|relevant) =

|rel∩ ret|
|rel| (3.49)
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It is generally understood that there exists a sort of trade-off between precision
and recall (Buckland & Gey, 1994). This is the clearest when looking at the
edge cases. One can obtain a perfect score for recall by simply retrieving all
items (Ω); precision would be very low, though. On the other hand, retrieving
just one document which is (almost) certainly relevant would yield perfect
precision but very poor recall. It depends on the context which of the two
should be considered more important. In some situations, one may aim to find
as much information on a topic as possible – thus, recall is more important. In
other situations, one may want to find an introduction to a subject and just
need a single relevant document – then precision would be most important.

P and R take only three of the four cells in Table 3.3 into account. Powers
(2007) argues that “ there is in principle nothing special about the Positive case,
and we can define Inverse statistics in terms of the Inverse problem in which
we interchange positive and negative and are predicting the opposite case.”
Indeed, one can imagine situations where the number of true negatives is not
(much) greater than the number of true positives; in those cases, it is vital to
take this cell into account as well.

Twoother fractionalmeasures complement thewell-knownprecision–recall
pair and involve tn. Fallout (L) is defined by Van Rijsbergen (1979) as the frac-
tion of non-relevant items that are retrieved:

L =
f p

f p + tn
= p(retrieved|not relevant) =

|¬rel∩ ret|
|¬rel| (3.50)

Finally, miss (M) is the fraction of non-retrieved documents that are relevant.
Although some, mainly non-English, IR literature mentions this measure in
the 1960s and 1970s, miss remained virtually unknown in IR until its re-in-
troduction in (Egghe, 2004); see references therein for an overview of earlier
literature. It is defined as follows:

M =
f n

f n + tn
= p(relevant|not retrieved) =

|rel∩ ¬ret|
|¬ret| (3.51)

Powers (2007) refers to miss as “inverse precision”.
Note that four more fractions can be derived from Table 3.3. These are how-

ever nothing more than the complement of the four measures defined above:
1 − P, 1 − R, 1 − L and 1 − M. We remark here that the fraction 1 − M =
tn/( f n + tn) is well-known in medical statistics as the negative predictive
value, “the proportion of patients with negative test results who are correctly
diagnosed” (Altman & Bland, 1994). The positive predictive value is equiva-
lent to precision in IR.

Egghe (2004) showed that the four measures P, R, L and M combined de-
scribe a universal IR surface, allowing for comparison of all IR results, regard-
less of the system or the number of documents. The surface has the equation:

P
1− P

1− R
R

L
1− L

1−M
M

= 1 (3.52)

Derived measures Several retrieval performance measures exist that are de-
rived from (a combination of) these base measures. We briefly discuss just
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one example, the F-score or F measure, denoted F. It is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall:

F =
2PR

P + R
(3.53)

which is equivalent to

F = 2
tp

tp + f p
tp

tp + f n
1

tp
tp+ f p + tp

tp+ f n

= 2
tp2

tp(tp + f n) + tp(tp + f p)

=
2tp

2tp + f p + f n

=
2|rel∩ ret|
|rel|+ |ret| .

This illustrates that F uses only three of the four cells from Table 3.3: it does
not incorporate tn.

The F-score is still one of the main performance measures in modern in-
formation retrieval (Manning et al., 2008). It has the a ractive property that if
either precision or recall is low, F will be low as well; this is not the case when
using the arithmetic or geometric mean. To the best of our knowledge, the
foundation for the F-score was laid by Van Rijsbergen (1979), who introduced
an IR effectiveness measure E (p. 128). The measure E also occurs in (Salton
& McGill, 1983, p. 180). In essence, it is simply the complement of the F-score:
E = 1− F. Note that F is the same as the Dice measure (3.10) of the retrieved
and relevant items: F = D(ret, rel).

A generalised version of F allows assigning more weight to either precision
or recall:

F =
1

α
P + 1−α

R
=

(β2 + 1)PR
β2P + R

where β2 =
1− α

α
(3.54)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Hence, β is a positive number. (3.53) uses β = 1 or α = 1/2.
If β > 1, recall is emphasised over precision. If β < 1, precision is emphasised
over recall. The generalised F-score is equal to the generalised Dice measure
(3.11) of the sets ret and rel.

Remark We add that evaluation measures like precision, recall and F-score
should always be compared within the same data set. Failing to do so may
lead to inconsistencies (R. Rousseau, personal communication, November 21,
2011). We illustrate this with an example. Suppose we want to compare two
evaluation methods. Method A is applied to database X and is able to retrieve
20 out of 60 relevant items in X. Method B is applied to database Y and is
able to retrieve 30 out of 95 relevant items in Y. Hence, method A has the best
recall: R(A) > R(B). We then take 20 new relevant items and add them to
both database X and Y. Suppose that neither method A nor B is able to find
any of the 20 added items. In this new situation, R(A) < R(B).

Hence, measures like recall and precision seem to be inconsistent, similar to
the way many scientometric indicators turn out to have counterintuitive prop-
erties (Opthof & Leydesdorff, 2010; Rousseau, 2012; Waltman, van Eck, van
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Leeuwen, Visser, & van Raan, 2011). However, scientometric indicators are
by definition applied to different units (different journals or research groups).
This is not the case for retrieval (or link prediction) evaluation, where it makes
li le sense to compare results based on different data sets. If the data set is
fixed, the denominator of R or P is fixed as well and inconsistencies cannot
occur.

Ranked IR So far, we have only discussed the situation where the number of
retrieved items is fixed and, hence, all evaluation measures are fixed as well. In
other retrieval situations, however, retrieved items may be ranked in decreas-
ing order of (perceived) relevance, as is done by all major Web search engines
nowadays. One can then determine the value of each evaluation measure for
the first k documents.

This gives rise to several curves that give a dynamic view of how evalu-
ation measures evolve as more items are retrieved. We briefly mention the
most important ones. As the number of retrieved items t increases, precision
tends to decrease, while recall tends to increase. One can thus determine the
recall–precision curve P(R). Recall–precision curves are one of the most used
IR evaluation tools. Another curve, that tends to be used in medicine, machine
learning and data mining is the ROC curve, where ROC stands for Receiver
Operating Characteristic. ROC curves plot recall, sometimes called true posi-
tive rate, in function of fallout, sometimes called false positive rate. They tend
to be concavely increasing curves. The area under the ROC curve varies be-
tween 0 and 1, and is known as the Area Under Curve (AUC) measure.

Finally, we mention that it is possible to determine curves of evaluation
measures in function of the number of retrieved items t (Egghe, 2008). In
(Guns, Lioma, & Larsen, 2012) we show that the curve of the F-score F(t) has a
very distinct shape: a fast concave increase to a maximum, followed by a slow
decrease. In other words, there exists a single maximum, referred to as the tip-
ping point, where the retrieval situation is ‘ideal’ in terms of the F-score. The
tipping point thus indicates the optimal number of items to be retrieved, with
more or less items resulting in a lower F-score. Fmax, the F-score at the tipping
point, provides a single number summary of the performance of a ranked IR
approach. An additional advantage of the tipping point is that it is the only
point where F can reach 1. As such, it allows for a larger range than any other
point and can be er discriminate between different retrieval situations.

3.4.2 Application of IR evaluation to link prediction

IR evaluation measures are frequently applied in other, related fields, – espe-
cially precision and recall are often used. Without aiming for exhaustivity,
these measures have been used in the context of such diverse areas as auto-
matic metadata generation (Rodriguez, Bollen, & Van De Sompel, 2009), auto-
matic term identification (van Eck, Waltman, Noyons, & Buter, 2010), classi-
fication of personal name variants (Galvez & Moya-Anegón, 2007), data min-
ing in bioinformatics (Frank, Hall, Trigg, Holmes, & Wi en, 2004), identifi-
cation of equivalent fields (e.g., addresses) in heterogeneous sources (Monge
& Elkan, 1996), peer review (Bornmann & Egghe, 2012), machine learning
(Tong & Koller, 2002), and the prediction of disordered protein regions (Ward,
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McGuffin, Bryson, Buxton, & Jones, 2004). These examples clearly illustrate
the wide applicability of IR evaluation measures to other domains.

A contingency table like Table 3.3 can easily be applied to the situation of
link prediction. Let EPred denote the set of edges in GPred and ETest denote the
set of edges in GTest, then ETest is analogous to the set of relevant items (more
generally: the set of ideal results) and EPred to the set of retrieved items (more
generally: the set of achieved results). This leads to four possible sets:

• true positives = ETest ∩ EPred;

• false positives = ¬ETest ∩ EPred;

• false negatives = ETest ∩ ¬EPred;

• true negatives = ¬ETest ∩ ¬EPred.

Thus, one can apply IR evaluation measures to the evaluation of link predic-
tion.

In spite of the disadvantages, some studies (Popescul& Ungar, 2003; Scripps
et al., 2008) have employed accuracy (the fraction of correct predictions, both
positive and negative) as an evaluation measure.³ We repeat that this may ob-
scure the true value of a prediction method, since one can obtain high values
by negatively classifying all potential links. Be er measures include preci-
sion, recall, fallout, and miss, as well as their derived measures. Lü and Zhou
(2010) and Spertus et al. (2005) use precision without recall; for reasons out-
lined above, this is probably not advisable. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2003,
2007) evaluate predictors by their factor of improvement over a random pre-
dictor. Specifically, they take the ratio between the probability that the most
highly ranked pair is connected and the probability that two random nodes
are connected. As explained by Clauset et al. (2008, supplementary material),
this is misleading because some predictions are relatively easy, such that even
weak predictors can obtain fairly good results. Precision–recall curves, ROC
curves and the AUC measure, on the other hand, are based on a predictor’s
overall performance and therefore give a more accurate idea.

Apart from the studies mentioned above, we generally find two groups in
the literature. On the one hand, link prediction evaluation by precision–recall
curves has previously been carried out by (Guns, 2009, 2011; Huang et al.,
2005; Kashima & Abe, 2006; Popescul & Ungar, 2003; Zhou et al., 2010). On
the other, there is a group that uses ROC curves and/or the AUC measure to
evaluate link prediction (Clauset et al., 2008; Guimerà & Sales-Pardo, 2009;
Huang, 2006; Ra igan & Jensen, 2005; Sarkar, Chakrabarti, & Jordan, 2011;
Sharan & Neville, 2008; Song et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2009). In our opinion,
both methods are valid. An advantage of the la er is that the AUC measure
provides a single number, which allows for easier ranking. AUC, however,
has the disadvantage that it presupposes that 100 % recall can eventually be
reached. This is not the case for many predictors.

³The word ‘accuracy’ has sometimes been used in other ways than how it is defined here,
e.g. Guimerà and Sales-Pardo (2009) use it as a synonym of AUC. However, since Popescul and
Ungar (2003) and Scripps et al. (2008) only mention the word without a definition, we cannot
know for certain whether or not this is the case.
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We will be using the maximum F-score Fmax as a single-number indicator
of prediction performance for two reasons. First, the F-score has a very natural
interpretation when applied to link prediction. The F-score is equivalent to the
Dice coefficient of relevant items (links in test network) and retrieved items
(links in training network). In other words, the F-score can be interpreted as
a similarity measure of the predicted network and test network. Fmax then
indicates the point at which the training network is maximally similar to the
test network. Second, usage of Fmax does not presuppose that 100% recall can
be achieved, making it a more practical choice than AUC.

Next, we want to take one step further and discuss the fact that link pre-
diction has been carried out in different ways, with different implications for
evaluation. The first distinction we must make is between link prediction on
the one hand and network reconstruction on the other. Link prediction uses
two different but related networks as GTraining and GTest; most practical cases
have focussed on two snapshots of the same network at different points in
time. Network reconstruction is in essence based on only one network at one
point in time. Here, GTest is the complete network and GTraining is incomplete in
that it may not contain certain links and may contain spurious ones. Although
we consider this distinction important, we do not think it warrants different
evaluation methods.

The second distinction is between predicting only new or missing links on
the one hand and predicting all links on the other. This distinction is orthogo-
nal to the first one and does affect evaluation. Predicting only new or missing
links essentially tries to answer the question: given this (training) network,
which unseen links are most likely to occur in the test network? In the case
of link prediction, the links to be predicted are new, i.e. they appear in the
test network. In the case of network reconstruction, the links to be predicted
are those links removed from the training network. Predicting all links tries
to answer a slightly different question: given this (training) network, which
links – seen or unseen – are most likely to occur in the test network? In the
case of link prediction, the links to be predicted are both new and ‘sustaining’.
In the case of network reconstruction, the links to be predicted are those that
have been removed from the training network and the genuine (non-spurious)
links present in the training network. In both cases, there is a negative side to
the positive act of predicting links: which links are not predicted? For link pre-
diction, this can be interpreted as the question which links are more likely to
disappear. The negative side of network reconstruction involves detecting spu-
rious links, i.e. random links that have been inserted in the training network.

Table 3.4 summarises how different link prediction studies fare in this clas-
sification. Each cell of Table 3.4 makes sense for other purposes. Predicting
only new links in link prediction is a sensible approach to recommendation
tasks, since recommendations for already known items are of course point-
less. Also, this approach makes sense to answer questions like ‘who are pos-
sible future collaboration partners for this firm or institution?’. If one wants
to predict a future state of an evolving network, it makes more sense in our
opinion to try and predict all links. We have argued (Guns, 2009) that link
prediction should be concerned with both the appearance and the disappear-
ance of links. Indeed, link prediction is often applied in a dynamic context:
it presupposes that changes may occur in a network over time. Such changes
involve both appearance and disappearance of links. We argue that the la er
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Table 3.4: Simple classification of link prediction research

Predict only new/missing links Predict all links

Link prediction Recommendation papers:
Huang et al. (2005); Spertus
et al. (2005); Zhou et al. (2010)
Other: Huang (2006); Liben-
Nowell and Kleinberg (2003,
2007); Song et al. (2009)

Guns (2009, 2011);
Sarkar et al. (2011);
Tylenda, An-
gelova, and Be-
dathur (2009)

Network recon-
struction

Clauset et al. (2008); Kashima
and Abe (2006); Lü and Zhou
(2010); Popescul and Ungar
(2003); Scripps et al. (2008); Xi-
ang (2008); Zhou et al. (2009)

Guimerà and
Sales-Pardo (2009);
Only spurious
links: Ra igan and
Jensen (2005)

part – which current links are likely to disappear? – is equally important when,
for instance, studying the evolution of a social network (Burt, 2000, 2002). As
for network reconstruction, many studies divide the edge set E into a train-
ing set ETraining and a ‘probe set’ EProbe, such that E = ETraining ∪ EProbe and
ETraining ∩ EProbe = ∅. The task then is to predict all links in the probe set.
Since there is no overlap between training and probe set, it makes no sense
to predict anything other than new links. A downside is that this approach
is slightly less realistic, in that many real-world data sets do contain spurious
links. We therefore consider the approach taken by Guimerà and Sales-Pardo
(2009) superior (see also Newman, 2011): these authors create a training set
ETraining by removing links from E as well as adding spurious links to ETraining.
Although this prediction task is more difficult, it is also more realistic.

We now discuss the evaluation implications of trying to predict all links. In
general, there are four possibilities for a given node pair (u, v) in two networks
A and B that share the same node set V (for instance, two time slices of the
same evolving network):

• Appearance: a link does not occur in A, but does occur in B;

• Disappearance: a link occurs in A, but no longer occurs in B;

• Positive stability: a link occurs in A and in B;

• Negative stability: a link does not occur in A or B.

These four possibilities form another contingency table, this time not between
EPred and ETest (and their complements), but between ETraining and ETest (and
their complements). To fully appreciate the performance of a given predictor
with respect to predicting especially appearing and disappearing links, this
information has to be taken into account (along with, of course, EPred).

In a way, this is logical. It makes sense to involve all input information,
including the training set, in the evaluation. For instance, if the training net-
work is very similar to the test network, i.e., there is high positive and negative
stability, the prediction becomes relatively easy. On the other hand, if there
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are many appearances and disappearances, predicting links becomes much
harder. Surprisingly, most link prediction studies focus only on appearing
links and ignore the prediction of positively stable links. Apart from our own
work (Guns, 2009, 2011), we are only aware of the studies by Sarkar et al. (2011)
and especially Tylenda et al. (2009), who explicitly discuss this issue.

Involving the training network in the evaluation also allows us to be er ap-
preciate the strengths and weaknesses of each individual predictor. In some
cases, this can even be seen in theory, without testing in practice. We briefly
discuss an example. In Section 3.3.2, we already pointed out that copy predic-
tors do not really ‘predict’ anything. Instead, they simply copy the links that
are already present in the training network. In practice, this predictor family
typically yields fairly good precision and recall (Section 4.2.1). If one only con-
siders the test network and the predicted network, one might conclude that a
simple copy predictor is a good option that works be er than other, typically
more complicated, predictors. However, the results of a copy predictor also
tend to be ‘boring’ and predictable (!), because by design they cannot predict
appearances and disappearances. This becomes immediately obvious when
taking the training network into account.

More generally, different tasks and use cases call for different aspects of
the link prediction process to be stressed. In some cases, one might want to
predict a small number of appearing links with maximal precision. A typical
example is the recommendation task. In other cases, such as the macroscopic
study of network evolution, one might need a much larger overview of what
sections of the network tend to stay stable and what parts tend to change, with
greater recall. In yet other cases, one might want to find out which links are
least stable and most likely to disappear, and so on. Every predictor is unique
in that it yields different results with regard to which aspects work best. In
order to know which predictor is best suited to which task, we must therefore
take the training network into account.

Assume that we have a suitable similarity measure sim that indicates how
alike two link sets are. We can then calculate three similarities:

• sim(GPred, GTest) is a performance measure (e.g., precision, recall or F-
score), indicating how well the prediction matches the test network;

• sim(GTest, GTraining) indicates how close the test network is to the training
network or, in other words, how easy/difficult the prediction task is;

• sim(GPred, GTraining) indicates howwell the prediction resembles the train-
ing network, i.e. to what extent the predictor has a tendency to reproduce
the training network.

As sim(GTest, GTraining) decreases, sim(GPred, test) will also decrease: it is more
difficult to predict a network that is further from the training network. The role
of sim(GPred, GTraining) is less clear. For a fixed sim(GTest, GTraining), an increase
in sim(GPred, GTraining)may result in a decrease or an increase of sim(GPred, GTest),
depending on the circumstances. Therefore, sim(GPred, GTraining) is mainly
important because it characterises how ‘novel’ the predictions of a given ap-
proach are. We suggest that, in addition to sim(GPred, GTest), the two other
measures sim(GPred, GTraining) and sim(GTest, GTraining) may help to build up a
more complete understanding of link prediction evaluation results.
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Using Venn diagrams, the situation can be represented as in Fig. 3.3. The
universe Ω is divided into eight different sets A–H. The same situation can,
perhaps slightly more clearly, be represented with aCarroll diagram (Rousseau,
1998), since it more explicitly represents the universe and the complements of
sets, which are crucial here (Fig. 3.4). Contingency tables like Table 3.3 can be
considered special cases of Carroll diagrams.

A third way of representing the same division into 8 sets is as a three-di-
mensional cube (Fig. 3.5). The cube can be viewed from three different angles:
front, top and right. Let us assume now that, when looking from one specific
side, cell values are the sum of the cells in the depth dimension. E.g., when
looking from the front, one gets the values of |A| + |B|, of |D| + |F| and so
on. The other three sides (back, bo om and right) are just mirror images. If
one looks at the cube from the front, one sees the traditional contingency table
(Table 3.3) between predicted and test network. If one looks at the cube from
the top, one sees the contingency table between test network and training net-
work. Finally, looking at the cube from the side, one sees the contingency table
between the predicted network and the training network it is based on.

The set of links in the predicted network is usually dynamic, in that it de-
pends on the threshold set for the links’ likelihood score. As a consequence,
there are two dynamic contingency tables (those involving the prediction) and
one static one (between test and training network).

The eight cells in the generalised contingency table represent the following
(sub)sets:

• A is the set of correct predictions that have been previously observed (in
the training network).

• B is the set of unobserved correct predictions.

• C is the set of predictions that occur in the training network, but not in
the test network.

• D is the set of observed links that occur in the test network but are not
predicted.

• E is the set of predictions that occur in neither training nor test network.

• F is the set of unobserved and unpredicted links that occur in the test
network.

• G is the set of observed links that are correctly not predicted.

• H is the set of unobserved links that are correctly not predicted.

A∪D is the set of positively stable links, whereas E∪H is the set of negatively
stable links (i.e., no link in either test or training network). Appearing links can
be found in B ∪ F, and disappearing links are found in C ∪G. In our opinion,
the generalised contingency table helps to clarify precisely which phenomena
one is evaluating. For example, the seminal study by Liben-Nowell and Klein-
berg (2007) is restricted to the cells B, F, E and H, which only cover negative
stability and appearance.
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3.5 Possible applications

In the introduction (Section 1.3) we already briefly discussed how link predic-
tion can be used. Here, we elaborate on this discussion.

At a high level, link prediction can be considered a statistical classification
task. The items to be classified are node pairs, which should be classified into
two groups: links and non-links. On the basis of empirical data (a training net-
work, whose links we will refer to as a ested links) one assigns a probability
of linkage to each item. These probability scores can then be used in different
ways. We can generally distinguish between link prediction proper – that is,
usage of probabilities for the actual purpose of prediction – and other appli-
cations, where these probabilities are exploited in different ways.

Let us first focus on link prediction proper. Typically, this happens when
one is genuinely interested which links may arise in the future (or in a network
which is related in a non-temporal way). In a scientometric context, this is in-
teresting for policy makers, for whom a good understanding of likely future
evolutions is crucial. Generally speaking, this use case is best served by a fairly
small amount of very likely interactions or, in other words, by a focus on pre-
cision rather than recall. In the context of metadata generation, link prediction
may help to alleviate sparsity of available associations (Rodriguez et al., 2009,
p. 11).

A related application is recommendation: rather than actually trying to
predict the future state of the network, one seeks to find likely but una ested
links involving a given node. For instance, given node a, one can create a
(usually short) ranked list of candidate neighbours. These candidate neigh-
bours are presented to a as recommendations. Interestingly, by doing so, one
may influence the network’s evolution. Recommendation is, for example, of
great interest to smaller research groups that want to look into national or in-
ternational collaboration: who are likely partners? There exists a rather large
amount of literature on recommendation, recommender systems and collabo-
rative filtering (e.g., Shardanand & Maes, 1995) where a and the items recom-
mended to a are of different kinds, such as a researcher and papers she should
read or cite, a library user and materials that might be of interest to him etc.
Although most research into this kind of recommendation does not explicitly
involve networks, it can be conceptualised as a link prediction problem within
a bipartite network.

Thirdly, most networks derived from actual data are in some ways incom-
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plete. Link prediction can then be considered a tool to detect missing infor-
mation. Conversely, erroneous data may sneak into a network and perhaps
greatly affect research results. If the erroneous data cases the existence of a
link that should not be present (similar to a completely random link inserted
in the network), link prediction methods may single out the spurious link as
highly unlikely. The general use case of detecting missing and spurious link
will be referred to as network reconstruction.

With network reconstruction we have actually drifted away from link pre-
diction proper towards a secondary application of link prediction: anomaly
detection. Ra igan and Jensen (2005) suggest that anomaly detection offers a
more fruitful line of inquiry than link prediction proper, since link prediction
faces two insurmountable problems. The first problem is related to computa-
tional problems, while the second problem focuses on the distribution between
links and non-links.

Computational problems are especially pertinent for global link prediction
(the canonical case). In principle, global link prediction requires calculating
probabilities for each pair of nodes. This implies that the time for performing
any given prediction scales quadratically with the number of nodes. To a cer-
tain extent, this problem can be solved by pruning the number of node pairs to
be examined. For instance, most predictors only predict links between nodes
that belong to the same component. One needs hence only look at a node pair
(u, v) if u belongs to the same component as v. Another example pertains to
the neighbourhood-based predictors (Section 3.3.1). If |Γ(u)∩ Γ(v)| = ∅, then
obviously W(u, v) = 0. Consequently, we should only look at those node pairs
with at least one neighbour in common, using an algorithm like the following.

Input: network G = (V, E)
Output: set of node pairs L
begin

L← ∅;
foreach v ∈ V do

dist[v]← 0;
enqueue v→ Q;
while Q not empty do

dequeue u← Q;
if dist[u] = 2 then

go to next u;
foreach w ∈ Γ(u) do

if w /∈ dist then
enqueue w→ Q;
dist[w]← dist[u] + 1;

foreach u ∈ dist do
add (v, u)→ L;

return L;

Essentially this algorithm looks at each node v, collects the nodes that are one
or two hops away from v and returns them as a set of node pairs. The al-
gorithm can be easily expanded to search for k-neighbourhoods and whole
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components. In conclusion, one might argue that, although computational
problems are real, they are not prohibitive.

Perhaps more serious is the second kind of problem. Ra igan and Jensen
(2005) argue that high-accuracy link prediction is virtually impossible to achieve,
because the distribution is extremely skewed, – the number of non-links (pairs
of unlinked nodes) is several orders of magnitude larger than the number of
links. Moreover, as new nodes are added to the network, the number of pos-
sible links grows much larger than that of actual links. This suggests that link
prediction is especially prone to the problem of type-I errors or false positives:
many links are predicted that fail to materialise.

The authors suggest that measures used for link prediction (Section 3.3)
can, however, be exploited for a task that does not suffer from these draw-
backs: finding ‘anomalies’ in existing data. In other words, we no longer try
to predict unknown items on the basis of known ones; rather, we stick to the
data we do know, but try to find items that are in some way outliers. The idea
is that unexpected interactions are generally also more interesting. Ra igan
and Jensen refer to this task as Anomalous Link Discovery (ALD).

Anomalous links can signal many different phenomena, depending on the
data set used. However, we believe that there are generally two kinds of
anomalies, both of which are useful to find: errors (spurious links) and in-
teresting anomalies. An example of the former was in fact found in (Ra igan
& Jensen, 2005), where the authors discovered

an extremely unlikely paper on “voltage scheduling” wri en by
one of the authors of the paper you are reading now – so unlikely,
in fact, that said author does not recall writing it. As it turns out,
this lack of recollection is entirely warranted, as there are two com-
puter scientists with the name “David Jensen”, and our version of
the DBLP database mistakenly combined them.

(Ra igan & Jensen, 2005)

Although perhaps not the primary use case, this kind of semi-automatic error
detection is useful in its own right.

The la er case – ‘interesting’ anomalies – constitutes a mixed group of un-
expected interactions whose interpretation depends on what kind of data is
being examined. For example:

• In the case of co-authorship networks, unexpected links may signal in-
terdisciplinary research (cross-disciplinary collaboration).

• When dealingwith webometric data, an unexpectedhyperlink from web-
site A to website B might indicate a change of topic for A.

• Unexpected citations in a paper–citation network may indicate that a
given paper ‘borrows’ insights or methods from other fields of research.

ALD is not subject to the problems discussed above. Since we only have to
examine the links that are actually present, the number of node pairs to con-
sider remains limited and computational problems do not arise. Furthermore,
because we do not try to predict any new information, we are not confronted
with false positives either. An interesting point which is not made explicit
by Ra igan and Jensen (2005) is that one does not necessarily need a separate
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training and test network: one can simply look at the links present in a given
network and determine their likelihood as manifested in (the rest of) the net-
work. However, for at least some predictors, it makes more sense to employ a
separate training and test network. For example, if training and test network
coincide, the graph distance predictor yields a value of 1 for every linked node
pair by definition. Of course, it may also be the case that this predictor is sim-
ply not suitable to ALD. If one really wants to use the same training and test
network, a possible solution exists therein that the likelihood of a given link
(u, v) is evaluated against the network G′ = (V, E \ (u, v)).

In (Guns, 2009), I raised the idea of Anomalous Gap Discovery (AGD) as
a logical counterpart to ALD. The idea is finding gaps or non-links where one
would logically expect links to occur:

Vertex pairs that have high likelihood scores but do not form links
in the test network constitute ‘anomalous gaps’. Again, this may
be due to chance – a link is likely to (re-)appear in the future –
or they may indicate some sort of boundary between (groups of)
vertices. For example, if authors A and B have cited each other’s
work many times, we may derive a strong likelihood that citation
links between A and B will also occur in the test network. If such
links do not occur, then this may indicate that A’s (or B’s) research
subject has changed. We are not aware of any studies of anoma-
lous gaps, presumably because anomalous gap discovery (AGD)
is more problematic than ALD: in social networks, the absence of
a link is the default – i.e., social networks are sparse!

(Guns, 2009)

AGD is actually very close to link prediction, in that anomalous gaps are just
the false positives that were deemed most likely. Unlike ALD, AGD suffers
from computational problems, just like link prediction. The occurrence of
false positives in itself does not constitute a problem for AGD, as the approach
is focussed on studying false positives. In most cases, even among the pairs
with high likelihood scores one can find hundreds of false positives; this sheds
doubt on the practical feasibility of AGD. The approach advocated by Swanson
(1990) is rather similar to AGD, albeit in a different se ing: if two bodies of
literature, linked by e.g. a certain chemical, are not co-cited, this may signal
that a causal relation between their respective subjects has not yet been dis-
covered. The key difference with AGD is that a common element, such as a
certain chemical compound, should be present. All in all, AGD as originally
formulated is probably too broad to be of real practical use.

3.6 Chapter summary and conclusions

Link prediction is a term used for two related but nonetheless different activ-
ities. One pertains to predicting links in a related but (at least in principle)
unknown network, whereas the other pertains to discovering missing and
spurious links in a given network. When referring specifically to the la er,
we employ the term network reconstruction. Underlying both activities is the
fundamental act of determining the probability of linkage of node pairs. The
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remainder of this summary is applicable to both link prediction proper and
network reconstruction.

We have outlined a five-step framework for link prediction. After gather-
ing the necessary data and preprocessing it, one can determine link probabili-
ties and make informed predictions. In an optional postprocessing step, these
predictions can be further refined. Finally, one needs to evaluate the results.

In this chapter, we have paid special a ention to the third (prediction) and
last step (evaluation). As for the former, we have thoroughly discussed a va-
riety of predictors, all of which will be empirically tested in the next chapter.
Testing implies evaluation, however, leading us to a discussion of evaluation
in IR and analogous approaches in link prediction. In general, there appear to
be two approaches to link prediction evaluation – on the one hand, using recall,
precision and derived measures, and on the other hand, using ROC curves
and derived measures (especially AUC). Both approaches are methodologi-
cally valid, although we have made the case for taking the training network
into account as well.⁴ The main problem here remains constructing a valid but
limited set of indicators to characterise prediction novelty and performance;
this is, in our opinion, an important research agenda for the future.

In the following chapter, we use these theoretical insights to set up a num-
ber of link prediction experiments using our own data sets (Section 1.4). Not
only do we investigate the performance of the discussed predictors with var-
ious parameter se ings, we will also consider the influence of the other three
framework steps (data gathering, preprocessing and postprocessing) and com-
pare link prediction proper with network reconstruction.

⁴This is, of course, assuming that there is a training network and that we are not evaluating
an a ribute predictor.
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Chapter 4

Experiments with link prediction

Perhaps one of the most interesting things that I
ever heard him say was when, after describing to
me an experiment […], he remarked:—“That’s a
fool’s experiment. But I love fools’ experiments. I
am always making them.”

E. Ray Lankester, about Charles Darwin

4.1 Introduction

One of the most important types of informetric networks is the collaboration
network, where nodes represent researchers, connected by collaboration links.
Most often, the collaboration network is ‘approximated’ by a co-authorship
network (e.g., Liu, Bollen, Nelson, & Van de Sompel, 2005), – we will do the
same and treat both terms as synonyms. Note, however, that this is a simpli-
fication: co-authors do not always work together on the one hand, and many
kinds of collaboration do not result in (visible) co-authorship on the other (Ka
& Martin, 1997).

Collaboration networks are very popular as case studies in link prediction
research. There are at least three good reasons for this: the results are of inter-
est to a wide variety of researchers, it is relatively easy to gather enough data,
and the networks are undirected. The la er reason is an advantage, since di-
rected networks complicate things; in a directed network, one would also have
to predict the link direction. To gain a be er insight into the properties of
the framework steps (Section 3.2), predictors and techniques (Section 3.3), and
evaluation methods (Section 3.4), we have carried out a series of experiments
with link prediction on the basis of unipartite collaboration networks.

The collaboration networks used are based on the AcadBib and Informet-
rics data sets introduced in Section 1.4. In both cases, we use the following
method of extracting a collaboration network. Let us assume that the collabo-
ration network is CNy,y+m−1, where y denotes the first year to which the data
pertains and m refers to the total number of years considered. First, we select
all publications with publication year z where y ≤ z ≤ y + m− 1. Next, we
discard single-authored publications, since these do not contribute to a collab-
oration network. In a final step, the authors of each publication are added to
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4. Experiments with link prediction

the collaboration network – if they are not yet present – and mutually linked
with weight 1. If two authors are already linked in the network and a new
common publication is encountered, their link weight is incremented by 1.

The result is aweighted, undirected collaboration network whose link weights
denote the number of common publications of the two nodes (authors) in-
volved. It is important to note that not all applications necessarily take link
weights into account; if they do, this is explicitly mentioned. Since we have
discarded single-authored publications, isolate nodes do not occur after the
data gathering step: for any node v, 1 ≤ CD(v) ≤ |V| − 1. Note, however, that
preprocessing decisions may result in the occurrence of some isolate nodes in
the training and/or test network.

Unless stated otherwise, we have used the following parameters. For the
AcadBib training network, we have chosen y = 2001 and m = 3, such that
its spans the period 2001–2003. The AcadBib test network consists of the sub-
sequent period 2004–2006 (y = 2004; m = 3). For the Informetrics training
network, we set y = 1990 and m = 15, such that this network consists of col-
laborations during the period 1990–2004. The parameters for the test network
are y = 2005 and m = 5, corresponding to the period 2005–2009. We have cho-
sen a much smaller m for the test network, because of the remarkable growth
of the Informetrics network (see Section 1.4.2). The current values result in
training and test networks of approximately equal link density.

To study the performance of individual predictors, we use several tools.
First of all, we look at precision–recall curves. As explained in Section 3.4,
this curve conveniently displays predictor performance over the entire predic-
tion cycle, from most to least likely predictions. The maximum F-score (Sec-
tion 3.4.1; Guns et al., 2012) is provided as a single number summary of overall
precision and recall.

4.2 Performance of different predictors (step 3)

4.2.1 Baseline predictors

Before turning to the ‘real’ predictors, we first look at two baselines: the copy
predictor (Section 3.3.2) and the random predictor. This also enables us to
explain how the resulting charts and numbers should be explained.

The simple copy predictor operates from the assumption that the network
is static, by copying all links from the training network to the test network.
As such, this predictor can be used as a baseline to examine how different the
training and test network are. Consider Fig. 4.1. The precision–recall curve of
simple copy is essentially a horizontal line with a fixed precision slightly above
0.6. To understand why this is the case, we first need to explain that we are
using interpolated precision–recall curves, a standard practice in information
retrieval (Manning et al., 2008). Every predicted link is either a true positive
or a false positive. Suppose the predicted link is a false positive, – then recall
remains the same, but precision drops. If the kth prediction is a true positive,
then recall increases and precision either stays the same (if Pk−1 = 1) or in-
creases (if Pk−1 < 1). This results in a curve that can go up as well as down.
Interpolation then is simply a process to smoothen the curve and remove the
upwards movements by replacing precision P with interpolated precision P′:
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Figure 4.1: Precision and recall of copy and random predictor (AcadBib)

P′k = max
m≥k

Pm (4.1)

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the process.
Simple copy is not a discerning predictor, since it can assign only two dif-

ferent scores: 1 and 0. Consequently, all links from the training network have
score 1, without any further consideration as to their likelihood.

As we can see from Fig. 4.1, about 60 % of links of the training network
reappear in the test network. The non-interpolated curve for simple copy is,
however, very jaggy, because simple copy cannot tell which links are more
or less likely to have positive stability. In other words, the order in which
they are predicted is due to chance and hence subject to random variations.
Although this generally has a negligible effect on the resulting chart, we have
made sure that two links with the same score always appear in the same order,
in order to rule out unaccounted variations between test runs.¹ This is achieved
as follows:

• Each item in the result list is a 3-tuple (u, v, W(u, v)).

• Next, u and v are placed in alphabetical order, – if v comes before u in
the alphabet, the two nodes are swapped in the tuple. Swapping is ac-
ceptable since we are dealing with undirected networks.

¹This is the case for all predictors, since even fine-grained predictors may occasionally as-
sign the same score to different links. The only exception is the random predictor. Although
quantitatively different, its results are qualitatively the same over several test runs.
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4. Experiments with link prediction

Figure 4.2: Interpolation of precision–recall curve, taken from (Manning et al.,
2008)

• The primary sort key is W(u, v), the secondary sort key is u and the ter-
tiary sort key is v. Items are ranked in decreasing order of the primary
sort key, and in increasing order of the secondary and tertiary sort key.

This guarantees that no random variations can occur. Extensive tests have
shown that such variations do not affect the overall results, but that small dif-
ferences may occur if the precautions above have not been taken.

Fig. 4.1 also shows that the curve stops around 0.55 recall. We have, in
other words, correctly predicted about 55 % of actual links in the test network.
Contrary to many retrieval experiments where it is customary to continue until
one has retrieved all relevant documents, most – but not all – predictors do not
reach 100 % recall.

The random predictor’s performance is obviously very poor (see Fig. 4.1).
Theoretically, one would expect a constant value equal to |ETest|/|Ω|, where
Ω denotes the ‘universe’ of all possible links (see Egghe, 2008, section 5). For
the AcadBib case study, this yields a value of 3 550/606 551 = 0.006, similar to
the empirically found values.

A step further than just the baseline is the question to what extent link
weights in the training network can help us improve on these baseline meth-
ods. Actually, we only consider weighted copy; since the random predictor
does not take any feature of the training network into account, it obviously
makes no difference whether we record edge weights or not. Weighted copy
is only slightly more sophisticated than simple copy, but the added informa-
tion greatly improves ranking quality, as can be seen from Fig. 4.1. This natu-
rally leads to the question whether non-baseline predictors can benefit equally
much from link weight.
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4.2. Performance of different predictors

4.2.2 Neighbourhood-based predictors
Neighbourhood-based predictors take the neighbourhoods of the involved
nodes into account. Most are based on the intersection of the respective neigh-
bourhoods. These predictors are inherently limited in terms of which pre-
dictions they can make: two nodes that do not have intersecting neighbour-
hoods in the training network will not be assigned a likelihood score (or they
will be assigned a likelihood score of 0, which boils down to the same thing).
Consequently, again, maximum recall is limited. Contrary to copy predictors,
however, neighbourhood-based predictors are true predictors, in that they can
predict links that were not present in the training network.

4.2.2.1 Common neighbours and its normalisations

Let us first look at some results for the common neighbours predictor and the
neighbourhood-based predictors that are based on similarity measures: co-
sine, Jaccard, overlap (‘min’ and ‘max’), and the N measure. Recall that the
Dice coefficient is no longer considered, because it yields the same results as
Jaccard. Fig. 4.3 shows the resulting recall–precision curves for the two case
studies.

For both case studies, the simple, unnormalised common neighbours pre-
dictor is more precise than its normalised variants, especially when consider-
ing the highest ranked predictions. This finding is consistent with previous re-
sults in the literature (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007). Note that, contrary to
all other predictors in Fig. 4.3, common neighbours starts out at 100%precision.

For many applications, such as science mapping, normalisation is crucial
because otherwise the largest actors (e.g., journals with many articles) distort
the picture and the resulting mapping reflects size rather than relatedness. The
relative accuracy of common neighbours indicates that, when it comes to link
prediction, having many common coauthors is a strong predictor of future co-
authorship, regardless of how many other coauthors one may have.

A second group with lower performance consists of max overlap, the N
measure, Jaccard and cosine. In both case studies, max overlap and N mea-
sure perform slightly be er than Jaccard and cosine. It is, however, hard to
say whether this indicates a genuine difference between these two subgroups,
given that the differences between them are so small.

Finally, it is quite clear that min overlap is the poorest predictor of those
considered here, with only around 40 to 50 % precision for the most likely
links. The difference between min overlap O1 and max overlap O2 is remark-
able. A possible explanation is given by Egghe and Michel (2002), who formu-
late some axioms for similarity measures. The following axiom for a similarity
measure sim is satisfied by O2, but not by O1:

sim(A, B) = 1 ⇐⇒ A = B ̸= ∅ (4.2)
O1 does satisfy the weaker axiom:

sim(A, B) = 1 ⇐⇒ A ⊂ B or B ⊂ A (4.3)
On the basis of this difference (along with some other axioms, which we

do not consider here), Egghe and Michel (2002) distinguish between strong
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Figure 4.3: Precision and recall of neighbourhood-based predictors
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4.2. Performance of different predictors

similarity measures (like O2, Jaccard and cosine) and weak similarity measures
(like O1). It is interesting that the same property also seems to play a role in
their performance as predictors.

4.2.2.2 Adamic/Adar, resource allocation and degree product

Next, let us look at Adamic/Adar and resource allocation, two predictors that
try to take the rarity of the common neighbours into account. Fig. 4.4 shows
the recall–precision curves for AcadBib and Informetrics. To allow for com-
parisons, these charts also show the curve for common neighbours.

The results are consistentwith previous findings in the literature (e.g., Zhou
et al., 2009): assigning more weight to common neighbours that have no or few
other neighbours positively influences the accuracy of link prediction. More-
over, the resource allocation predictor outperforms Adamic/Adar, which in-
dicates that the ‘rarity’ of common neighbours is a very strong factor.

In short, Adamic/Adar and resource allocation are remarkably accurate
predictors. They are, however, not apt to function as general similarity mea-
sures, since they do not satisfy basic axioms like (4.2) or (4.3). Moreover, they
do not even satisfy very basic logical requirements such as

sim(A, A) = sim(B, B) = 1 (4.4)

This illustrates that requirements for similaritymeasures and (neighbourhood-
based) predictors are not necessarily aligned.

Finally, we consider the performance of the degree product predictor. Con-
trary to the other predictors considered here, degree product does not incor-
porate common neighbours of the nodes involved. This implies that it can po-
tentially reach 100 % recall, since there is no restriction to nodes whose neigh-
bourhoods overlap. On the other hand, it seems intuitively unlikely that any
two nodes with high degrees are always likely to connect, without any regard
for how ‘close’ they are – think, for instance, of two prolific authors in com-
pletely different subject fields. Although degree product can obtain very high
recall scores,² its precision is generally low. In both Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig. 4.4(b),
the P(R) curve has a convex shape, indicating a sharp initial decrease of pre-
cision. While there does exist a significant positive correlation between the
product of degree scores and the occurrence of a link, this correlation is too
weak to be able to function as a predictor.

4.2.2.3 Weighted variants

As we have detailed in Section 3.3, it is also possible to construct weighted vari-
ants of these predictors. Weighted predictors can distinguish between struc-
tural and accidental direct links, which may help to improve prediction perfor-
mance. In early experiments, we very quickly discovered that weighted com-
mon neighbours (3.27) does not yield the anticipated improvement; on the con-
trary, it turns out that – at least in some cases – this measure has very poor per-
formance. The proposal by Murata and Moriyasu (2007) (see equation (3.23))

²In neither case do we obtain 100 % recall. The reason for this is the following. Due to the
preprocessing procedure, a small fraction of nodes may end up as isolates in the network. Any
degree product involving such a node has W(u, v) = 0. However, for reasons of performance
we only include predictions where W(u, v) > 0.
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Figure 4.4: Precision and recall of Common neighbours compared to
Adamic/Adar, Resource allocation and degree product
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4.2. Performance of different predictors

has even worse results. The results for normalisations of weighted common
neighbours are mixed. On the one hand, we do notice some improvements,
especially for max overlap, Jaccard and the N measure. The strongest improve-
ment is booked by max overlap, which is also the best or second best in the
unweighted case. On the other hand, weaker predictors, such as min overlap
or cosine, perform even worse in the weighted case. These results are the
clearest for the Informetrics case study, as shown in Fig. 4.5. Notice especially
the dramatic decrease of precision for common neighbours, when compared
to Fig. 4.3(b).
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Figure 4.5: Precision and recall of weighted variants of neighbourhood-based
predictors (Informetrics)

This raises the question: why do edge weights have such an adverse effect
and how can we mitigate this effect? To understand this, one should keep in
mind that there are two factors at play here: on the one hand there is the number
of common neighbours and on the other there is the strength of these indirect
links in the form of their combined weights. As a solution, we propose the
introduction of a parameter to decide the relative importance of each factor.
This solution is an adapted version of Opsahl et al. (2010)’s generalisation of
weighted degree and is defined as follows:

W(u, v) =

(
n

∑
i=1

x′i · y′i

)1−α

×
(

n

∑
i=1

xi · yi

)α

(4.5)

where xi and yi (i = 1, . . . , n) are the ith element in the adjacency vector of, re-
spectively, u and v. x′i and y′i are the ith element from the binarised adjacency
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(a) AcadBib

(b) Informetrics

Figure 4.6: Maximum F-score of generalised weighted common neighbours

vector of, respectively, u and v. Essentially, the first part of (4.5) represents
the number of common neighbours, whereas the second part represents the
strength of indirect links through these common neighbours. If α = 0, equa-
tion (4.5) reduces to unweighted common neighbours (3.7); if α = 1, equa-
tion (4.5) reduces to weighted common neighbours (3.27). This allows us to
precisely determine the extent of each factor.
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4.2. Performance of different predictors

It can easily be seen that there exist large differences between AcadBib
(Fig. 4.6(a)) and Informetrics (Fig. 4.6(b)). First, the differences are much
larger for the la er than for the former. In the la er case, taking edge weights
more into account generally decreases the quality of the prediction. For Acad-
Bib, the picture is a lot less clear-cut. Still, at least some conclusions can be
drawn. Unweighted common neighbours and weighted common neighbours
with low α values perform worse than the weighted predictor with higher α
values. For AcadBib, α = 0.4 has the best overall performance, if one assigns
the same amount of importance to precision and recall. Overall, no clear pic-
ture emerges on the optimal balance between number and strength of common
neighbours.

Next, we look at the Adamic/Adar and resource allocation predictors. In
the case of AcadBib, we generally see an improvement of the weighted over
the unweighted versions, especially for the first predictions (Fig. 4.7(a)). Of the
four predictors, weighted resource allocation is clearly to be preferred. The
situation is, however, rather different for our other case study (Fig. 4.7(b)).
Most strikingly, Adamic/Adar’s performance is greatly reduced when taking
edge weights into account. Weighted resource allocation is the overall best
predictor of the four, although we note that unweighted resource allocation
and unweighted Adamic/Adar are more precise until about 5 % recall has been
reached. As a final note, we remark that the weighted variant of degree prod-
uct turns out to be less precise than the unweighted variant. Since the la er
itself is not very good, we do not discuss it in detail here and omit the preci-
sion–recall chart.

4.2.3 Path-based predictors

4.2.3.1 Graph distance

In Section 2.2.2 we introduced the concepts of paths and geodesics. These are
also potential ingredients of link predictors; after all, if there exist many (short)
paths between two nodes, they are intuitively more likely to connect. Since the
paths’ length is crucial, the (unweighted) graph distance predictor only looks
at the length of the shortest path between u and v. If v is not reachable from
u (d(u, v) = ∞), no link is predicted. In other words, no links are predicted
between nodes belonging to different components. Nevertheless, the potential
recall of graph distance is equal to or greater than that of the neighbourhood-
based predictors, excluding degree product.

Fig. 4.8 shows the resulting precision–recall curves for our two case stud-
ies. In both cases, we have a long horizontal part, followed by a sharp de-
crease. The horizontal part corresponds to links that were already present in
the training network (d(u, v) = 1); because graph distance has no additional
criteria to judge which links are more or less likely to reappear they are essen-
tially drawn randomly, which explains the horizontal line (cf. Section 4.2.1).
For nodes that are farther apart, the graph distance predictor’s performance
quickly deteriorates. This is no coincidence: starting at node u, the number of
nodes at distance k increases exponentially with k (cf. Section 2.6). The entire
network is, so to speak, ‘only a few hops away’.

How can this problem be alleviated? One potential route is taking both ge-
odesic length and number into account, using the alternative (3.42); recall that
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Figure 4.7: Precision and recall of weighted Adamic/Adar and resource allocation
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Figure 4.8: Precision and recall of graph distance, unweighted and weighted
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it is possible (and in practice quite common) that there exists more than one
shortest path. This is a viable option. However, we do not test it empirically
because it is hard to put into practice: most shortest-path finding algorithms
only focus on finding the geodesic length and/or one geodesic, not the number
of geodesics. Similar information is however preserved by the Ka predictor,
discussed below.

Another potential and promising solution to graph distance’s lack of dis-
tinctiveness is taking edge weights into account. We have already discussed in
Section 2.2.4 and Section 3.3.3 how Opsahl et al. (2010) have introduced a gen-
eralisation of weighted graph distance. This indicator’s parameter α controls
to what extent we take the number of intermediary nodes and the summed
path weight into account. If the charts in Fig. 4.8 make anything clear, it is that
the number of intermediary nodes and the weighted path length are indeed
two separate variables. The parameter α has a significant influence on the re-
sults. While neither of the two extremes – only taking one or the other variable
into account – yields optimal results, it seems that the number of intermediary
nodes in the end is the more influential of the two. Indeed, a value around
0.1 results in the highest overall accuracy, whereas values over 0.5 result in
significantly worse predictions.

4.2.3.2 Ka

In their discussion of the graph distance predictor and the small-world effect,
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) remark that

in the context of our prediction task, we come to a different con-
clusion: The small-world problem is really a problem. The short-
est path between two scientists in wholly unrelated disciplines is
often very short (and very tenuous). To take one particular, but
not atypical, example, the developmental psychologist Jean Piaget
has as small an Erdős number […] as most mathematicians and
computer scientists. Overall, the basic graph-distance predictor is
not competitive with most of the other approaches studied; our
most successful link predictors can be viewed as using measures
of proximity that are robust to the few edges that result from rare
collaborations between fields.

This suggests that taking more paths (or walks) into account than just geodesics
may be another route to a more successful path-based predictor. A predictor
which takes all walks into account is the Ka predictor.

Because this predictor has a parameter β, which controls the relative contri-
bution of longer paths, we have tested its performance with various values of
said parameter. As is evident from Fig. 4.9, this predictor indeed offers a con-
siderable improvement over taking only shortest paths into account. More-
over, in both cases we find approximately similar performance for 0 < β ≤
0.01. For larger values of β, however, performance decreases dramatically.
This indicates that the existence of longer paths – of length 3 or more – has
very poor predictive value. As such, the Ka predictor (with a ‘good’ value
for β) is in practice mostly an improvement of copy and common neighbours
(see also the discussion in Section 3.3.3).
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Figure 4.9: Precision and recall of Ka
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Recall that a Ka predictor which starts from the triangular upper adja-
cency matrix takes only the number of paths into account. The results of this
variant (not shown) were however so similar to the original Ka that we must
conclude that it does not yield a noteworthy improvement.

It is only a small step from unweighted to weighted Ka : while the former
starts from a binarised adjacency matrix (with cell values 1 or 0), the la er
starts from the adjacency matrix whose cell values represent the link weight
of the respective nodes. The subsequent procedure is entirely the same.

Overall, for the AcadBib case study, weighted Ka with β ≈ 0.001 is the
best predictor of all those considered here (see Fig. 4.10(a)). This is not en-
tirely surprising, given the fact that this predictor takes more information into
account than almost any of the other predictors. In fact, when comparing to
weighted graph distance (α = 0.1, see Fig. 4.8(a)), one will see that the two
precision–recall curves are almost the same (detailed analysis reveals that the
Ka one is slightly be er). This raises the interesting reverse question: how
come Ka is at best only a marginal improvement? In our view, this either
means that the existence of longer paths or walks does not add much predic-
tive power or that the Ka predictor is an ineffective way of taking this factor
into account. Some support for the former explanation is offered by the com-
paratively poor performance of weighted Ka with higher β values, suggest-
ing that a aching more importance to longer walks in this predictor decreases
its predictive power.

On the other hand, weighted Ka is certainly not always the best predictor,
as witnessed by its performance of the Informetrics case (Fig. 4.10(b)). It is
actually a far worse predictor than its unweighted variant. We currently lack
an explanation for this remarkable difference between the two case studies,
especially since the adverse effect in the case of Informetrics is so noticeable.

4.2.4 Eigenvector-based predictors
An oft-cited advantage of indicators that are based on eigenvectors is that these
take the structure of the entire network into account, rather than just the local
environment (Franceschet, 2010). In the present context, this raises the ques-
tion: to what extent are eigenvector-based predictors able to outperform other
kinds of predictors? Put another way, does one need the entire network to be
able to accurately predict links?

4.2.4.1 Rooted PageRank

First, we look at the performance of the rooted PageRank predictor. This is
essentially a local predictor, which implies that one must apply it to every sin-
gle node to obtain a global prediction (likelihood of linking between any node
pair). If RPRu(v) denotes the rooted PageRank of node v relative to root node
u, we determine the global likelihood score of the pair (u, v) as

W(u, v) = RPRu(v) + RPRv(u) (4.6)

This method only applies to undirected networks. To avoid predicting self-
loops (which cannot occur in our case), we set W(v, v) = 0.

Recall that α is the parameter that determines the probability with which
a random walker will move to an adjacent node; smaller α values increase the
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Figure 4.10: Precision and recall of weighted Ka
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Figure 4.11: Precision and recall of rooted PageRank
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chance that it jumps back to the root node. In Fig. 4.11, we show the precision
and recall of the rooted PageRank predictor under various values of the pa-
rameter α. Let us first consider the Informetrics case study (b). Initially, we
obtain the most precise predictions with α ≈ 0.9, although the difference with
lower values is small. Beyond the initial predictions, it seems that low α values
generally yield the best results. The highest Fmax is obtained for 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.2.

Fig. 4.11(a) shows how rooted PageRank performs for the AcadBib case
study. Initially, all variations of rooted PageRank fare similarly. Beyond the
considerable drop in precision during the first predictions, lower α values are
beneficial to prediction performance, with the highest Fmax for α = 0.1. It is
very obvious that se ing α higher than 0.7 degrades precision.

Overall, results for the two case studies point in the same direction: except
for the highest ranked predictions, rooted PageRank yields the best results
with α values around 0.1. In other words, the best results are obtained when
the random walker teleports back to the root node 9 out of 10 times. This
suggests – again – that it is quite rare for authors that are distant at time t to
start collaborating at time t + 1.

Despite the overall agreement between the results for the two case studies,
there is also an interesting discrepancy: high α values appear to have a largely
positive effect in the case of Informetrics up until recall levels around 30%.
We tentatively suggest that this may be due to the different nature of the two
networks. While Informetrics is focussed on one specific subfield, AcadBib
contains researchers from most fields of science (including the social sciences
and the humanities). In the la er case, straying too far from a given node
may lead to ‘topic drift’ and thereby a decreased chance of linkage in the test
network.

Furthermore, it seems that, at least for Informetrics, taking the entire net-
work into account does pay off; α values around 0.9 allow the random walker
to easily transfer to far away regions of the network. However, one should
keep in mind that these networks are heavily clustered, making it unlikely
that two nodes in distant parts of the network gain high prediction scores.
To illustrate this, we look at the spread of rooted PageRank scores (with α =
0.9) relative to a randomly chosen root node in the AcadBib training network
(2001–2003). Fig. 4.12 illustrates how the majority of nodes receives a very low
likelihood score. Each node is coloured according to its score. Only a few
nodes close to the root node receive a high score; for instance, only 18 nodes
have a score greater than 0.01.

Unfortunately, extensive testing with rooted PageRank on larger networks
is practically difficult, because rooted PageRank is computationally expensive
for networks of the size of AcadBib. The reason is that rooted PageRank is a lo-
cal predictor: it needs to be applied to every separate node. At the same time,
this characteristic can be exploited to optimise its calculation: global calcula-
tion of rooted PageRank can be fairly straightforwardly parallellised, such that
it is divided over multiple cores or computers, using for instance a map–reduce
architecture (Dean & Ghemawat, 2008). Because this is beyond the scope of the
present dissertation, we have not put this idea into practice.
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4. Experiments with link prediction

Figure 4.12: Rooted PageRank (α = 0.9) scores in the largest component of the
AcadBib network relative to a randomly chosen root node. Colour ranges from
red (high score) to gray (low score). A link’s colour is the average of the colours of
its nodes.

4.2.4.2 SimRank

SimRank is another eigenvector-based predictor. It can be implemented both
as a local and as a global predictor. For the global case we use the efficient
computation method based on equation (3.47). Recall that SimRank has one
parameter c, the so-called decay factor. Results are shown in Fig. 4.13.

Interestingly, different c values appear to have only limited influence on
SimRank’s precision, especially in the AcadBib case. We do note, however,
that the two case studies are different in terms of the optimal c value: while
Informetrics favours higher values, AcadBib favours lower ones. It is unclear
why this is the case.
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Figure 4.13: Precision and recall of SimRank
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Figure 4.14: Precision and recall of weighted rooted PageRank
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4.2.4.3 Weighted variants

Weighted versions of rooted PageRank and SimRank are, like Ka , easily ob-
tained by simply starting from the weighted adjacency matrix instead of the
binarised one. Results for weighted rooted PageRank are shown in Fig. 4.14.
Fig. 4.15 contains the results for weighted SimRank for the two case studies.
For both predictors and both case studies, there is a noticeable improvement in
performance when taking link weights into account. The relative performance
of weighted rooted PageRank at different values of the parameter α remains
virtually unchanged compared to the unweighted case: overall, lower values
for α result in be er performance in both the unweighted and the weighted
case. Weighted SimRank fares somewhat be er when c = 0.9 compared to the
unweighted case, but the difference is not spectacular.

4.3 Data gathering and preprocessing (steps 1 and 2)

Most research on link prediction focuses exclusively on one or more predic-
tors, while completely disregarding the effect of other choices one makes, – a
notable exception is (Scripps, Tan, & Esfahanian, 2009). To some extent, this is
logical: the ‘unknowns’ that one seeks to gain more insight on are, to a large
extent, the predictors, their parameters and their performance. Indeed, the
main point of many investigations, including our own, is comparing different
predictors. One could argue that the results of such a comparison are likely
to be similar, as long as one keeps all decisions regarding data gathering, pre-
and postprocessing the same across test runs. We argue on the basis of a the-
oretical and a practical argument that this view is probably too simplistic. A
practical argument for taking such decisions into account is the disparity that
can be noticed in predictors’ relative performance when comparing studies or
test cases. Indeed, this can even be seen by simply comparing the results for
the AcadBib and Informetrics test cases in the previous section. A first theoret-
ical argument is the fact that most studies make absolute rather than relative
claims regarding predictor performance. Such claims are only warranted if
one can also assess which other decisions have been made in the study de-
sign. A second theoretical argument hinges on the supposition that different
predictors are more suitable to different tasks; for example, it greatly ma ers
whether one wants to include predictions of recurring links or not. In this and
the following section, we discuss exactly what choices have to be made and
how they may affect the results.

A first choice in the first step is of course what data set(s) one uses. Previ-
ous research has used very diverse networks and data sets, including ArXiv
(Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007; Tylenda et al., 2009), metabolic networks
(Clauset et al., 2008; Kashima & Abe, 2006), DBLP (Koren et al., 2006; Ra igan
& Jensen, 2005; Scripps et al., 2008), the Enron e-mail corpus (Huang, 2006),
air transportation networks (Guimerà & Sales-Pardo, 2009; Lü & Zhou, 2010),
and protein–protein interaction networks (Kashima & Abe, 2006; Zhou et al.,
2009). We suggest that factors that may influence results include (focussing
mainly on the use case of co-authorship networks):

Heterogeneity of the data set The AcadBib data set is more heterogeneous,
making it more difficult to accurately predict links.
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Figure 4.15: Precision and recall of weighted SimRank
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Collaboration practices of the chosen field(s) Some fields are more collabo-
rative than others, for instance because papers with many authors are rule
rather than exception. Other things being equal, link prediction is easier in
highly collaborative fields.

The chosen time window Since the time window for the Informetrics train-
ing network is fairly large, older links are less likely to reoccur. This may
negatively impact predictions. For large fields with many researchers, it is
typically easy to create a sufficiently large training network using data from
only one or a few years.

Link prediction research involves a number of preprocessing steps that
come after the data gathering phase, but before the actual predictions (see Sec-
tion 3.2). These may have a profound effect, although they are often described
only in passing or not at all. Preprocessing usually boils down to selection:
one selects only those nodes and links that are considered ‘good’ in some way.
More precisely, one selects some nodes and discards others according to cer-
tain criteria, explained below. Links are never directly discarded, – however,
a link (u, v) automatically disappears from a network as soon as one discards
u, v or both.

A first preprocessing step is restricting the number of components in the
training network. One retains only the n largest components, where usually
n = 1. In other words, one only tries to predict links within the largest com-
ponent. It depends on the situation whether this is acceptable: in cases where
there is a real giant component (the size of the largest component is orders
of magnitude greater than that of the second largest), this is a viable option.
In cases, however, where no genuine giant component has yet emerged (for
instance because one is studying a field with relatively li le collaboration),
restricting the study to the largest component borders on arbitrariness and
should be avoided. Restricting the number of components is likely to increase
recall (because there are less links to be predicted). Its effect on precision is
examined below.

On the other side of the spectrum, it is very customary to discard isolate
nodes, which can be considered the smallest possible components. Because
the training network contains no information whatsoever that would allow a
predictor to favour one link involving such a node over another, link predic-
tion involving isolate nodes is essentially random guessing, unless we have
an a ribute predictor. We therefore consider it appropriate and even recom-
mendable to leave out isolate nodes from the training network. Likewise, we
leave out isolate nodes from the test network.

More generally, one may restrict the node sets of the training network
and test network to those nodes that have a minimum degree of, respectively,
κTraining and κTest. Leaving out isolate nodes is the same as se ing κTraining =
κTest = 1. Why would one choose to restrict oneself to nodes with a higher
degree? One could argue that more information is available on nodes with
higher degrees, making predictions involving these nodes more reliable. On
the other hand, one of the reasons for link prediction is often finding those
nodes that do not yet have ‘top’ status but may rise to it in the future. Obvi-
ously, only looking at top nodes defeats the purpose. Moreover, in our opin-
ion, link prediction is essentially a ma er of probability; if it is indeed the case
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that one can make more accurate predictions regarding nodes with higher de-
gree, one could simply weigh the likelihood score on the basis of the involved
nodes’ degree. In conclusion, we think it is not advisable to discard nodes with
κTraining > 1 or κTest > 1. Doing this would probably improve both precision
and recall, but would misrepresent a given predictor’s actual performance.

Finally, one usually makes sure that the node sets of training and test net-
work are the same by deleting nodes that occur in one but not the other. This
is acceptable because it makes it theoretically possible to achieve 100 % preci-
sion and 100% recall. In the same way that one cannot blame an information
system for not retrieving documents that it does not know about in the first
place, one cannot predict links between nodes whose existence is unknown.
The combination of this step with filtering nodes on the basis of degree is not
entirely straightforward, since one influences the other.

Our procedure is as follows. First, we discard all nodes with a degree below
κTraining from the training network. Likewise, nodes with a degree below κTest
are removed from the test network. For the reasons outlined above, we have
always chosen κTraining = κTest = 1, but the procedure can also be employed
using other values. Next, we remove all nodes in VTraining \ VTest from the
training network. Likewise, we remove nodes in VTest \VTraining from the test
network. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2003) refer to the remaining node set
VTraining ∩ VTest as Core. This procedure can easily be expanded to more than
two networks, for instance when using more than one training network (see
Section 4.4).

It is possible that the resulting networks GTraining and GTest contain nodes
with a degree below κTraining or κTest because one or more of their neighbours
have been removed. We can repeat the steps above until there are no more
low-degree nodes; this has the advantage that each node in the resulting net-
works conforms to all desirable properties. It suffers from the disadvantage
that this iterative process may significantly reduce our network’s size and is
therefore only an option if we are working with large and sufficiently dense
networks. Because this is not the case for our two case studies, we apply the
above procedure only once.

How do preprocessing steps affect prediction quality? We test this with
two simple experiments. First, we examine the effect of looking only at the
largest component. This means that we remove all nodes from GTraining and
GTest that do not belong to the largest component of GTraining. This is com-
pared with our usual procedure of only removing isolate nodes. Results are
summarised in Table 4.1. Contrary to our initial expectations, looking only at
the largest component has a negative effect on the performance of most pre-
dictors. In hindsight, this is not so surprising. The more components there are,
the more node pairs there are that are highly unlikely to form links (all pairs of
nodes that belong to two different components). Removing all smaller com-
ponents also removes this advantage, resulting in decreased precision.

The only two predictors from Table 4.1 that benefit from the removal of
smaller components are common neighbours and Adamic/Adar. We note first
that both are neighbourhood-based predictors. Thus, by definition they never
predict links between nodes from different components. This is coupled with
the fact that linkages in smaller components turn out to be mostly unstable.

Next, let us look at the effect of removing low-degree nodes. Taking Acad-
Bib as an example, we construct different training and test data sets by simply
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Table 4.1: Maximum F-scores on the basis of entire network and on the basis of
largest component

Predictor Entire network Largest component

Weighted copy 0.5863 0.5815
Graph distance 0.5857 0.5809
Ka 0.5856 0.5809
Adamic Adar 0.4604 0.4631
SimRank 0.4453 0.4421
Cosine 0.4016 0.3978
Jaccard 0.3957 0.3907
Common neighbours 0.3950 0.4064
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Figure 4.16: Maximum F-score for three predictors at various values of
κTraining = κTest

varying κTraining and κTest from 0 to 20. In all cases, we take κTraining = κTest.
The results are summarised in Fig. 4.16. There is a relatively large difference
especially between κ values 0 and 1. As explained above, since we effectively
have no information on isolate nodes, this difference is normal and it is accept-
able to filter out isolates. The chart illustrates that, in general, higher κ values
result in higher scores (with differences up to 0.1), although the relationship is
not straightforwardly increasing in all cases. Moreover, as can be seen from the
curves for common neighbours and SimRank, at different κ values the ranking
of some predictors may even be reversed.

These findings show that: (a) one cannot meaningfully compare results
from different data sets, especially if not all factors relating to preprocess-
ing decisions are known; (b) retaining only the largest component tends to
negatively influence performance measures for most predictors; (c) retaining
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only high-degree nodes tends to positively influence performance measures,
regardless of the predictor used; (d) preprocessing does have a marked influ-
ence on final results, to the extent that rankings may be reversed. We therefore
strongly recommend that link prediction studies always make their pre- and
postprocessing decisions explicit, such that the results can be correctly inter-
preted.

4.4 Multi-input link prediction and postprocessing (step 4)

Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) propose, as one of several future research
directions, that predictions could be fine-tuned by taking institutional affili-
ation and geographic location into account. This means essentially that the
training network is no longer the sole input to the link prediction process. For
this reason, we have referred to this approach as multi-input link prediction.
The following discussion is partly based on (Guns, 2009).

Multi-input link prediction takes as its input a set S = {G1, G2, . . . , Gt}
where Gi = (V, Ei)(i = 1, . . . , t). Assume now that we want to determine the
likelihood score W(u, v). This can be as simple as applying link prediction to
u and v for each network in S and taking the average score:

W(u, v) =
1
t

t

∑
i=1

Wi(u, v) (4.7)

A slightly more refined variant assigns a weight γ to each network in S, such
that more important networks have greater impact:

W(u, v) =
t

∑
i=1

γiWi(u, v) with
t

∑
i=1

γi = 1 (4.8)

Of course, other methods are also possible.
Can multi-input link prediction increase precision and/or recall? We ex-

plore this question using a training set S which consist of three networks:

1. The first network is the AcadBib network (2001–2003).

2. The second network is the department network where vertices repre-
sent authors that are linked if they belong to the same department. At
the University of Antwerp, each person is affiliated to one or more de-
partments that each have a unique identifier. For instance, the identifier
“APSW” refers to the faculty of Social Sciences, and “APSWP” refers to
the department of Political Sciences at said faculty. We have tried to as-
sign authors to the department with the highest degree of granularity.
“APSWP”, for instance, is preferred to “APSW”. Subsequently, all per-
sons associated with the same department identifier are linked in this
network. There is a one-to-many relation between person and depart-
ment (as used here), which means that the department network consists
of separate components, one for each department. Each node in a com-
ponent C is connected to all other nodes in C.
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Figure 4.17: Largest component of the location network, consisting of five
different locations

3. The third and last network is the physical location network where ver-
tices represent authors that are linked if they work in physical proxim-
ity. The UA is spread over four campuses, each with several buildings.
Where possible, an author is assigned to a physical location (campus +
building + floor) and subsequently, all authors associated with the same
location are linked. There is a many-to-many relation between person
and location, – one person may work at more than one location. Hence,
there are fewer components than there are locations. Fig. 4.17 serves as
an example. The largest component of the location network actually con-
sists of five locations, connected by individuals that work at two different
locations.

The department and physical location networks have been included on the
basis of the following hypotheses:

• People who work at the same department are more likely to collaborate.
Cross-departmental collaboration is less likely to occur.

• People whose work environments are close together are more likely to
collaborate, even if they do not belong to the same department. Vice
versa, people from the same department working at different locations
are less likely to collaborate.

These hypotheses illustrate that the choice of which extra input data one should
pick depends on the application and cannot be generalised. Unfortunately,
we could not access all required data about each author. Therefore, the de-
partment network contains only 98% of all authors and the location network
only 57 %. Details are provided in Table 4.2. Because of their high density,
these networks would make poor training networks for link prediction; espe-
cially precision would be very low. They do, however, have the potential of
increasing precision and recall in combination with a ‘be er’ network like the
AcadBib training network.
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Table 4.2: Data availability of department and physical location of authors

Available for … authors Groups

Department 1085 38
Physical location 632 132

For this reason, we determine the likelihood score W of a link between u and
v as a weighted average:

W(u, v) =
4
5

WAcadBib(u, v) +
1
10

Wdepartment(u, v) +
1
10

Wlocation(u, v) (4.9)

The more important collaboration network has a weight of 0.8, while the aux-
iliary location and department networks each have a weight of 0.1. These
weights have been assigned on the basis of practical experimentation and should
not be generalised beyond the present application. Nonetheless, experiments
have shown that the location and department networks complement each other:
leaving either out decreases both precision and recall. However, they have
only a secondary role: if the collaboration network’s relative weight becomes
lower, precision is drastically lowered as well.

For all predictors considered (excluding random predictions), multi-input
linkprediction has a positive effect on maximumrecall: even if WAcadBib(u, v) =
0, the final likelihood score may still be non-zero. The precision of these ‘extra’
predictions is however very low. In terms of overall precision, most methods
seem hardly affected in comparison with single-input prediction. Where the
effect is observable, it is an improvement.

Fig. 4.18 shows that, for most methods, multi-input LP forms a very slight
improvement over single-input link prediction in terms of average precision.
Precision of the most likely results can be improved significantly, especially
for the Cosine, Graph distance, Jaccard and Max overlap methods.

4.5 Random removal and addition of links

The main focus of our research is determining those factors that are influential
in the evolution of (link formation in) a network. This focus has grown organ-
ically from our interest in changes in networks, which is also reflected in, e.g.,
our research involving Q-measures (Guns et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that network reconstruction is another
important application of link prediction, which does not necessarily benefit
from the same choices (at the different steps in the link prediction framework)
as time-based link prediction. Moreover, the usual approach to network recon-
struction – alter the network by randomly adding and/or removing a certain
percentage of links and use the resulting network as training network – has
some interesting advantages.

• One does not need data that spans a larger time range, – a single network
is sufficient. This is a very interesting advantage, especially in those sit-
uations where data gathering is labour-intensive (such as offline social
networks).
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Figure 4.18: Average precision ratio of multi-input link prediction relative to
single-input link prediction (do ed line). Error bars indicate best and worst ratio

• The data needs less preprocessing. Since the training network is derived
from the test network, both networks have the same node sets. It may,
however, still be necessary to remove isolate nodes.

• Starting from a single network, it is easy to test the same choices more
than once. This allows us to determine average performance as well as
the distribution of resulting scores. If these are normally distributed, one
can determine a confidence interval.

Taken together, these are strong reasons to investigate to what extent a net-
work reconstruction approach yields results similar to the ones put forward
in the preceding sections. This is the goal of the current section. A limita-
tion is that we will only consider random removal/addition, implying that we
want to test the error tolerance rather than the a ack tolerance of predictors (Jalili,
2011). The la er would be tested by purposefully removing those links that
are considered most important in the network, such as links involving nodes
with the highest degree, betweenness or closeness centrality (Section 2.4).³

We introduce the following notation. The removal fraction is denoted as τr
with 0 ≤ τr ≤ 1 (e.g., τr = 0.2 means that 20 % of the links have been removed).
The addition fraction is denoted as τa with 0 ≤ τa ≤ 1. If both removal and
addition are applied to a given network, τr and τa are interpreted relative to
the original network. In general, a quality measure of prediction (such as P, R
or Fmax) is a decreasing function of τr and τa.

We consider the possibility of repetition the most important advantage
of network reconstruction compared with ‘classic’ link prediction. Unfortu-

³Our approach is different in two respects from (Jalili, 2011). First, we remove links instead
of nodes. Second, Jalili (2011) only studies removal and does not consider the effect of (random)
additions of links (or nodes) to the network.
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of Fmax over 100 runs of network reconstruction. The
dataset is AcadBib (1995–2003). Se ings: τr = 0.3 and τa = 0; predictor: Common
neighbours
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Figure 4.20: Recall–precision curves for 100 runs of network reconstruction.
Dataset and se ings are the same as in Fig. 4.19
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nately, this may still be hard in practice, because the running time of many
predictors may be prohibitively long. Although it would be preferable if we
could repeat each predictor a sufficient number of times (say, 50), this is quite
difficult. Testing with some of the less demanding predictors shows, however,
that the variability across repeated runs is actually quite limited. Consider
Fig. 4.19, which shows the distribution of Fmax over 100 runs. It can be seen
that the data are normally distributed. The average value is 0.436 with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.005. This illustrates that Fmax does not greatly vary in the
case of network reconstruction.

A potential pitfall is the fact that Fmax is a summary statistic, which may
hide great variability at specific recall levels. As it turns out, this is not re-
ally the case. Although variations naturally occur, the overall image of re-
call–precision charts for different runs is quite similar. This can immediately
be seen in Fig. 4.20. Hence, we conclude that even results based on one or a
few runs are reliable enough to draw at least broad, general conclusions.

In the remainder of this section, we will focus on answering the following
questions:

1. How are different predictor families affected by random removal?

2. It can be expected that reconstruction quality decreases as a function of
τr. What is the nature of this relation? Is it linear or some other shape?

3. To what extent do random additions degrade reconstruction quality?

We employ the following procedure. An initial network is chosen as test net-
work. The training network is created by randomly removing a number of
links according to τr and, if applicable, randomly adding a number of (previ-
ously not existing) links according to τa. The remainder of the process is the
same as link prediction: we preprocess the test and training networks by re-
moving isolates and making sure that both contain the same node set. Predic-
tion, postprocessing, and evaluation are also the same as for link prediction.
To allow for easier comparisons, we will mainly use the Fmax measure as a
single-number summary of (the quality of) the entire reconstruction process.

First, we focus on random removal, keeping τa equal to 0. We repeat the
above procedure for each predictor for τr = 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9. Note that it makes
no sense to test τr = 1.0, since that would imply that the entire network con-
sists of isolate nodes without any links.

Charts of Fmax as a function of τr for neighbourhood-based predictors are
shown in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22. Overall, it seems that reconstruction quality
is a concavely decreasing function of τr. At first, the decrease is almost lin-
ear until τr = 0.5. From there on, quality rapidly declines. It is remarkable
that for higher values of τr the differences between predictors seem to ma er
less: hence, higher quality predictors ‘lose’ relatively more than lower qual-
ity ones. Almost all neighbourhood-based predictors have virtually the same
performance when applied to training networks with high τr values. This is
quite clear from Fig. 4.21: there is a very clear drop for common neighbours
between τr = 0.5 and 0.6; from there on, common neighbours has the same
performance as the other predictors.

Onenotable exception is degree product, whose curvedecreases only slightly.
This is due to more than just the fact that it is a fairly low-quality predic-
tor: for τr = 0.9, degree product even beats the other neighbourhood-based
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Figure 4.21: Fmax for neighbourhood-based predictors in network reconstruction
(missing links only)

predictors. The explanation is in its formula (3.21). Contrary to the other
neighbourhood-based predictors, degree product does not take common neigh-
bours into account, but only the two nodes’ neighbourhood sizes. The size of a
node’s neighbourhood, relative to all nodes in the network, does not vary sig-
nificantly if links are removed at random. This explains why degree product is
a remarkably robust predictor. This example also illustrates that a predictor’s
quality and its robustness are two different, largely orthogonal, characteristics.

It is interesting to compare graph distance and Ka with copy (Fig. 4.23).
All three start out at Fmax = 1.0 when no links have been removed but diverge
for higher τr values. By definition, the copy predictor is limited to only those
links that still remain in the network, whereas graph distance and Ka can
to a certain extent reconstruct the missing links. Again, we notice the very
close resemblance between the results for Ka and those for graph distance:
despite the fact that Ka takes all walks into account – not just the shortest
paths – graph distance achieves almost identical Fmax values.

Finally, we look at the eigenvector-based predictors (Fig. 4.24). Rooted
PageRank clearly outperforms SimRank. The performance of both predictors
is a concavely decreasing function of τr. It is remarkable that even with 90 % of
the network removed, Rooted PageRank is still able to achieve Fmax = 0.1986.
However, comparing Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24, one can easily see that the best
predictors for severely damaged networks (high τr) are Ka and graph dis-
tance.

Now, let us try and answer the third question: to what extent do random
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Figure 4.22: Fmax for Adamic/Adar, resource allocation and common neighbours
in network reconstruction (missing links only)

additions degrade reconstruction quality? Random additions are an artificial
way of testing the influence of spurious links. In a collaboration network,
this would mean the existence of a link between two authors who have never
collaborated. Recall that Ra igan and Jensen (2005) discovered such a spuri-
ous link through the same approach (Section 3.5). This is anecdotal evidence
that, at least in some cases, spurious links ‘stand out’ and can be tracked. It
is not unthinkable that the effect of τa is partially dependent on τr; for this
reason, our approach is as follows. We take τr ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} and
τa ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} and look at all 36 combinations. For τr = τa = 1,
Fmax = 0 in all cases, simply because the training network contains no infor-
mation upon which predictions can be based. Summarizing the performance
of any given combination by Fmax, we can construct landscape plots that ex-
pose the relation between τr and τa.

We take common neighbours as exemplary for the neighbourhood-based
predictors. Overall, the negative effect of τa is limited (Fig. 4.25). For exam-
ple, taking τr = 0 and τa = 1 (we add as many spurious links as there are
original links in the network) results in be er predictions than τr = 0.2 and
τa = 0. This robustness against random link addition is remarkable but not
too surprising when considering the nature of the networks. Like many social
networks, the case studies are sparse, in that most node pairs are not linked.
Since the probability of a spurious link is equal for each node pair, chances
are low that spurious links result in two unrelated nodes with high likelihood
scores.
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Figure 4.23: Fmax for copy, graph distance and Ka in network reconstruction
(missing links only)

The same property does not hold for (unweighted) graph distance (Fig. 4.26).
On the one hand, this predictor is fairly sturdy in the face of random removals
due to clustering, – it is common that a given node pair has more than one geo-
desic of the same length. On the other hand, this predictor is highly sensitive to
random additions. Adding one spurious link may result in a dramatic drop in
geodesic length for many node pairs. Since the Ka predictor takes all walks
into account (not just shortest paths), one would expect it to be more resilient
against random additions. This is indeed the case, although the negative effect
of spurious links appears to increase with higher τr values (Fig. 4.27).

Finally, we consider SimRank as an example of an eigenvector-based pre-
dictor. It can immediately be seen in Fig. 4.28 that SimRank is also vulnerable
to spurious links. Recall that SimRank can be interpreted as the time before
two random walkers meet on the network; the addition of spurious links may
dramatically shorten this time, resulting in inflated SimRank scores.

In all cases, the results for τr = 1 – regardless of τa – are approximately
equal to zero, since there are no links from the original network remaining.
The resulting predictions are therefore comparable to random predictions (Sec-
tion 4.2.1), regardless of the predictor. Finally, we remark that all results in-
volving random additions have been obtained without taking link weights
into account. This factor could be a great aid to all studied predictors, espe-
cially if we can assume that all spurious links have low weights.
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Figure 4.24: Fmax for eigenvector-based predictors in network reconstruction
(missing links only)

4.6 Chapter summary and conclusions

Although theoretical considerations do have a role to play, link prediction
research depends to a large extent on experimentation with empirical data.
In this chapter, we have examined many predictors (link prediction frame-
work step 3), as well as the influence of data gathering (step 1), preprocessing
(step 2), and postprocessing (step 4). The results obtained in this chapter partly
confirm conclusions of prior research, and partly nuance or expand on earlier
research.

Before summarising the key findings, we would like to point out two im-
portant limitations of the research in the present chapter. First, one should
keep in mind that all results have been obtained using two case studies of
collaboration, which may deviate from the behaviour in other network types.
More research would be necessary to assess the extent to which our conclu-
sions are generally applicable. Second, although many studies have an im-
plicit goal of finding ‘the’ best predictor or method, our results suggest that
this may be impossible since different data sets are amenable to different pre-
dictors. The same argument has previously been made by (Guns, 2011; Song
et al., 2009). We will therefore focus on results for which evidence could be
found in both case studies and that do not flat out contradict prior studies.

The caveats mentioned above notwithstanding, we want to highlight the
following findings with regard to predictors.

• Perhaps the strongest predictor of future linkage is the existence of a link
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Figure 4.25: Fmax for common neighbours in network reconstruction (missing and
spurious links)

in the training network. This may seem obvious, but to the best of our
knowledge it has not been explicitly acknowledged in the literature prior
to (Guns, 2009). We can explain this using a barrier metaphor. In the con-
text of collaboration and co-authorship, initiating new collaborations re-
quires overcoming certain ‘barriers’ (geographic, cognitive, personal…);
once this has happened and collaboration has been successful enough
to result in at least one shared publication, future collaborations become
relatively easy.

• Normalisation of the number of common neighbours has an adverse ef-
fect on predictor performance. In other words, two nodes that have
many neighbours in common are automatically likely to link to each
other, regardless of their total number of neighbours. Recall that the degree
product of two nodes is positively correlated to the probability of a link
between them (even though degree product itself is too crude a predic-
tor). This fact alone can explain the adverse effect of normalisation.

• Other things being equal, if two links occur in the training network, the
one with a higher link weight is more likely to re-occur in the test net-
work than the other one. This does not entail, however, that a weighted
training network always yields be er results than its unweighted coun-
terpart! On the contrary, weighted forms of common neighbours and
its normalisations typically perform worse. Careful tuning of the bal-
ance between the number of common neighbours and the strength of the
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Figure 4.26: Fmax for graph distance in network reconstruction (missing and
spurious links)
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Figure 4.27: Fmax for Ka in network reconstruction (missing and spurious links)
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Figure 4.28: Fmax for SimRank in network reconstruction (missing and spurious
links)

indirect connections (Opsahl et al., 2010) can improve prediction perfor-
mance.

• We find that Ka and (weighted) graph distance are generally excellent
predictors. Interestingly, only very short paths seem to actually mat-
ter. The implication is that the ‘interesting’ new links between distant
nodes are extremely difficult to predict. The eigenvector-based predic-
tors Rooted PageRank and SimRank are more amenable to this kind of
predictions. Even though their overall performance is quite good, they
cannot match the path-based predictors.

In Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, the importance of the other steps in the link
prediction has been highlighted. Although often neglected, results can only
be adequately interpreted if researchers explicitly discuss their pre- and post-
processing decisions. We have shown that merging (predicted) networks in
postprocessing can help to increase performance.

We have previously discussed the differences between link prediction and
network reconstruction. However, our experimental results indicate that the
two approaches can be compared nonetheless: results for network reconstruc-
tion are overall similar to those for link prediction. This suggests that one
can enjoy the advantages of network reconstruction – no different networks
needed, multiple runs… (see Section 4.5) – and extrapolate the overall results
to link prediction. Furthermore, a link prediction training network may also
have missing or spurious links. The robustness of a predictor against random
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removals or additions may therefore be desirable in link prediction research
as well.
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Chapter 5

Semantic networks and the
Semantic Web

The Semantic Web is not a separate Web but an
extension of the current one, in which information
is given well-defined meaning, be er enabling
computers and people to work in cooperation.

(Berners-Lee et al., 2001)

5.1 Introduction

In Ch. 2 we discussed networks of the form G = (V, E), which consist of a set
of nodes V and a set of edges E that connect the nodes. In this chapter, we
extend the discussion to so-called semantic networks ormulti-relational net-
works. These are a powerful generalisation of networks as discussed in Ch. 2.
Originally a largely theoretical construct, semantic networks have received a
renewed interest in the context of the so-called Semantic Web. This has led
to the introduction of powerful tools for storing, exploring and manipulating
large-scale semantic networks, such as graph databases and RDF libraries.

To gain a be er understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of the Se-
mantic Web – e.g., how exactly is it semantic? – we first explore the origins of
this development of the World Wide Web (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discusses
the most important technologies of the Semantic Web in general (including
RDF, SPARQL, and ontologies). In Section 5.4, we then consider how these
technologies have been used and studied so far within library and informa-
tion science. Finally, Section 5.5 summarises the main points of this chapter
and outlines some ideas how the same technology can be used for link predic-
tion.

5.2 Tracing the origins of the Semantic Web

In recent years, the Semantic Web has seen considerable a ention in a wide va-
riety of research fields, including information science (Legg, 2007; O’Hara &
Hall, 2010). Rousseau and Rousseau (2002) emphasise its potential in improv-
ing information retrieval and digital libraries. The Semantic Web is essentially
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a new development in the realm of representation and organisation of knowl-
edge, one of the core subfields of information science. Hence, the Semantic
Web and related standards form a very relevant study object of information
science. At the same time, the Semantic Web has drawn heavily on earlier in-
sights and techniques from information science and related fields like librari-
anship. Technologies and standards such as SKOS or Dublin Core have roots
in library and information science.

Despite early enthusiasm, the Semantic Web has been subject to quite a lot
of criticism as well (e.g., Brooks, 2002; Shirky, 2003). Some of the harshest crit-
icisms have been levelled against the name ‘Semantic Web’ or, perhaps more
accurately, against the Semantic Web’s apparent claim of involving seman-
tics. Indeed, it is not intuitively clear in what way the Semantic Web can be
said to be ‘semantic’: over the past decade, several authors have criticised the
Semantic Web and its proponents for disregarding or misrepresenting the na-
ture of its semantics. The word ‘semantic’, deriving from Greek semantikós
(σηµαντικός), signifies ‘pertaining to meaning’. Semantics is the study of
meaning, especially the relation between signifier (e.g., a word) and signified
(e.g., what a word refers to in reality). Semantics forms one of the three main
ways in which a language can be studied, the other two being syntax (the study
of how units can be grammatically related) and pragmatics (the study of how
units relate to the context in which they are used). Stated another way, seman-
tics can be characterised as the study of how (linguistic) units relate to items in
the world. Semantics is studied in linguistics and psychology, as well as fields
like logic, artificial intelligence (AI) and computer science. In the la er cases, it
may relate to natural languages (e.g., Natural Language Processing) or formal
languages (e.g., programming languages). These examples illustrate that se-
mantics cuts across a broad range of fields. Hence, caution should be exercised
when one encounters an unfamiliar manifestation of the word ‘semantic’, in
that it may not always refer to the same (or even similar) concepts.

Gärdenfors (2004) claims that “the Semantic Web is not semantic,” mainly
on account of its limitations to first order logic or set theory: “If one considers
how humans handle concepts, the class relation structures of the Semantic Web
capture only a minute part of our information about concepts. For instance,
we often categorize objects according to the similarity between the objects […].
And similarity is not a notion that can be expressed in a natural way in a web
ontology language.” (Gärdenfors, 2004, p. 18–19). Uschold (2003) notes that
many Web applications work without any significant regard for semantics,
citing the example of shopping agents. Such applications work, because hu-
man programmers have hardwired the form and meaning of a specific type of
Web content into the application. He suggests that the way forward is a move
towards more explicit, formal semantics.

Harnad (2002) argues that the Semantic Web should be called the ‘Syntactic
Web’ because it suffers from the symbol grounding problem: a Semantic Web
symbol (e.g., a URI) is not inherently connected to the object to which it refers
or, in other words, its meaning is derived from an external, human interpreter.
Sparck-Jones (2004) believes that, in order to fulfill the Semantic Web vision
(Berners-Lee et al., 2001), one would need a high-end, all-encompassing world
model and that it would be be er “to bite the natural language bullet right
away.”

In our opinion, the discussion whether or not the Semantic Web ‘is really
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semantic’ is unfruitful, because it is dependent on each commenter’s own bi-
ases and opinions regarding what semantics and/or should be. An overview
of different interpretations and theories of semantics is provided by Almeida,
Souza, and Fonseca (2011). Consider, for instance, the question in what di-
rection the Semantic Web should evolve. While Gärdenfors (2004) presents
arguments for moving away from formal semantics, Uschold’s (2003) opinion
is that more formal semantics are needed. In other words, these two authors
are almost diametrically opposed on this ma er, even though at first glance
they might seem to agree and, ironically, the former cites the la er.

In this section, we take a more descriptive route, trying to answer the ques-
tion where the notion of semantics in relation to the Semantic Web comes from,
rather than discussing whether or not this is appropriate usage. To do this, we
trace the Semantic Web’s origins by considering early design documents. It
seems that the notion of semantics does not primarily derive from ontologies
as such (even though this is often thought to be the case), but is mainly related
to link typing as in semantic networks.

Almeida et al. (2011) consider the question “what kind of semantics we
can find in the Semantic Web”. They discuss existing theories of semantics,
extend a spectrum of semantic tools and characterize Semantic Web technolo-
gies along this spectrum. Although the question of the current paper is in fact
very similar, our approach is rather different. Specifically, we rely almost ex-
clusively on documents that originate within the Semantic Web community
and do not try to shoehorn it into pre-existing theories of semantics.

5.2.1 Historical background of the Semantic Web

TheWorld WideWeb is the largest information system in the history of mankind.
It was developed in 1990 at the CERN research facilities in Genève, Swi er-
land by Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Caillau to improve the sharing of research
data and results between scientists (Berners-Lee, 2000). Although the Web is
mainly known for documents in HTML, even the earliest proposals hint at am-
bitions beyond a simple document forma ing language: “The vision of a web
of data was always implicit in the ideas underlying the development of the
WWW” (O’Hara & Hall, 2010, p. 4667). The Semantic Web does therefore not
represent a radical paradigm shift, but rather the externalization of an under-
current that has existed since the beginning of the Web. Throughout the first
decade of the Web, several proposals have developed to enable ‘semantic’ re-
lationships on the Web. In this section, we provide an overview of the most
important ones, and discuss how the current design has developed.

One possible approach to paint the historical background of the Seman-
tic Web would be by a bibliometric analysis of related publications. We have
opted not to do this because of two main drawbacks:

1. Scholarly literature on the Semantic Web, as indexed by WoS, has started
to appear much later than the actual technological developments. In-
deed, an advanced search in WoS for a number of foundational tech-
nologies (see further):

TS=(”Semantic Web” OR ”Resource Description Framework”
OR PICS-NG OR ”Meta Content Framework”)
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reveals that the first indexed articles about the Semantic Web and related
subjects started to appear in 1999,¹ although much of the seminal work
happened in prior years. A bibliometric approach is hence insufficient
to paint a picture of (especially) the early development of the Semantic
Web.

2. Abibliometric perspective is also incomplete, in that manydevelopments
surrounding the Semantic Web happen outside the scope of published
literature. Ding (2010) has carried out a bibliometric analysis of the aca-
demic Semantic Web literature, which was criticised on the W3C Seman-
tic Web mailing list as providing only a partial view.

5.2.1.1 Ideas in original Web proposals

Close examination of the original WorldWideWebproposals reveals that these
documents already contain many of the ideas underlying the Semantic Web.
Fig. 5.1 is reprinted from Tim Berners-Lee’s earliest proposal to introduce an
Internet-based hypertext system.² In the proposal, Berners-Lee describes the
well-known problems of sca ered information, incompatible file formats and
changing information needs. He proposes that a hypertextual information
system may resolve these problems. This diagram still uses the term ‘Mesh’,
which would later be replaced by ‘World Wide Web’.

The Web is generally conceived as a network of interlinked documents
(Björneborn& Ingwersen, 2001; Thelwall, 2004; Thelwall, Vaughan,& Björneborn,
2006). It is therefore rather surprising that Fig. 5.1 depicts connections between
documents, concepts, computer systems, people, and organisations. Berners-
Lee describes the system as a network with nodes and links (“circles and ar-
rows”), where nodes and links “can stand for anything.” His examples of
possible nodes include people, software modules, projects, concepts and doc-
uments. Links as well can be of different types; a link from A to B “can mean,
for example, that A depends on B; is part of B; made B; refers to B; uses B; is
an example of B.” Further on, he remarks: “In practice, it is useful for the sys-
tem to be aware of the generic types of the links between items (dependences,
for example), and the types of nodes (people, things, documents..) without
imposing any limitations.”

In summary, key ingredients of the proposed system are:

• the system is agnostic regarding its content – that is, any kind of infor-
mation can be entered;

• it exhibits a network-like structure;

• one node represents one object;

• both links and nodes are of different types.

Some of the early design documents from 1990 for the Web explicitly discuss
the question whether links should have types and what types should be avail-
able. It is remarkable that these early documents explicitly connect typed links

¹The search yields two earlier results; these are, however, about different subjects.
²http://www.w3.org/History/1989/proposal.html
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Figure 5.1: Tim Berners-Lee’s earliest diagram of a distributed hypertext system

to semantics: “A typed link carries some semantic information, which allows
the system to manage data more efficiently on behalf of the user.”³

The same connection has been carried through in early design documents
for the Semantic Web: typed links are considered to carry semantics. A good
illustration of this connection was found when trying to answer the question:
when was the Semantic Web first mentioned? Before trying to answer the
question, we should point out that the term is certainly older than the con-
cept as it is used here. Indeed, a simple search of some scientific literature
databases reveals that the term ‘semantic web’ was used already in fields like
educational psychology. Freedman and Reynolds (1980), for instance, refer to
‘semantic webbing’.

If we restrict ourselves to mentionings of the Semantic Web in the intended
sense, the oldest available document we could find dates back to June 1995.
In a keynote speech at INET’95, the Internet Society’s 1995 International Net-
working Conference, Tim Berners-Lee outlined four points on the way to a
‘semantic web’.⁴ The full text of the presentation is not available, but the four
points mentioned in the surviving slides are:

³http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Topology.html#4
⁴http://www.w3.org/Talks/INET95/Overview.html
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1. Link typing

2. Knowledge representation content types

3. Meta language for trait investigation

4. Bootstrapping class structures

It is not entirely clear what exactly was meant by each of these points, but the
first one is quite clear: typed links imply semantics.

Remarkably, this implies that the first public mention of the Semantic Web
happened only four years after the birth of the Web itself and six years before
the well-known Scientific American article that made the project known to a
much wider audience (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). In fact, the same points were
used even earlier by Berners-Lee in a presentation from 1994 for WWW Fall
94, but there they were mentioned under the heading ‘Semantics’ instead of
‘Semantic Web’.

5.2.1.2 Metadata and ‘semantics’ in HTML

Next to link typing, another factor that has influenced the Semantic Web is
metadata on the Web. An orientation towards metadata has always been part
of the Web. There has been (and still exists to this very day) a strong push to-
wards encoding metadata into HTML, the language of Web documents. This
push was both internal, championed by Berners-Lee and others at the World
Wide Web Consortium, and external, by many different actors. Some of these
developments are also discussed in an early overview paper by Alexander
Chislenko (Chislenko, 1997). Interestingly, Chislenko arrived at the same ter-
minology (‘Semantic Web’) apparently independently fromBerners-Lee’s work.
His paper touches upon many themes, but most striking is his description of
‘relations between items’, where he mentions relations between documents,
but also between people and between people and companies, – some years
later the FOAF project makes this vision come true. Chislenko also mentions
the importance of item ontologies and stresses the importance of ‘compatibil-
ity of multiple ontologies’. This is, in fact, still a major issue nowadays.

The Hypertext markup Language (HTML) was initially considered a rela-
tively unimportant part of the young Web (Berners-Lee, 2000). Consequently,
HTML did not have a very elaborate or strict technological specification. This
changed with the introduction of HTML 2.0 in 1995. While fairly primitive
compared to current iterations of the language, HTML 2.0 (Berners-Lee & Con-
nolly, 1995) already contains the seeds of metadata embedding and typed link-
ing.

Metadata can be added in HTML 2.0 using the aptly labelled meta element,
which has two goals: “to provide a means to discover that the data set exists
and how it might be obtained or accessed” and “to document the content, qual-
ity, and features of a data set, indicating its fitness for use.” For example, the
author of a Web document could be specified using:

<meta name="author" content="John Doe">

Thus, the meta element, which still exists, provides for a simple, crude but
efficient way of adding key–value metadata to Web pages. An obvious down-
side is that the value of the name a ribute is open to interpretation: does my
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name="type" signify the same as yours? Later specifications have introduced
the concept of a profile: a reference to an external document that specifies
what properties exist, what their values can be, and so on. The latest itera-
tion of HTML, HTML 5 (Hickson & Hya , 2011; currently in draft), abandons
profiles, but provides other options to incorporate metadata into a Web docu-
ment.

The meta element became rather popular when search engines started to
take into account descriptions and especially keywords in the meta element.
This unfortunately led quickly to abuse: malicious advertisers and other au-
thors tried to boost their rankings on search engine result pages by stuffing the
keywords with all kinds of terms that did not necessarily pertain to the sub-
ject of the page. The net result is that Web search engines currently ignore the
keywords (description is still used for display on search engine result pages).

Typed linking is possible in HTML 2.0 with the rel and rev a ributes:
“The REL a ribute gives the relationship(s) described by the hyperlink. The
value is a whitespace separated list of relationship names. The semantics of
link relationships are not specified in this document.” The rev a ribute also
describes the link relationship but in the opposite direction: “[a] link from A
to B with REL="X" expresses the same relationship as a link from B to A with
REV="X".” HTML 5 (Hickson & Hya , 2011) has obsoleted the rev a ribute,
because it was deemed confusing and turned out to be hardly used in practice.⁵
rel is used more often, although mainly for a limited set of specific technical
use cases, such as CSS stylesheets or RSS/Atom feeds.

Features like the meta element and rel and rev a ributes provide basic
possibilities to add metadata to Web pages and enhance interpretation by soft-
ware. Of course, these features are also rather limited. For instance, a fairly
common need that these features do not address is indicating that a specific
part of a Web page is a person’s name, a date, an address etc. To a certain ex-
tent, this need can be alleviated by introducing specialised HTML elements, –
HTML 5 introduces a time element, for example. However, each new element
increases the complexity of the language and it is impossible to introduce new
elements for any need.

Several solutions have been thought of for this problem. Perhaps the first
genuine a empt to add a ‘semantic’ component to HTML is SHOE (Simple
HTML Ontological Extensions), described in (Heflin & Hendler, 2000; Heflin,
2001; Luke, Spector, &Rager, 1996) and on http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/
plus/SHOE/. SHOE is essentially an extension of HTML that allows specifying
data objects, their classes, and their relations. Consider the following SHOE
fragment:

<INSTANCE KEY="http://www.example.com/people/#john">
<USE-ONTOLOGY
URL="http://www.example.org/ontology/people.html" ←↪
PREFIX="pp">

<CATEGORY NAME="pp.Farmer">
<RELATION NAME="pp.name">

<ARG POS=TO VALUE="John Doe">
</RELATION>
<RELATION NAME="pp.age">

⁵http://code.google.com/webstats/2005-12/linkrels.html
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<ARG POS=TO VALUE="42">
</RELATION>

</INSTANCE>

Here, we define an object (an INSTANCE) which is assigned a Web address (a
URI, see Horrocks, Patel-Schneider, & van Harmelen, 2003). To describe it, we
import an ontology that exists elsewhere on the Web. We then declare that
the object belongs to a category pp.Farmer and create two relations (name and
age). Note that the prefix pp is also associated with a URI.

Around the same time, Kogan, Michaeli, Sagiv, and Shmueli (1998) pro-
pose that semantic elements can be added in HTML comments: thus, they are
invisible to normal browsers but can be processed with specialised software.
Their proposal, named OHTML, is noteworthy for recognizing (a) that all ob-
jects need a unique object identifier, and (b) that a multi-relational network
functions well as the underlying data structure. Nevertheless, it has never
gained much traction, presumably because of the complexity of adding struc-
tured data to HTML comments.

More recent solutions to the problem of how to make parts of a Web page
machine-processable include microformats (http://microformats.org; see
Khare & Çelik, 2006), RDFa (http://rdfa.info/), and microdata (Hickson
& Hya , 2011). Work is currently ongoing to unify these complementary ap-
proaches. Of the three, only RDFa directly targets translation into RDF.

5.2.1.3 CycL, MCF, PICS and RDF

We have discussed early initiatives involving link typing and metadata on the
Web. However, it would be an oversimplification to say that RDF, the lan-
guage of the Semantic Web, is directly derived from these initiatives. In fact,
RDF’s design is heavily influenced by work that is rooted in traditional AI:
MCF and, indirectly, CycL. We now focus on this connection.

One of the most ambitious ontological engineering efforts ever undertaken,
Cyc is a large-scale ‘common-sense’ ontology and knowledge base (Lenat, 1995);
the name derives from ‘encyclopedia’. Cyc’s primary author is Douglas Lenat,
who has been developing the system since 1984 up until today (along with
many others). In 1994, Lenat founded Cycorp, Inc. as a commercial successor
to the original Cyc Project. OpenCyc⁶ is an open source version of the Cyc
knowledge base.

Knowledge in Cyc is stored as assertions in the CycL representation lan-
guage (Lenat & Guha, 1991). Currently, the system contains about five million
assertions.⁷ These are typically of the form ‘Apples are edible fruit’ or ‘Edible
fruit is food’. The combination of these two assertions would lead the sys-
tem to deduce that apples are food and can be eaten. In CycL, they would be
wri en as:

(#$genls #$Apple #$EdibleFruit)
(#$genls #$EdibleFruit #$Food)

#$genls is one of themost important predicates in CycL, expressing the generic
(genus–species) relation. That is, it states that the first argument (e.g., #$Apple)

⁶http://www.opencyc.org
⁷http://cyc.com/cyc/technology/whatiscyc_dir/whatsincyc
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is a subset of the second one (e.g., #$EdibleFruit). It is the CyCL equivalent
of the hypernym–hyponym relation. Assertions in CycL are n-tuples, where
usually n = 3 (triples). The tuple structure and syntax derive from so-called S-
expressions in the Lisp programming language, which was (and still is) very
popular for AI research. Each assertion is associated with a microtheory (a
context) and a truth value.

In 1987, Ramanathan V. Guha, a mechanical engineer of Indian descent,
joined the Cyc Project. In an interview, he recalls:⁸

“[MCC, the company behind the Cyc Project] called me to say no,
they didn’t need me, but they were so sweet. They said, “Well,
we really don’t have room. We already have all of our students.”
I said, “OK, no problem. I’ll work at night.” They said, “But we
don’t have an office for you,” and I said, “That’s okay, I’ll work
wherever.” So they hired me. After three weeks, they said, “You
get your own office, and we want you to stay.” I ended up staying
there for seven-and-a-half years.”

Guha eventually obtained a PhD degree in computer science, specializing
in Artificial Intelligence. While working on the Cyc Project, he developed
many key parts, including the CycL representation language, and even be-
came co-leader of the project.

At the end of 1994, Guha left the Cyc Project and soon after joined Apple
Computer, Inc. Guha stayed two years at Apple; during this time, he devel-
oped the Meta Content Framework (MCF), which would become the most
important influence on RDF, the language of the Semantic Web. MCF is no
longer used, so the most important sources of information on the framework
are a set of technical reports (Guha, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c).

Let us first consider the name Meta Content Framework. Guha (1996c) clari-
fies what he means by ‘meta-content’:

“We have [a] fairly clear idea of what we mean by the term content.
It includes most of the documents on our hard disks, pages on the
WWW, messages in email folders, etc. Meta-content is anything
about this content.”

In other words, ‘meta-content’ can be considered a synonym of the current
term ‘metadata’, by which we mean structured data about any information
object (NISO, 2004). The above quote illustrates that Guha (1996c) was pri-
marily concerned with digital content, although further on, he does give the
following example: “A book review is a piece of meta information about a
piece of content – the book being reviewed.”

Guha argues that there is an abundance of different types and forms of
meta-content, and that a common framework is needed for representing these:
“The goal of MCF is to abstract and standardize the representation of the struc-
tures we use for organizing information” (Guha, 1996b). However, he goes one
step further. Given that information objects are crucially related to people, or-
ganisations and projects, MCF can describe any of these objects as well. Hence,
“MCF is a general purpose structure description language.” Consequently,

⁸http://web.archive.org/web/20080205163659/http://wp.netscape.com/columns/
techvision/innovators_rg.html
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the framework is actually broader than meta-content: it can describe not just
content but anything. The same generality was carried through in RDF. In fact,
RDF was also invented in the context of a ‘metadata’ initiative in the W3C, but
this terminology was abandoned because its applications range much wider.

Guha presents several possible uses, most of which are related to Web us-
age (e.g., understanding the context and reliability of a Web page). We high-
light a few examples that are remarkably reminiscent of later forms of Web
usage:

• MCF could, in principle, allow for automatic creation of ‘meta-pages’ on
the Web. If the answer to a user’s query does not occur on any single
page but is sca ered over two or more dispersed Web pages, an MCF-
based system would be able to assemble the bits and pieces into a new
meta-page that contains the requested information (Guha, 1996c).

With the advent of Web 2.0, it became possible to create mashups, Web
pages that combine elements from several sources into a new service.
One key difference between Guha’s idea and mashups is, however, that
the la er are most often created ‘by hand’, whereas the (hypothetical)
MCF-based mashups would be created automatically, in response to a
user’s query. With current technologies, this is still not possible without
any human interaction, although similar hypothetical scenarios can be
found in some early Semantic Web publications.

• Content directories like Yahoo! have the disadvantage that they are man-
ually built, which is expensive and slow. Guha (1996b) advocates for
jointly creating such ‘maps’ of Web content:

“When someone in the organizations creates a page that be-
longs to one of the subject categories in this tree, they simply
drop it under that category and every one else sees the addi-
tion. So, in a sense, this is like ‘barn-raising’ a Yahoo like struc-
ture.”

The concept of collaboratively building larger, labur-intensive structures
has been popularised about a decade after Guha’s proposal in the context
of wikis, folksonomies and social bookmarking. Even the barn-raising
metaphor picked by Guha is also popular with regard to wiki construc-
tion.⁹

• Guha (1996b) also proposes the idea of Personal Channels: the user spec-
ifies his/her interests in an MCF query, and “[w]henever there is a new
page that matches the query, it will be delivered to the user.” This is
quite analogous to how RSS works, especially since nowadays it is com-
mon for services to provide RSS feeds for specific queries. This is the case
for major search engines like Google (http://www.google.com/alerts),
as well as specialised services like Web of Science or Scopus. It is inter-
esting to note that the earliest versions of RSS are an application of RDF,
which is itself a successor to MCF.

⁹See, e.g., http://www.wikipatterns.com/display/wikipatterns/BarnRaising or
http://meatballwiki.org/wiki/BarnRaising.
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In our opinion, the main ingredient to the first two examples is decentraliza-
tion: MCF allows for the distributed, decentralised creation of (meta)data on
a large scale, which can later on be aggregated into a new structure.

MCF itself did not arise out of nowhere; there exist many clear and direct
traces of CycL in MCF. Most importantly, the basic unit in MCF is the assertion.
Just like in CycL, each assertion is an n-tuple and consists of a predicate and
n− 1 object references. An assertion is also associated with a layer (essentially
the same as a microtheory in Cyc) and a truth value (Guha, 1996a). The afore-
mentioned concept of decentralization is, however, quite new: whereas Cyc
constitutes a centralised knowledge base, MCF provides a framework where
anyone can publish assertions.

At the same time that Guha worked on MCF at Apple, the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) worked on a technical standard called PICS (Platform for
Internet Content Selection; see Miller, Resnick, & Singer, 1996) that commu-
nicates ratings of a Web page’s content, such that a user can choose to avoid
inappropriate content (like nudity or violence). PICS was later on expanded
to more generally describe Web pages, – the new version was called PICS-
NG (PICS Next Generation; see Lassila, 1997). The combination of Guha’s
MCF and Lassila’s PICS-NG, along with other metadata-related projects, cul-
minated in a working group to consolidate these efforts. This led to the cre-
ation of the Resource Description Framework or RDF.

According to Miller (1998), RDF is largely a descendant of PICS-NG (MCF
is mentioned only in passing). Contrary to Miller, we are convinced that some
key characteristics of RDF are due to MCF, rather than PICS(-NG). We present
two arguments in support of this claim. First, in spite of its name, MCF went
beyond metadata and could also describe objects that were not documents and
were not on the Web. Second, PICS(-NG) assumed the existence of rating ser-
vices that return metadata on a given Web page. This architecture still relies
on the existence of one or more centralised services. MCF’s distributed nature,
on the other hand, is much closer to RDF.

5.2.2 Semantic networks

RDF is a practical example of so-called semantic networks (Sowa, 1991), net-
works with typed links. The network-like nature of RDF is emphasised by ex-
pressions such as RDF graph and Web of Data. We will now examine this kind
of networks in more detail and pay special a ention to the question where the
association with semantics comes from.

5.2.2.1 Definition

A network can be defined as a structure G = (V, E), consisting of a set of
nodes (or vertices) V and a set of links (or edges) E ⊆ V ×V that connect the
nodes. What then do we mean by ‘semantic networks’? There exists no uni-
versally acknowledged definition of the term ‘semantic network’, – indeed, it
has been used in different contexts by different research fields, often referring
to different entities. Henceforth, we will consider semantic networks as syn-
onymous with multi-relational networks (Rodriguez & Shinavier, 2010). In
this interpretation, semantic networks are an extension or generalization of
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single-relational networks, whose defining characteristic is that they can have
more than one type of links. This is stated formally in the following definition.

Definition 5.1. A semantic network or multi-relational network Gm = (V, E)
consists of a set of nodes V and a set of link sets E = {E1, . . . , Et}, where
Ej ⊆ V ×V(j = 1, . . . , t). Each link set in E represents a relation of a different
type or category. There are t link sets or link types in the network.

As such, the defining characteristic of a semantic network can be likened to
a nominal scale in statistics (Egghe & Rousseau, 1990), whereby observations
are labelled with a name (or number). Likewise, in a semantic network the
links are labelled. The label itself makes no real difference; it is just used to
discern different link types. Of course, best practices dictate that clear and
understandable names are to be preferred, but this is not central to semantic
networks in themselves. It is, for instance, more difficult for a human being to
interpret the ‘e’ link type in Fig. 5.3 than the other two types (‘assailant’ and
‘victim’), but this makes no difference for its main function, viz. distinguishing
links of this type from those of other types.

A multi-relational network Gm = (V, E) can be represented by the three-
dimensional block A with dimensions n× n× t if n = |V| and t = |E| (Kolda,
Bader, & Kenny, 2005; Rodriguez & Shinavier, 2010). Every element au,v,j ∈ A
is then:

au,v,j =

{
1 if (u, v) ∈ Ej;
0 otherwise.

Fig. 5.2 is a graphical interpretation of the representation of a multi-relational
network as a three-dimensional block, which we will call the adjacency block.
Adjacency blocks have the practical disadvantage that, for many real-world
semantic networks, they are extremely sparse. Thus, they require a relatively
large amount of computer memory for moderately sized networks. Never-
theless, they have some theoretic as well as practical value. Rodriguez and
Shinavier (2010) present a path algebra that ‘reduces’ a multi-relational net-
work to a (weighted or unweighted) single-relational one, such that one can
apply any kind of network analysis (e.g., centrality measures or clustering co-
efficients) to a semantic network.

Definition 5.1 applies to both directed and undirected semantic networks.
In the adjacency block A of an undirected semantic network, au,v,j = av,u,j.
Note that the adjacency block notation can naturally be expanded to weighted
semantic networks, such that a link of type j between u and v is also assigned
a weight. In practice, this is, however, rarely used (and rarely implemented
in software packages) and we will restrict ourselves mainly to directed un-
weighted semantic networks. This is also the only type that can be found in
RDF, the data model which underlies the Semantic Web (see Section 5.3.2).

5.2.2.2 Related concepts

Semantic networks are closely related to other graph-like structures, such as
concept maps, entity–relationship diagrams, topic maps etc. Sowa (2006) pro-
vides a terse overview of what he refers to as ‘concept maps’, although the
context makes it clear that concept maps are essentially the same as semantic
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Figure 5.2: A multi-relational network as a three-dimensional adjacency block

networks.¹⁰ These are, he argues, a subset of the more powerful structure of
‘conceptual graphs’; the la er can also incorporate quantifiers and first-order
logic (see also Sowa, 2000). More generally, there exists a tension between sim-
plicity on the one hand and expressive power on the other. Part of the a rac-
tiveness of semantic networks lies in their relative simplicity, – one does not
need thorough schooling in artificial intelligence to ‘get’ them. On the other
hand, it is tempting to include useful features such as reasoning and reifica-
tion. This tension persists to the present day. For instance, Notation3 or N3
(http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Notation3) is a superset of RDF that in-
cludes features such as quantifiers and entailment rules. However, it has not
been adopted on a large scale. Furthermore, debate is still ongoing regarding
features that should be added to or removed from RDF.

Semantic networks have been used in the fields of knowledge represen-
tation (Sowa, 1991), Artificial Intelligence, and linguistics. Apart from those,
structures that are conceptually similar to semantic networks have been used
in a wide variety of fields and applications. For example, many mind maps
could be considered non-rigorous hierarchic semantic networks. Or, to give
an example closer to the field of library and information science: thesauri as
well can be considered semantic networks, with a limited number of types of
relations (traditionally BT, NT, RT, USE, and UF).

5.2.2.3 Semantic networks and semantics

Originally, semantic networks were network-like representations of the mean-
ing of (typically) sentences from natural language. In a way, these early se-
mantic networks can be considered the semantic counterparts of tree-like syn-
tactic structures (Chomsky, 1957), which are essentially directed acyclic graphs.

¹⁰It is unclear where exactly Sowa draws the line. On p. 7 he gives the following examples
of ‘relational graphs’: “Concept Maps, Topic Maps, RDF, OWL, Type Hierarchies, Entity-
Relationship Diagrams, frame systems, and many semantic networks.” We prefer to consider
semantic networks as the more general concept.
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Figure 5.3: Example of an early semantic network, taken from (Hendrix, 1975)

The primary purpose of these semantic networks was Natural Language Pro-
cessing (e.g., Simmons, 1973), although their value in unambiguously record-
ing the meaning of a given u erance – thereby easing discussion between re-
searchers – was also recognised.

Fig. 5.3 is an example dating back to 1975, which represents the meaning of
the sentence ‘Dog D bit postman P’. Each node represents an object (in a broad
sense); nodes are connected by binary, directed relations (arrows). Note that
these relations are typed; for instance, there exists a typed relation ‘victim’ be-
tween situation ‘B’ and postman ‘P’. The relation ‘e’ denotes the instantiation
relation: for example, ‘D’ is an instance of the class of ‘Dogs’. Thus, the seman-
tic network makes the roles and relations of the various objects involved more
explicit. Such network representations were not without controversy: “[e]ven
the question of what networks have to do with semantics is one which takes
some answering” (Woods, 1975).

Despite early skepticism, a ention shifted from rather profound theoret-
ical issues to more practical questions regarding possible applications. This
led in the 1980s and early 1990s to the development of several computer sys-
tems. The intention of many early systems was mainly to adequately represent
the meaning of natural language u erances, such as the example in Fig. 5.3.
Later systems de-emphasised the link with natural language. Instead, seman-
tic networks became representations of concepts, relations and statements, re-
gardless of whether they had been u ered in natural language. In a descrip-
tion of CASSIE, a computer system built on top of the SNePS semantic net-
work, Shapiro and Rapaport (1986) write: “The nodes represent the objects of
CASSIE’s thoughts – the things she thinks about, the properties and relations
with which she characterizes them, her beliefs, etc.”

This gradual shift of focus away from language semantics may be due to
the fact that it is nearly impossible for a computer to process and understand
natural language without any knowledge of the world. Hence, it became a
natural choice to add knowledge of the world to the data structures involved,
including semantic networks. Likewise, semantic networks such as Wordnet
(Fellbaum, 1998), which are concerned with lexical semantics (i.e. word mean-
ing), are also often used as the starting point for automated reasoning systems.
These examples illustrate that the direct link with semantics in a narrow sense
in semantic networks was seriously diluted during the 1980s and 1990s. For
many later ‘semantic networks’, the link with semantics is unclear. Nonethe-
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less, some common characteristics did evolve. The most important ones are:

• they are schematic diagrams;

• they involve nodes and (binary) relations;

• relations are usually directed, i.e. the two participants of the relation
have a different role (e.g., actor and object; action and location);

• relations are typed and thus not interchangeable.

In spite of these common elements, the interpretation of semantic networks
(or, ironically, the semantics of semantic networks) is field- or even application-
specific (Woods, 1975). Hence, more agreement is required in order to enable
successful interchange between projects or applications. Rigorously defined
subsets of semantic networks, such as Topic Maps (ISO, 2003) or RDF (Hayes,
2004) do provide anunambiguous interpretation and are therefore be er suited
to data interchange. They do, however, not solve the symbol grounding prob-
lem.

5.2.3 Discussion: the ‘semantics’ of the Semantic Web
To summarize, the Semantic Web is ‘semantic’ in that it relies on RDF, a graph-
like data model that includes typed links. Historically, typed links have come
to be associated with semantics due to their usage in semantic networks. Such
networks have traditionally been used in linguistic and NLP research, and
have later on become tools in different kinds of computer systems.

An interesting example of how the use and interpretation of semantic net-
works may have changed can be found in Hjørland’s (2007) discussion of se-
mantic relations, defined as “the relations between concepts, meanings, or
senses.” He distinguishes between the concept [school] and the word ‘school.’
His examples are similar to the kind of relations that can be found in, for in-
stance, Wordnet: “[School] is a kind of [educational institution].” These are
paradigmatic – i.e., associated with meaning and therefore relatively stable –
relations between abstract concepts. They are studied in lexical semantics and
can be found in reference works and databases such as Wordnet. Further on,
Hjørland (2007) cites the example of a ‘love’ relation between two people [Tom]
and [Clare]. This is remarkable for two reasons: first, [Tom] and [Clare] are
concrete individuals rather than abstract concepts and second, the ‘love’ rela-
tion is syntagmatic instead of paradigmatic: it exists between concepts in (e.g.)
a document or language u erance (Stock, 2010). This is exactly the kind of
shift that has weakened the association between semantic networks and se-
mantics in a linguistic sense. After all, if ‘love’ between [Tom] and [Clare] is
a semantic relation, are there any non-semantic relations? Likewise, relations
on the Semantic Web are both paradigmatic and syntagmatic; they can connect
both abstract and concrete resources.

In summary, several critics of the Semantic Web suggest that its name is in-
appropriate, since it involves semantics only at a superficial level. By tracing
the origins of the (Semantic) Web, we have examined the nature of its seman-
tics. Our overview has yielded the following insights. First, the Web has been
semantically oriented virtually since its inception. Second, to a large extent,
the association with semantics stems from the possibility of link typing. Third,
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the Semantic Web has some obvious historical connections to Cyc. It is there-
fore somewhat deceiving to pretend that the Semantic Web is a development
that is completely separate from ‘plain old AI.’

5.3 Technologies of the Semantic Web

In this section, we discuss the Semantic Web systematically. Section 5.3.1 in-
troduces URIs as the technology necessary to uniquely identify a resource
(essentially, anything one wants to refer to). In Section 5.3.2, we introduce
the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which enables recording facts
about and relations between resources. To formally define possible types of
resources and relations, there exist ontology languages (Section 5.3.3). Finally,
in Section 5.3.4 we provide a brief introduction to current querying possibili-
ties on the Semantic Web.

5.3.1 URIs: a unique identifier for any resource

At the basis of the Web lies an addressing scheme known asUniformResource
Identifiers or URIs. Every URI uniquely identifies a resource (for instance, a
Web document). As such, the Web could be considered another iteration in a
long library tradition of uniquely identifying codes. We will refer to such codes
that uniquely identify a document or another resource as unique identifiers.
Libraries have been using unique identifiers for (at least) well over a century:
the Library of Congress Control Number or LCCN (which originally stood for
Library of Congress Card Number) was first used in 1898 and remains one of
the most widely used identifiers today. Other unique identifiers that are often
used in libraries, archives and documentation centres include:

• the International Standard Book Number (ISBN);

• the European Article Number (EAN), which is a superset of the modern
ISBN-13;

• the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN);

• the OCLC Control Number;

• the CODEN for serial publications;

• the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) for electronic documents;

• call numbers, which indicate the location of a document on the shelf.

Unique identifiers are of course not limited to libraries and related organisa-
tions. A predecessor that is arguably closer to the Web is Engelbart’s (1990)
vision of an “open hyperdocument system”. Among the essential elements of
such a system he lists “every object that someone might validly want/need to
cite should have an unambiguous address”.

Berners-Lee (2000) considers the URI “the most fundamental innovation
on the Web, because it is the one specification that every Web program, client
or server, anywhere uses when any link is followed. Once a document had a
URI, it could be posted on a server and found by a browser.” (p. 42) This is so
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important because “[t]he fundamental principle behind the Web was that once
someone somewhere made available a document, database, graphic, sound,
video or screen at some stage in an interactive dialogue, it should be accessible
(subject to authorisation, of course) by anyone, with any type of computer,
in any country. […] Furthermore, for global hypertext, people had to move
from thinking about instructions to thinking in terms of a simple identifier
string – a URI – that contained all the essential details in a compact way.”
(p. 40) Nowadays, access to the Web is ubiquitous (at least in the First World)
and, hence, URIs can very easily be looked up (or, to use a more technical term,
dereferenced). One of the consequences is that several services exist that can
map other unique identifiers (like DOIs or LCCNs) to URIs.

URIs and related concepts like URLs (Uniform resource Locators) andURNs
(Uniform Resource Names) are specified and regulated by several Requests
ForComments (RFCs), published by the Internet Engineering task Force (IETF).¹¹

A related concept is the URI reference, sometimes abbreviated to URIref.
A URI reference represents a URI. It may simply take the form of a complete
URI itself (an absolute URI reference) or it can be only part of a URI (a relative
URI reference). In the la er case, the URI reference should be combined with
a base URI to derive the URI it represents. For instance, the base URI http://
www.example.com/some/ and the relative URI reference other/uri.html com-
bine to the URI http://www.example.com/some/other/uri.html. The activ-
ity of combining a URI reference with a base URI is called resolving the URI
reference. A URI reference may optionally contain a fragment identifier, a
character string that identifies a subordinate resource to the primary resource
(which is identified by the URI). A fragment identifier is appended to the rest
of the URI reference, separated by a # character (e.g., http://www.example
.com/some/other/uri.html#somepart). A URI reference is thus also a glob-
ally unique identifier.

It is crucial that the same “fundamental innovation” upon which the Web of
documents is built, is also the basis for the Semantic Web. The main difference
lies in how URIs are used: while a URI on the Web of documents is virtually
always used to refer to an online document, URIs on the Semantic Web can be
used to refer to both online and offline resources (e.g., a person, an event, or
even an abstract concept). The following are examples of valid URI references:

• http://www.ua.ac.be/main.aspx?c=.IBW;

• urn:issn:1535-3613;

• ./sub/doc.text#chapter2.

The first two are absolute URI references, the last one is relative.
When one dereferences a URI reference to an online resource, it is obvi-

ous what will normally happen: one receives (a copy of) said resource. But
what happens when dereferencing a URI reference to an offline resource (say,
a person)? This is, in fact, unspecified. In other words, it is not incorrect to
use URI references that cannot be dereferenced. In that case, the URI refer-
ence functions solely as an identifier (a name) and not as a locator. Obviously,

¹¹The first RFC that formally defined URIs was RFC 1630, published in 1994 (http://tools
.ietf.org/html/rfc1630). The concept is further elaborated and refined in RFCs 1738, 2396,
2732, and 3305. Note that this list is not exhaustive.
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this is counter-intuitive. This is why a more recent movement within the Se-
mantic Web community – the Linked Data movement – advocates only using
dereferenceable URIs.

Linked Data is based on four simple principles (Berners-Lee, 2006; Bizer,
Heath, & Berners-Lee, 2009; Heath & Bizer, 2011):

1. Use URIs as names for things.

2. Use HTTP URIs, so that people can look up those names.

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the
standards (RDF, SPARQL).

4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things.

The first principle states that things should not be referred to by their conven-
tional name – that is, a person’s URI is preferred to his/her name. This principle
stems from the same concern as the existence of authority control: synonymy
and homonymy may make it impossible to unambiguously refer to a thing by
its conventional name. Therefore, unique identifiers are to be preferred. While
they cannot fully solve the problem of synonymy (one thing may have more
than one URI), they do solve the problem of homonymy (one URI cannot refer
to more than one thing). This is discussed further in Section 5.3.3.

Per the second principle, URIs should always be dereferenceable. In fact,
the second principle goes further than that. It also states how these URIs should
be accessed: via the HTTP protocol, another cornerstone of the Web since its
inception.

The third principle answers our previously posed question: when derefer-
encing a URI to an offline resource, one should receive “useful information”.
For instance, the URI of a person should be dereferenceable to a document con-
taining biographical information. This information should also contain links
to related things per the fourth principle, which is further discussed in the next
section.

Implicit in the first (and second) principle is the idea that anyone can create
new URIs for things when the need arises. In other words, there is no gate-
keeper who controls publication of information on the Semantic Web. This is,
in fact, one of the main reasons why the Web of documents has seen such an
impressive growth (Egghe, 2000): it is very easy to publish information and
interweave it with the vast body of information already available. We will re-
fer to this as the distributed or decentralised nature of the Web. The URI is
thus key to the decentralised nature of the Web: once person A has created a
new URI for a resource, anyone with Web access can dereference this URI to
obtain more information.

Moreover, once a new URI has been created or minted, anyone is free to
reuse it in their own data and for their own purposes. This is only possible
if URIs are persistent. While URIs on the Web of documents are often an af-
terthought and subject to change, the Semantic Web can only work if URIs are
stable enough (‘cool URIs’). Among other things, this means that URIs should
abstract away from implementation details, e.g. a URI like

http://www.example.com/docs.aspx?year=2010&doc=report&type=html

is best replaced by a URI like
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http://www.example.com/docs/2010/report.html

This allows for changing the underlying technology without breaking URI sta-
bility.

Some advantages of decentralisation include the fact that this makes cen-
sorship difficult, that any person can publish information without needing
permission and, since no previous approval is needed, that new information
can be published nearly instantaneously. Disadvantages include the prolifera-
tion of all kinds of misinformation, as well as usage of the Web for criminal ac-
tivities. In spite of the disadvantages, it seems likely that only a decentralised
architecture can enable building a truly global, universal information space.
The ‘documents’ part of this global information space is the current Web or
the Web of documents, the ‘data’ part is the Web of data or the Semantic Web.

5.3.2 Resource Description Framework

Let us look again at the Linked Data principles outlined in the previous section.
The third principle states not only that one should provide useful information,
but also that “the standards” RDF and SPARQL should be used. We leave
SPARQL out of the discussion for now and focus on RDF.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a simple data model that
describes resources in terms of statements or triples. Each statement expresses
one single fact and is similar to the way a sentence in natural language is
formed. A typical sentence like ‘This man is called Tim Berners-Lee’ consists of
a subject (‘This man’), a predicate (‘is called’) and a direct object (‘Tim Berners-
Lee’). Fig. 5.4 contains a visual representation of the same sentence (on the
right-hand side). Here, http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i is
the subject. Note that this is a URI reference (principle 1) that can be derefer-
enced using HTTP (principle 2). This yields an RDF description of the person
in question (principle 3), which contains links to other people, organisations
and so on (principle 4). The predicate http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name re-
lates the subject to a literal value (Tim Berners-Lee). Note that predicates are
also named with URI references. Heath and Bizer (2011) refer to this type of
statement, which assigns a literal property to a resource, as literal triples.

An example of a second type of RDF statement is the left-hand side of
Fig. 5.4, which states that Tim Berners-Lee is a member of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C). This statement is different from the previous exam-
ple in that the object is also a URI reference: in fact what it does is establishing
a (typed) relation between two resources. Heath and Bizer (2011) refer to this
type as as RDF links. Indeed, this kind of statement can be considered the
RDF equivalent of the hyperlink: through RDF links, one can jump from re-
source to resource and explore the Web of Data, just like one would click from
page to page via hyperlinks. This is made possible by following the Linked
Data principles and is known as the follow-your-nose principle. Contrary to
hyperlinks, RDF links can establish a relation between any kind of resource
(not just documents) and RDF links are typed.

Notation and syntax While visual representations such as Fig. 5.4 are fairly
clear, they are obviously not suited to automated processing. In other words,
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Figure 5.4: Two RDF triples sharing the same subject: a literal triple and an RDF
link

we need a machine-readable way of writing down RDF: a syntax.
Recall that RDF itself is a data model, not a syntax. There exist different syn-

taxes one can choose from if it is necessary to serialise (write down) an RDF
graph. Because the most well-known syntax, RDF/XML, is notoriously hard
to read and interpret for humans, we will use another commonly used syn-
tax called Turtle (Terse RDF Triple Language).¹² Most applications can easily
interpret Turtle alongside RDF/XML and other syntaxes.

The example in Fig. 5.4 can be serialised in Turtle as follows:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/member> ←↪
<http://www.w3.org/data#W3C>.

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> "Tim Berners-Lee".

Line breaks are optional and are inserted for readability. Here, we have two
triples. Each triple ends with a full stop and contains respectively the subject,
predicate and object.

The predicates in this example are both taken from the FOAF (Friend Of A
Friend) vocabulary. They only differ in the very last part of the URI reference.
Because this is very common, one can define a short prefix that stands for a
longer URI:

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/0.1/foaf/>.

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:member <http://www.w3.org/data#W3C>.

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:name "Tim Berners-Lee".

Note the first line: here we state that the prefix foaf is equal to http://xmlns
.com/0.1/foaf/. This way we can, for instance, shorten http://xmlns.com/
0.1/foaf/knows to foaf:knows. This shortened notation is very common, – in
fact, it is also available in RDF/XML, RDFa and other syntaxes. Appendix C
contains a list of commonly used prefixes and their expansion. These are as-
sumed to be defined for every subsequent example.

¹²http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle/
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Looking at the example, it is clear that we have some more repetition: both
triples have the same subject. Turtle provides a shorter way of writing this:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:member <http://www.w3.org/data#W3C>;
foaf:name "Tim Berners-Lee".

The semicolon indicates that we are reusing the same subject with a different
predicate and object. If we want to indicate that both subject and predicate
remain the same, we can use a colon. For instance:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:member <http://www.w3.org/data#W3C>,

<http://www.example.com/other-organisation>;
foaf:name "Tim Berners-Lee" .

Suppose we want to write down that Berners-Lee knows someone named
‘John Doe’ who does not have a URI. One possibility is minting a URI for John
Doe:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:knows <http://www.example.com/johndoe>.

<http://www.example.com/johndoe> foaf:name "John Doe".

Another possibility is the following way:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:knows [

foaf:name "John Doe" ].

Here we are actually stating that Berners-Lee knows someone by the name of
John Doe, without further specifying this person in any way. (Technically, we
are creating a blank node here, see the following paragraph.)

Definitions Most of the time, one will use URI references to refer to resources
in RDF. However, RDF can also contain literals (used in literal triples) and
blank nodes.

Literals are constant values, such as names, numbers, titles, codes, or tem-
poral indications. If they have a specific data type (such as dates or floating
point numbers), they are referred to as typed literals; if not, they are called
plain literals. Optionally, plain literals can specify their language. The follow-
ing are some examples in Turtle syntax¹³ (the first example is a plain literal, the
second one is a plain literal with a language tag, the last one is a typed literal):

• "Tim Berners-Lee"

• "Ceci n'est pas une pipe."@fr

• "2001-05-10"ˆˆ<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date>

Blank nodes are resources that have no name of themselves. They are used
when it is not necessary to mint a new URI reference for a specific resource – for

¹³In RDF/XML, language is encoded with the xml:lang a ribute and datatype with the
rdf:datatype a ribute.
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Figure 5.5: Example of two RDF triples involving a blank node

instance, because it is used only once. Blank nodes are unique in the context of
a specific RDF graph (e.g., an RDF document). This is much weaker than URI
references, which are globally unique. In RDF/XML blank nodes are implicitly
created; in formats like Turtle they are of the form _:name, where name is a
freely chosen string. The analogy to natural language can be extended to blank
nodes as well. Blank nodes resemble the way some information is left implicit
in natural language. For instance the sentence ‘Pete knows the creator of the
Web page http://www.cnn.com’ leaves the precise identity of the creator of
said web page unspecified. The same construct can be represented in RDF as
follows (see Fig. 5.5 for a visual representation):

<http://example.com/Pete>
<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows> _:x .

_:x <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/made> ←↪
<http://www.cnn.com> .

or shorter:

<http://example.com/Pete> foaf:knows [
foaf:made <http://www.cnn.com> ] .

We can now formally define the concept of a triple in RDF.

Definition 5.2. Let U denote the set of all URI references, L the set of all literals
and B the set of all blank nodes. We can then define T = (U ∪ B)×U × (U ∪
L ∪ B) as the set of all RDF triples. The set T of RDF triples has an infinite
number of members, since the sets U, L and B are all infinite as well.

Each RDF triple t ∈ T consists of three elements: t = ⟨s, p, o⟩ (where s ∈
U ∪ B, p ∈ U, and o ∈ U ∪ L ∪ B). The elements s, p and o are referred to as,
respectively, the subject, the predicate, and the object.

This also allows us to formalise the previously introduced concepts of literal
triples and RDF links. A literal triple is any element of the set LT where LT =
(U ∪ B)×U × L. An RDF link is any element of the set RL where RL = (U ∪
B)×U × (U ∪ B).
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Proposition 5.1. There are no RDF triples other than literal triples or RDF
links.

Proof. The union of literal triples and RDF links LT∪RL is ((U ∪ B)×U × L)∪
((U ∪ B)×U × (U ∪ B)) = (U ∪ B)×U× (U ∪ B∪ L). This is equal to T, the
set of all triples.

A related concept is that of the RDF graph. An RDF graph is a set of RDF
triples. The ‘graph’ terminology refers to the fact that it can be interpreted as
a directed network. Each RDF triple is then a directed edge or arc, where the
subject and object function as the head and tail of the arc respectively. More
specifically, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2. An RDF graph is a semantic network.

Proof. Denote the set of subjects in the RDF graph as S, the set of predicates
as P and the set of objects as O. If furthermore V = S ∪O, then we have to
prove (by Definition 5.1) that there is a set of edge sets E = {E1, . . . , Em}where
Ej ⊆ V × V(j = 1, . . . , m). Now, any predicate p ∈ P can be interpreted as a
set of directed edges. We see that p ⊆ S×O ⊆ V ×V.

The interpretation of an RDF graph as a semantic network is interesting,
because it means that Semantic Web technologies can be used as a practical,
large-scale implementation of semantic networks.

We want to highlight the following aspects of an RDF-based semantic net-
work.

• Edges are unweighted.

• Two nodes may be connected by multiple links, provided the links have
different labels. Thus, the maximum number of connections between
two nodes is |E|, the number of edge labels. (Technically, the same triple
may be a ested twice, but it will occur only once in the resulting RDF
graph.)

• Self-loops are possible; in other words, a node may be connected to itself.

• The order in which RDF statements occur does not ma er: any order
corresponds to the same RDF graph.

Note also that RDF is designed as a decentralised technology. Indeed, one may
consider the set of all RDF triples on the Web (the entire Semantic Web) and
still have one RDF graph and one semantic network. It is precisely this aspect
that Tim Berners-Lee wanted to emphasise when he suggested the Semantic
web should perhaps be called the Giant Global Graph.¹⁴

Depending on one’s goals, one can take into account all triples in the se-
mantic network or only the RDF links. The la er is often more interesting,
because one is usually mainly interested in the relations between resources.
This is compatible with an ‘object-oriented’ view of RDF, where the resources
are the actual objects and the literals are just fields or properties of these ob-
jects. This is represented schematically in Fig. 5.6. A similar object-oriented
model underlies the property graph model, where each node and edge can
have additional key/value metadata (Rodriguez & Neubauer, 2010).

¹⁴http://dig.csail.mit.edu/breadcrumbs/node/215
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Figure 5.6: Object-oriented view of RDF: objects (dashed rectangles) consist of a
resource (circle) with literals (rectangles)

5.3.3 Ontologies on the Semantic Web

Definition Ontology is the branch of philosophy that studies the nature of
being and reality. Among other things, in Ontology one studies which differ-
ent categories of ‘being’ exist.

In domains like information science and computer science, the term ‘on-
tology’ refers to a model of the knowledge one has about a specific domain.
An ontology about the subject ‘carpentry’ could for instance define types or
classes of things that can be produced (cupboards, tables, doors…), materials
that can be used, tools etc. Next to that, an ontology typically also contains re-
lations between the classes, for instance the materials used for a specific piece
of furniture, the tools needed to manipulate this material and so on.

The most famous definition of ontology in this sense is the following:

An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared concep-
tualisation. (Gruber, 1993)

The term ‘conceptualisation’ refers to a mental model for phenomena in the
world, – as such, the definition stresses that an ontology always reflects a per-
son’s or organisation’s interpretation of the world. The mental model is re-
alised by identifying relevant concepts in relation to these phenomena. ‘Ex-
plicit’ indicates that the nature of these concepts and possible limitations to
their use should be explicitly defined. ‘Formal’ means that most ontologies
are machine-readable. This is perhaps the property that most clearly sets on-
tologies apart from traditional knowledge organisation systems like classifi-
cations and thesauri. Finally, ‘shared’ refers to the fact that an ontology con-
tains knowledge that is accepted by a group of users. As such, ontologies also
help to improve communication between people (see Section 6.1). In general,
when comparing the above definition to these characteristics, one can see that
ontologies are just a form of knowledge representation.

Building blocks of an ontology In reality there are many individual entities
with similar properties. It is therefore customary to describe these in an on-
tology using a class, an abstract entity bundling the common properties. An
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example is the class Table (by convention, we will write class names with ini-
tial capitals). This class can be defined by its intension or its extension (Stock,
2010). The intension is a description of all characteristic properties (size, func-
tion, shape, usage…). The extension is the set of (at least in principle) all tables
in the world. The elements of the extension are called the class members. In
practice, the intension is usually easier to work with.

A class’s members have a number of properties. We could, for example,
define that all members of the class Person have a name (which can be any
value) and a sex (either ‘male’ or ‘female’). This kind of properties are called
the a ributes of the class, – Semantic Web-related specifications simply refer to
these as properties. A ributes can be optional or mandatory. Some a ributes
are expressed as relations to other entities, which can be of the same class or
of a different one. The ‘father of’ relation, for instance, connects two members
of the Person class. A special but very important relation is the ‘is a’ or ‘is an
example of’ relation, which connects an individual entity to its class.

Classes can have subclasses and superclasses. The class Table might have
a superclass Piece Of Furniture and subclasses like Coffee Table or Bedside
Table. In some environments each class can have no more than one superclass
(leading to a tree-like structure); others do not contain this restriction – e.g.,
one might define both Piece Of Furniture and Wooden Object as superclasses
of Table. The la er case is sometimes referred to as multiple inheritance.

On the basis of an ontology, coupled with data on concrete individuals, a
system can construct intelligent reasonings. A typical example of simple rea-
soning is the transitivity of the subclass relation: if a Coffee Table is a Table and
a Table is a Piece Of Furniture, then a Coffee Table is also a Piece Of Furniture.
From there, it is only a small step to decide that a concrete example of a Coffee
table is also an example of the class Piece Of Furniture.

Implementation on the Semantic Web Ontologies on the Semantic Web are
in practice built on two technologies: RDF Schema (RDFS) and OWL (Web
Ontology Language). One may sometimes still encounter references to the on-
tology languages DAML and/or OIL; however, these two technologies have
been unified in and superseded by OWL (see Horrocks et al., 2003, for an
overview of OWL’s precursors). RDFS was designed along with RDF itself.
It is a fairly simple language that does not offer much beyond the capability of
defining classes, a ributes and relations. RDFS defines a very small set of base
classes and properties, such as the rdfs:Class class and the rdfs:subClassOf
property. The ‘is a’ relation itself is defined in RDFS; it is expressed with the
rdf:type property. For instance,

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
rdf:type foaf:Person .

states that Tim Berners-Lee is a person. In general, a statement of the form <x>
rdf:type <y> implies that <y> is a resource on the ontological level, whereas
<x> is a resource on the instance level. Statements on the ontological level
belong to the TBox (T for terminology), statements about instances belong to
the ABox (A for assertions).

Slightly simplifying, we can say that OWL is an extension of RDFS, offering
many more expressive possibilities. To give but one example, using OWL one
can impose that the hasParent relation is established with no more than two
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other persons. We do not go into further details of the distinction between
RDFS and OWL.

RDFS and OWL hold the open world assumption. If a statement’s truth
cannot be derived from the available data, it is considered unknown. In con-
trast, a system that is based on a closed world assumption (such as a relational
database) considers statements that cannot be proved as false. Put another
way, starting from an open world assumption means never assuming that the
available data are complete.

The open world assumption has important practical consequences: while
classes form theprimary concept inmany ontological systems, RDFS andOWL
actually start from the class’s a ributes or properties:

The RDF vocabulary description language class and property sys-
tem is similar to the type systems of object-oriented programming
languages such as Java. RDF differs from many such systems in
that instead of defining a class in terms of the properties its in-
stances may have, the RDF vocabulary description language de-
scribes properties in terms of the classes of resource to which they
apply. (Brickley & Guha, 2004)

In a closed world system one might define the class Table along with its at-
tributes (for instance, the a ribute madeOf that draws a relation to the class
Material). In RDFS/OWL, we would start from the property and then draw
the relations to the classes it connects:

ex:madeOf rdfs:domain ex:Table ;
rdfs:range ex:Material .

How is this different? Under the closed world approach, the classes Table and
Material are, as it were, set in stone: once defined, they cannot be changed
or expanded unless we redefine them. Using the open world approach, how-
ever, anyone is free to reuse these classes and involve them in new properties.
The original creator of ex:Table does not have to approve or even be aware of
the new way it is used in. This illustrates the importance of the open world as-
sumption: it allows for a decentralised, distributed structure (cf. Section 5.3.1).

Fig. 5.7 demonstrates how a property is defined on the ontological level
and how it can be used on the level of instances. Note that rdf:type always
indicates crossing the boundaries of the ontology, i.e. that the subject is an
instance and the object is a class; this is formally defined in the RDFS spec-
ification (Brickley & Guha, 2004). Because this type of diagram can become
difficult to read when the ontology specifies many properties, we may hence-
forth also use a simplified form, as exemplified in Fig. 5.8.

We have already mentioned that resources are named by URI references,
which are unique identifiers. In other words, it is impossible that two distinct
resources share the same URI; homonymy cannot occur. However, the oppo-
site – synonymy – can and does occur: since anyone can mint a new URI for
a given resource, it is not very surprising that different people may come up
with URIs for the same resource. For example, the following URIs all refer to
the same resource:

• http://dbpedia.org/resource/Beatles,
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Figure 5.7: Definition of a property on the ontological level and its use in
instances

Figure 5.8: Simplified form of the ontological level of Fig. 5.7

• http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Fab_Four,

• http://data.nytimes.com/beatles_the_org,

• http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/en.the_beatles.

OWL provides the owl:sameAs property to indicate that two URI references
are synonyms for the same resource. http://sameas.org/ is a web service to
discover synonymous URI references on the basis of owl:sameAs.

5.3.4 Querying on the Semantic Web

The success of relational databases is at least partly due to the availability
of the powerful query language SQL. Thus, for Semantic Web technologies
to be taken seriously as an alternative to (relational and other) databases, a
query language is needed. Different query languages have been created, but
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Figure 5.9: Graph pa ern of a SPARQL query

in the last few years, consensus has grown around the SPARQL query lan-
guage (Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008) as a standard.

Suppose we are given the following RDF graph:

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:made <http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/>;
foaf:knows <http://www.ldodds.com#me>,

<http://data.semanticweb.org/person/rob-styles>.
<http://data.semanticweb.org/person/rob-styles>

foaf:workplaceHomepage <http://www.talis.com/>;
foaf:knows <http://www.ldodds.com#me>.

<http://www.ldodds.com#me>
foaf:workplaceHomepage <http://www.talis.com/>.

Using SPARQL, we can look up all sorts of facts and relations in the RDF graph.
The following query finds the persons known by Tim Berners-Lee and their
place of work:

PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/0.1/foaf/>

SELECT ?person ?employer
WHERE {

<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
foaf:knows ?person.

?person foaf:workplaceHomepage ?employer.
}

which would result in Table 5.1. A SPARQL query works by describing a graph
pa ern in the WHERE clause. The syntax within the WHERE clause is basically the
same as Turtle. In a query, variables begin with a question mark (?person and
?employer). The same graph pa ern is represented visually in Fig. 5.9, where
the variables are represented by grey boxes. The requested variables from any
subgraph that matches the graph pa ern will be added to the results. Note
that SPARQL also allows for defining prefixes. Henceforth, we assume that
the prefixes of Appendix C have been defined in our SPARQL queries.

Although SELECT queries are the most common, SPARQL defines three
other kinds of queries, viz. ASK, DESCRIBE and CONSTRUCT.
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Table 5.1: Result table for the example SPARQL query

?person ?employer

http://data.semanticweb.org/person/rob-styles http://www.talis.com/
http://www.ldodds.com#me http://www.talis.com/

ASK queries simply ask if a certain pa ern occurs or not. Their result is
simply true or false. For instance, if we want to know if Tim Berners-Lee knows
anyone who works at Talis, we could ask

ASK {
<http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>

foaf:knows [
foaf:workplaceHomepage <http://www.talis.com/> ].

}

This query returns true. To know whether an RDF graph is empty (contains
zero statements), we can issue the following query:

ASK {
?s ?p ?o .

}

Another kind of query is DESCRIBE, which returns an RDF subgraph de-
scribing one or more resources. E.g.,

DESCRIBE <http://www.talis.com/>

It is not specified exactly how much information should be given in answer to
a DESCRIBE query. The main purpose of DESCRIBE is initial exploration of an
unknown dataset.

The last query type is CONSTRUCT, which returns a new RDF graph accord-
ing to the specifications. For example, the query

CONSTRUCT {
?employeeA ex:colleagueOf ?employeeB

} WHERE {
?employeeA foaf:workplaceHomepage ?employer .
?employeeB foaf:workplaceHomepage ?employer .
FILTER(?employeeA != ?employeeB)

}

would yield the following result:

<http://data.semanticweb.org/person/rob-styles>
ex:colleagueOf <http://www.ldodds.com#me> .

Note the FILTER clause in the query: this ensures that ?employeeA is not the
same as ?employeeB. In (Guns, 2008a, 2008b) we used SPARQL CONSTRUCT
queries to automatically create ‘derived’ graphs that are tailored to a specific
information need.
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Figure 5.10: The Linked Data cloud, September 2011. By Richard Cyganiak and
Anja Jen sch. http://lod-cloud.net/

5.4 Library and information science and the Semantic Web

It is virtually impossible to provide an exhaustive overview of all LIS studies
that somehow use or are involved with semantic networks or the Semantic
Web. We performed the following query in ProQuest’s Library and Informa-
tion Science Abstracts (LISA) and in EBSCO’s Library, Information Science &
Technology Abstracts (LISTA):

"semantic web" OR "semantic network*"

We tested a few variations of this query, all of which had the same or infe-
rior results. Including "multirelational network*" or "multi-relational
network*" in the query does not yield any additional results. Adding "semantic
technolog*" yields many additional results, virtually all of which are not rele-
vant (e.g., related to natural language processing). The query yields 704 results
in LISA and 1 103 results in LISTA.

In this overview, we therefore restrict ourselves mainly to those studies and
applications that are closely related to topics discussed in the present thesis:
knowledge representation, informetrics, and network analysis.

5.4.1 Relevant data sets

The Linked Data cloud is a diagram that depicts the most important inter-
linked data sets that have been published on the Semantic Web. A recent ver-
sion is shown in Fig. 5.10. A significant part of the cloud is concerned with the
description of documents and related resources (the green part on the right).
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These data sets include knowledge organisation systems (e.g., LCSH, RA-
MEAU, DDC), publication databases (e.g., IEEE, ECS Southampton, Open Li-
brary), and authority databases (e.g., VIAF, GND, ‘Rådata nå!’). In all cases, it
seems that these are data sets that have existed prior to the birth of the Linked
Data cloud and have since been converted to a Linked Data representation.

An important area for future research in this regard concerns ‘semantic
publishing’. The aim of semantic publishing is enriching publications with
data and metadata, such that the scientific article becomes an entity which can
be acted upon rather than just passively consumed. Although not all aspects
of semantic publishing require Semantic Web technology or natural language
semantics, the term is fairly well established and we keep using it here.

Sho on (2009) provides an overview of the possibilities and barriers of se-
mantic publishing. He points to several current initiatives by Public Library
of Science, the New England Journal of Medicine, the Royal Society of Chem-
istry, and Elsevier. Among the many possible improvements, we single out
advantages such as automated entity recognition (identifying core concepts
and terms) with links to ontologies, interactive figures, automated summariza-
tion, document statistics, and availability of raw data sets. Some of these im-
provements are already ingrained in the scholarly publication process, which
illustrates that the steps towards semantic publishing can be taken incremen-
tally. A fascinating live example of ‘semantic’ improvements is created by
Sho on, Portwin, Klyne, and Miles (2009); the enhanced article is available at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0000228.x001.

One of the main problems of citation analysis is errors in references, caus-
ing erroneous or missing citation links. Sho on (2009) argues that enhanced
DOI and hyperlink use may help to solve this problem. Tous, Guerrero, and
Delgado (2011) propose a rather elaborate infrastructure that couples RDF
metadata with public key cryptography in order to avoid both errors and di-
rect deceit (e.g., creating fake citing papers). Although the solution seems tech-
nically sound, it is not clear to what extent the issues it sets out to solve con-
stitute a problem in reality.

Publishing catalogues, authority files and publication databases on the Se-
mantic Web as discussed above presupposes that data can be encoded in RDF.
In other words, one automatically needs (semi-)standards for different meta-
data fields and relations: an ontology. An overview of relevant ontologies
(with special a ention to properties that are relevant in informetrics) is pro-
vided in Section 6.3.1.

It is sometimes argued that the Semantic Web constitutes an improvement
similar to how the Web of documents constituted an improvement over older
Internet technologies. The Web of documents put documents central instead of
computers, the Semantic Web puts things central rather than documents:

The Semantic Web’s realization is: It is isn’t the documents which are
actually interesting, it is the things they are about!

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Abstractions.html

This raises the question how a document can be broken down into ‘the things
it is about’. In fact, the quest for atomic (indivisible) particles of information
is not at all new; it has been explored by classification theorists like Paul Otlet
and Jesse Shera. In a recent article, Smiraglia and van den Heuvel (2011) ar-
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gue for deconstructing knowledge into ideas “which are combinations of con-
cepts” and then reconstruct these into new groupings. The main downside of
these ideas is that they are currently purely theoretical. It is therefore worth
exploring whether RDF can function as an operationalisation of these ideas.
Concepts can be represented using resources (preferably URI references) Each
triple (a combination of concepts) then constitutes an idea.

5.4.2 Informetrics and network analysis of the Semantic Web

How is the Semantic Web used and studied in informetrics? In this section, we
first discuss some prominent applications, followed by studies of the Semantic
Web as an object in itself.

Peter Mika and colleagues (Mika, 2005; Mika et al., 2006) have explored the
usage of Semantic Web technology for social network analysis, especially for
scientometric networks. The Flink application aggregates data from heteroge-
neous sources into one RDF store. This data is enriched using an automated
reasoner and the final results can be visualised and analysed. Flink is built on
top of Sesame (Section 6.4.2).

One of the largest informetric applications of the Semantic Web to date is
the MESUR project (MEtrics from Scholarly Usage of Resources, 2006–2008),
which aimed to examine alternative impact metrics of scholarly communica-
tion with special a ention to usage-based metrics. To adequately store and
process the data, an RDF-based solution was chosen (Rodriguez et al., 2007).
The resulting semantic network includes “approximately 50 million articles, 1
million authors, 10 000 journals and conference proceedings, 500 million cita-
tions, and 1 billion usage-related events” (Bollen, Rodriguez, Van de Sompel,
Balakireva, & Hagberg, 2007).

In addition to treating Semantic Web technology as an auxiliary technol-
ogy for informetric research, it is also possible to consider the Semantic Web a
study object of informetrics in its own right.

Ding and Finin (2006) try to study the Web aspect of the Semantic Web,
aiming to capture some key metrics and distributions of Semantic Web docu-
ments. Their results reveal that the Semantic Web has the general character-
istics of many complex systems, including power law distributions. A similar
conclusion is reached by Gil, García, and Delgado (2004), who show that the
Semantic Web is furthermore characterised by low geodesic lengths (small-
worldness) and high clustering coefficients.

Hausenblas, Halb, Raimond, and Heath (2008) explore a related, straight-
forward question: What is the size of the Semantic Web? Although no straight-
forward answer is given, the authors identify different ways in which the ques-
tion can be answered, including the number of triples and the degree of inter-
nal and external interlinking.

In (Guns, 2008a, 2008b), we explore the (un)evenness of different network
centrality measures in an RDF-based data set. This research is however not
directly related to ‘informetrics of the Semantic Web’, since the possibility of
typed linking is not actually used in the study.

Rodriguez (2009) analyses the Linked Data cloud as a directed network us-
ing standard network analysis techniques (Ch. 2). Degree distributions gen-
erally obey a power law, but no evidence is found for degree assortativity.
According to several methods, the graph consists of several smaller commu-
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Figure 5.11: Semantic network as a layered network

nities. Given the rapid growth of the Linked data cloud, it would be interesting
to redo this analysis with the current network.

Studies such as those discussed in this section could be considered prelim-
inary work towards the establishment of a ‘webometrics of the Semantic Web’.
However, it remains to be seen to what extent this will ever grow into a sepa-
rate subfield. It is unfortunately typical that studies like (Ding & Finin, 2006;
Hausenblas et al., 2008) seem unaware of related webometric work and meth-
ods. This lack of communication between different approaches to the Web was
also signalled by Thelwall (2007).

5.5 Chapter summary and discussion

The Semantic Web (and more specifically RDF) can be considered a large-scale
implementation of a distributed semantic network. Tracing the origins of se-
mantic networks and the Semantic Web, we have shown that the ‘semantic’
aspect lies mainly in the possibility of typed links. Thus, a more neutral syn-
onym for semantic network is multi-relational network.

Next, we have introduced the Semantic Web from a technological point of
view. It was shown how RDF is the cornerstone of the Semantic Web, how on-
tologies are implemented, and how the SPARQL query language can be used
to look up relations from an RDF graph.

Finally, this chapter discussed how the Semantic Web has been used and
studied in LIS so far. To the best of our knowledge, the Semantic Web (or any
multi-relational network, for that ma er) has not yet been used in the context
of link prediction. To illustrate the potential of the Semantic Web for link pre-
diction, we propose that another way to conceptualise an RDF graph – and,
by extension, any multi-relational network – is as a set of layered networks. (cf.,
Goussevskaia, Kuhn, & Wa enhofer, 2007; Kuhn & Wa enhofer, 2008). Each
layer contains a network, and layers are stacked onto each other as represented
schematically in Fig. 5.11. These networks may be unipartite or bipartite. Uni-
partite networks may be directed or undirected. We illustrate the idea with an
example.

Suppose that we start from a well-known example of a social network: the
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network of Facebook friendships among university students. This is an undi-
rected unipartite network. Some of these connections might be family-related.
In other words, there is another network at play, that has the same node set
but a different link set (Rousseau, 2005a). Next, each student is enrolled in one
or more courses. This superposes yet another network: a bipartite network
whose nodes consist of students and courses. Each course is taught by one
or more professors, leading to another bipartite network, this time between
courses and professors. So far, we have discussed four networks or layers.
Clearly, this is just the tip of the iceberg – it is not hard to think up many more
related networks.

Why is this interesting? None of these layers exists completely separate
from all the rest: students that follow the same course may get acquainted
and become friends, and, vice versa, friends are more likely to follow the same
courses. Relatives may introduce each other to their circle of friends, and so
on. Two layers are said to be related if:

1. for two unipartite network layers: they share the same node set;

2. for a unipartite and a bipartite network layer: the node set of the unipar-
tite layer is the top or bo om node set of the bipartite layer;

3. for two bipartite network layers: the top or bo om node set of the first
layer is the top or bo om node set of the second one.

As such, we can examine the influence of each layer on other layers. If we
take one layer as the test layer, we can use one or more other layers to try
and predict its constellation. Hence, the layered network idea allows for link
prediction.

The original form of link prediction can be translated to this framework
as follows: there are two layers, the ‘time tn’ layer and the ‘time tn+1’ layer.
The ‘time tn’ layer then constitutes the training network (or training layer) and
‘time tn+1’ is the test layer. Slightly more complex, we can use this structure to
predict future evolutions on the basis of evolutionary data. We have n train-
ing layers, ranging from ‘time t1’ to ‘time tn’. The ‘time tn+1’ layer is the test
network. In such a constellation, one could for instance predict by weighing
the importance of a training layer by its position in the time series (the least
weight for t1 and the most weight for tn; cf. Sharan & Neville, 2008).

From here, it is only a small step to using one or more non-temporal layers
for link prediction. These as well can be assigned weights, such that more
important layers exercise a greater influence on the final prediction. These
ideas are further explored in Ch. 7.
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Chapter 6

Knowledge representation for
informetric research

[Y]et men are far enough from having agreed on
the precise number of simple ideas or qualities
belonging to any sort of things, signified by its
name. Nor is it a wonder; since it requires much
time, pains, and skill, strict inquiry, and long
examination to find out what, and how many,
those simple ideas are, which are constantly and
inseparably united in nature, and are always to be
found together in the same subject.

An Essay Concerning Human Understanding
John Locke

6.1 Introduction

The concept ofknowledge representation is central to library and information
science. Davis, Shrobe, and Szolovits (1993) provide five defining character-
istics of knowledge representations. It can be shown that, according to these
characteristics, semantic networks are also knowledge representations:

1. A knowledge representation is a surrogate. This is obviously true for
semantic networks, where there exists a close correspondence between
nodes in the semantic network and things in the real world (cf. nouns in
a sentence). Moreover, there exists an isomorphism between the semantic
network and its referent: parts of the representation correspond to parts
in the real world and, especially, the relations between these parts are
carried over into the representation. Note that we use the term isomor-
phism here in a general, non-mathematical way.

2. A knowledge representation is a set of ontological commitments. A se-
mantic network models only a minimal part of reality, while neglecting
other aspects.

3. A knowledge representation is a fragmentary theory of intelligent rea-
soning. A semantic network may give rise to a set of inferences. As
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explained earlier, the inferences one can draw from a given semantic
network differ between fields and even applications. RDF (as well as its
ontology languages RDFS and OWL, see Section 5.3.3) has explicitly de-
fined semantics (Hayes, 2004), meaning that RDF’s ‘theory of intelligent
reasoning’ is a formal and complete set of inference rules.

4. A knowledge representation is a medium for efficient computation. To
use a representation is to compute with it, hence efficiency is called for.
This is also true regarding semantic networks. Literature exists on ef-
ficient computations using semantic networks (Chein & Mugnier, 2008;
Sowa, 1991) and Davis et al. (1993) remark that “[t]raditional semantic
nets facilitate bidirectional propagation by the simple expedient of pro-
viding an appropriate set of links.”

5. A knowledge representation is a medium of human expression. Since a
semantic network is much less ambiguous than natural language, it can
also be used as a means of expressing and agreeing upon a certain view
of what is modelled.

The aim of the present chapter is to explore the challenges, opportunities and
consequences of modelling informetric data as a semantic network.

In Section 6.2 we propose a conceptual model of the field of library and
information science (with special a ention to informetrics), arguing that it
comprises the study of entities in three dimensions. We discuss the relations
within and between the dimensions, including the nature of the citation rela-
tion within this framework. We also consider mapping, proximity and influ-
ence in the model and propose that semantic networks may be a key instru-
ment to further the study of the interplay between the three dimensions.

A superset of some representation forms that are well-known in informa-
tion science (e.g., thesauri), semantic networks offer a large degree of freedom
and many possibilities. On the other hand, this freedom comes at a cost; it is
not always obvious how they are best used. Section 6.3 discusses best prac-
tices for encoding informetric data as a semantic network. Because ‘the best
way’ depends on the application, we focus on the application of informetric
research, – informetrics involves a large array of different concepts and rela-
tions, and the way these are represented can influence what kind of research is
possible or more likely. In Section 6.4 we show how these recommendations
have been put into practice. This section also describes the framework that
has been constructed to manipulate the knowledge representation structures
built. Special a ention is paid to the implementation of link prediction in this
framework. Finally, Section 6.5 presents the chapter’s conclusions.

6.2 The three dimensions of information science: a conceptual
view

What are the study objects (or units of analysis) of library and information sci-
ence (LIS)?¹ What kinds of entities are studied in information science research?
The answers to these questions are useful to characterise the field, contrast it

¹We will use the terms ‘information science’ and ‘library and information science’ inter-
changeably.
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with related disciplines and discover underrepresented areas of information
science. Furthermore, it may offer another perspective on questions regarding
the nature of citations. Finally, as argued by McGrath (1996), clarifying exactly
which objects are being studied is necessary to avoid misconceptions.

We argue that, on a high level, LIS studies entities and relations in three
dimensions:

1. the documentary dimension (documents),

2. the social dimension (people and groupings of people), and

3. the epistemic or cognitive dimension (topics and ideas).

This general idea is not new; as we will see, it has regularly come up in the
literature during the past four decades.

The word ‘dimension’ is not intended here to be understood in a rigor-
ous mathematical sense. Rather, it functions as a quasi-synonym to ‘realm’
or ‘domain’. We use the term ‘dimension’ to avoid confusion with study do-
mains and to stress that these dimensions are separate. However, they are not
completely orthogonal, – the documentary dimension can influence the social
dimension, the epistemic dimension influences the documentary one, and so
on. More specifically, it is possible, and in fact quite common, that relations
occur between entities from different dimensions.

Although we believe that the characterisation applies to LIS as a whole,
this section will have a strong focus on informetrics and bibliometrics due to
the nature of this dissertation. For the same reason, most of our examples will
come from informetric research. Nonetheless, the study objects of informetrics
are not very different from those of information science in general. Rather,
the defining aspect of informetrics is its perspective and orientation towards
quantitative aspects.

In this article, we take an entity–relationship view of LIS. Originally in-
troduced by Chen (1976), entity–relationship (E–R) modelling is nowadays a
standard technique in database design. Similar diagrams are used in object-
oriented programming and for knowledge representation and ontology devel-
opment. These diagrams consist of entities, relations, and a ributes. An entity
is any ‘thing’ which one wants to record information on. Informetric examples
include authors, universities, journals and so on. Entities can be connected
by relations: authors write articles, universities employ researchers, journals
contain articles…Most relations involve two entities, although n-ary relations
(connecting three or more entities) occasionally occur. Finally, entities and re-
lations may have a ributes; these are literal string values, such as a journal’s
ISSN, an author’s name or an article’s keywords. It is up to the modeller to de-
termine if something is an entity or a relationship. For instance, citations are
regularly regarded as relations – e.g. in citation networks –, but if one studies
for instance citation contexts, it makes sense to see the citation as an indepen-
dent entity. The important point here is that there is no single ‘right’ model of
information science: it depends on the modeller’s goals.
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Figure 6.1: Kochen’s (1974) conceptual model

6.2.1 Content models of LIS and informetrics: a literature review

The proposed model of LIS and informetrics as a discipline involving three
dimensions is not new. Here we present a brief overview of related earlier
work.

Kochen (1974) proposes a conceptual model of the information (retrieval)
universe. An adapted version is presented in Fig. 6.1. Kochen’s model aims
to elucidate the position of the information retrieval system in the information
universe, but it is also remarkably applicable to LIS in general, including infor-
metrics. The model consists of three components: agents (people), documents,
and topics. The components and relations in Fig. 6.1 are abstract entities, –
the ‘influences’ relation, for instance, connects two agent entities. Each com-
ponent is connected with itself and the two others; for instance, a document
can be cited by other documents, is authored by one or more agents, and per-
tains to one or more topics. Clearly, these are ingredients that are also highly
relevant to informetrics: authorship and co-authorship, citations, topic distri-
bution etc. are all central issues in informetrics. This illustrates that Kochen’s
model is also relevant outside of information retrieval.

Leydesdorff (1989) proposes that ‘science of science’ is a multi-dimensional
problem, where the three dimensions are (a) scientists, (b) texts and (c) cogni-
tions. The parallels to Kochen’s (1974) model are quite clear: scientists are a
kind of Agents, texts correspond to documents, and cognitions reflect topics.
Leydesdorff uses this three-dimensional model to clarify the distinction be-
tween information science, scientometrics and sociology of science. He posi-
tions scientometrics as the study area between scientists and texts, sociology of
science between scientists and cognitions, and ‘information sciences’ between
cognitions and texts. We agree that science of science is a multi-dimensional
problem but consider it problematic to leave cognitions out of scientometrics,
since so much scientometric research precisely seeks to reveal the epistemic or
cognitive structure of science.

A model that is, again, quite similar is proposed by Borgman (1990), who
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argues that there are three kinds of variables at play: producers of communi-
cation (authors), communication artefacts (documents), and communication
concepts (cognitions and epistemics). Research involving communication con-
cepts is subdivided into studies of author terminology and studies of citation
motives.

In her review article on informetrics, Wilson (1999) devotes a lengthy sec-
tion to ‘the content of informetrics.’ She presents a model where the basic unit
of analysis is a collection of publications (or publication records). In the model,
each publication has a number of properties and maintains “quasi-links” to
other entities like the journal and its authors. Wilson proposes that the only
‘real’ links are the citations between publications; other relations are consid-
ered “indirect comparisons.” While publications and citation relations are ob-
viously important, in our opinion the model reduces agents and cognitions to
second-rate ingredients without real justification. As we will argue, these en-
tities are in fact central to many research areas in informetrics. Moreover, we
see no need to distinguish between ‘real’ links and “quasi-links”; in an E–R
view, these are simply different kinds of relationships.

Recently, Scharnhorst and Garfield (2010) characterised scientometrics as
a field that studies (mainly) texts and actors. Their concept of texts roughly
covers both our documentary and epistemic dimensions. Indeed, under texts
they classify concepts like journals, journal articles, and references, which be-
long to the documentary dimension, as well as topics, paradigms, fields and
disciplines, which belong to the epistemic dimension. Actors include authors,
institutions and countries, and thus correspond well to the entities in the social
dimension.

This short overview illustrates that different authors at different times have
come to roughly similar conclusions regarding the study objects of informa-
tion retrieval, informetrics, and related fields. We will argue for the general
model advocated by Kochen, Leydesdorff and Borgman: a division into three
broad areas, encompassing social, documentary and epistemic entities.

To support our assertion that the same division can also be applied out-
side of informetrics, we want to point out that a similar distinction can also
be found in non-informetric LIS literature. The Functional Requirements for
Bibliographic Records or, in short, FRBR (IFLA FRBR Study Group, 1998/2009)
are a set of recommendations by the International Federation of Library As-
sociations and Institutions (IFLA) that aim to modernise cataloguing in the
light of today’s digital environment. FRBR is not a concrete implementation
of a new cataloguing standard; rather, it is a conceptual model aimed at de-
scribing the ‘bibliographic universe’. At the highest level, FRBR distinguishes
between three groups of entities that align remarkably well with the models
discussed previously:

1. Products of intellectual or artistic endeavour are documents in the broad
sense;

2. Persons or corporations are responsible for the production and dissemina-
tion of entities from the first group;

3. Subjects of intellectual or artistic endeavour correspond to the epistemic di-
mension (what documents are about).
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The fact that a set of cataloguing recommendations distinguishes the same
three dimensions, coupled with the fact that Kochen’s model was originally
intended for information retrieval, is remarkable. In summary, the similari-
ties between these models are not a coincidence but point to the base areas
covered by information science.

6.2.2 The three dimensions

We propose, following earlier work, that LIS studies entities and relations in
three dimensions: the documentary, the social, and the epistemic dimension.
Let us now discuss each of the three dimensions in greater detail. Each of the
following subsections first characterises the kind of entities to be found in the
discussed dimension, subsequently sketches how this dimension is important
to information science in general, and finally reviews its importance to infor-
metrics in particular.

6.2.2.1 The documentary dimension

The entities in the documentary dimension are documents. According to a
long-standing tradition in information science (Buckland, 1997; Briet, 1951),
a ‘document’ is much broader than the traditional concept of printed, textual
material. Any object that contains data or knowledge in some form (wri en,
printed, spoken, visual…) can be considered a document. Thus, documents
may include photographs, e-mail messages, database records, maps, music
sheets, voice recordings etc. As such, our use of the word ‘document’ corre-
sponds to Buckland’s (1991) ‘information as thing’: a document is an object
that is informative.

The importance of documents to information science in general is uncon-
troversial: indeed, the field itself was called documentation (both in English
and French) during roughly the first half of the twentieth century (Kline, 2004),
suggesting an intimate relation between information science on the one hand
and documents on the other. Many traces of this early name have persisted
much longer, for instance in the Fédération Internationale de Documentation or
the Journal of Documentation. (The term ‘information science’ is much younger
and was first formally used in 1958, when Jason Farradane and colleagues es-
tablished the Institute of Information Scientists in the United Kingdom.) This
close relation between documents and information science is due to the fact
that documents are primary carriers of information: knowledge is to a very
large extent communicated through documents.

When looking specifically at informetrics, it is tempting to state that in-
formetrics is obviously concerned with documents, simply by pointing at the
number of studies concerned with documents such as articles, patents, jour-
nals and Web pages. However, one should keep in mind that informetrics also
covers aspects that do not draw directly on documents (e.g., some economic
aspects). Tague-Sutcliffe (1992) considers informetrics the encompassing term
and reserves the term bibliometrics for “the study of the quantitative aspects
of the production, dissemination and use of recorded information” (emphasis
mine). The same view is carried over into the model of Björneborn and Ingw-
ersen (2004), who consider some parts of scientometrics (e.g., science policy)
and cybermetrics (e.g., Internet traffic) to be outside the scope of bibliomet-
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rics – that is, not dependent on documents. We do not consider this in oppo-
sition to our own views regarding the importance of the documentary dimen-
sion in informetrics: not every single research project or publication necessar-
ily draws from all three dimensions.

The elements of the first dimension are intentionally broadly defined. To
a very large extent, research in informetrics is concerned with only a few doc-
ument types (articles, journals, patents, conference papers) but it would be
reductionist to exclude any particular document type a priori. To illustrate
this, imagine an a empt in 1990 to exhaustively list the document types rele-
vant to informetrics. Obviously, the list would not have contained Web docu-
ments – hence, webometrics would have been excluded, although it is nowa-
days a small but important part of informetrics. However, a general character-
isation such as the one given here does include such new developments, even
if they cannot yet be foreseen. More generally, there are no document types
that are a priori unsuitable to informetric research. After all, Tague-Sutcliffe
(1992) defines informetrics as “the study of the quantitative aspects of infor-
mation in any form, not just records or bibliographies, and in any social group,
not just scientists” (emphasis mine).

6.2.2.2 The social dimension

The social dimension involves people, such as authors, editors, reviewers,
library users etc., and how they interrelate. People are often part of larger
groupings, which can be official and structural – such as organisations, uni-
versities or companies – or ad hoc groupings. To some extent, countries as
well can be considered social constructs.

The social dimension is important to information science; this can be seen
by asking questions like ‘whose knowledge is concerned?’, ‘to whom is this in-
formation relevant?’ and so on. Put another way, information is produced
by and for humans and institutions, consumed by humans and institutions,
disseminated by humans and institutions…There is li le doubt that the so-
cial dimension is highly relevant to information science and even gaining in
importance (Cronin, 2008).

In informetrics, all studies that try to rank authors, institutions or coun-
tries touch on the social dimension. So does research involving the usage of
information (downloads, library usage) or the sociology of scientific or Web
communities (e.g. collaboration). Most informetric research with an emphasis
on the social dimension focuses on the producers of information (i.e. authors),
but this is not a necessity: indeed, there also exists research on reviewers, ed-
itorial board members etc. (e.g., Frandsen & Nicolaisen, 2010).

Fairly recently, informetric research has imported many concepts and tech-
niques from the field of social network analysis or SNA (e.g., O e & Rousseau,
2002; Yan & Ding, 2009). We suggest that this is due to two factors: (1) the suc-
cess of social network analysis in explaining and clarifying many issues that
are also at play in informetrics (e.g., who is important or central?), and (2) a
growing awareness of the social dimension, in addition to the documentary
and epistemic ones. Indeed, the nodes in these networks are very often social
entities (researchers, universities etc.). On the other hand, some researchers
also study networks of documentary or epistemic entities using SNA tech-
niques (e.g., Bollen et al., 2006; Ding, Chowdhury, & Foo, 2001).
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6.2.2.3 The epistemic dimension

The epistemic dimension refers to the dimension of topics, ideas and con-
cepts and corresponds to Buckland’s (1991) ‘information as knowledge’. While
harder to pinpoint than the other two dimensions, the epistemic dimension
is a crucial component. After all, knowledge is (hopefully) not produced for
the sake of itself, but because it is interesting or relevant to a group of people
at some point in time. The epistemic dimension thus determines to a large
extent which information will be communicated, reproduced and ultimately
built upon in the creation of new information.

The epistemic dimension is especially strong in areas of information sci-
ence that are related to knowledge organisation and knowledge organisation
systems. Indeed, thesauri, classifications, taxonomies and folksonomies are a
representation of a domain’s epistemics: the concepts used and the relations
between them.

When considered from an informetric point of view, the epistemic dimen-
sion is harder to perceive and measure than the other twodimensions. Nonethe-
less, researchers have devised different methods of operationalising the epis-
temic dimension – much informetric research is actually concerned with the
general problem of how the epistemic dimension can be ‘made visible’. Per-
haps the most direct approximation of a document’s epistemics is based on
words and co-words as they occur in the title, abstract and/or full text of the
document (cf. studies of terminology as mentioned by Borgman (1990)). Tech-
niques like Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas,
& Harshman, 1990; Dumais, 2004; Landauer, Fol , & Laham, 1998) build upon
simple word occurrences and co-occurrences to more accurately model a docu-
ment’s epistemics. Another approach tries to approximate epistemic relations
between documents or social actors on the basis of citation links. These will be
discussed in the next part, where we look at the relations within and between
the three dimensions.

As we previously mentioned, Scharnhorst and Garfield (2010) do not dis-
tinguish between the documentary and the epistemic dimension, which are
both gathered under the heading of ‘texts’. Their example research questions
for the ‘texts’ unit of analysis, however, all fall in the epistemic rather than
the documentary dimension: these include issues such as topics, paradigms,
knowledge flows, research fronts etc. This raises the question to what extent
informetrics is concerned with questions regarding the documentary dimen-
sion in and of itself. It seems that very often documents are only used as a
necessary proxy to approach the epistemic or social structures. Nevertheless,
some purely documentary research does exist, such as studies on the informet-
ric distributions (Egghe, 2005b), the growth of information production (Morris
& Yen, 2005), network structures in citation networks (Fang & Rousseau, 2001;
Egghe & Rousseau, 2002) etc. Note, however, that explanations of the found
regularities may refer to epistemic and/or social factors (such as cumulative
advantage, the Ma hew effect, visibility...).

6.2.3 Relations within and between the dimensions

Entities do not exist in isolation. Instead, they are typically connected to many
other entities, both of the same type and of other types. To a very large extent,
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informetric research focuses on these relations, their regularities and corre-
lations, their evolution, and appropriate ways of characterising them by, for
instance, indicators.

In general, we distinguish between relations within a dimension and rela-
tions between dimensions. A relationwithin a dimension connects two entities
that belong to the same dimension (e.g., two authors, or an author and an in-
stitution), whereas a relation between two dimensions connects entities from
two different dimensions (e.g., a topic and a paper).

6.2.3.1 Hierarchical relations

Entities in each dimension can be organised hierarchically. These hierarchical
relations are based on hyponymy (‘is a kind of’) or meronymy (‘is a part of’)
(see Stock, 2010). Hierarchical relations are always relations within a dimen-
sion. In the social dimension, people form part of organisations, companies,
countries etc. In the epistemic dimension, the hierarchical structure is reflected
in the structure of classifications and thesauri. Specifically with regard to sci-
entometrics, we can discern a rough hierarchical structure from field over dis-
cipline and specialty to topic or niche. One example is: life sciences→ biology
→ anatomy → anatomy of the respiratory system. Finally, in the documen-
tary dimension, hierarchical structure is exhibited in journal–article relations,
as well as series→ book→ chapter or conference series→ conference→ pa-
per.

The importance of these hierarchical relations lies therein that they form the
basis of aggregations. Rather than looking at, say, each publication and each
citing paper separately, we aggregate them into quantified groups. This forms
the basis of virtually all scientometric indicators, such as the impact factor and
the h-index. For instance, calculation of the impact factor of journal j in year y
requires aggregating all (citable) publications in j in the years y− 2 and y− 1,
and aggregating all citations to these publications in all journals in y.

6.2.3.2 Relations between the social and documentary dimensions

The main relation type between the social and documentary dimension is the
creation or responsibility relation: social entities (agents) create documents.
This relation is, in fact, even the basis of the FRBR guidelines’ definition of
group 2, their equivalent of the social dimension. Collaborations are in prin-
ciple relations within the social dimension. However, they are often approx-
imated by co-authorship relations, evidenced by documents that are created
by two or more agents.

In the opposite direction, from the documentary to the social dimension,
we find an important but not directly perceptible influence relation: docu-
ments are read (or, more generally, ‘consumed’) by agents and, hence, they
may influence agents. One of the key challenges of informetrics is finding ways
of making such influences visible and measurable. Citations are the most well-
known ‘reflection’ of intellectual influence, but they have some downsides:

• Citations may also reflect interactions in the social dimension (see Sec-
tion 6.2.3.5).
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• Influence only becomes visible if the influenced agent subsequently pub-
lishes a document that cites the original document.

• Because citing requires the publication of a new document, citations are
relatively slow.

For these reasons researchers try to find other ways of tracing influence, e.g.
through usage bibliometrics (Kur & Bollen, 2010).

6.2.3.3 Relations between the social and epistemic dimensions

Kochen (1974) drew an ‘is expert on’ relation from the social to the epistemic
dimension. More generally, one could say that relations between the social
and the epistemic dimension are, very broadly, ‘knows of’ relations. We pro-
pose that the ‘knows of’ relation is graded: there exists a continuum ranging
from ‘notions of’ via ‘is well acquainted with’ to ‘is an expert on’ through to
‘is the founding father of’. In some cases, one may be interested in the en-
tire range; the presence of notions of a certain subject may e.g. influence a
research subject’s information seeking behaviour. For informetric purposes,
the first part of the continuum is usually ignored: one typically does not care
if some agent has only vague notions of some concept.

The ‘knows of’ relation is invisible until an agent publishes a document.
Note that, since ‘document’ should be understood in a broad sense, agents may
also reveal their knowledge of a concept through, e.g., a message to a mailing
list or a blog post. Publication of a document on a subject requires at least some
basic knowledge of the subject in question. This means that we automatically
lose some part of the continuum: those who are only superficially acquainted
with a given subject are highly unlikely to publish a document on it. This loss
of information is – at least for informetric research – not problematic, since the
missing part can only obscure the more important relations between the social
and the epistemic dimension.

The interplay between the social and epistemic dimensions is rather com-
plex. Researchers that study the same topic are automatically more likely to
know each other, to collaborate etc. At the same time, researchers who are so-
cially related (e.g., because they belong to the same institution) have a much
higher chance of influencing each other’s ideas.

6.2.3.4 Relations between the documentary and epistemic dimensions

The main relation between the documentary and the epistemic dimension is
the ‘is about’ relation, which connects documentary entities (documents) with
epistemic entities (concepts). In other words, these are relations expressing the
subject or aboutness of documents. In extreme cases, a document can become
the symbol of a certain concept (Small, 1978): here, the relation between the
social and the epistemic dimension is virtually one-on-one.² In less extreme
cases, one document may be about several concepts. Looking at the same re-
lation from the other side, we see that virtually each concept is represented in
a multitude of documents.

²A document that functions as a concept symbol may well deal with several concepts and
ideas. The one-on-one relationship refers mainly to its reception (how it is viewed and used by
subsequent publications).
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As we have discussed earlier, the main problem is that these relations can-
not be directly perceived. If we adopt the operationalisation of an epistemic
entity as a word or phrase,³ one can draw explicit relations between docu-
ments and concepts. Such relations can even be quantified with the number of
occurrences of a concept in a document or with more advanced measures like
TF-IDF.

Two documents are connected by a secondary relation if they share one
or more concepts. We can then say they are epistemically related. Another
way in which researchers have tried to determine epistemic linkages between
documents is through citation analysis. Given the importance of citations to
informetrics, we discuss this kind of relation separately.

6.2.3.5 Citations

The citation relation is a relation within the documentary dimension, connect-
ing two documents. Citation analysis is one of the most studied subjects in
informetrics. Among the many issues is the question what a citation means
or represents (Liu, 2011, p. 26–28). We suggest that citations reflect relations
in the other two dimensions. This is implicitly present in Fig. 6.1: one agent
influencing another or one topic being relevant to another (note that both are
relations within their respective dimensions) may lead to a citation relation
within the documentary dimension.

Very roughly, one distinguishes between two major functions of citations:
as a reward and for persuasion (Davis, 2009; White, 2004). A citation-as-reward
can be considered a reward for the cited author, an acknowledgement to his or
her intellectual work. One of the main problems with this view are negative ci-
tations that criticise the cited work. However, both ‘rewarding’ (positive) and
negative citations are documentary reflections of processes in the epistemic di-
mension. Citations-as-persuasion, on the other hand, are a kind of rhetorical
device, used to persuade one’s peers of one’s arguments. They do not map
as clearly to either the epistemic or social dimension, although they generally
seem more social in nature. Cronin (1984) mentions the function of identity
formation, which is clearly social in nature.

Research by Brooks (1986) suggests that the dichotomous nature of the
‘persuasion or reward’ debate is a simplification and that in many cases both
the epistemic and the social dimension may play a role in citations. This makes
it exceedingly difficult to study the epistemic or social nature of citations in iso-
lation; after all, how can one be sure which dimension is at play? We give one
recent example. Larivière and Gingras (2010) examine duplicate publications,
cases where the same article is published in two different journals. They find
that articles published in the more prestigious journal (the one with the higher
impact factor) gain significantly higher citation counts than their counterparts.
These authors thus are able to separate to separate effects of the social dimen-
sion from those of the documentary dimension.

Muchof informetrics implicitly assumes epistemic reasons for citation. This
is the case for impact analysis on the basis of citations, an application that has

³These words or phrases may be keywords, title words, full-text phrases, may be stemmed
or not…Generally speaking, using words as an approximation of epistemics is relatively easy
and practical, but not ideal. The reasons are well-known: homonymy, synonymy, language
issues etc.
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also met substantive criticism: some researchers doubt that citations primar-
ily reflect the epistemic dimension (MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 1996). The as-
sumption of epistemic reasons for citation also underlies (citation-based) sci-
ence mapping: visualising the structure of science on the basis of citations
implies that citations represent epistemic linkages. Only if we assume this
general principle can it be the case, for instance, that author (co-citation) maps
“reveal the ‘cognitive’ or ‘intellectual’ structure of a field” (White, 1990). White
also indicates a more social aspect in that such maps may also reflect “com-
mon nationality, temporal conjunctions, teacher-student relationships, colle-
gial and coauthor relationships, or common philosophical orientations”. Re-
sults suggest that, at least on the aggregated level, citations can be used as an
operationalisation of epistemic structure. White (2001), for instance, argues
that “within its limits, citation analysis works.” Another example is the fact
that most science maps exhibit a similar macro-structure (Klavans & Boyack,
2009).

6.2.4 Discussion

In summary, information science in general and informetrics in particular study
the interplay of the social, the documentary, and the epistemic dimension.
These dimensions should be kept separate but they are far from completely
independent. Each dimension is affected by the other two through direct re-
lations, such as the creation relation from the social to the documentary di-
mension. There also exist more subtle, indirect relations, – for instance, social
relations (relations within the social dimension) may be reflected in the docu-
mentary citation relation.

The issue of mapping deserves special a ention. At least two of the di-
mensions – the social and epistemic one – can be considered as virtual spaces,
where entities can be close or far apart. In other words, one can determine
distance and proximity in these dimensions. Boschma (2005) distinguishes be-
tween five forms of proximity: geographical, cognitive, social, organisational
and institutional (see also Frenken, Hardeman, & Hoekman, 2009). Cognitive
proximity is identical to our concept of proximity in the epistemic dimension.
Proximity in the social dimension encompasses Boschma’s social, organisa-
tional and institutional proximity. Again, we stress that many studies of the
social and (especially) epistemic dimensions have only been able to determine
proximities (and consequently create maps) by looking at the third, documen-
tary dimension. It should be noted that the unit of analysis can belong to a
dimension other than the dimension we are trying to map; e.g., author co-
citation analysis tries to map social entities in epistemic space.

In the preceding discussion, we have already touched a few times upon
the subject of influence. This is not a coincidence; influence is a multi-faceted
notion that touches upon the three dimensions. Essentially, influence happens
in the epistemic dimension – one idea, concept or theory helping to shape or
reshape another. This, however, needs the social dimension to function: con-
cepts influence each other via agents. Very often, but not necessarily, these
agents use documents as a means of communicating their current epistemo-
logical state, since documents help to disseminate the ideas to a much wider
audience. Moreover, documents also show the clearest traces of influence, in
the citation relation. Cases that do not involve documents for influence include
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for instance the PhD student and her supervisor, two colleagues meeting and
exchanging ideas at a conference, and so on.

One issue which has to date not yet been thoroughly examined is the ques-
tion how one can best study the interplay of the three dimensions. On the ba-
sis of our E–R model we suggest that so-called multi-relational networks may
provide a key. Multi-relational networks connect entities of different kinds
(agents, documents and concepts) using different relation types (citation, cre-
ation, aboutness…). In other words, entities and relations are not just abstract
ideas, they can be implemented in practice. Although multi-relational net-
works are not part of the standard informetric toolbox, some existing studies
illustrate their potential for informetric research (e.g., Guns, 2010; Morris &
Yen, 2005; Yan et al., 2011). The practical aspects of such an approach will be
explored in the remainder of this chapter.

Finally, we want to point out that this discussion clarifies the importance
of each dimension to the field of LIS. Information science cannot be reduced
to one or two of the dimensions mentioned: a full account of LIS should take
all three dimensions into account.

6.3 Towards a semantic network representation for informetrics

In this section, we discuss issues related to building an ontology that can cap-
ture many aspects of informetric data. Data sets that are described using such
an ontology contain all information necessary for standard informetric oper-
ations, including determining indicators such as impact factors and h-indices
at different aggregation levels. We stress that such an ontology is of a descrip-
tive nature: its aim is to offer a general, standardised description method of
the various data involved, rather than a toolkit for informetric calculations.
It should, however, be relatively easy to build tools on top to do exactly this
kind of analysis. Existing tools include BibExcel (Persson, Danell, & Schneider,
2009) and CITAN (Gagolewski, 2011).

6.3.1 Existing building blocks

To avoid unnecessary duplication of effort, any new ontology should build on
existing ontologies, where possible. Existing ontologies that are relevant for
our purposes include:

Dublin Core One of the most important initiatives in the realm of metadata
is Dublin Core. When we refer to Dublin Core, we mean the newer Dublin
CoreMetadata Terms (DCMIUSageBoard, 2010), rather than the older Dublin
Core Metadata Element Set. Dublin Core provides essential vocabulary to
describe documents (dcterms:BibliographicResource) and, rudimentar-
ily, their creators. A document’s subject can bedenoted with the dcterms:subject
property. As a metadata standard, Dublin Core is naturally focussed mainly
on the documentary dimension. Although not created for bibliometric pur-
poses, Dublin Core does include the dcterms:references relation.

FOAF The Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) ontology (Brickley & Miller, 2010) was
originallymeant to express social relationships betweenpeople but has evolved
into a fairly general ontology to express characteristics of people and social
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groups. FOAF includes the foaf:Document class; a document’s topic can be
indicated with foaf:primaryTopic. As such, FOAF refers to all three of in-
formetrics’ dimensions, although its focus is clearly on the social dimension.

BIBO The Bibliographic Ontology or BIBO (D’Arcus & Giasson, 2009) aims to
describe entities in the bibliographic universe using RDF. Its cornerstone is
the bibo:Document class, which has many subclasses, such as bibo:Article,
bibo:Film and bibo:Journal. BIBO is used by the DOI project, the Zotero
referencemanager, the EPrints repository software, and several other projects.
The ontology reuses properties and classes from several other ontologies,
including Dublin Core – for describing documents – and FOAF – for de-
scribing people and organisations.

CiTO stands for Citation Typing Ontology. This ontology provides a vocab-
ulary to describe the nature of citations (Sho on et al., 2009; Sho on, 2010;
Sho on & Peroni, 2011a). As such, it provides specific citation relations such
as cito:usesDataFrom, cito:critiques and cito:reviews. Basic support
for CiTO has been implemented in the CiteULike online reference manager.⁴
Jörg (2008) proposes a theoretical framework to set up an ontology of cita-
tion types, which bears many resemblances with CiTO.

FaBiO The FRBR-aligned Bibliographic Ontology or FaBiO (Sho on & Peroni,
2011b) is a reformulation of BIBO in the context of FRBR (IFLA FRBR Study
Group, 1998/2009). This allows for easily expressing the relations between
related entities such as different editions, translations etc.

CiTO and FaBiO are part of the Semantic Publishing and Referencing (SPAR)
project.⁵ We propose using a combination of Dublin Core, FOAF, and BIBO.
CiTO essentially refines the bibo:cites property. Since these refinements are
currently not available electronically, we see no good reasons to include the
CiTO ontology. FaBiO is technically more precise than BIBO but has the major
drawback that any document description is very verbose, since it includes four
different levels of abstraction. Moreover, it could be argued that the journal
article is the cornerstone of scholarly publishing. Since journal articles can be
adequately described using only BIBO, we do not use the more involved FaBiO
ontology.

In conclusion, we have two out of the three dimensions of informetrics
well-covered: the social dimension (with FOAF) and the documentary dimen-
sion (with Dublin Core and BIBO). We lack, however, a straightforward vocab-
ulary to pinpoint entities and relations from the epistemic dimension. The de
facto standard in RDF representation of concepts is SKOS (Simple Knowledge
Organisation System; Miles & Bechhofer, 2009). This ontology is, however,
aimed at encoding thesauri, classifications and other knowledge organisation
systems in RDF. It is less straightforward how it can be applied to the needs
of informetric research. We therefore come up with an alternative solution in
Section 6.3.6.

⁴http://wiki.citeulike.org/index.php/Editing_and_formatting_articles
⁵http://purl.org/spar/
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6.3.2 The distinction between papers, references and citations

In scholarly communication, it is customary that a publication contains refer-
ences to previous works, because ideas and concepts of the la er have been
used in the former. This essential principle is expressed in the famous adage
ascribed to sir Isaac Newton “If I have seen a li le further it is by standing on
the shoulders of Giants”. It is well-known that there are many different kinds
of motivation for such references, which are outside the current scope. Small
(1982) has proposed a simple typology of five categories: a reference to earlier
work may be (1) negative, (2) perfunctory, (3) compared, (4) used, and (5) sub-
stantiated. We note that these categories encompass both social and epistemic
motivations.

Some authors have taken great care to distinguish references from other
concepts. The distinction between references and citations was first mentioned
by Price (1970) and has been stressed several times in the literature. It is dis-
cussed in the first part of the current section. The distinction between papers
and references is introduced by Morris and Yen (2004) and warrants further
discussion. This happens in the second part of this section.

References vs. citations A well-known issue in informetrics is the concep-
tual distinction between references and citations (Egghe & Rousseau, 1990;
Price, 1970; Wouters, 1999). The distinction is best appreciated if one consid-
ers it relative to a publication. Given a specific publication, one can ask “What
are the references of this publication? What are the citations to this publication?”
The references form an integral part of the publication, typically in the form
of a reference list at the end or sometimes as a set of footnotes or endnotes.
From the publication itself, its citations cannot be gleaned. The conceptual
distance between a publication and its citations has however somewhat di-
minished with the rise of online full-text articles. It often takes only a click to
bridge the gap from article to citing publications. Publishers may even include
references to related or citing articles in the margin.

A few decades ago, however, this distance was large and limiting. It is
precisely this limitation that Eugene Garfield sought to overcome when he
created the Science Citation Index (SCI) in 1961: he introduced a new way to
find related publications citing a given publication. Later on, the SCI was com-
plemented by the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI, since 1973) and the Arts
and Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI, since 1978). Nowadays, Garfield’s ci-
tation indexes form a part of Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science (WoS). More-
over, other citation indexes have sprung up as well: apart from local initia-
tives, such as the Chinese Science Citation Database (Jin & Wang, 1999), Sco-
pus (http://www.scopus.com) and Google Scholar (http://scholar.google
.com) aim for the same broad coverage as the WoS.

Although references and citations are two sides of the same coin, the dis-
tinction is important. For instance, every citation database is necessarily lim-
ited, in that it can never contain all literature. Hence, a citation database con-
tains all references of the publications it contains, but only a fraction of their
citations. In WoS, the references to publications that are not indexed can be
retrieved via Cited Reference Search.
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Papers vs. references Morris and Yen (2004, 2005) propose a simple ontol-
ogy of papers, authors, journals, terms, references and the relations between
them (Fig. 6.2). Their ontology consists of a set of ‘chained’ bipartite net-
works: the term–paper network is chained to the paper–author network, the
paper–journal network and the paper–reference network, and so on. Webriefly
recall the basic characteristics of bipartite networks: they consist of two non-
overlapping sets of nodes, and links are only possible between nodes of differ-
ent sets Definition 2.7. Consider, for instance, the paper–author subnetwork;
a link between paper p and author a indicates that p was (co-)authored by a.
From these chained bipartite networks, Morris and Yen illustrate how one can
derive weighted occurrence and co-occurrence matrices. In (Morris & Yen,
2004), these are used to construct a kind of visualization known as crossmaps.

We are aware that the resulting matrices and visualizations are the most im-
portant product of Morris and Yen’s work; their proposed ontology is mainly
a means to this end. Furthermore, the paper (Morris & Yen, 2005) has not been
formally published. The following criticism should be read with these caveats
in mind; our main goal is to illustrate how multi-relational networks can solve
problems in earlier conceptualisations, rather than criticising these authors’
work.

One of the most remarkable aspects of Morris and Yen’s ontology is the
separation between references and papers. This runs counter to the tradition of
citation networks (Price, 1965), directed networks of papers that are connected
by citations. In a citation network, a paper and a reference are essentially the
same thing: a paper is just a node, a reference is a node at the head of a citation
link. Morris and Yen (2005) admit that paper and reference may refer to the
same physical entity, but argue that the conceptual entities should be kept
separate. Two reasons are given for this separation:

• References and papers are not the same conceptually. Specifically, refer-
ences – especially highly cited references – function as concept symbols
(Small, 1978): a reference can ‘stand for’ a concept.

• Citation networks are incomplete. Typically, there is a much greater
number of references than of papers, because most papers contain more
than one reference. Furthermore, paper citation networks form directed
acyclic graphs: they necessarily refer back in time, to older papers.⁶ Hence,
there is always a group of referenced papers that falls outside the tem-
poral scope of a given database.

We are unconvinced by the argument that references function as concept sym-
bols and should therefore be kept separate from papers. First of all, only im-
portant – highly cited – references acquire some real value as concept symbol.
Since most publications do not rise to the status of concept symbol, this argu-
ment suggests treating all references as separate because a minority also fulfills
another role. Second, and more generally, it is hard to see how this user-centric
perspective is of relevance for a general ontology of scholarly communication.

⁶In practice, cycles can and do occur in citation networks, because of preprints, early avail-
ability of articles on the publisher’s website, and so on (see Rousseau & Small, 2005 for an exam-
ple citation cycle involving no less than 16 papers). This does not influence the incompleteness
of citation networks, however.
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Figure 6.2: Scholarly ontology of bipartite networks (Morris & Yen, 2004)
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We agree that one should be able to process an ontology application and re-
trieve a list of (potential) concept symbols. There does not seem to be any a
priori reason for having the distinction at the ontology level.

Moreover, we will argue that this approach has significant disadvantages
and that it is possible to mitigate these disadvantages with multi-relational
networks. The bipartite expression as used by Morris and Yen – including all
occurrence and co-occurrence matrices – can be derived from such a multi-
relational network. We therefore prefer the more general and more practical
multi-relational network approach.

Given the assumptions concerning bipartite networks, Morris and Yen are
forced to keep all entities related to references and papers separate: they dis-
tinguish between paper authors and reference authors, and between paper
journals and reference journals. If one were to extend the ontology with, for
instance, author affiliations or journal advisory board members, a similar du-
plication would be necessary for each extension. Depending on the data set or
pool (Rousseau, 2005b), there is a very large overlap between corresponding
sets on both sides (the ‘paper side’ and the ‘reference side’). This remark also
holds for the terms in Fig. 6.2. While it is true that one only has access to the
full text of papers, one has access to (at least) title words of references, which
may already be sufficient to get a broad indication of their contents.

Having parallel sets with large overlap is not efficient. This problem is
significantly worsened if one considers that the bipartite nature of the ontology
actually prevents us – on the macro level – from determining the extent of
overlap and – on the micro level – from knowing which reference (author,
journal…) corresponds to which paper (author, journal…). While Morris and
Yen (2005)’s ontology points the way to some useful applications, it effectively
makes it impossible to do many other standard bibliometric operations. For
instance, one cannot determine an author’s number of self-citations, the self-
citing or self-cited rate of a journal, a paper’s diffusion over other disciplines
etc.

In general, the conceptual difference highlighted by Morris and Yen (2005)
lies in the role played by the entity in a given context. The same entity can be
considered a paper or a reference depending on its role (are we looking at a
document or a two-line reference in another document?). In a multi-relational
network, one entity can play a multitude of roles. These are expressed as re-
lations to other entities.

Example We will now illustrate the differences between Morris and Yen’s
approach and ours using a small hypothetical example, shown in Fig. 6.3 using
chained bipartite networks. Note that several features are replicated on the
citing and the cited side, such as the authors and journal of P1 and P2. A
multi-relational network representation of the same situation would look like
Fig. 6.4. Note that each entity as well as each relation appears exactly once
here.

In general, any directed network can be transformed into a corresponding
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P1

P2

P3

A1A2 A3

J1 J2

P1

P2

P4

P5

A2 A1 A3 A4

J1 J3

Citing authors, publications
and journals

Cited authors, publications
and journals

Figure 6.3: Example chained bipartite network

Figure 6.4: Multi-relational representation of the same situation as Fig. 6.3
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bipartite network using the following algorithm:

Input: Unipartite, directed network G = (V, E)
Output: Bipartite network G′

begin
Create a new empty bipartite network G′ = (T, B, E′), such that
T = ∅, B = ∅ and E′ = ∅;
foreach (u, v) ∈ E do

Add u to T;
Add v to B;
Add the edge (u, v) to E′;

return G′;

This algorithm reconstructs the chained bipartite structure advocated byMorris
and Yen (2005).

For the sake of completeness, we add that the ‘type’ of each node is left
implicit in both figures. Adding those, this example could be represented in
RDF as follows (using Turtle syntax):

:P1 rdf:type ex:Publication ;
ex:creator :A1, :A3 ;
ex:journal :J1 ;
ex:cites :P2 .

:P2 rdf:type ex:Publication ;
ex:creator :A1, :A2 ;
ex:journal :J1 ;
ex:cites :P4, :P5 .

:P3 rdf:type ex:Publication ;
ex:creator :A3 ;
ex:journal :J2 ;
ex:cites :P1, :P4 .

:P4 rdf:type ex:Publication ;
ex:creator :A3, :A4 ;
ex:journal :J3 .

:P5 rdf:type ex:Publication ;
ex:creator :A4 ;
ex:journal :J1 .

:A1 rdf:type ex:Author .
:A2 rdf:type ex:Author .
:A3 rdf:type ex:Author .
:A4 rdf:type ex:Author .
:J1 rdf:type ex:Journal .
:J2 rdf:type ex:Journal .
:J3 rdf:type ex:Journal .

Although this representation uses a very simple hypothetical ontology, it
captures every aspect of Morris and Yen (2004, 2005)’s approach. First, we
note that each entity belongs to one of three types or classes – ex:Author,
ex:Journal or ex:Publication – instead of six. Second, there is an additional
advantage that is not reflected in the example: RDF makes a natural distinc-
tion between the name and the identity of a thing (Section 5.3.1). The name is
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expressed as a literal, while the identity is expressed as a (by definition unique)
URI reference. Thus, different authors may have the same name (e.g., using
foaf:name or rdfs:label) and one author may have more than one name.

We will now demonstrate how one can use a path logic like the SPARQL
query language (Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008) to single out or recreate
the information that is explicit in Fig. 6.3. One can find all papers like this:

SELECT DISTINCT ?paper
WHERE {

?paper ex:cites ?otherPaper.
}

Similarly, one can find all references (entities that are referred to by at least
one paper) like this:

SELECT DISTINCT ?reference
WHERE {

?paper ex:cites ?reference.
}

All paper–reference pairs can be found with the following query:

SELECT ?paper ?reference
WHERE {

?paper ex:cites ?reference.
}

In a similar fashion, one can identify all reference authors:

SELECT DISTINCT ?refAuthor
WHERE {

?paper ex:cites [ex:creator ?refAuthor].
}

Finding the other groups and links from the chained bipartite network can be
done analogously.

The RDF representation has the additional benefit that it makes some in-
ferences possible that cannot be obtained using chained bipartite networks.
For instance, one can look up all self-citations. The following query lists each
paper and author referring to a previous paper by the same author:

SELECT DISTINCT ?paper ?author
WHERE {

?paper ex:creator ?author.
?paper ex:cites [ex:creator ?author].

}

SPARQL aggregation functions open up further possibilities, such as show-
ing self-citation counts per author (here in decreasing order of the number of
self-citations):

SELECT ?author (COUNT(?paper) AS ?count)
WHERE {

?paper ex:cites ?author.
?paper ex:cites [ex:creator ?author].
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Figure 6.5: Example of a hypergraph H = (V, E) where E = {x, y, z}, x = {a, b, c},
y = {c, d, e, f }, z = { f , h}

}
GROUP BY ?author
ORDER BY DESC(?count)

SPARQL aggregation is part of the working draft for SPARQL 1.1 (Harris &
Seaborne, 2011) and has been implemented in several query engines.⁷

6.3.3 Relations between more than two entities

In some cases, it may be necessary to establish a relation between more than
two entities. For instance, in Agrippa there exists a three-way relationship be-
tween the le er as a physical object, the writer(s) and the recipient(s). How-
ever, RDF – or, for that ma er, any kind of graph or network as defined in
Definition 5.1 – can only establish relationships between two entities. Math-
ematically, a hypergraph would form a solution. Hypergraphs form a gen-
eralization of graphs, in which each edge can connect an arbitrary number of
nodes. This is illustrated by the example in Fig. 6.5.

Definition 6.1. A hypergraph H = (V, E) where V = {v1, . . . , vn} forms a
set of nodes or vertices and E = {e1, . . . , em} forms a set of hyperedges. Each
hyperedge ei is a subset of V (the set of nodes connected by ei). The empty set
∅ is not considered a hyperedge.

It can be easily seen that every undirected and unweighted graph is a hy-
pergraph whose hyperedges have a cardinality of 2. Thus, hypergraphs are
more powerful structures that are in principle able to solve more problems
than graphs. Nevertheless, they are much less used, probably because they
form an abstraction that is less intuitive to work with (for instance, it is dif-
ficult to visualise hypergraphs). Moreover, many applications simply do not
need the added complexity of hyperedges.

⁷http://esw.w3.org/topic/SPARQL/Extensions/Aggregates
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b ec d gf ha

x y z

Figure 6.6: Bipartite network representation of a hypergraph

A hypergraph H = (V, E) can be represented as a bipartite network G =
(T, B, E′). Here, B = V and we introduce m = |E| top nodes. Each hyperedge
ei = {v

(i)
1 , . . . , v(i)k } is represented by a set of edges {(ti, v1), (ti, v2), . . . , (ti, vk)},

where ti ∈ T and v1, . . . , vk ∈ B. In our opinion, the bipartite representation is
often more natural. Fig. 6.6 serves as an illustration: it is a bipartite network
representation of the hypergraph in Fig. 6.5. The nodes x, y and z each rep-
resent a hyperedge. Node x, for instance, represents a hyperedge connecting
the nodes a, b and c.

In conclusion, hypergraphs – and, indirectly, bipartite networks – form
a mathematical solution to the problem of relations between n > 2 entities
(Taramasco, Cointet, & Roth, 2010). What happens in practice? Older repre-
sentation languages, like CycL and MCF (see Section 5.2.1.3), allow for rela-
tions between any arbitrary number of participants; they form, essentially, la-
belled hypergraphs. More recent semantic networks, including RDF, restrict
edges to exactly two nodes. This does, however, not mean that they cannot
express more complex relations.

The solution usually involves an application of the bipartite equivalent ex-
plained above: one introduces a new node for the relationship to which any
number of participants can be connected. This is also the preferred option in
a W3C Working Group Note on the same subject (Noy & Rector, 2006). This
representation form has the disadvantage of being less direct. However, it has
the advantage that it keeps the basic model simple (no hypergraphs) and is
very flexible. One can, for instance, express relations of relations to entities.
We give an example that uses the Time ontology:

:c a ex:Conference;
ex:location :Rio;
time:start [

time:year 2009;
time:month 7;
time:day 14

].
time:end [

time:year 2009;
time:month 7;
time:day 17

].

Resources that represent an n-ary relationship are sometimes referred to as
context resources. Their class is then referred to as a context class (Rodriguez
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et al., 2007).

6.3.4 Weighted relations

Semantic networks may contain weighted edges, especially when seen as a
three-dimensional adjacency block (Section 5.2.2.1). The cell value au,v,j then
equals the weight of the edge of type j between u and v. However, many im-
plementations, including RDF, only contain unweighted edges. This is less
often a problem than one might imagine, because of RDF’s tendency to rep-
resent relations at an ‘atomic’ level. For instance, a fairly common need in
informetrics is storing citation relations between journals. Since obviously the
number of citations from one journal to another is important, it needs to be
stored somewhere. An typical RDF representation would, however, store both
the journals and their articles (possibly including intermediary entities such as
volumes and issues). The citation relation is only included on the lowest level,
from article to article. Hence, no weights are needed; these can be aggregated
by applications.

Still, it is always possible that one only wants to record data on the aggre-
gated level. Moreover, and more importantly, there do exist cases where the
best solution would be a weighted labelled edge.

One example is the relation between adocument and the terms (normalised,
stemmed words) from its title, abstract or full text. This is common for co-word
mapping and similar applications. Since this situation can hardly be reduced
to a lower level, we need a way to express a relation between document and
term, weighted by the term frequency.

To the best of our knowledge, this issue has not yet been addressed in the
literature. We suggest that the most natural solution is the same as for the case
of relations involving more than two entities: introducing an extra entity that
represents the relation. Contrary to context classes, it is not even necessary
to introduce new classes for different uses; one single, generic class can be
sufficient. The class and its properties could be declared as follows:

ex:WeightedRelation a owl:Class.
ex:weight a owl:DatatypeProperty;

rdfs:range xsd:decimal;
rdfs:domain ex:WeightedRelation.

ex:subject a rdf:Property;
rdfs:range rdfs:Resource;
rdfs:domain ex:WeightedRelation.

ex:object a rdf:Property;
rdfs:range rdfs:Resource;
rdfs:domain ex:WeightedRelation.

ex:predicate a rdf:Property;
rdfs:range rdfs:Resource;
rdfs:domain ex:Weightedrelation.

This states that there is a class ex:WeightedRelation that can be used as the
subject of four properties: ex:subject and ex:object to indicate the two re-
sources being connected, ex:predicate to indicate the kind of relation, and
ex:weight to indicate the weight of the relation. The rdfs:range of ex:weight
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is xsd:decimal. It is possible to construct subproperties of ex:weight whose
range is restricted, e.g. to allow only positive integers.

A small example of how ex:WeightedRelation could be used is the fol-
lowing:

@prefix concept : <http://purl.org/isi-data/concept/>.
@prefix art : <http://purl.org/isi-data/article/>.

concept:zipf a <http://purl.org/isi-ontology/Concept>;
rdfs:label "zipf".

_:rel1 a ex:WeightedRelation;
ex:subject concept:zipf;
ex:object art:Egghe_L_1991_SCIENTOMETRICS_V20_P93;
ex:predicate isi:abstractword;
ex:count 1.

_:rel2 a ex:WeightedRelation;
ex:subject concept:zipf;
ex:object ←↪
art:Rousseau_R_1992_SCIENTOMETRICS_V24_P201;
ex:predicate isi:abstractword;
ex:count 2.

The main disadvantage of this approach is that it generates many triples for
a relatively simple relation. This can be slightly alleviated if one chooses to
create a specialised concept class for each use case (at the cost of reduced flexi-
bility). In that case, one no longer needs the ex:predicate. The above example
could then be encoded as follows:

@prefix concept : <http://purl.org/isi-data/concept/>.
@prefix art : <http://purl.org/isi-data/article/>.

concept:zipf a <http://purl.org/isi-ontology/Concept>;
rdfs:label "zipf".

_:rel1 a ex:DocumentConceptRelation;
ex:abstractword concept:zipf;
ex:document art:Egghe_L_1991_SCIENTOMETRICS_V20_P93;
ex:count 1.

_:rel2 a ex:DocumentConceptRelation;
ex:abstractword concept:zipf;
ex:document ←↪
art:Rousseau_R_1992_SCIENTOMETRICS_V24_P201;
ex:count 2.

In Section 6.3.6, we come back to the specific question of how abstract terms
(and other terms) are best encoded in a semantic network.

6.3.5 Inverse relations

In a semantic network, all edges are directed. Since edges are labelled, it is
always possible to create a new label that means the opposite of an existing
one. For instance, the FOAF ontology has both the foaf:primaryTopic and
foaf:primaryTopicOf relations:
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<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Informetrics>
foaf:primaryTopic
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Informetrics> .

<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Informetrics>
foaf:primaryTopicOf
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Informetrics> .

They are called inverse relations. Ontologies can indicate that two relations
are inverse with the owl:inverseOf property:

foaf:primaryTopicOf owl:inverseOf foaf:primaryTopic .

Definition 6.2. A predicate p is the inverse relation of predicate p′ iff for every
s and o: ⟨s, p, o⟩ ⇐⇒ ⟨o, p′, s⟩.

Should one include inverse relations in RDF? Tennison (2009) argues that
one should also include inverse relations in RDF, for two reasons:

1. It is useful for retrieval, since it feels more natural to use a forward-style
of searching. This may be true, depending on the user. In that case,
it may make sense to include both. We note, however, that we are not
aware of retrieval tools that cannot handle backward search: it is easy
in query languages like SPARQL and SeRQL and graph traversal lan-
guages like Gremlin can just as easily traverse out-edges and in-edges.
Furthermore, query languages like SPARQL are typically not exposed
to the average user (just like the average user of software based on re-
lational databases does not have to construct SQL queries). Since only
experts need to formulate queries, this is presumably not a big hurdle.

2. Sometimes both directions contain useful information (e.g. ex:mother
and ex:son). This is true, but these are not inverse relations as they are
commonly understood. Indeed, gen:mother and gen:son do not satisfy
Definition 6.2, contrary to ex:parent and ex:child. Hence, this is not a
valid argument in support of the use of inverse relations.

The main argument against the inclusion of inverse relations is that they are
unnecessary (one can always reason and query with backward links). More-
over, if they are defined at the ontological level, they can always be added
automatically. These arguments are not very strong (inverse relations do not
really harm either); nevertheless, to avoid needless work and database size
issues, we have chosen not to include inverse relations.

6.3.6 Title, abstract and full-text terms

There exists a sizable body of literature on the lexical content of scholarly pub-
lications. Analysis of words in the title, abstract and/or full text of articles
has been carried out for mapping the cognitive structure of research fields us-
ing co-word analysis (Callon, Courtial, Turner, & Bauin, 1983; Rip & Courtial,
1984). Another application is citation context analysis (Cozzens, 1985; Small,
1982). Some research exists on combining lexical content with more traditional
bibliometric approaches (e.g. Glenisson, Glänzel, Janssens, & De Moor, 2005).
All in all, neglecting this aspect means neglecting a large part of the epistemic
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side of research. We thus consider it important enough to take explicitly into
account.

At the most basic level, it is possible to store this information using a few
literal triples. The following shortened example is taken from the Informetrics
data set:

<http://purl.org/isi-data/article/Cothey_V_2007_P231>
dcterms:title

"Applying Egghe's general theory of the evolution
of information production processes to the
World Wide Web" ;

bibo:abstract
"Lotkaian informetrics in the form of the general
theory of the evolution of information production
processes is used to investigate, (...)" .

Although none of our data contains the full text, it would be trivial to add
with one or more extra literal triples. Simply extracting the relevant triples
and applying relevant techniques to the literals may already be enough to do
(for instance) co-word analysis.

We believe, however, that the ontology can support lexical and epistemic
analysis more thoroughly. The same position is taken by Morris and Yen
(2004), as evidenced by the explicit inclusion of a component ‘Terms’ in their
ontology. Specifically, we propose to add terms as separate, independent re-
sources to the semantic network. This has the following advantages:

• it decouples a concept from minor variations in orthography (e.g., ontol-
ogy and ontologies or liquor and liquour);

• terms can consist of more than one word (e.g. Schneider, 2006; van Eck
et al., 2010);

• it aligns more closely with Linked Data principles – specifically, it en-
ables the fourth principle, making it possible to connect with other term-
based data sets, such as WordNet.⁸

The first two advantages can be put into practice using, respectively, a stem-
ming algorithm andnatural language processing techniques. Generally speak-
ing, we will refer to such preprocessed lexical items as terms.

A fairly simple method of doing this is minting a URI for each term and
connecting each document with its terms using one or more predicates. At the
very least, we need a new generic predicate inf:term to connect documents
and their terms. A straightforward improvement is defining a number of sub-
properties, such as inf:titleTerm, inf:abstractTerm and inf:fullTextTerm.
One may even choose to treat author keywords and/or database keywords
(like ISI’s Keywords Plus, Garfield & Sher, 1993) as terms and reserve separate
subproperties for these as well.

As an example, we take the well-known monograph Li le Science, Big Sci-
ence (abbreviated: LSBS) by Derek de Solla Price and record its title terms.
The result is shown in Fig. 6.7. The downside of this approach is that term

⁸http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/
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Figure 6.7: Simple approach to recording (title) terms

counts are not recorded. This is perhaps less of a problem for title terms, but
it is crucial for abstract and full-text terms. The easiest way to achieve this
is by introducing a new class inf:Occurrence, which represents a term’s oc-
currence in a document and can keep track of counts as well. Similar to the
simpler, uncounted approach, one can introduce subclasses for specific kinds
of occurrences, such as inf:TitleOccurrence, inf:AbstractOccurrence and
inf:FullTextOccurrence. Fig. 6.8 provides an example; note that the double
occurrence of the word ‘li le’ is now part of the data. This ontological pa ern
lends itself well to practical applications. For example, the following SPARQL
query would show the 20 most used full-text terms in Li le Science, Big Science:

SELECT ?concept ?count
WHERE {

?concept a inf:Concept.
?occurrence a inf:FullTextOccurrence;

inf:concept ?concept;
inf:count ?count;
inf:document ex:LSBS.

}
ORDER BY ?count DESC
LIMIT 20
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Figure 6.8: Recording (title) terms and their number of occurrences

6.4 Implementation

6.4.1 Data sets

6.4.1.1 Ontology

For each data set, an ontology has been constructed. The only aim of these
ontologies is to ensure consistent handling of properties and relations and as
a form of documentation. No a empts towards reasoning or other more ad-
vanced applications have been made.

AcadBib Fig. 6.9 displays the original AcadBib ontology, consisting of only
four classes. Classes acadbib:Author and acadbib:Department represent en-
tities in the social dimension, acadbib:Publication is situated in the docu-
mentary dimension, and acadbib:Concept comes from the epistemic dimen-
sion. Following emergent conventions class names start with a capital le er,
whereas property names start with a lowercase le er. Moreover, property
names that consist of a noun (as is the case for all properties here) should al-
ways be understood as if they were preceded by ‘has’. For instance, a publi-
cation ‘has’ an author, a title, a year etc.

Although this ontology has been used successfully while developing parts
of this thesis, it also has some drawbacks. First, all classes come from the
acadbib namespace, although they have counterparts in well-known, more
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Figure 6.9: Original AcadBib ontology

generally used ontologies (with the possible exception of acadbib:Concept).
Second, this is also the case for properties: apart from rdfs:label, all proper-
ties are in the acadbib namespace.

A third drawback is related to acadbib:type. This property indicates the
kind of publication. In the original data, it has five possible values: ‘A’, ‘R’, ‘M’,
‘V’ and ‘T’. Each acadbib:type triple has one of these five values as its (literal)
object. This is suboptimal: it is not clear what these values mean. Further-
more, different kinds of publications should also be treated differently. Close
scrutiny of the records reveals that the first four values stand for, respectively,
articles, reviews, monographs, and reports (Dutch verslagen). It is, however,
unclear how ‘T’ publications differ from monographs. In one case, we even
have an author who has published two books that are clearly related – Social
profit jaarboek 1998 and Social profit jaarboek 1999 –, the first of which is classified
as ‘T’ and the second of which is classified as ‘M’. Moreover, the amount of ‘T’
publications is negligible: only 16. For these reasons, we will treat them the
same as other monographs.

Finally, it is a bad idea to record journals only by their names, because if
synonymy and homonymy, and because journal names are subject to change
over time. One should therefore introduce a new class for journals.

Solving the first two drawbacks requires systematically searching for al-
ternatives to the original classes and properties. As we have mentioned, we
will mainly draw from FOAF, Dublin Core, and BIBO. From there on, there
are two possible routes: either we replace the original classes and properties
with their alternatives, or we keep using the originals and simply establish that
they are the same as well-known alternatives by using owl:sameAs. The la er
option enables an automated reasoner to draw exactly the same conclusions
as the former option, but it is less convenient for human users. We therefore
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Figure 6.10: Improved AcadBib ontology

think it best to replace classes and properties from the original ontology where
possible.

In most cases, a good replacement is easily found. Some cases are more
involved, however. First, let us consider the acadbib:Concept class. It may
seem closely related to skos:Concept but because it is intended for (stemmed)
terms from the publication rather than for terms from a controlled vocabulary,
we keep the original class, along with acadbib:titleWord. Second, there are
several possible replacements for acadbib:year. We prefer dcterms:issued
over dcterms:created or the more broad dcterms:date, because the year in-
dicates the time of publication rather than the time of creation. Third, what
do we do with acadbib:Department? FOAF has two classes that are closely
related, foaf:Group and foaf:Organization. Since both are much broader
than acadbib:Department, we keep the la er and model it as a subclass of
foaf:Organization.

The last two drawbacks require the introduction of new classes for articles,
monographs, reports and journals. Thankfully, all of these are readily avail-
able in BIBO. We remark here that one should not directly link the journal to
the article. Instead, one should introduce an intermediary bibo:Issue. This
information is unfortunately not readily available; although we have it in a
form like “13:5(1996), p. 415-41,” there were simply too many exceptions to
automate the extraction of the precise journal issue. Consequently we have
chosen the shortcut of directly linking journal to article. The resulting ontol-
ogy is shown in Fig. 6.10.

We give just one example of the kinds of inferences this simple ontology
enables. Finding all co-authored publications per annum can easily be done
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with SPARQL; the following query, for instance, gives a list of all publications
from 2000 with more than 1 author:

SELECT DISTINCT ?pub
WHERE {

?a1 foaf:made ?pub.
?a2 foaf:made ?pub.
?pub dcterms:issued 2000.
FILTER(?a1 != ?a2)

}

Note that we must explicitly make sure that the two authors ?a1 and ?a2 are
different (!=).

Detecting co-authorships also makes it possible to derive a single-relational
collaboration network. Starting from the ontology in Figure 6.10, we can con-
struct a collaboration relation between co-authors using SPARQL:

CONSTRUCT {
_:collab a ex:CollaborationContext;

ex:author1 ?a1;
ex:author2 ?a2;
ex:weight COUNT(?pub) .

}
WHERE {

?a1 foaf:made ?pub.
?a2 foaf:made ?pub.
FILTER(?a1 != ?a2)

}

We use a context class ex:ColllaborationContext to represent the weighted
collaboration relation between two authors (Section 6.3.4). A specialised pro-
gram can find all ex:CollaborationContexts and convert them to a single-
relational network with edge weights (Guns, 2008a). This network is a co-
authorship network in which edge weights indicate the strength of collabora-
tion.

Informetrics The ontology for Informetrics was created after the experiences
with AcadBib. Thus, it avoids the pitfalls mentioned above. Since it starts out
from the same principles, to a large extent covers the same domain, and is also
based on FOAF, Dublin Core and BIBO, it is in fact quite similar to the AcadBib
ontology. It would actually be feasible to unite the two ontologies into one.
The only reason we have not done so, is because it would not actually ma er
for our own applications.

The core ontology is depicted in Fig. 6.11. Only object properties (relations
between resources) are shown for the sake of readability. The core of this on-
tology is bibo:Article, which is a part of a larger whole: a bibo:Issue (itself
part of a bibo:Journal), a bibo:Book or bibo:Proceedings. The la er two
can be part of a bibo:Series. Conference papers may be published in pro-
ceedings and/or journals (see Section 1.4.2) and are linked to the conference
with bibo:presentedAt.
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Figure 6.11: Ontology for Informetrics

For each author, we record his/her country. This information can be used
for, e.g., studying cross-country collaboration as in Section 2.5.8. Another pos-
sible application would be studying citations within and across countries.

Each article can be linked to inf:Concepts, which are stemmed terms or
keywords. As we have already explained, we think it best to keep using our
own ontology here instead of SKOS. We distinguish between four kinds of
terms: title words, abstract words, keywords, and author keywords. It would
be straightforward to add other kinds of terms, such as full text terms or tags
in a social bookmarking system, simply by adding an extra property for each.
Note that we apply the simple approach put forward in Section 6.3.6 here; if
we were to include full text terms, it would make sense to employ the more
sophisticated pa ern that also records a term’s number of occurrences.

Even though this ontology has been created specifically for our Informet-
rics data set, it can be applied much more generally. In general, most data
downloaded from WoS or Scopus should fit into the ontology structure with-
out any problems. Its main limitation is that it is very article-centered. We do
not, for instance, record the authors or editors of books, mainly because we
have virtually no book-related data. It should be noted that other ‘schemas’,
such as the relational database structure of Mallig (2010), are limited in the
same way. If one were to apply the ontology to other fields that rely less heav-
ily on articles, one would have to take this into account. If anything, we think
that the semantic network approach is more versatile and easily expandable
than e.g. relational databases (Mallig, 2010; Wolfram, 2006) or object-relational
databases (Yu, Davis, Wilson, & Cole, 2008): Dublin Core and BIBO do not
give special prominence to articles. It is therefore quite possible to extend the
ontology in this way.
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6.4.1.2 Conversion to RDF

The ontological models outlined in the preceding section had to be ‘filled’ with
the actual data. Again, this requires a number of steps and decisions which
we will outline next. This section links up with Section 1.4, now focussing
primarily on the technical side of conversion to RDF.

URIs First, one has to decide what URIs will be used. If possible, it makes
sense to choose understandable, simple and consistent URIs, as this will help
subsequent usage. Heath and Bizer (2011) provide a set of guidelines, which
unfortunatelywere not yet availablewhenwewereworking on this part. Again,
our original AcadBib work encompassed a learning experience that we could
profit from for the Informetrics case.

In both cases, we made the choice to distinguish between URIs for the on-
tology and URIs for individual entities. The base URI chosen for the AcadBib
ontology was http://anet.ua.ac.be/acadbib/ontology#. This choice had a
number of problems:

• The base URI is not under our own control. Essentially, we claim a do-
main that is not ours.

• Ontology URIs cannot be dereferenced.

We chose http://anet.ua.ac.be/acadbib/ua/ as the base URI for indi-
vidual entities, using Anet’s numeric author and publication IDs for individ-
ual authors and publications. For instance, the following URI points to an au-
thor: http://anet.ua.ac.be/acadbib/ua/12756. One of her publication is
http://anet.ua.ac.be/acadbib/ua/12756#49569. This had the advantage
that an author’s URI pointed to the author’s academic bibliography record.
However, the fact remained that we did not control the base URI. This turned
out to be more than a theoretical problem when Anet updated author IDs and
broke the dereferenceability of our URIs. In hindsight, we should never have
chosen URIs in the http://anet.ua.ac.be domain. Another problem of our
URI structure for authors and publications is that the URIs themselves do not
show clearly the kind of entity we are dealing with, let alone which entity.

In the implementation of Informetrics, we sought to avoid these pitfalls.
First, we set up persistent URIs at http://purl.org for both the ontology and
the data. The base URI for the former is http://purl.org/isi-ontology/,
whereas for the la er it is http://purl.org/isi-data/. The URI of each
entity is of the form http://purl.org/isi-data/entity-type/identifier.
These URIs are simple and easy to understand. We give a few examples:

• http://purl.org/isi-data/journal/SOC_STUD_SCI: journal Social Stud-
ies of Science;

• http://purl.org/isi-data/author/Cronin_B: author Blaise Cronin;

• http://purl.org/isi-data/issue/J_AM_SOC_INF_SCI_TECHNOL/57/10:
issue 10, volume 57 of the Journal of the American Society for Information
Science and Technology;
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• http://purl.org/isi-data/article/Noyons_ECM_1994_SCIENTOMETRICS_-
V30_P157: article by Ed Noyons in Scientometrics in 1994;

• http://purl.org/isi-data/concept/map: the term or concept map, in-
cluding mapping and other derivative forms.

Finally, we note that in only one case it made sense to use externally defined
URIs, namely for countries. By using DBPedia (http://dbpedia.org) identi-
fiers for countries, we provide a first preliminary linkage into the Web of Data.

Terms The data already contain titles (both case studies) and abstracts (only
Informetrics). Extracting terms requires some elementary natural language
processing, however. We use the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK, http://
www.nltk.org), a Python package, for this. First, we look up each publication
and its title (or abstract) with a simple SPARQL query like:

SELECT ?pub ?title
WHERE {

?pub dcterms:title ?title
}

Each title is then tokenised into individual words, leaving out punctuation.
All words are lowercased. Next, stop words, such as ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘in’ etc. are re-
moved. So are any other remaining one-le er words. Words are stemmed
using the Porter stemming algorithm (nltk.PorterStemmer); the stemmed
words are referred to as terms. The number of times a term appears in the
title or abstract is recorded. This information has not yet been used in the
current investigation, but could be exploited in the future for more accurate
predictions. We construct a term URI for each term, according to the data set’s
guidelines (see above) and add the following assertions to the triple store (here
for AcadBib, but analogously for Informetrics).

<termURI> rdf:type acadbib:Concept;
rdfs:label "term".

<pubURI> acadbib:titleword <termURI>.

AcadBib specific issues As already mentioned (Section 1.4.1), the original
data set consisted of different files, each containing a different aspect of the
AcadBib ‘data universe’. Since RDF is designed for decentralised use, this did
not pose a real problem: one can simply convert one source after another to
RDF and add the resulting RDF to the RDF graph.

Informetrics specific issues Some properties are part of the data, but not
present in Dublin Core, FOAF or BIBO; these have been added to our ex-
tending ontology. Next to inf:keyword, inf:authorKeyword, inf:titleword
and abstractword (see Section 6.4.1.1), we also add the datatype properties
inf:numReferences and inf:numCitations. Typically, our own data set is
more limited than the entire WoS database. Hence, it makes sense to include
the number of references and citations as recorded in WoS. This is of crucial
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importance to many scientometric applications, such as determining an arti-
cle’s impact.

Citations are added via a detour. We use the Network Workbench Tool
(Börner et al., 2010) to construct a directed paper citation network. This net-
work is saved in the Pajek format and then transformed into RDF using our
own toolset. Essentially, each citation becomes a single triple:

<citingArticle> bibo:cites <citedArticle>.

6.4.2 Framework
In the initial stages of this research it was unclear which technological choices
should be made, to a large extent because the functional requirements were not
clear yet either. Since the original research proposal was mainly concerned
with network properties of multi-relational networks, a literature search re-
vealed that there was not much software available. However, two factors
suggested that a Java-based solution would be best: (1) the availability of
Java source code to turn an RDF graph into a Pajek network (Gil et al., 2004),
and (2) the fact that most software packages related to the Semantic Web are
wri en in Java. Initially, we opted for the Jena software package (http://
jena.sourceforge.net/), a fairly complete open-source framework that orig-
inates in Hewle Packard Labs.

Two changes were made afterwards. First, we chose Sesame (http://www
.openrdf.org) rather than Jena as the software package that handles data stor-
age – the triple store, essentially a dedicated RDF-oriented database system.
The main reason for this was performance; while Jena offered more features,
it was also a lot slower at storage and retrieval. The second change is per-
haps more important: we se led upon a Python-based solution, rather than a
Java-based one. The reasons here are manifold:

• As a scripting language, Python is arguably simpler than Java and allows
for rapid prototyping. Moreover, it does not need an explicit compilation
step.

• Python has the excellentRDFLib software library for handling RDF (http://
rdflib.googlecode.com).

• Python also has the excellent NetworkX library for network operations
(http://networkx.lanl.gov/).

• There exists a vast eco-system of highly performant scientific and statis-
tical analysis packages in Python. The most important ones are NumPy
(http://numpy.scipy.org/ and SciPy (http://www.scipy.org). These
implement matrices and arrays, linear algebra, statistical analysis and
related features.

In the end, the technical requirements of the framework are the following:

• Python 2.6 or 2.7;

• NetworkX 1.6: for network handling;

• NumPy 1.5 or higher: for matrix computations;
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• SciPy: for sparse matrices that take up a lot less memory than NumPy
matrices;

• RDFLib 3.0 or higher: for RDF handling;

• RDFAlchemy (http://www.openvest.com/trac/wiki/RDFAlchemy): for
communication with the Sesame server (see further);

• Matplotlib (http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net): for creating plots,
charts and other figures.

Some other Python packages are also used, but only in one specific script.
The Python framework that was built is named Tangle, as a tribute to Tim

Berners-Lee who helped to “make some sense out of the tangle” (Berners-Lee,
2000). Rather than trying to do all things itself, the framework mostly consists
of ‘glue’ between the components mentioned above (and some less important
ones). To illustrate the inner working of the framework, we will provide a
detailed walkthrough of one of its most important functions, link prediction.

There is currently no graphical user interface, although this would not be
very difficult to add. Instead, the user invokes a script from the command-
line interface (CLI). For most purposes, predict.py is the script to call. Op-
tions passed to the script determine the data set, predictors, as well as all other
parameters and se ings. For instance, the help output reads as follows:

>python predict.py --help
Usage: predict.py [options]

Options:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
--debug Log debug messages
-c CHARTS, --chart=CHARTS

Type of chart(s) to produce ←↪
(default: all available).

-d DATASET, --dataset=DATASET
Data set to use (default: none)

-f FILETYPE, --filetype=FILETYPE
Output file type (default: pdf)

-i, --no-interpolation
Do not interpolate precision

-p PREDICTORS, --predictors=PREDICTORS
Predicting methods to use ←↪
(default: all available)

-P PROFILE, --profile=PROFILE
JSON profile file

Note that the user can choose predictors, charts, dataset, and the charts’
file type. This already allows for a great deal of flexibility, but it also has some
drawbacks. Some predictors can haveparameters themselves, e.g. parameter α
for generalised weighted graph distance (see Section 3.3.3). It is far from trivial
to specify such advanced se ings using only command-line options. Further-
more, this renders it less easy to repeat predictions with the same se ings. We
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have therefore introduced profiles. Profiles are simply JSON (JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation, http://json.org) files that specify prediction se ings. An ex-
ample profile can be found in Appendix D. Several profile files can be loaded;
their se ings are merged into one. A typical ‘run’ is displayed in Appendix E.

Once the script is running, it systematically steps through the five steps of
the link prediction framework (Section 3.2). First, the training and test data
are loaded. This is done using parameterised SPARQL queries. One can use
one or more queries to obtain a final result. Suppose, for example, we are
interested in prediction on the basis of the Informetrics co-authorship net-
work. We use one SPARQL query to search for all available author–publication
pairs. With this information, we can easily construct the corresponding author
collaboration network (using networkx.algorithms.bipartite.weighted_-
projected_graph).

Communicationwith the Sesame server is done by the ExtendedSesameGraph
class, a subclass of RDFAlchemy’s SesameGraph. We give a simple example of
its usage:

from tangle.sesame2 import ExtendedSesameGraph

repo = "http://localhost:8080/openrdf-sesame/acadbib"
sesame = ExtendedSesameGraph(repo)
results = sesame.cached_query("SELECT ?p WHERE {?s ?p ?o}")

Note the method cached_query – its results are saved, such that subsequent
calls to the same query return results instantaneously. The class provides some
more convenience methods, for instance for easily updating existing URIs.

Next, the results are preprocessed. For reasons outlined in Section 4.3, we
normally do no preprocessing beyond filtering out isolate nodes and nodes
that only occur in either the training or the test network.

This brings us to the main step of the process, the actual prediction. This
is carried out by the tangle.linkprediction submodule. Essentially, each
predictor is implemented as a separate class, inheriting from Predictor. We
show the code for the cosine predictor as an example:

class Cosine(GraphPredictor):
def predict(self, weighted=False):

res = Scoresheet()
for a, b in self.likely_pairs():

try:
w = ←↪
neighbourhood_intersection_size(self.G, ←↪
a, b, weighted) / ←↪
math.sqrt(neighbourhood_size(self.G, a, ←↪
weighted) * neighbourhood_size(self.G, ←↪
b, weighted))

except ZeroDivisionError:
continue

if w > 0:
res[(a, b)] = w

return res
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All predictors return a ‘score sheet’, which contains predicted edges (u, v) and
a corresponding likelihood score W(u, v). If one were given a minimum score,
the score sheet could be used to construct the predicted network GPred with
weighted edges (such that w(u, v) = W(u, v)).

We will not discuss the postprocessing step here, because it has not been
studied in depth. Instead, we focus on the last step, evaluation. For techni-
cal reasons, the output of all predictors is transformed into a so-called score
sheet, which is a simple data structure that relates an item – in our case: an
edge – with a score. It is worth mentioning that this makes it possible to use
the tangle.evaluation submodule for more than link prediction: one can use
the same code for IR evaluation or similar applications.

At a low level, all evaluations are static, i.e. consist of four immutable sets:
true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives. From these
sets (and their numbers), one can compute precision, recall etc. Since not all
predictions are equally strong, we first determine the (static) evaluation of
the most likely predictions, next of the two most likely predictions, and so
on. In general, we can say that we introduce ranked evaluation, where items
are ranked in decreasing order of their score. Note that the set of ‘retrieved’
(predicted) items is dynamic, whereas the set of ‘relevant’ (test) items remains
static.

It is hard to predict (no pun intended!) exactly how one will want to eval-
uate in a particular situation. Until quite recently, we created three charts
for each prediction run: a recall–precision chart, a ROC chart, and an F-score
chart. However, it soon became apparent that sometimes one might just want
to know themaximum F-score (Guns et al., 2012), or one might desire a marked-
ness chart (Powers, 2007) etc. We therefore completely reworked the evalua-
tion submodule to use the publish–subscribe pa ern (Gamma, Helm, Johnson,
& Vlissides, 1994). The code for ranked evaluation simply sends out a notifi-
cation for every new evaluation. Listeners subscribe to these notifications and
process them. There is, for example, a listener that creates a recall–precision
chart, a listener that prints the maximum F-score, a listener that saves all re-
sults to a file, and so on.

6.5 Chapter summary and conclusions

In this chapter, we have argued that information science studies entities and
relations in and between the social, the documentary, and the epistemic di-
mension. The specific contribution of informetrics is the quantitative orienta-
tion towards these subjects. A promising path to studying the interplay of
these three dimensions is by using semantic or multi-relational networks (e.g.,
using RDF).

Since there are no predefined rules how data should be represented in a
semantic network, this chapter has explored the available options, thereby an-
swering research question 2. To summarise, we highlight the following in-
sights:

• The Semantic Web community has already built ontologies that cover a
very large portion of typical ‘bibliometric information’, such as Dublin
Core and BIBO. These should be reused as much as possible.
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• We believe that data should be recorded at a fine level of granularity (e.g.,
the article rather than the journal level) and that the ontology should
support this.

• We do not distinguish between papers and references, contrary to Morris
and Yen (2005). In our view, non-source items (references that have no
corresponding paper in a citation database) can be treated as papers with
li le available metadata. If they need to be kept apart, this can be ob-
tained in other ways (see Mallig, 2010).

• RDF does not have built-in provisions for weighted relations or relations
between more than two entities. In both cases, this can be resolved by
introducing an extra resource, such as ex:WeightedRelation, to repre-
sent the relation. This approach can for instance be useful if we want to
capture the epistemic dimension by recording title (or other) terms.

We want to stress that RDF and related technologies have practical ad-
vantages over well-established technologies like relational databases. We give
some query-related examples.

First, SPARQL 1.1 introduces so-called property paths. This allows us to
find all indirectly citing documents with one query:

SELECT ?article
WHERE {

?article bibo:cites+ ←↪
<http://example.com/originalArticle>.

}

This is very difficult to obtain with SQL.
Even if some results can be obtained with SQL, they are often easier to

express in SPARQL. The following SQL query by Mallig (2010) extracts all
pairs of co-authors in the field of LIS for the period 2000–2002, along with the
strength of their co-authorship:

SELECT person1.id, person1.last_name,
person2.id, person2.last_name,
COUNT (DISTINCT article.id) artcl_cnt

FROM journal
JOIN journal_classification ON ←↪
journal_classification.journal_id=journal.id
JOIN classification ON ←↪
classification.id=journal_classification.classification_id
JOIN publication ON publication.journal_id=journal.id
JOIN article ON publication.article_id=article.id
JOIN authorship authorship1 ON ←↪
authorship1.article_id=article_id
JOIN person person1 ON authorship1.person_id=person_id
JOIN authorship authorship2 ON ←↪
authorship2.article_id=article_id
JOIN person person2 ON person2.id=authorship.person_id

WHERE classification.field='Information and Library ←↪
Science'
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AND publication.publication_year BETWEEN 2000 AND 2002
AND authorship2.person_id != authorship.person_id

GROUP BY person1.id, person1.last_name, person2.id,
person2.last_name;

Although ease of use also depends on one’s familiarity with the language, we
think that the following equivalent SPARQL query is more straightforward to
interpret, mainly because it does not need any JOINs.

SELECT ?person1id ?person1name ?person2id ?person2name
(COUNT(?article) AS ?articleCount)

WHERE {
?person1id foaf:family_name ?person1name.
?person2id foaf:family_name ?person2name.
?article dcterms:creator ?person1id, ?person2id.
?journal dcterms:hasPart ?issue.
?issue dcterms:hasPart ?article;

dcterms:issued ?year.
?journal ex:classification [

rdfs:label 'Information and Library Science'].

FILTER(
str(?person1id) < str(?person2id) &&
?year >= 2000 && ?year <= 2002

)
}
GROUP BY ?person1id ?person1name ?person2id ?person2name
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Chapter 7

Towards link prediction on the
basis of a semantic network

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study several approaches to trying to exploit the extra in-
formation embedded in a semantic network. Traditionally, one distinguishes
between link prediction on the basis of network topology and link prediction
on the basis of node a ributes (cf. Section 3.3). Shibata, Kajikawa, and Sakata
(2012) distinguish between three kinds of predictors: topological predictors
(network structure), semantic predictors (term similarity), and a ribute pre-
dictors (node a ributes). Whichever classification one prefers, it is clear that
there are different types of predictors, which need to be treated accordingly.
This is potentially problematic, and we propose that semantic networks pro-
vide an elegant and natural solution. Indeed, we consider the semantic net-
work a generalisation, since different kinds of predictors can be reformulated
in a semantic network se ing. We use the 11 features selected by Shibata et
al. (2012) as an example. These authors study link prediction for citation net-
works (where nodes are papers and citations form links). The two nodes be-
tween which one wants to predict the (non-)occurrence of a link are named
f rom and to. The 11 features and their type are the following:

1. number of common neighbours (without regard for link direction)
→ topological predictor

2. Jaccard coefficient of neighbours
→ topological predictor

3. difference in betweenness centrality: CB(to)− CB( f rom)
→ topological predictor

4. difference in in-degree: CID(to)− CID( f rom)
→ topological predictor

5. in same community according to Newman’s (2004) community detection
algorithm
→ topological predictor
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6. cosine similarity of TF-IDF term vectors
→ semantic predictor

7. difference in publication year: published(to)− published( f rom)
→ a ribute predictor

8. number of common authors
→ a ribute predictor

9. wri en by (at least one) same author
→ a ribute predictor

10. published in same journal
→ a ribute predictor

11. number of times to is cited: CID(to)
→ a ribute predictor

We remark that feature 11 directly derives from the citation network and it
would hence be more logical to also classify this as a topological predictor.
Regardless of the classification, we will now consider the question how these
features could be incorporated in a semantic network.

Predictors 1–5 and 11 are based on the structure of the citation network.
All of these are trivial to incorporate in a semantic network: one should simply
make sure that the citation relation is represented by a specific property like
bibo:cites. In some cases, it is possible to obtain the answer directly from
the semantic network using a query language like SPARQL. For instance, the
number of common neighbours (disregarding link direction) could be looked
up as follows.¹

SELECT (COUNT(?v) AS ?count)
WHERE {

?v bibo:cites | ^bibo:cites ?from.
?v bibo:cites | ^bibo:cites ?to.

}

Other features, such as the difference in betweenness centrality, can only be
calculated by taking all nodes in the citation network into account. It is very
easy to extract a single-relational network identical to the original citation net-
work, such that these predictors do not pose a problem.

Predictor 6 requires information on which terms a given document uses.
This can be expressed in a semantic network as explained in Section 6.3.6.
Using a query as outlined there – substituting ex:LSBS with the URIs for to
and f rom – allows one to retrieve all terms and term counts for the two doc-
uments. From there on, one can apply TF-IDF to both and calculate the two
vectors’ cosine similarity. This approach is further discussed in Section 7.4 for
the purpose of predicting collaborations between authors.

Finally, let us explain how the a ribute predictors 7–10 can fit in our model.
Starting with predictor 7, BIBO does not include an article’s publication year

as a property of the article itself. Instead, the article is part of an issue or book,

¹We use SPARQL 1.1 here, because it allows us to express the undirected aspect more
tersely.
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which has a publication year. The following SPARQL 1.1 query returns the
difference between the two publication years:

SELECT (?toYear - ?fromYear AS ?difference)
WHERE {

?fromIssue dcterms:hasPart ?from;
bibo:issued ?fromYear.

?toIssue dcterms:hasPart ?to;
bibo:issued ?toYear.

}

The number of common authors (predictor 8) can be found with

SELECT (COUNT(?author) AS ?count)
WHERE {

?from dcterms:creator ?author.
?to dcterms:creator ?author.

}

Predictor 9 is actually a simplification of the above query and could be imple-
mented with an ASK query (see Section 5.3.4):

ASK {
?from dcterms:creator ?author.
?to dcterms:creator ?author.

}

Finally, predictor 10 is, again, similar:

ASK {
?journal dcterms:hasPart [dcterms:hasPart ?from],

[dcterms:hasPart ?to].
}

We can thus conclude that semantic networks offer a simple and straightfor-
ward generalisation, in that supposedly different kinds of predictors turn out
to be implementable on the basis of a semantic network.

The chapter’s structure is as follows. First, we review existing literature
that is related to the work in this chapter (Section 7.2). We then start explor-
ing prediction approaches that are gradually more complex and deviate fur-
ther from those discussed in Ch. 4. More specifically, our goal is to increase
precision and recall by starting from more complex training networks. In Sec-
tion 7.3, we replace the co-authorship network with the original bipartite au-
thor–paper network. Since authors are connected by more than just papers,
we can also use a bipartite author–term network for training (Section 7.4). Sec-
tion 7.5 explores link prediction on the basis of a semantic network as a whole.
Finally, Section 7.6 presents this chapter’s conclusions.

7.2 Prior work

Currently, very li le research has been carried out on link prediction on the ba-
sis of semantic or multi-relational networks. Most studies that have explored
link prediction on the basis of multiple properties or relations have done so in
another context, where machine learning techniques are employed to single
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out properties that correlate best with link formation (e.g., Sharan & Neville,
2008; Shibata et al., 2012; Song et al., 2009). Nevertheless, some earlier stud-
ies are relatively close in spirit and intent to our own and deserve a separate
mention.

Goldstein, Morris, and Yen (2003) propose a system that enables ‘link dis-
covery’ on the basis of ontologies that define the structure of a dataset. After
defining an ontology, a link analysis process seeks to identify structural prop-
erties in the semantic network that correlate best with the pa ern of interest
(e.g., co-authorship). Systematically retrieving these structural properties may
then enable discovery of (unknown) links. The crucial step in this process is
the link analysis: how does one identify those structural properties that cor-
respond to the pa ern of interest? Goldstein et al. (2003) distinguish between
explicit and implicit characterisations. Explicit characterisations simply mean
that the user defines both the pa ern of interest and the structural properties
that are thought to correspond with it. For example, if one seeks to discover co-
authorships, one may choose structural properties such as author co-citations,
geographical proximity etc. The idea of predefined pa erns in a semantic net-
work to generate recommendations has been explored elsewhere, for instance
in the Rqommend application.² Implicit characterisations are automatically
derived by a method similar to the Bayesian Belief Network model. The pro-
posal of Goldstein et al. (2003) is interesting and highly relevant. Unfortu-
nately, it has not been put fully into practice, making it difficult to assess its
usefulness in practice. The authors have carried out a preliminary experiment
on the basis of explicit characterisations, but only partial and anecdotal results
are given.

Bogers (2010) describes amovie recommendation system called ContextWalk
that is based on random walks over the ‘contextual graph’ where nodes repre-
sent users, movies, tags, actors and genres. At the time of writing, the system
was still in the construction and testing phase; therefore, no test results are
presented. ContextWalk bears many resemblances to the system we describe
in Section 7.5: both are based on random walks over a semantic network (al-
though Bogers does not actually use this terminology) with weighted edges.

Kunegis, Said, and Umbrath (2010) propose the Universal Recommender,
a recommender system that aims to be applicable to any data set, provided
that it can be made available as a semantic network. Since semantic networks
are general enough to incorporate social, lexicographic and other information
(Section 7.1), the Universal Recommender can adequately use all this informa-
tion. Hence, it forms a generalisation of specific types of recommender sys-
tems, such as content-based systems or systems based on collaborative filter-
ing. In a first stage, the semantic network is decomposed into a recommender
model using a method like probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis or singu-
lar value decomposition (SVD). Clustering items in the recommender model
makes it possible to build a recommender index, from which recommenda-
tions can be rapidly computed. It seems that similar techniques could be used
for link prediction. However, the work of Kunegis et al. (2010) is still very
much in the conceptual stage: as it stands, the Universal Recommender only
exists on paper. Nevertheless, their ideas form a worthwhile contribution to

²https://github.com/moustaki/rqommend
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this developing area of research. In the remainder of this chapter, we will de-
scribe our own work, which more directly tries to exploit network structure.

7.3 Predicting on the basis of a bipartite author–publication
network

7.3.1 Bipartite networks for link prediction

Bipartite networks were introduced in Section 2.2.5. They consist of two dis-
joint node sets T – the top nodes – and B – the bo om nodes. Bipartite net-
works are different from ‘regular’ (unipartite) networks in that links can only
exist between top nodes and bo om nodes (Definition 2.7). Recall that, in
practice, top nodes and bo om nodes usually represent different kinds of en-
tities (e.g., articles and keywords, authors and journals, authors and publi-
cations…). Furthermore, bipartite networks have a corresponding unipartite
projection, as is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

In many aspects of informetrics, the distinction between asymmetrical oc-
currencematrices and symmetrical co-occurrence matrices is crucial (Leydesdorff
& Vaughan, 2006; Schneider & Borlund, 2007). The relation between a bipartite
network and its projection (a weighted unipartite network) is, in essence, the
same as that between an occurrencematrix and its corresponding co-occurrence
matrix. Equation (2.6) illustrates that all information in the adjacency ma-
trix of a bipartite network is contained within a submatrix of the dimensions
|T| × |B|. This submatrix can be considered an occurrence matrix. The adja-
cency matrix of the unipartite projection is the corresponding co-occurrence
matrix. This implies that there is a direct relation between bipartite and uni-
partite networks on the one hand and occurrence and co-occurrence matrices
on the other.

In Ch. 4, we have worked with collaboration networks, operationalised as
co-authorship networks. Thus, just like many other network types in informet-
rics, the collaboration network is in fact a ‘derived’ network, in that it corre-
sponds to an underlying bipartite network. In this case, the bipartite network
consist of publications as top nodes, authors as bo om nodes, and authorships
as links. This bipartite network is unweighted in our case. If information on
each author’s relative contribution were available, it would be possible to con-
struct a weighted bipartite author–paper network, such that weights reflect
the magnitude of the author’s contribution.

Let us assume that Fig. 2.5 represents a co-authorship network on the right
and two corresponding author–publication networks on the left. In the first
bipartite network, a and c have co-authored two publications, one of which
also has b as a co-author. In the second bipartite network, a and c again have
co-authored two publications, but this time, there are no co-authors. This may
indicate that a and c have worked more closely together in the la er case. We
can formulate this idea as a more general hypothesis:

Other things being equal, the intensity of collaboration decreases
with the number of additional collaborators.

The rationale behind this hypothesis can perhaps best be explained by com-
paring cases of ‘mega-authorship’ (Kretschmer & Rousseau, 2001) or ‘hyper-
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authorship’ (Cronin, 2001) – papers wri en by tens or even hundreds of au-
thors – with papers authored by two or three researchers. It seems extremely
unlikely that the degree of close collaboration in the former case is as high as
in the la er case.

Since the bipartite network contains more information, it seems plausible
that link prediction on the basis of a bipartite network can be more accurate.
Indeed, typically link prediction tries to gauge how ‘close’ two potential col-
laborators are, – the extra information contained in the bipartite network may
help to make be er assessments in this regard. The research question we con-
sider in this section is twofold:

1. Can one make more accurate predictions on the basis of the bipartite
network compared to the corresponding unipartite network?

2. Which indicators are best suited to exploit the specific features of the
bipartite network?

Here, we only consider the case where the training network is a bipartite au-
thor–publication network and the test network and predicted network are uni-
partite author collaboration networks. We cannot predict bipartite author–paper
networks, because that involves predicting new nodes: papers that have yet
to be wri en.

7.3.2 Predictors

We look at the following predictors: common neighbours (3.7), cosine (3.14),
Adamic/Adar (3.19), resource allocation (3.20), Ka (3.44), and rooted Page-
Rank (3.45). We will discuss how these predictors perform in bipartite net-
works and compare this to their performance in unweighted unipartite net-
works. For rooted PageRank and Ka , we also make a comparison with the
predictors in weighted unipartite networks.

Howcan these predictors be translated to bipartite networks? For the neigh-
bourhood-based predictors, this is fairly straightforward. If u and v are bot-
tom nodes (authors), then their neighbours are by definition top nodes (arti-
cles). In other words, common neighbours, cosine and variants can be used
for bipartite networks, but their interpretation is completely different. Most
importantly, if the threshold is low enough, they can be considered variants of
the unipartite copy predictors (equations (3.39) and (3.40)): all of them simply
yield the training network as a result. In other words, applying the predictors
from Section 3.3.1 to a bipartite author–paper network never yields a genuine
prediction (appearance or disappearance of a link), only an estimate of the
likelihood that a co-authorship link in the training network will sustain in the
test network. This does not mean that these predictors are exactly the same,
since their ranking is different. The bipartite common neighbours predictor
ranks in decreasing order of number of joint publications and is thus exactly
the same as unipartite weighted copy. The Adamic/Adar and resource alloca-
tion predictors favour joint publications with no or few other co-authors.

Before discussing Ka , we want to explain why the graph distance pre-
dictor (3.41) is not considered here. Because this predictor considers geodesic
length but not the number of geodesics, it yields the same ranking as its uni-
partite counterpart.
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Figure 7.1: Hypothetical example: two cases of author–publication networks

Proposition 7.1. Given a bipartite network G = (T, B, E) and its unipartite
projection H = (B, E, w), the ranking by the graph distance predictor is iden-
tical for G and H.

Proof. Take any two nodes u, v ∈ B. If we denote the length of the geodesic
between them in H by dH(u, v), then WH(u, v), the graph distance predic-
tor based on H, is 1/dH(u, v). Now, dG(u, v) = 2dH(u, v) because of the
relation between a bipartite network and its projection. Hence, WG(u, v) =
WH(u, v)/2. Because this holds for every node pair, the resultant ranking is
the same.

This property does not hold for the alternative predictor (3.42). We do not
study it here because finding every geodesic is computationally more expen-
sive. Furthermore, it seems likely that the following predictors carry the same
advantages.

Contrary to (traditional) graph distance, the unipartite and bipartite Ka
predictor can result in different rankings. Compared to the neighbour-based
predictors, Ka has the advantage that it is not restricted to neighbouring
nodes (or neighbours of neighbours). However, note that the bipartite vari-
ant does not incorporate the hypothesis formulated above. This can be illus-
trated through the example in Fig. 7.1. Assume that the top nodes represent
publications and the bo om nodes represent authors. In both cases, authors a
and b have two collaborators in common and can be connected via two paths
of length 4. Consequently, the Ka predictor ranks both cases equally high,
even though our hypothesis implies that the left case should rank higher than
the right one.

Finally, rooted PageRank has the same advantage as Ka when compared
to neighbour-based predictors: it is not restricted to predicting co-authors that
u and v have in common, let alone that it is – like all bipartite neighbourhood-
based predictors – restricted to authors that already collaborate in the training
network. At each step, the random walker switches between top and bo om
nodes (disregarding teleportation). If the random walker is at a given paper,
each of the paper’s authors has an equal chance of being the next hop. This
implies that rooted PageRank values are lower in cases where papers have
more authors: rooted PageRank would rank the right case of Fig. 7.1 lower
than the left one. In other words, rooted PageRank conforms to our hypothesis.
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Table 7.1: Descriptive statistics of the case studies

Network AcadBib Informetrics

Unipartite training
network

Number of nodes 1 102 171
Number of links 3 212 178
Average clustering coeffi-
cient

0.418 0.515

Test network Number of nodes 1 102 171
Number of links 3 550 188
Average clustering coeffi-
cient

0.385 0.510

Bipartite training
network

Number of authors 1 102 171
Number of papers 8 671 862
Number of links 13 088 929
Average number of pa-
pers per author

11.877 5.433

Average number of au-
thors per paper

1.509 1.078

7.3.3 Data

The unipartite and bipartite predictors were tested on the same case studies
as in Ch. 4. The time periods considered are also the same as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. Contrary to Ch. 4, we do not discard publication data for the training
data set. Instead, we keep it to set up both a bipartite training network (au-
thors–publications) and a unipartite one (authors as nodes). The test network
is a unipartite co-authorship network. Table 7.1 contains basic data about both
case studies. We restrict the networks to those nodes that are common to both
training and test network; hence the number of authors in the training net-
works and the node number of the test network is the same. Publications in
the training network are only removed if none of its authors are found in the
test network.

For each predictor and case, we construct recall-precision charts. Of course,
one can also choose a threshold and simply use the predictions above that
threshold. In fact, this is probably more realistic: in most cases, one is mainly
interested in a small group of high-quality predictions, rather than a broad
swath of low-quality predictions. We therefore also look at the ‘Precision at
k’ measure (Manning et al., 2008); specifically, we record the precision of the
first k = 20 predictions for Informetrics and the first k = 60 for AcadBib. We
take k larger for AcadBib, because AcadBib as a whole is a much larger data
set (see Table 7.1).

7.3.4 Results

We now discuss the results of applying the unipartite and bipartite predictors,
using recall–precision charts. Table 7.2 contains the Precision at k scores for all
predictors for both case studies. Bipartite predictors in Table 7.2 are marked
with the le ers ‘BP’.
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Figure 7.2: Recall–precision of unipartite and bipartite common neighbours and
cosine predictors
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Table 7.2: Precision at k for all predictors (AcadBib: k = 60; Informetrics: k = 20)

Predictor AcadBib Informetrics

Common neighbours 0.952381 0.761905
Common neighbours BP 1 0.657895
Cosine 0.562963 0.625
Cosine BP 0.918367 0.956522
Adamic/Adar 0.983607 0.863636
Adamic/Adar BP 1 0.65
Resource Allocation 0.9625 0.926829
Resource Allocation BP 0.99115 0.65
Ka (β = 0.001) 1 0.680672
Ka BP (β = 0.05) 1 0.648148
Rooted PageRank (α = 0.85) 0.754098 0.772727
Rooted PageRank BP (α = 0.85) 0.915094 0.757576
Rooted PageRank BP (α = 0.2) 0.933333 0.818182

First, we look at the results for the neighbour-based predictors. Fig. 7.2
contains the recall–precision charts for (the unipartite and bipartite versions
of) the common neighbours and cosine predictors. The plots of other neighbour-
based predictors like Jaccard and overlap (not shown) are very similar to the
cosine plot. It is interesting to note that in both cases the simple common
neighbours predictor outperforms the more sophisticated cosine variant, con-
sistent with the findings in older research (see Section 4.2.2). This is even
clearer when considering Precision at k: in both cases, cosine does not only
worse than common neighbours but is in fact the least precise of all examined
predictors (see Table 7.2).

Turning to the bipartite predictors, one can observe some remarkable dif-
ferences between both case studies. In the AcadBib case study, both bipartite
predictors achieve much higher accuracy than the unipartite ones (but keep in
mind that the bipartite predictors only ‘predict’ links that were already present
in the training network). Common neighbours again outperforms cosine – at
least for the highest ranked predictions, which are the most important. This is
reflected in a higher Precision at k for common neighbours.

The Informetrics case study on the other hand paints a rather different pic-
ture. Here, bipartite common neighbours does worse than regular common
neighbours. Moreover, in this case bipartite cosine clearly outperforms all
other predictors considered, both in the recall–precision chart (Fig. 7.2) and for
Precision at k (Table 7.2). The relatively poor performance of bipartite common
neighbours is due to the fact that in this data set the number of joint papers
is not very discriminating, since in virtually all cases it is quite low. Indeed,
91% of all author collaborations in the training network consists of three joint
publications or less (for AcadBib this is 76.3%) and over all collaborations we
find only 9 different numbers of joint papers in the training network (for Acad-
Bib this is 35). We observe that in such cases, normalization by (for instance)
the cosine measure – thereby correcting for the total number of publications of
the authors and increasing the predictor’s discriminatory value – can consid-
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erably improve accuracy. This observation has, to the best of our knowledge,
not been made in the literature prior to (Guns, 2011).

We now turn to the Adamic/Adar and resource allocation predictors, in
essence a subgroup of neighbour-based predictors that gives preference to
‘rare’ common traits (co-authors or publications). Their results are shown in
Fig. 7.3. For the unipartite predictors we find that resource allocation has over-
all slightly be er performance than Adamic/Adar, because resource allocation
‘punishes’ harder for common neighbours with high degree centrality (Zhou
et al., 2009). Note, however, that the AcadBib case study reports a somewhat
lower Precision at k for resource allocation than for Adamic/Adar.

The bipartite variants of Adamic/Adar and resource allocation yield vir-
tually identical rankings and hence almost identical plots. Again we can see
a remarkable difference between the two case studies: whereas the bipartite
variants perform be er on AcadBib, they perform much worse on Informet-
rics. It is no coincidence that these plots strongly resemble the ones for bipar-
tite Common Neighbours in Fig. 7.2: just like bipartite common neighbours,
they suffer from the fact that the number of joint papers is not discriminating
enough for this case study. Accounting for the ‘rarity’ of the joint papers even
results in a slightly worse Precision at k.

The Ka predictor involves an extra parameter β. Through experimenta-
tion, we found that the optimal (i.e., resulting in the most accurate predictions)
values for β are 0.001 in the unipartite case (see Section 4.2.3.2) and 0.05 in the
bipartite case. These optimal values are remarkably similar for both case stud-
ies. The value for the unipartite case is much lower, essentially giving very
low weight to paths of length 2 or more (cf. (3.44)). Since the shortest possible
path between two authors in the bipartite case has length 2, the optimal value
for β is naturally higher there.

The results in Fig. 7.4 and Table 7.2 are based on the optimal values for β.
For both case studies, we note that results on the basis of a bipartite training
network are very similar to those on the basis of a weighted unipartite training
network. This result can be explained by the fact that the link weights of the
la er directly derive from the projection. For AcadBib, both the weighted and
bipartite Ka variants achieve a perfect Precision at k, whereas the results for
Informetrics are considerably poorer for the weighted and bipartite variants,
especially the la er.

Recall that the Ka predictor is not distinguishing with regard to the in-
tensity of collaboration. This fact explains why the weighted and bipartite
variants of Ka yield similar results. Indeed, the similarity is most striking
for the AcadBib case study, which contains a sizable portion of publications
with many authors (the largest number of authors for a single publication is
69).

Finally, we investigate the performance of the bipartite rooted PageRank
predictor. Fig. 7.5 shows the results for rooted PageRank with α = 0.1. For
both case studies there is an obvious advantage to the bipartite predictor, even
when compared to the weighted unipartite predictor. In the case of Informet-
rics we see that the first part of the bipartite rooted PageRank plot (up to about
50% recall) is somewhat similar to the bipartite common neighbours plot in
Fig. 7.2: an initial sharp decrease, followed by a steady part. The former im-
proves upon the la er, however: rooted PageRank’s curve remains around 0.8
precision, whereas common neighbours only achieves around 0.65 precision.
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Figure 7.3: Recall–precision of unipartite and bipartite Adamic/Adar and
Resource Allocation predictors
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Figure 7.4: Recall–precision of unipartite (β = 0.001) and bipartite (β = 0.05) Ka
predictors
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Figure 7.5: Recall–precision of unipartite and bipartite rooted PageRank
predictors
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7.3.5 Discussion
Many informetric networks are derived from a bipartite network: this is the
case for collaboration (co-authorship) networks, but also bibliographic cou-
pling, co-citation, and co-word networks. We have examined the question
whether link prediction on the basis of the original bipartite network can im-
prove prediction performance and which indicators are best suited for predic-
tion on the basis of a bipartite training network.

The results indicate that bipartite link prediction can indeed improve pre-
diction performance, although much depends on the predictor used. Some
predictors, like rooted PageRank, benefit significantly from the bipartite struc-
ture. For others, like Ka , there is hardly no difference between the unipartite
and the bipartite variant.

Some of the bipartite neighbour-based predictors achieve very good per-
formance, but one should keep in mind that they are similar to unipartite copy
predictors, in that they are limited to ‘predicting’ which links from the train-
ing network are likely to sustain. Contrary to the accepted view, originally
put forth by Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007), we have found that the co-
sine predictor can in some cases significantly outperform common neighbours.
Note that the results of bipartite common neighbours can be obtained from
the unipartite training network using a unipartite weighted copy predictor,
whereas the remarkable improvement of bipartite cosine can only be obtained
starting from the bipartite network.

Some predictors achieve very different results depending on the case study.
This is often glossed over, but in fact an important point. Indeed, it is per-
haps logical that networks with different characteristics also call for different
predictors, bipartite or otherwise. This is an important direction for future
research: which predictor is best suited for which kind of network?

To a large extent our analytical argument in favour of using bipartite net-
works as training networks is based on the fact that the unipartite projection
may obscure differences between (for instance) the researcher who has many
co-authors because he/she publishes many papers and the researcher with
many co-authors because he/she has a few papers with many authors. It could
be argued that the problem can also be solved by employing another projec-
tion function. Recall that the standard projection (2.5) onto bo om nodes sim-
ply counts the number of common neighbouring top nodes. Newman (2001b)
proposes a projection function that tries to account for this factor:

w(u, v) = ∑
t∈T

δt
uδt

v
|Γ(t)| − 1

(7.1)

where T is the set of top nodes and δt
u is 1 if bo om node u is linked to top

node t and 0 otherwise. As in previous chapters, |Γ(t)| denotes the degree of
t. Using this projection function, co-authorships to papers with fewer authors
are considered more important.

How does a unipartite projection based on (7.1) compare to one based on
(2.5) and to the original bipartite network in terms of link prediction? It turns
out that the Newman projection yields slightly different results, which are,
however, not sufficiently different from the standard projection. We therefore
conclude that this alternative method of projecting offers no compelling ad-
vantage over the standard one.
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Recently, Zweig and Kaufmann (2011) have proposed a new family of pro-
jection methods, where two nodes in the unipartite projection are only con-
nected if their co-occurrence in the bipartite network can be considered signif-
icant. Significance is determined on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations, –
one generates a large number of random bipartite networks, maintaining the
nodes and degree sequences of the original bipartite network. Statistical tests
like the z-score can then be used to assess the statistical significance of the ob-
served co-occurrence vis-à-vis the expected one. Although we have not been
able to test this approach in practice, we want to remark that it seems like a
very compelling option for link prediction research: determining significant
co-occurrences may help to improve prediction performance.

Finally, we add a remark regarding network reconstruction on the basis of
a bipartite network. Suppose that a bipartite network of authors and publica-
tions has been damaged in some way. We can think of at least four types of
damage:

1. publications are missing;

2. spurious publications have appeared;

3. author–publication links are missing (e.g., not all authors of a publication
are recorded);

4. spurious author–publication links have appeared (e.g., an author ap-
pears on publications not his/her own).

The first type seems by far the most likely, while the three other types are also
possible but probably less common. This is only our own assessment and not
based on actual data. We also point out that the occurrence of type 1 entails
one or more occurrences of 3 and that the occurrence of type 2 entails one or
more occurrences of type 4.

Anyhow, one can now see that the odds of co-authorship links (in the uni-
partite projection) disappearing are smaller than one might think: if two au-
thors have co-authored more than one publication, it is very unlikely that all
their common publications are missing. Even if some publications are miss-
ing, this has less effect on the unipartite network than one might think. This
observation is closely related to the notion of redundancy: the redundancy co-
efficient of top node v is defined as the fraction of pairs of neighbours of v that
are also linked to another top node (Latapy et al., 2008). The redundancy coef-
ficient is 1 if the removal of v does not affect the projection at all. In Fig. 7.6 we
show the cumulative distribution of redundancy coefficients for both publica-
tions and authors in our case studies. It is obvious that a large proportion of
publications are almost or completely redundant. Indeed, Latapy et al. (2008)
have shown that this is a property that clearly separates ‘real-world’ bipartite
networks from randomly generated ones, – the la er generally exhibit very
low redundancy coefficients.

In summary, the unintended disappearance of links in (for instance) co-
authorship networks is generally less likely than one might think. On the other
hand, one spurious publication and/or one spurious author–publication link
may cause several spurious co-authorship links. Other things being equal, a
publication with low redundancy is more likely to be spurious than a highly
redundant one.
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Figure 7.6: Cumulative distribution of the redundancy coefficient of publications
(top nodes) and authors (bo om nodes)

7.4 Predicting on the basis of a bipartite author–term network

In the previous section, we looked at the advantages and disadvantages of
starting from the bipartite author–paper network for link prediction. In this
section, we take a step further: if one can predict on the basis of a bipartite
author–paper network, link predictionon the basis of any bipartite network
involving the author set should be feasible. We have singled out the bipartite
author–term network for two reasons.

First, the performance of Adamic/Adar and resource allocation on unipar-
tite networks is remarkably good (Section 4.2.2). Why do they have be er
performance than most of the other predictors? We hypothesise that this is
because of epistemic or cognitive factors that are reflected in the (social) co-
authorship network. If terms are considered epistemic entities, this hypothe-
sis can be directly tested through link prediction with an author–term training
network.

A second reason to investigate prediction on the basis of common terms is
that these predictions potentially lead to more interesting results: predictions
on the basis of a co-authorship network or a bipartite author–publication net-
work are typically straightforward and fairly predictable. For instance, start-
ing from such networks, interactions between authors in separate components
are rarely predicted. It is, however, entirely possible that two authors that are
distant or belong to different components in the co-authorship network study
similar topics and hence have a similar vocabulary. Such similarities can be
picked up by appropriate link prediction techniques on the basis of a bipar-
tite author–term network. A somewhat related approach is put forth by Yang
and Jin (2006), who cluster institutes by the terms they use in order to discover
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collaboration opportunities.
We will try to answer the following questions:

1. How does TF-IDF reweighting affect link prediction performance?

2. Which predictors are most suited to this type of link prediction?

3. How does prediction on the basis of an author–term network compare
to other training network forms?

7.4.1 Methods and data
Again, we start out from the AcadBib and Informetrics data sets. The test net-
works of both case studies remains the same as in Section 7.3, a unipartite
author collaboration network. The training network is based on data from the
same years as in Section 7.3 (AcadBib: 2001–2003; Informetrics: 1990–2004).
However, we now employ a bipartite author–term network, where each au-
thor is linked to each term he/she uses.

First, let us discuss how terms have been selected. We start from the fol-
lowing data that is readily available in the data set:

• AcadBib: words found in the title of the publication;

• Informetrics: words found in the title and the abstract (if present) of the
publication.

Since we do not have straightforward access to the full text of a sufficient
amount of articles, we are not able to use the full text in either case. For each
publication, the procedure is then as follows:

• We tokenise the title and/or abstract into individual words, leaving out
punctuation. All words are lowercased.

• Stop words such as ‘the’, ‘an’, ‘in’ etc. are filtered out. Numbers are also
removed, as well as any remaining one-le er words.

• Words are stemmed using the Porter stemming algorithm, implemented
in theNatural Language Toolkit (NLTK, see http://www.nltk.org). The
stemmed words are referred to as terms.

• The number of times a term appears in the title or abstract is recorded.
This information has not yet been used in the current investigation, but
could be exploited in the future for more accurate predictions.

This procedure is relatively basic and we want to point out some of its limita-
tions. First, whereas the Informetrics data set contains virtually only English
publications, AcadBib consists of a sizable proportion of non-English (mainly
Dutch) publications. Since stemming algorithms (including the Porter stem-
ming algorithm) are typically language-specific, this means that non-English
words are not stemmed, reducing their usefulness. Second, terms are tokenised
simply on the basis of whitespace. In other words, we do not identify multi-
word terms, such as United States, and/or domain-specific terminology. Previ-
ous research has shown that doing this can significantly improve data quality
(Fran i, Ananiadou, & Mima, 2000).
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Figure 7.7: Size-frequency distribution of terms over authors in Informetrics

The procedure results in an asymmetric document–term matrix DT where
the value of a cell is 1 if the document contains the term (in the title or abstract)
and 0 otherwise. If we were to take the number of occurrences into account,
cell values would denote the number of times the term has been used in the
document. More specifically: a cell’s value indicates whether (or how often)
a term appears in the title of the document for AcadBib, and in the title and
abstract for Informetrics. The DT matrix can also be interpreted as a (possibly
weighted) bipartite network with documents as bo om nodes and terms as
top nodes. Title words are currently not weighted differently from abstract
words.

We also have an asymmetric author–document matrix AD, where a cell
may have the value 1 (if the author is author of this document) or 0 (otherwise).
Multiplying these two matrices yields the author–term matrix AT = AD×DT
(which, again, can also be interpreted as a weighted bipartite network). This
matrix indicates how often an author has used a given term. Fig. 7.7 shows the
size–frequency distribution of terms over authors in Informetrics. We used
Aaron Clauset’s software³ to determine whether this distribution is a power
law.⁴ The best fi ing power law has an exponent of 1.44 but is still rejected by
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. From Fig. 7.7 it is easily seen that, in spite of re-
moving stop words, some very common terms still remain. The top 5 consists
of the terms ‘research’, ‘use’, ‘scienc’ and ‘studi,’ all of which are indeed very
common terms in the informetric literature.

³http://tuvalu.santafe.edu/~aaronc/powerlaws/
⁴A user-friendly alternative is the LOTKA program (Rousseau & Rousseau, 2000), which

unfortunately did not work on our 64 bits computer.
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Table 7.3: Descriptive statistics of the author–term training network and test
network

Network Property AcadBib Informetrics

Training network Number of authors 1 206 184
Number of terms 21 500 5 891
Number of links 81 067 34 810

Test network Number of nodes 1 206 184
Number of links 3 720 199

Projecting the bipartite network onto the bo om nodes – or multiplying
the matrix with its transpose – yields a weighted unipartite network of au-
thors, where edge weights represent the number of terms these authors have
in common. Because of some fairly common words, this network is very dense.
If density d is defined as

d =
2m

n(n− 1)
(7.2)

where m = |E| and n = |V|, the density of the Informetrics author co-word
network is equal to 0.97. In other words, every node is connected to almost
every other one. Clearly this projection is not well-suited as a training net-
work. It is by far preferable to use the bipartite network as training network,
using bipartite predictors as discussed in Section 7.3. Another option, which
is not explored here, would be to use a projection method that only includes
significant co-occurrences (Zweig & Kaufmann, 2011).

Equation (7.2) is the number of existing links divided by all possible ones.
It is hence not directly applicable to bipartite networks, since those can only
contain links between top and bo om nodes. If we denote the number of top
and bo om nodes as, respectively, nT and nB, we can define the density of a
bipartite network as (Latapy et al., 2008):

d =
2m

nTnB
(7.3)

The density of the bipartite author–term network for Informetrics is only 0.02.
Clearly this constitutes a much be er basis for link prediction.

We have summarised the main descriptive statistics of the bipartite net-
works of both case studies in Table 7.3. Note that the term-to-author ratio of
Informetrics (32.0) is larger than that of AcadBib (17.8), because we have larger
text samples (both title and abstract) for the former case study. The number of
authors is greater than in Table 7.1, because there are virtually no isolate nodes
(here: authors that have no term in common with any other author).

In information retrieval, weighting term usage by term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) helps to improve precision. We will provide a
definition of TF-IDF in the context of terms and documents, but it can generally
be applied to any matrix. Assume we have a document–term matrix A, with
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n rows (documents) and m columns (terms):

A =

a1,1 · · · a1,m
...

. . .
...

an,1 · · · an,m


Each element ad,t represents the number of occurrences of term t in document
d. This is called the term frequency t fd,t = ad,t.

The document frequency of term t is the number of documents in which t
occurs:

d ft =
n

∑
i=1

a′i,t (7.4)

where A′ is the binary version of A, such that

a′i,j =
{

1 if ai,j > 0;
0 otherwise.

The inverse document frequency of term t is defined as:

id ft = log
n

d ft
(7.5)

Here, we assume that each term in the matrix is found in at least one document.
In cases where this is not possible, one substitutes the denominator in (7.5)
with 1 + d ft to avoid divisions by zero.

Finally, the TF-IDF score of t with respect to d is:

TFIDFd,t = t fd,t × id ft (7.6)

Keep in mind that TF-IDF is itself not a similarity measure. Instead, it is an op-
eration that results in a transformed document–term matrix, where rare terms
(terms that occur in only few documents) have greater importance than com-
mon ones. For similar reasons as its usage in IR, we can transform the au-
thor–term matrix using TF-IDF, such that uncommon terms stand out. This
helps to discern topic-specific terms from more general ones. In essence, it is
nothing more than an operation re-weighting the edge weights of the training
network. We thus obtain a preprocessed training network, in addition to the
original ‘raw’ training network.

7.4.2 Predictors

In the context of the bipartite author–term network, we limit ourselves to neigh-
bourhood-basedpredictors and rooted PageRank. The reason for this is mainly
practical: because the amount of terms quickly grows overwhelming (see Ta-
ble 7.3), usage of Ka or SimRank is beyond the limited computing capacity
we have at our disposal. Thus, we consider the following bipartite pre-
dictors: association strength, common neighbours, cosine, Jaccard, max over-
lap, min overlap, N measure, and rooted PageRank (with α = 0.2). We leave
out Adamic/Adar and resource allocation, because these predictors turn out to
perform poorly on bipartite networks. Each predictor can be applied to both
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the original author–term network and the TF-IDF transformed one. This re-
sults in, in total, 16 different prediction methods, applied to two case studies.
For both case studies, we look at an unweighted and a weighted version. Link
weights in the la er version denote (in our case) the number of documents in
which an author has used a term. Our neighbourhood-based predictors for bi-
partite networks are based on matrix operations on the adjacency (sub)matrix
(Section 3.3.1) and hence always take link weights into account, if present.

Contrary to the neighbourhood-based predictors in Section 7.3, the predic-
tions are not restricted to positively stable co-authorships. The only restriction
is that they cannot predict co-authorships between authors that have no terms
in common in the training network. However, those are rare, as can be seen
from the very high density of the training network’s unipartite projection. As a
natural consequence, predictions on the basis of the author–term network can
reach close to 100 % recall, even when using a neighbourhood-based predictor.

Before we move on to the results, let us reflect briefly on what we are try-
ing to do. The training network is a bipartite author–term network. If we
simply use this to predict future collaborations (regardless of whether or not
they already appeared in the past), the results will seem superficially bet-
ter than they are, simply because previous collaborations also lead to many
common terms. Suppose authors a and b have co-authored one paper, which
has 40 terms in the title and abstract. Even if a and b have used many other
terms in other papers, this immediately establishes a very strong link between
them, especially if their common paper is about a specific subject, which im-
plies usage of terms used rarely elsewhere. In other words, although we do
not take co-authorship directly into account, it – so to speak – sneaks back in
through the back door. Our current method should therefore be considered
a hybrid method that blends both epistemic (usage of same terms) and social
(co-authorship) factors.

7.4.3 Results and discussion

Table 7.4 summarises the results for all (in total) 60 predictions using Fmax
scores. We will first focus on common neighbours and its normalisations, and
subsequently discuss the results for rooted PageRank.

Comparing the third and fourth column, one can easily see that in all cases
(except rooted PageRank) the TF-IDF network yields be er results than the
raw one, which answers our first question. However, there is still quite some
variation in the relative improvement of TF-IDF over raw. The horizontal axis
in Fig. 7.8 indicates the relative improvement of TF-IDF: if TF-IDF and raw
performed equally, the relative improvement would be 1. Looking at Fig. 7.8,
the relative improvement turns out to be related to two factors: the data set and
whether or not the original network is weighted. Moreover, the two factors
appear to mutually reinforce each other: predictions based on the weighted
AcadBib network with TF-IDF have Fmax scores that are on average three times
higher than those based on the same network without TF-IDF.

Keep in mind that the two factors here pertain to the relative improve-
ment of TF-IDF over raw and do not imply that the results for AcadBib and/or
weighted networks are be er in an absolute way: this is not the case. In
fact, for all predictors, TF-IDF or raw, and for both data sets, results for the
weighted training network are worse. The raw AcadBib network is affected
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Table 7.4: Fmax scores for all predictors (training network: bipartite author–term
network)

Data set Predictor Raw TF-IDF

Informetrics Common neighbours 0.125 0.205
Cosine 0.5159 0.5973
Jaccard 0.4667 0.5521
Max overlap 0.4145 0.5
Min overlap 0.5672 0.5714
N measure 0.4431 0.5205
Association strength 0.3733 0.4211
Rooted PageRank 0.5829 0.5829

AcadBib Common neighbours 0.3357 0.4255
Cosine 0.4671 0.5338
Jaccard 0.415 0.5073
Max overlap 0.3622 0.4724
Min overlap 0.4348 0.4672
N measure 0.3935 0.4938
Association strength 0.1171 0.3002
Rooted PageRank 0.5146 0.5104

Informetrics
(weighted)

Common neighbours 0.0924 0.1652
Cosine 0.4968 0.5781
Jaccard 0.4083 0.5152
Max overlap 0.3411 0.4667
Min overlap 0.0906 0.4788
N measure 0.3871 0.4968
Association strength 0.3296 0.4029
Rooted PageRank 0.5579 0.5873

AcadBib
(weighted)

Common neighbours 0.115 0.3271
Cosine 0.2226 0.504
Jaccard 0.175 0.453
Max overlap 0.1372 0.4116
Min overlap 0.1108 0.4214
N measure 0.1583 0.4332
Association strength 0.0589 0.2313
Rooted PageRank 0.5089 0.5081
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Figure 7.8: Box plot showing relative improvement of neighbourhood-based
predictions based on TF-IDF network over raw network

most seriously by the presence of link weights (0.40 on average), whereas the
TF-IDF AcadBib network suffers much less (0.86 on average). Apparently, TF-
IDF partially counteracts this negative factor. This finding puts the stark differ-
ences in Fig. 7.8 in a different light: the relative improvement of TF-IDF over
raw is greatest in those cases where initial (absolute) performance is worst.
This remark does not detract from the finding that TF-IDF almost always out-
performs raw.

Apart from rooted PageRank, we have only investigated neighbourhood-
based predictors because of practical concerns. This is much less of a problem
here compared to Section 7.3, because almost all author pairs share at least one
term. Nonetheless, our results are not complete and we should thus be care-
ful pronouncing any particular predictor the ‘best’ for this application. On
the whole, common neighbours performs relatively weak, whereas most nor-
malised forms yield much be er results. This confirms one of the findings in
Section 7.3: for bipartite networks normalised forms of common neighbours
should be preferred. Although there is some fluctuation across data sets and
se ings (weighted or unweighted, TF-IDF or raw), in all but one case the co-
sine predictor achieves the highest Fmax. The association strength appears to be
the overall weakest normalisation. Contrary to the results in Ch. 4, we obtain
rather good results for min overlap. We do not have a plausible explanation
for this disparity.

As for rooted PageRank, its overall performance is on par with or be er
than the best neighbourhood-based predictors. Perhaps more importantly,
rooted PageRank’s results are also more consistent across the different data
sets and se ings. For instance, whereas all variants of common neighbours
score relatively low on the raw weighted AcadBib network, Fmax for rooted
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Figure 7.9: Recall–precision of cosine and rooted PageRank (α = 0.2) for a
bipartite author–term network (AcadBib, unweighted, raw)

PageRank is still above 0.5. In keeping with the above finding that TF-IDF
yields the greatest improvements for comparatively bad raw predictions, we
can see that rooted PageRank does not really benefit from TF-IDF. In one case,
raw and TF-IDF result in the same Fmax score; in two other cases, TF-IDF even
yields slightly worse results.

In Fig. 7.9 we provide a recall–precision chart of rooted PageRank and co-
sine. The chart illustrates that all predictors can obtain close to 100 % recall.
Both curves are fairly smooth and exhibit a similar shape: first concavely and
then convexly decreasing (if we ignore the very first part of the cosine curve).
It is very likely that this reflects the diminishing influence of terms that are
common because of co-authored publications as we predict more future col-
laborations and recall increases.

To summarise, we have found that:

• TF-IDF typically increases link prediction performance, although its pos-
itive effect is the clearest in those cases where ‘raw’ performance is the
weakest. In most cases, the influence of link weights is negative.

• Normalisations of common neighbours (especially cosine) outperform
the non-normalised predictor. This finding seems to reappear consis-
tently when considering prediction based on bipartite networks.

• Of all predictors considered, rooted PageRank has both the best and the
most consistent results.
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• Given the fact that this method does not take co-authorships directly into
account, its results can be of surprisingly high quality. The indirect in-
fluence of co-authorship connections is however apparent when looking
at recall–precision charts like Fig. 7.9. Furthermore, this method has the
advantage that very high recall can be obtained with most predictors.

7.5 Random walks on a semantic network

Many relations – especially co-occurrence relations – are of an inherent bipar-
tite nature. The results of the previous sections illustrate that taking this nature
into account can help to improve predictions. In the present section, we want
to take one step further. We have previously discussed how some advanced
predictors that are based on eigenvectors can be characterised using random
walkers on a network. This is the case for both rooted PageRank and SimRank.
Here, we explore the possibilities of predictors based on random walks on a
so-called association network, which is directly derived from the semantic net-
work. This is, in fact, very close to having a grammar-based random walker
directly on the semantic network (Rodriguez, 2008).

The basis of our framework has been inspired by earlier work (Luo & Shi-
navier, 2009; Rodriguez, 2008; Rodriguez & Shinavier, 2010). A key difference
is that our application is different: instead of aiming for a ranking of nodes
in terms of importance, our goal is prediction of likely and unlikely links.
Hence, we typically identify different pa erns and relations (defined further
on). Moreover, we base ourselves more explicitly on concepts from SPARQL
algebra.

7.5.1 Intuition

Traditionally, link prediction starts from a single-relational network, such as a
citation network or a collaboration network. Hence, the pa ern that one is pre-
dicting is the same as the pa ern upon which predictors are based. That is, one
tries to predict unknown citations or collaborations on the basis of known ci-
tations or collaborations. In the preceding sections, we have gradually moved
away from this traditional setup to a more diversified one. First, we have ex-
plored replacing the unipartite training network (co-authorship) with its un-
derlying bipartite network (author–publication). Since the bipartite network
is very closely related to the traditional training network, this is not a huge
step. It points the way to other explorations, however. Authors are related by
more than just their publications: other features include the topics they study,
their institution, the professional organisations they are a member of etc. In
Section 7.4, we have looked into predicting co-authorships on the basis of a
bipartite author–term network.

Very generally, we can say that certain pa erns are of special interest, for
instance because one suspects that they may cause or be correlated with the
pa ern one wants to predict. For instance, Shibata et al. (2012) investigate pat-
terns related to citations, (co-)authors, publication year, and journals in order
to predict whether a given paper cites another. The aim of the current section
is to provide a model for link prediction on the basis of arbitrary pa erns. We
formulate the following goals:
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Figure 7.10: Example: pa erns of relatedness in a semantic network

• the model is general, such that it can be adapted to many contexts, ap-
plications, and pa erns;

• one should be able to predict on the basis of more than one pa ern at the
same time;

• pa ern A’s influence is not necessarily the same as pa ern B’s – hence,
one should be able to weigh the importance of a pa ern and its con-
stituents.

Our proposed solution is based on multi-relational networks. Before pro-
ceeding to the algebraic formulation, we explain the basic idea and the intu-
ition behind our approach. A pa ern can be thought of as a collection of ‘ab-
stract’, parametrised edges in the multi-relational network. For instance, the
co-authorship pa ern could be described as follows:

article a creator−−−→ person p1

article a creator−−−→ person p2

where a, p1 and p2 are parameters: we do not care which specific publication
or which specific author, only that two different authors have both contributed
to a single publication.

At the same time, we define one or more relations between participants
in the pa ern (e.g., in the example above a relation between authors p1 and
p2. An example of a pa ern associated with more than one relation is given
by Luo and Shinavier (2009) in the context of folksonomies: the pa ern ‘user
applies tag to item’ could be associated with relations between user and tag,
user and item, as well as item and tag. The relative importance of a relation
is expressed with a weight (typically, but not necessarily, between 0 and 1).
The idea is that a random walker will traverse more easily to closely related
resources, since those are more likely relevant. The same approach can also be
applied for impact assessment, as illustrated in (Guns, 2010; Luo & Shinavier,
2009).
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Table 7.5: Pa erns and relations in example

Description Pa ern Relation(s)

Authorship Article a creator−−−→ Person p (a, p, 0.5)

Citation Article a1
cites−−→ Article a2 (a1, a2, 0.1)

Publication venue Journal j hasPart−−−−→ Issue hasPart−−−−→ Article a (j, a, 0.05)

Fig. 7.10 shows a basic example. The non-coloured components of the di-
agram are the backbone of the Informetrics ontology (Fig. 6.11). The red ad-
ditions represent pa erns that are thought to reflect an increased relatedness
between the participating entities. The pa erns in this example are:

• Authorship can be a strong predictor of future co-authorships as seen
in Section 7.3, because two authorships of the same paper imply co-
authorship. We assign the corresponding relation a weight of 0.5.

• If article a1 cites a2, this may reflect an epistemic and/or social linkage
between the articles and by extension their authors. Because we estimate
that this relation is much weaker, we assign it a weight of 0.1.

• Since most journals are organised around a specific (sub)discipline, two
articles that are published in the same journal likely belong to the same
discipline. Indirectly, this may reveal a connection between their respec-
tive authors. We hypothesise that this is an even weaker relation and
therefore assign it a weight of 0.05.

The selection of pa erns, relations and associated weights are purely based
on our own assessment of the importance of these relations. For instance, it
would be perfectly possible to include author-to-author citations as a more di-
rect reflection of mutual influence among researchers. Comparing link predic-
tion results can show which pa erns are most important. It would be possible
to use machine learning techniques to automatically discover the most salient
features.

This is summarised in Table 7.5. In this case, each pa ern is associated
with one undirected relation. Note that one pa ern may have more than one
relation and that relations can also be directed. Directed relations are mostly
useful in the context of reputation propagation (Luo & Shinavier, 2009).

We illustrate this idea in Fig. 7.11, starting from a small artificial semantic
network. If we apply the rules in Table 7.5, the result is an intermediary ‘vir-
tual’ network, which we will call the association network (Fig. 7.11(b)). Link
weights in the association network indicate how closely related two nodes are;
for instance, an author and his publications are closely related in Fig. 7.11(b),
as reflected in their strong mutual links.

The association network is a weighted, single-relational network. Hence, it
can be subjected to any existing network analysis method, including any of the
predictors discussed in Section 3.3. Since we do not distinguish between dif-
ferent node types (e.g., person, article or journal) in the association network,
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(a) Original semantic network

(b) Intermediary association network

Figure 7.11: Illustration of how a semantic network is transformed to an
intermediary association network
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predictions that involve one or two nodes of the wrong type should be re-
moved prior to postprocessing. For instance, if we want to predict collabora-
tions, we only retain those predictions involving two authors. An interesting
side-effect is that this model can easily be expanded to whole new types of
predictions. To give but one example, within the model one could just as well
try and predict which terms an author is most likely to use, based not only on
his/her previous term usage but also on the terms of his/her co-authors, the
articles he/she cites etc.

In our opinion, association networks lend themselves best to the class of
predictors that can be interpreted in terms of random walks. We have stud-
ied two such predictors: rooted PageRank and SimRank. Predictors based
on numbers of common neighbours are less suitable given the general nature
of the approach; it is possible that, depending on the identified pa erns and
relations, no candidate pairs have any neighbour in common. For Fig. 7.11,
the top-3 recommendations according to rooted PageRank consists of (in de-
creasing order): P1 and P2, P2 and P4, and P2 and P3. The top-3 according to
SimRank is identical, except that the first two pairs are tied for first place.

7.5.2 From multi-relational network to association network

Let us discuss more precisely how the association network is derived from the
semantic network. We first introduce some terminology. In Section 5.3.2, we
have introduced URIs, literals and blank nodes. An encompassing term for
any of these three resource types is RDF terms. In other words, an RDF term
is any member of the set T = U ∪ L∪ B, essentially any node that can occur in
an RDF graph.

Wenow borrow some concepts from SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux& Seaborne,
2008; Harris & Seaborne, 2011) without imposing that SPARQL be used. Al-
though SPARQL lends itself well to our framework, the same approach could
also be implementedwithout SPARQL, using packages likeGremlin⁵ or Thread⁶.

Definition 7.1. A variable v ∈ V is an abstraction that ‘stands for’ an RDF
term. The sets V and T are disjoint.

Definition 7.2. A solution mapping, µ, is a partial function µ : V → T which
maps a set of variables onto a set of RDF terms. The domain of µ is the subset
of V where µ is defined.

Definition 7.3. A pa ern P can be interpreted as a set of abstract triples that
may also contain variables. Formally, a pa ern P ⊆ T ∪ V×U ∪ V× T ∪ V.
SPARQL uses the term ‘basic graph pa ern’.

Each pa ern is associated with a set of relations R ⊆ V × V ×R, where
each relation is a weighted link between two variables (i.e., abstract entities).
A SPARQL query can be considered an implementation of a pa ern. Applying
the query to a semantic network results in a solution mapping.

Now, given a multi-relational network M, a pa ern P, and its associated
relation set R, we can define a multiset of weighted association links assoc as

⁵http://gremlin.tinkerpop.com/
⁶http://www.needlebase.com/pj2009/89-threadintro
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follows:

assoc(M, P, R) = {(t1, t2, w) | v1, v2 ∈ V ∧
w ∈ R ∧
(v1, v2, w) ∈ R ∧
µM,P(v1) = t1 ∧
µM,P(v2) = t2}

(7.7)

where µM,P denotes the solution mapping for pa ern P and multi-relational
network M. Informally, equation (7.7) states that one should fill in concrete
terms for the variables in the relations (according to the rules set forth in the
pa ern). This procedure results in the multiset assoc.

After we have found assoc for each pa ern, the association network Gassoc
can be obtained as follows. We add a weighted link (t1, t2, w) to Gassoc for each
corresponding link in the multisets. The link weight w is equal to the sum of
the weights of all corresponding association links over all multisets.

We thus obtain an association network Gassoc. For the purpose of link pre-
diction, we will always assume that this network is undirected, but the same
procedure can be applied similarly to arrive at a directed network.

7.5.3 Relation to unipartite and bipartite link prediction

Before we move on to the example applications, we want to point something
out which has been left implicit in the preceding discussion. The model that
we have described theoretically is not ‘yet another method of link prediction’,
to be classified next to the classic method described in Ch. 3 or the bipartite
method as explained in Section 7.3. Instead, it is a generalisation of both the
unipartite and bipartite methods that we have introduced and tested before.

So how do unipartite and bipartite methods fit into this model? We will
explain this using the same application that we have previously tested – co-
authorships. Assume thatwehave a semantic network, which contains (among
possible other things) dcterms:creator links from articles to persons. The co-
authorship pa ern is fairly simple: it involves three participants (one article
and two persons), such that the article has dcterms:creator links to both per-
sons. (In most practical cases, this will be restricted to a specific time range.)
This pa ern has one associated relation (p1, p2, 1). That is, each co-authored
article counts for 1. The resulting association network Gassoc is identical to
the weighted co-authorship network, since each link weight w is equal to the
summed weights of all corresponding links in the multiset assoc. Hence, ap-
plication of the same predictor will also yield the same results. Note that this
method automatically excludes isolate nodes, since they do not match the pat-
tern.

The bipartite method works the same way. In this case, the pa ern is even
simpler: one dcterms:creator link from an article to a person, with one as-
sociated relation (a, p, 1). This results in a bipartite author–person network.
Assuming that there can be only one link between a given article a and a given
person p (in RDF this is always the case), all links in the bipartite network
are equal to 1, which is effectively the same as saying that the network is un-
weighted.
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To summarise, the unipartite and bipartite methods that we have tested
earlier in this dissertation are simply special cases of the current model with
only one pa ern and one associated relation.

7.5.4 Example applications
As we have explained, the model presented here is general and applicable in
many contexts, both inside and outside of link prediction. To illustrate some
of the possibilities and current challenges, we will discuss two example appli-
cations, one based on AcadBib and one based on Informetrics.

Example 1: AcadBib Since a bipartite author–paper training network can
yield be er results than its unipartite projection (Section 7.3, our first pa ern is
the authorship pa ern (rather than co-authorship). We combine this informa-
tion with information regarding an author’s department(s) and his/her phys-
ical location, if available. As such, the present case study incorporates infor-
mation that is very similar to the postprocessing case study in Section 4.4 (see
also Guns, 2009). Important differences between the current approach and the
one discussed there are:

• Rather than integrating the three kinds of data in postprocessing, we
now integrate them prior to actual prediction.

• Instead of using the unipartite projections, we start from the three bipar-
tite networks (integrated into one association network).

• We do not make educated guesses at the ‘best’ department for an author
here. Each author is linked to every department he/she is affiliated with
according to the database.

For the training network, we have chosen y = 2001 and m = 3. The test
network is defined by the parameters y = 2004 and m = 3. After discarding
isolates and author nodes that do not occur in both training and test network,
the training network contains 11 941 nodes and 16 807 links.

We then apply rooted PageRank to this network. Based on previous expe-
riences, we take α = 0.2. Because of the size of the network, applying SimRank
is unfortunately impossible with our infrastructure. How should the results
be interpreted? We propose that the fairest way of assessing the added bene-
fit of the current approach is through comparison with bipartite rooted Page-
Rank (applied to the author–paper network), using the same se ings (α = 0.2).
Any difference observed must then be due to the incorporation of two other
pa erns. A difficult ma er is the relative weighting of each relation. In the
current stage, we choose these weights intuitively and subsequently a empt
to optimise them manually. In future research, this process could probably be
automated.

The results are interesting albeit not spectacular. First, we obtain the best
results with the se ings specified in Table 7.6. It is obvious that the depart-
ment and location pa erns contribute very li le to the resulting association
network. Other things being equal, a random walker on the association net-
work would be 1 000 times more likely to follow an article–person link than a
person–department or person–location link! Using these se ings, we obtain
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Table 7.6: Se ings for AcadBib association network

Pa ern Relation

Authorship (a, p, 1)
Department (p, d, 0.001)
Location (p, l, 0.001)
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Figure 7.12: Precision and recall of the association method, compared with the
bipartite method

Fmax = 0.5866. While this is a relatively good result, it is in fact equal to the
maximum F-score for the bipartite case: in terms of Fmax our new methodology
does not make any difference.

To gain a be er understanding of the differences between the two meth-
ods, Fig. 7.12 shows a recall–precision chart that compares the two. Now it is
clear that both curves are virtually identical, except for the fact that the associ-
ation method achieves a higher recall. Due to the very low link weights of the
relations of the department and location pa erns, these relations contribute
almost nothing to the leftmost part of the chart. Only when the ‘obvious’,
(co-)authorship-based predictions have been processed, do we get predictions
that are based on these other pa erns.

Interestingly, although the low weights in Table 7.6 do produce the best
results, se ing these weights significantly higher does not result in a compa-
rable loss of prediction performance. For instance, if we change the weight for
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the location pa ern to 0.5, Fmax decreases to 0.5632, a difference of only 0.0234.
An additional change of the weight for the department pa ern to 0.1 results
in a further decrease of only 0.014. This remarkable observation suggests that
the person–department and person–location networks are largely redundant
with information that is already latently present in the person–article network.

Example 2: Informetrics The relativelymodest resultswe obtained forAcad-
Bib inspired us to examine a specific aspect for Informetrics. We have observed
that the existence of a link in the training network is a very strong indica-
tion that the same link will persist in the test network (Ch. 4). It appears that,
by comparison, supporting information cannot contribute much. This would
suggest that the association network does not have much to offer beyond ‘clas-
sic’ link prediction. However, the real value of association networks lies, in our
opinion, in their potential wealth of connections. This could make them much
more suitable to recommendation tasks: rather than choosing between content
filtering, collaborative filtering, or some other recommendation approach, the
association network can make recommendations that are based on several fac-
tors at the same time.

Specifically, wewant to test whether the association network is be er suited
to predicting unseen interactions than the unipartite or bipartite cases. Be-
cause so much depends on the specific pa erns, se ings and relations that are
selected, the goals of the current example are exploratory: we want to get ‘a
feel’ for the possibilities.

We select our training data with the parameters y = 2000 and m = 5. For
the test data we choose y = 2005 and m = 5. Thus, the training period is
shorter than in the earlier experiments on Informetrics data, to avoid associa-
tion networks that are too large and therefore hard to process. The baseline is
formed by the bipartite variants of rooted PageRank and SimRank (which are
in their turn be er than the corresponding unipartite predictors). For rooted
PageRank, we choose α = 0.2, SimRank’s c parameter is set to 0.1. With these
se ings and only considering previously unseen co-authorships, we obtain
Fmax = 0.125 for rooted PageRank and Fmax = 0.0865 for SimRank. These
scores are much lower than typical results for the same predictors, because we
purposefully restrict ourselves to new connections only. This means that we
cannot profit from the very strong tendency of co-authorship links to persist,
resulting in lower scores.

Experiments have shown that incorporating citations (and related pa erns)
into the association network can indeed increase the quality of predictions. We
define the following pa erns that are related to citations:

Citation is a pa ern where article a1 bibo:cites another (a2).

Bibliographic coupling is a pa ern where articles a1 and a2 both have a cita-
tion (bibo:cites) link to a third article.

Co-citation is a pa ern where articles a1 and a2 both have a bibo:cites link
from a third article.

In all cases, the publication dates of a1 and a2 are limited to the training data
period. Furthermore, in each case, the pa ern has exactly one associated re-
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Table 7.7: Maximum F-score for different pa ern combinations in Informetrics

Pa ern weight Fmax score

Author Citation Bib.Coupling Co-citation Rooted PR SimRank

1 0.125 0.0685
1 0.1 0.087 0.0763
0.9 0.1 0.1091 0.1314
0.9 0.1 0.1333 0.0879
0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0648 0.0714
1 0.1 0.1 0.1186 0.1429

lation with nodes a1 and a2. For brevity we may refer to the ‘pa ern weight’;
this should be interpreted as the weight of the associated relation between a1
and a2.

Table 7.7 contains some interesting results. The first row of the table con-
tains the baseline results; subsequent rows specify results for different com-
binations. Not all possible combinations are displayed. We see that, at the
baseline level, rooted PageRank scores almost the double of SimRank. Com-
paring the last two columns, one can see that the two predictors often yield
contradictory results: if a certain change benefits SimRank, it may worsen the
results for rooted PageRank.

Looking at the rows involving co-citation, it is obvious that this pa ern has
a very limited effect at best. Its influence on rooted PageRank is even severely
negative. In fact, there is only one addition to the baseline that slightly im-
proves the result for rooted PageRank, viz. citation. While citations have a
moderate positive effect on SimRank’s results as well, there are other factors
that have a more profound influence. SimRank especially benefits from in-
cluding bibliographic coupling: this feature alone causes SimRank’s Fmax to
almost double and exceed rooted PageRank’s baseline. Finally, combining au-
thorship, citation and bibliographic coupling yields the best score in the table
for SimRank, more than doubling its baseline.

The author pa ern is included in each case by necessity: since all other
pa erns can only link articles, we need the author pa ern to make sure that
author pairs are mutually reachable in the association network. Another ap-
proach would be to define pa erns that establish relations directly between
authors, such as author citations, author co-citations, etc. Preliminary tests re-
veal that this is indeed another worthwhile line of inquiry. We take the author
citation pa ern with weight 0.2 and the author bibliographic coupling pat-
tern with weight 0.8. Without using any author–article information, this setup
scores Fmax = 0.1277 for rooted PageRank and Fmax = 0.1471 for SimRank.
The la er result is the best score we have obtained in this case study.

7.6 Chapter summary and conclusions

If link prediction wants to take the social, epistemic and documentary dimen-
sions of information production and use into full account, more versatile meth-
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ods are called for. We have proposed that multi-relational networks can offer a
partial solution. The current chapter has outlined a path from ‘traditional’ link
prediction techniques towards link prediction on the basis of a multi-relational
network.

A crucial step is the realisation that many informetric networks are actu-
ally secondary structures, deriving from a bipartite network. Since bipartite
networks contain more information than their unipartite projections, one can
wonder whether predictions that start from the bipartite network can take ad-
vantage of this extra information. In other words, we use the bipartite net-
work instead of its projection as training network – the training network is
of a different type than the test network. As it turns out, the added benefits
mainly depend on the predictor – bipartite rooted PageRank exhibits a marked
improvement over both the unweighted and weighted unipartite variants. A
predictor like bipartite Ka , on the other hand, yields results that are similar
to or worse than its unipartite counterparts. Some of the bipartite neighbour-
based predictors achieve very good performance as well but they produce no
genuine predictions.

Having made the move to bipartite training networks, we can take a step
further by substituting the top node set with another set (e.g., instead of au-
thors and articles we use authors and terms, authors and research teams, au-
thors and cited articles…). This means that even the projection of our training
network is no longer of the same type as the test network! We examined the
case of authors and (title and abstract) terms, and obtained relatively high per-
formance scores (although, understandably, generally less high than the more
direct method discussed above). Compared to the above method, this kind of
link prediction has the advantages that very high recall scores can be achieved
and that neighbourhood-based predictors also produce genuine predictions.
A downside, at least for author–term networks, is the sheer amount of terms
one typically encounters: this results in very large networks, which also pose
high demands on computer systems. In both cases it was found that, in the
context of bipartite networks, normalisations of common neighbours mostly
perform be er than the raw form, which is different from the unipartite case.

Taking one further step, every bipartite example discussed above can be
considered a ‘pa ern’, one or more interactions that may influence the evolu-
tion of the network. We have outlined and discussed the association network
model, a general model in which such pa erns can be identified and studied.
It can be shown that this model forms a generalisation of the different types of
link prediction discussed before in the dissertation. Some examples of how the
association network model can be used suggest that its value may lie mainly
in the context of recommendation, where one is only interested in new, unat-
tested links.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusions

The five preceding chapters have discussed (and hopefully contributed to the
answer to) the question to what extent it is possible to find new or missing
interactions in informetric networks on the basis of the (multi-relational) net-
work structure. The aim of the current chapter is to summarise our findings,
present the main conclusions, as well as discuss limitations of the study in this
dissertation and offer suggestions for future research.

8.1 Summary of thesis objectives and results

We set out to examine which factors contribute to interactions in informetric
networks. This question is studied from the perspective of link prediction,
an approach whereby we try to predict the existence or non-existence of links
based on limited information (e.g., an earlier snapshot of the same network).
Intuitively, one can hypothesise that co-authorships (the practical case studied
in the bulk of the dissertation) occur for more reasons than just because of other
co-authorships that have happened in the past. In fact, we would even dare
to say that the other co-authorships themselves reflect the actual reasons, such
as: the authors study the same subject, the authors work closely together in the
same research group, the authors have complementary expertise, etc. It would
therefore be quite interesting to expand link prediction to include other kinds
of information as well. Within the scope of this dissertation, we have proposed
that semantic networks provide a useful environment for this.

This general objective has been translated into three research questions. To
recapitulate, the research questions asked at the beginning of this dissertation
are the following:

1. To what extent is it possible to predict links in an informetric network?
Which (single-relational) predictors can be used and what are their prop-
erties? Which circumstances influence predictor performance?

2. How can complex phenomena be represented in a semantic network,
such that they are suitable for informetric research? The representation
should also satisfy other quality demands: reusability, clarity, unifor-
mity, exchangeability.
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3. Which predictors can be conceived in the context of a multi-relational
network and what are their properties? How do they compare to pre-
dictors for single-relational networks?

8.1.1 Research question 1

To what extent is it possible to predict links in an informetric net-
work? Which (single-relational) predictors can be used and what
are their properties? Which circumstances influence predictor per-
formance?

Research question 1 puts forth issues that are related to link prediction in the
general sense. It is, however, specific in that it focuses on links in an infor-
metric network. This addition is useful, because it rules out concerns over link
formation motives in the context of, for instance, food webs (Clauset et al.,
2008), air transportation networks (Guimerà & Sales-Pardo, 2009), metabolic
networks (Kashima & Abe, 2006), or protein interaction networks (Zhou et al.,
2009). The boundary between informetric and social networks is admi edly
vague, – there is certainly a large overlap between the two. Nevertheless, we
think that the two cannot be equated. For instance, the network of USA tele-
phone conversations (Koren et al., 2006) is a social network that we would not
classify as informetric in nature. On the other hand, citation networks (Shibata
et al., 2012) are among the most studied informetric networks, but they are not
typically regarded as social networks.

Wehypothesise that informetric networks may actually be different in some
specific regards compared to other social networks or to networks in general.
To give one example, in Ch. 7 we found that the normalisation of common
neighbours in a bipartite author–term network (using e.g. the cosine measure)
has a positive effect. This may very well be due to the large number of very
common terms, which can hardly be generalised to all networks. Hence, we
take the prudent option of explicitly restricting ourself to informetric networks
(see also Section 8.2).

To answer the question, we must first clarify what we understand by link
prediction and how its results can be evaluated (i.e., how we determine the
extent to which links can be predicted). Link prediction in the broad sense is
a five-step process, consisting of the following consecutive steps: data gath-
ering; preprocessing; prediction; postprocessing; and evaluation. Link pre-
diction in the narrow sense refers to the third step. It can be interpreted as a
classification problem, such that each node pair should be classified as either
‘link’ or ‘non-link’. Of course, some links are more likely than others, which
leads to a ranked approach. That is, each node pair (or a subset of all node
pairs) gets a likelihood score. If we rank the node pairs in decreasing order
of this score and only look at those scores above a certain threshold value, we
obtain a prediction, a ‘best guess’ of what the ‘real’ network looks like. If the
‘real’ network or test network is available, one can compare the link sets of
the predicted and the test network. We have argued that link prediction eval-
uation can be modelled after IR evaluation. Specifically, we have provided
recall–precision charts, precision values at predefined cutoff points, and Fmax
values. The la er are especially interesting, because they summarise in one
number the best prediction that is available for a specific method.
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Generally speaking, it turns out that link prediction is possible, because
link formation in informetric networks does not happen at random. Further-
more, most informetric networks are sparse, such that it is relatively easy to
perform be er than random prediction. At the highest level, we have distin-
guished between network predictors (that are based on network structure) and
a ribute predictors (that are based on node a ributes). Network predictors
contain the families of neighbourhood-based predictors, path-based predic-
tors, and eigenvector-based predictors. We have also discussed the random
predictor and copy predictors, both of which establish a sort of baseline. In all
cases, we can distinguish between variants that do or do not take link weights
into account.

In general, the occurrence of a link between two nodes is a very strong
predictor of interaction between the same nodes in the test network. How-
ever, these links are relatively uninteresting: in many cases one wants to know
which links will appear or disappear. Hence, the copy predictors are mainly
useful as a sort of baseline.

Let us first consider the topic of neighbouring nodes. Some studies (e.g.,
Huang et al., 2005) present average to good results for the degree product of
two nodes. This finding could not be reproduced in either of the two case
studies, suggesting that clustering plays a more important role in informet-
ric networks. In fact, this hypothesis is strongly supported by the relatively
good performance of common neighbours: the more neighbours two nodes
have in common, the more likely they are to link to each other as well. The
likelihood increases if the degree of the common neighbours is lower, as wit-
nessed by the improvement that Adamic/Adar and resource allocation offer
over ‘plain’ common neighbours. On the other hand, the raw number of com-
mon neighbours typically yields be er results than normalised variants. This
means that, for instance, two nodes with degree 20 that have 10 neighbours in
common are more likely to link to each other than two nodes with degree 10
that have 6 neighbours in common.

Limiting ourselves to neighbouring nodes means that we usually limit our-
selves to only a part of the network, – we cannot predict links between node
pairs with a geodesic length of 3 or more. The graph distance predictor does
not have this disadvantage. It can predict links between any two nodes that
are mutually reachable. Its downside is that it is not very distinctive: any node
pair with the same geodesic length gets the same score. There are a few reme-
dies possible. One could multiply graph distance with the number of geodesics
(3.42) or one could take more paths into account. The la er option is chosen
by the Ka predictor (which actually looks at walks instead of paths). Longer
walks should be valued less than shorter ones, which is why Ka introduces
a parameter β. In our experiments, we found that the best results were ob-
tained with very small β (around 0.001). Again, this reinforces the idea that
clustering is the decisive factor in the formation and evolution of informetric
networks: walks beyond length 1 (existing links) or 2 (common neighbours)
have virtually no influence.

The family of eigenvector-based predictors can be intuitively understood
in terms of random walkers. Since they can ‘walk’ the entire network (or at
least components), they take the structure of the whole network into account.
In spite of this, neither rooted PageRank nor SimRank is able to outperform

Ka . Because rooted PageRank performs worse with high α values (less tele-
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portation to root node), the results again indicate that it is very difficult to
predict links between nodes that are far apart.

Contrary to our expectations, weighted variants of these predictors do not
automatically imply a noteworthy improvement in prediction performance; in
many cases they have a limited or sometimes even adverse effect on the results.
This effect can be mitigated by introducing extra parameters that allow us to
find a balance between link weights on the one hand and the number of nodes
involved on the other.

Our analysis indicates that the other steps in the link prediction framework
also have an influence on the results. Preprocessing in particular affects the
results significantly. We therefore stress that link prediction studies should
explicitly specify exactly what kind of preprocessing has been carried out. In
general, we propose that a sensible default choice is: leaving out nodes that
are isolates in training or test network, and then omi ing nodes that are not
common to training and test network.

Testing predictors and se ings on the related application of network recon-
struction may reveal additional insights. We want to highlight that, in general,
network reconstruction results are quite stable across different runs. More
specifically, an indicator like Fmax turns out to be approximately normally dis-
tributed – hence, the average across a number of runs is a good approximation
of the predictor’s true performance for the studied network. We find empir-
ically that prediction performance is a concavely decreasing function of the
number of randomly removed links for all predictors. This is not the case for
random additions; some predictors, especially Ka and common neighbours
(and its normalisations) turn out to be very resilient against spurious links.

8.1.2 Research question 2

How can complex phenomena be represented in a semantic net-
work, such that they are suitable for informetric research? The rep-
resentation should also satisfy other quality demands: reusability,
clarity, uniformity, exchangeability.

If interactions stem from the interplay of many factors, it makes sense to in-
clude these other factors in the data as well, as we have argued above. One of
the goals of this dissertation is exploring the potential of semantic networks in
this regard. Research question 2 investigates this aspect and specifically asks
how the representation should be done to be suitable for informetric research.

In order to answer this question, we first need to know what kind of phe-
nomena are studied in informetrics (and by extension in LIS). Starting from a
review of the literature, we have argued that the study objects of information
science comprise entities and relations in three dimensions: the social, docu-
mentary and epistemic dimension. We view informetrics as an integral part
of information science. This means that its study objects are essentially the
same; it is set apart mainly by its methods and orientation towards quantita-
tive aspects. Hence, the representation should be able to capture all of these
aspects. Although it is hard to quantify, it seems that much informetric re-
search is concerned primarily with relations between two or three dimensions.
The importance of the relational aspect thus lends further support to our choice
for a network-like representation.
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We repeat the important point that the term semantic networks should not
be interpreted as having a direct relation to semantics in the linguistic sense,
although the two do have a historic connection. Instead, we employ the term
as synonymous with multi-relational networks, networks that can have more
than one type of links (see Definition 5.1 for a more formal characterisation).

Semantic Web technology such as RDF is a practical implementation of this
idea. In this context, a possible answer to research question 2 could be an on-
tology for informetrics. On the Semantic Web, ontologies have two important
purposes: documentation and inference. The main purpose of any answer to
research question 2 should be documentation (cf. characteristic number 5 of
knowledge representations, Section 6.1). Note that inference is not used in
this dissertation. After careful consideration, we thought it best not to try and
build a definitive ontology for informetrics, but rather list and discuss prob-
lems and potential solutions. To avoid a purely theoretical discussion, these
insights have been implemented for our two case studies.

An important finding is that, although to the best of our knowledge no
‘ontology for informetrics’ currently exists, many building blocks are already
available. Indeed, the well-supported ontologiesDublin Core, FOAF andBIBO
provide building blocks that already cover much of the social and documen-
tary dimension, leaving only the epistemic dimension essentially uncovered.
Since the epistemic dimension is often operationalised using the lexical content
of documents, we propose the following approach. Terms – stemmed or oth-
erwise normalised words – should be added as separate, standalone resources
to the semantic network. They can subsequently be linked to the documents
in which they occur. Often, one will also want to take the number of occur-
rences into account. This is for instance necessary when applying TF-IDF to
make ‘rare’ terms stand out. We propose that this can be solved by recording
the relation between term and document indirectly, using a separate resource
for occurrences of a term in a document.

The la er solution is a concrete case of how weighted relations can be rep-
resented in a semantic network, – some semantic network formats, including
RDF, do not natively support weighted links. This can be solved by represent-
ing the relation itself as a resource. A similar approach is useful for expressing
relations between more then two entities.

We advocate for representing relations at an atomic level rather than on a
higher aggregated level. One example would be that we store citations as links
between individual articles rather than (weighted) links between journals. At
the same time we recognise that this is not always feasible. Our preference for
atomic storage and representation has a few reasons:

• RDF lends itself best to representation on an atomic level, in that it does
not natively support things like weighted relations (see above).

• It is hard to know in advance which ‘view’ of the data will be needed.
Moreover, one can aggregate in many different ways. Therefore, it is
safer to just keep the atomic data and derive the aggregated view when
needed: aggregations can always be obtained from atomic data, but not
the other way around.

• In most cases, the question of how to obtain aggregated data from atomic
RDF is fairly easily solved. In the example given above, the journal–journal
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citation matrix is obtained by the following matrix multiplication: JA×
AA× JAT , where JA is the journal–article matrix (which article appeared
in which journal?) and AA is the article–article citation matrix.

8.1.3 Research question 3
Which predictors can be conceived in the context of amulti-relational
network and what are their properties? How do they compare to
predictors for single-relational networks?

Research question 3 picks up the two strands of research questions 1 and 2,
and braids them into one ‘twine’. Throughout the work on this dissertation,
it has always been the objective to find ways of characterising how interac-
tions emerge from the interplay of different kinds of connections. Reading the
work of Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) was an Aha-Erlebnis: link predic-
tion could be seen as a practical way of testing this question. Because single-
relational networks contain only one kind of connection, it was decided early
on that I would study ‘layered networks’ (see Section 5.5), which were later
operationalised as multi-relational networks.

When work began on this dissertation, the difficulty of transferring single-
relational predictors to the multi-relational domain was not anticipated. As it
turns out, the best way of making the transition to semantic networks is via
the usage of bipartite networks. This step is at least in part due to the reali-
sation that in many cases a bipartite network is closer to the atomic ideal de-
scribed in answer to research question 2. For instance, we would store ‘article
creator−−−→ author’ links in the semantic network, rather than ‘author co-author of−−−−−−→
author’ links. Hence, if we want to make a transition to semantic networks,
bipartite networks form a first step in the right direction. Furthermore, bipar-
tite networks allow us to more accurately assess how strongly a connection in
the projection should be valued. In the context of author collaborations, this
was summarised in the hypothesis: other things being equal, the intensity of
collaboration decreases with the number of additional collaborators. One can
think of corollaries that apply to other bipartite networks.

Apractical disadvantage of bipartite networks is that neighbourhood-based
predictors no longer ‘work’ or, more accurately, no longer yield results that
can be interpreted in the same way. Take common neighbours for instance: in
the bipartite case, this predictor cannot predict any new interactions. Instead,
it is essentially equal to (unipartite) weighted copy. Thus, the predictors that
are not confined to the local neighbourhood tend to be more interesting for
prediction in general. The Ka predictor yields virtually identical results on
bipartite and unipartite weighted networks, at least if the β parameter is ad-
justed for the bipartite case. The same is not true for Rooted PageRank: we
find that the bipartite predictor constitutes a modest but real improvement
over both the weighted and unweighted unipartite case. A partial explana-
tion for the difference between Ka and rooted PageRank is that the la er can
distinguish higher and lower intensities of collaboration, whereas the former
cannot.

A bipartite author–publication network is still quite close to the classic co-
authorship network, in that the la er is just a projection of the former. A step
ahead can be taken by using a bipartite training network whose projection
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is completely different from a classic co-authorship network. We have cho-
sen the author–term network for this, since it also represents a blend of the
epistemic and social dimensions. We test several neighbourhood-based pre-
dictors and rooted PageRank. Each predictor is tested in four environments:
unweighted raw (i.e., no further preprocessing of link weights), unweighted
TF-IDF, weighted raw, and weighted TF-IDF. Again, our results indicate that
link weights often have a negative influence. TF-IDF can yield some impres-
sive improvements, but only in those circumstances where prediction per-
formance is otherwise poor. Rooted PageRank very clearly outperforms the
neighbourhood-based predictors, in terms of both quality (correctness) and
consistency (correctness across different data sets and se ings). It would be
quite interesting to examine how SimRank and Ka fare on this type of net-
work. We have unfortunately been unable to do so, due to lack of computing
power. Note that in this case neighbourhood-based predictors do not suffer
from the aforementioned disadvantage. Furthermore, in both of our studies
based on bipartite networks, we have discovered that, contrary to ‘conven-
tional wisdom’, normalised forms of common neighbours can sometimes per-
form be er than raw common neighbours.

In a third step, semantic networks can be interpreted as chained unipar-
tite and bipartite networks (see Morris & Yen, 2005). We propose the asso-
ciation network model. This general model identifies pa erns within such a
‘chained’ network. A pa ern is essentially an abstract subnetwork, a set of one
or more parametrised edges in the semantic network. For now, pa erns have
to be specified by the user or researcher, although one can imagine that certain
machine learning techniques could help to identify relevant pa erns. Each
pa ern is associated with one or more relations, which express how closely
participants in a pa ern are associated. By combining pa erns, relations and
a semantic network, one obtains a weighted, single-relational network: the
association network. Subsequently, one can apply any predictor (or for that
ma er any network analysis method) to the association network.

Interestingly, this is in fact a generalisation of both unipartite predictors
(research question 1) and bipartite predictors. Hence, it is very easy to take a
unipartite or bipartite predictor as a baseline and then experiment with other
pa erns to assess their effect. Our own experiments suggest that is, however,
very difficult to ‘beat’ some of the classic predictors, chiefly because of the very
strong predictive power of a current link. It may therefore well be that the
proposed association network model is especially useful for recommendation
tasks, where only una ested links are relevant.

8.1.4 Main contributions of the dissertation

The main contributions of this dissertation are summarised in the following
schematic overview.

• Generalisation of Q-measures as network indicators at the microscopic
(individual node) level, characterising a node’s brokerage role between
different groups in the network

– Distinction between local and global Q-measures
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– Theoretical perspective: relations between local Q, global Q and be-
tweenness centrality

– Application to time-sliced collaboration networks

• General framework for the entire link prediction process, characterising
it as a five-step process

• Systematic approach to link prediction evaluation, based on analogy with
IR

– Fmax as a single-number indicator of prediction performance

– Future work: test network needs to be taken into account as well

• Insight into influence of the four ‘non-prediction’ steps in the link predic-
tion framework on the eventual results, resulting in recommendations
for adequate unbiased preprocessing

• Further insight into the exact relation between link prediction and net-
work reconstruction: network reconstruction results are typically appli-
cable to link prediction as well

• Insight into the relative merits of different predictors

• Introduction of weighted versions of neighbourhood-based predictors
and Ka and first systematic overview of how link weights influence
prediction performance

• Insight into the nature and origins of ‘semantics’ of the Semantic Web
and semantic networks

• Characterisation of the study objects of LIS as entities and relations in
the social, epistemic and documentary dimension

• Major steps towards an ontology according to which informetric data
can be structured and exchanged

• A technological framework for link prediction and storage and handling
of multi-relational networks

• Insight into the potential of bipartite networks for link prediction

• First exploration of semantic networks for link prediction and recom-
mendation

• Establishment of an association network model, using pa erns and re-
lations for link prediction, impact assessment etc.
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8.2 Limitations of the current study

The results that are summarised in Section 8.1 should be interpreted while
keeping the limitations of the current study in mind. The current section lists
the most substantial limitations.

First, the kind of predictions that we have tested has essentially been lim-
ited to one type only: co-authorships. There are several good reasons for
this. As briefly discussed in Section 4.1, the results are of interest to many
researchers, data is readily available, and the networks are undirected. One
obvious downside is that we do not know to what extent our results can be
generalised to other se ings. By comparing to other link prediction studies,
we know for instance that not all networks exhibit a comparable amount of
clustering, with far-reaching consequences for some predictors.

Second, a related but subtly different limitation is that both of our case
studies are also similar beyond the type of predictions we have a empted.
This limitation pertains more directly to the multi-relational (training) net-
work and less to the nature of the predicted network and test network. That is,
they contain information on very similar circumstances: researchers working
in an academic context, publishing papers in scholarly journals…On the other
hand, the two case studies also have some non-trivial differences. Informetrics
contains data that stems from one (sub)discipline only, whereas AcadBib cov-
ers the exact sciences, as well as the social sciences ad humanities. On the other
hand, AcadBib relates to one institution (enabling us to examine the influence
of e.g. physical location), whereas Informetrics is not limited geographically
or institution-wise.

Third, it should be noted that especially the Informetrics data set is of a rel-
atively limited size. Consequently this also limits the inferences we can draw
from the available data. While a case study of a larger field with a longer his-
tory and more researchers would certainly have yielded a much larger data set,
we add that the quality of the current data set could only be obtained because
of R. Rousseau’s intimate knowledge of the researchers working in this field.
It would therefore have been very difficult to collect a data set of comparable
quality and with the same breadth of information.

Fourth, we have worked with only two data sets, mainly for practical rea-
sons. However, this entails that one should treat our results as indicative
rather than definitive, even within the context of co-authorship among aca-
demics. While a similar limitation applies to many informetric studies, we
think it is worthwhile to mention it explicitly.

Fifth, we have not been able to thoroughly discuss all issues. This is mainly
the case for some predictors in the bipartite and multi-relational se ings. As
we have explained earlier, this is due to lack of available computing power.
Some predictors, such as SimRank, require a large amount of working mem-
ory to finish the necessary calculations. In some cases this could be resolved
by substituting ‘full’ NumPy matrices with sparse SciPy matrices (see Sec-
tion 6.4.2). However, because the la er do not support all operations, this
solution could not always be applied.
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8.3 Discussion and suggestions for future research

In this section we reflect on the broader implications of our research for infor-
mation science and informetrics. At the same time, we provide suggestions
for future research, both as a direct follow-up to our own work and in related
areas.

Potential of bipartite networks Many informetric networks are derived from
a bipartite network. This is the case for collaboration (co-authorship) net-
works, but also co-citation, bibliographic coupling and co-word networks.
Considering how many informetric networks are bipartite in nature, it is some-
what surprising that very few informetric studies have actually studied them
from this perspective.

We suggest that taking the bipartite nature of such networks into account
might be especially beneficial for mapping studies, which are typically based
on co-occurrence data. More generally, we note that virtually all informetric
network studies start from the unipartite projection, even in cases where the
original bipartite network is readily available. Since advanced indicators and
methods of analysis exist for bipartite networks (Guillaume, 2004; Latapy et
al., 2008), we argue in favour of starting from the bipartite network.

We became aware of the paper by Zweig and Kaufmann (2011) too late to
be able to fully incorporate its inspiring ideas in our dissertation. We do want
to point out that this research is very relevant for link prediction: knowing
which indirect links in a bipartite network are structural may obviously help
the accuracy of our predictions. Its potential is however broader than that and
also applies to, say, science mapping on the basis of co-citations. If we can
derive from the network structure which papers (or journals, authors…) are
‘structurally co-cited’, this could dramatically increase the usefulness of a map
of science.

The study objects of information science We have defended a conceptuali-
sation of information science and informetrics in terms of three broad dimen-
sions. However, the focus of our discussion lay strongly on informetrics and,
to a lesser extent, IR – the ‘hard’ parts of information science. The ‘soft’ parts,
such as information seeking, information behaviour and librarianship, have
been mentioned mostly in passing. The question whether the same domains,
entities and relations can be found in the softer areas of information science is
therefore very much worth asking. We believe this to be a potentially fruitful
line of future research.

If we accept the conceptualisation put forth in Section 6.2, a subsequent
question could be how one should study interactions between the three di-
mensions. We have almost exclusively considered this problem using seman-
tic networks. At the same time, several other options are available, such as
the hybrid matrix-based clustering methods of Janssens, Zhang, Moor, and
Glänzel (2009). How do these compare to our multi-relational approach?

Potential of semantic networks We have shown that semantic networks har-
bour a lot of potential for all kinds of bibliometric studies. This does not imply
a radical departure from other bibliometric methods or from ‘classic’ social
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network analysis. Indeed, as it turns out, we often reduce or ‘slice’ a semantic
network to obtain a single-relational network, which can be further analysed
with traditional methods. A question that might crop up in this regard is: what
kind of analysis does the Semantic Web make possible that was previously im-
possible? After all, if we end up with single-relational networks anyway, it
may seem as if semantic networks are not really needed. One can for instance
imagine relational or object-relational databases (Mallig, 2010; Wolfram, 2006;
Yu et al., 2008) that contain the same informetric information. Coupled with
a specific application, it would be possible to construct single-relational net-
works similar to those discussed in Ch. 7.

In other words, do we really need semantic networks for these applica-
tions? Our answer is that, put in these terms, the added value of semantic net-
works seems limited. However, the question is ill-conceived: yes, it is possi-
ble to do such analyses without semantic networks, but it is most certainly not
easy, straightforward, or easily applicable in many different circumstances.

To explain this in more detail, we borrow a term from psychology and hu-
man–computer interaction research (HCI). Affordances are (perceived) char-
acteristics of an object that allow a person to execute some action. For instance,
a door handle affords pulling – pushing is a secondary affordance. In a com-
puter interface, a bu on affords clicking. In other words, if object a affords
action y, it naturally lends itself to y, almost inviting a person to use it in that
way. This stands in stark contrast to the question whether it is possible to use
the object for some action z. Indeed, it is possible to, say, throw a door handle
or drag a bu on but they do not really afford these actions.

We claim that semantic networks afford specific kinds of analysis that are
not afforded by other data structures. This entails that semantic networks may
also point the way to new approaches. Put more generally, we believe that
semantic networks still harbour a lot of unused potential, especially when it
comes to information science and informetrics. We see, for instance, no reason
to consider a triple store like Sesame as less fit for storing informetric data than
a relational database system.

Additional perspectives on link prediction Given the number of pages that
this dissertation has devoted to link prediction, it may sound odd to claim
that the subject has been approached from only one perspective. Still, we are
convinced that it could be very beneficial to study the topic from a micro-
perspective – i.e., at the level of an individual node. Rather than trying to
predict future or unknown links for an entire network and evaluating by IR
measures, the micro-perspective would consider the effect of a certain method
in a more qualitative way. Essentially, the research questions on this level be-
come questions like: Why does this method predict the following new link for
our node? Why is this obvious new link not predicted by this method? Etc.

The micro-perspective would thus be complementary with the macro-per-
spective maintained in this dissertation; while it would not be able to accu-
rately assess the relative merits of predictors and methods, the micro-perspec-
tive would certainly help to provide much greater insight into the question
why a given predictor performs well – or not.

A related question for future consideration pertains to the aggregation level
at which our study has taken place. It could be argued that collaboration be-
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tween individuals is subject to too many external factors. Consequently, pre-
dictions at this level are always error-prone. If we were to do a similar analysis
at a higher level of aggregation (e.g., the level of institutions or even countries),
predictions might become more reliable. In (Guns & Rousseau, 2012), we have
carried out a preliminary study of collaborations (including predictions, or
rather recommendations) at the level of (African and South-Asian) countries.
Because the network is much smaller, this also allows us to investigate some
aspects from the micro-perspective.

The associationnetworkmodel In Section 7.5, the association network model
was introduced. This model’s broad scope and general applicability is one of
its strengths, but comes with the disadvantage that the model is difficult to ad-
equately use and evaluate. Hence, many questions remain for future research.
Without aiming at exhaustivity, we give a few examples:

• Which factors determine whether inclusion of a pa ern has a positive
or negative effect on a predictor? This question is especially intriguing
since the two predictors that we have studied – rooted PageRank and
SimRank – often seem to yield contradictory results.

• What is the potential of the association network model for network re-
construction?

• Can be er, more computationally efficient methods be developed to aid
research in this area?

• It would be immensely fascinating if a study could be done that repli-
cated some of our example applications (Section 7.5.4) on a more com-
prehensive scholarly data set. For instance, since citations were not in-
volved in our initial research plan, the Informetrics data set contains only
internal citation links, between publications that are both in the data set.

• Can automated methods be developed that select adequate pa erns, re-
lations and relation weights with limited or no human intervention?

* * *

This dissertation has provided some answers while at the same time raising a
multitude of new questions. It may sound like a worn-out cliché but, looking
back, this feels like a starting point rather than an end. The distances have, so
to speak, been diminishing as well as increasing:

Achilles had overtaken the Tortoise, and had seated himself com-
fortably on its back.

“So you’ve got to the end of our race-course?” said the Tortoise.
“Even though it consist of an infinite series of distances? I
thought some wiseacre or other had proved that the thing couldn’t
be done?”

“It be done,” said Achilles. “It been done! Solvitur
ambulando. You see the distances were constantly ; and
so—”
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“But if they had been constantly ?” the Tortoise in-
terrupted. “How then?”

“Then I shouldn’t be here,” Achilles modestly replied; “and
would have got several times around the world, by this time!”

Lewis Carroll, What the Tortoise said to Achilles (1895)
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Appendix A

Legend for network diagrams

This legend shows which colour corresponds to which country in the network
visualisations of the informetrics collaboration network.
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Appendix B

Evolution of country share of QG
scores

The pie charts show the relative share of total QG per country in the time-sliced
networks.
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B. Evolution of country share of QG scores
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Appendix C

List of common URI prefixes

The following URI prefixes are presumed to be defined throughout the disser-
tation. Note that, unlike the other items in the table, ex is not supposed to be
used outside of examples.

Prefix Full URI

acadbib http://anet.ua.ac.be/acadbib/ontology#
bibo http://purl.org/ontology/bibo/
cito http://purl.org/spar/cito/
dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/
ex http://www.example.com/
foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
inf http://purl.org/isi-ontology/
owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
time http://www.w3.org/2006/time#
xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
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Appendix D

Example profile

This example profile specifies the training network (AcadBib, from 2001 to
2003), the test network (AcadBib, from 2004 to 2006), as well as three predic-
tors: common neighbours, cosine, and Ka . The la er’s β parameter gets a
value of 0.001.

{
"training": {

"name": "acadbib2001-2003",
"parameters": {"start": 2001, "end": 2003},
"function": ←↪
"tangle.datasets.acadbib.gather_coauthor_data"

},
"test": {

"name": "acadbib2004-2006",
"parameters": {"start": 2004, "end": 2006},
"function": ←↪
"tangle.datasets.acadbib.gather_coauthor_data"

},
"predictors": [

{"name": "predict_common_neighbours"},
{"name": "predict_cosine"},
{

"name": "predict_katz",
"parameters": {"beta": 0.001},
"displayname": "Katz (weighted, beta = 0.001)"

}
]

}
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Appendix E

Example prediction run

>python predict.py -P ←↪
..\profiles\informetrics-coauthors.json -P ←↪
..\profiles\neighbour-predictors.json
09:06:09 - INFO - Collecting data ←↪
(informetrics1990-2004)...
09:06:09 - INFO - Finished collecting data.
09:06:09 - INFO - Collecting data ←↪
(informetrics2005-2009)...
09:06:09 - INFO - Finished collecting data.
09:06:09 - INFO - Filtering low degree nodes...
09:06:09 - INFO - Removed 30 items from ←↪
informetrics2005-2009
09:06:09 - INFO - Removed 35 items from ←↪
informetrics1990-2004
09:06:09 - INFO - Removed 433 items from ←↪
informetrics2005-2009
09:06:09 - INFO - Removed 426 items from ←↪
informetrics1990-2004
09:06:09 - INFO - Finished filtering low degree nodes.
09:06:10 - INFO - Executing Common Neighbours...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing Common Neighbours.
informetrics1990-2004 Common Neighbours 0.4580

09:06:10 - INFO - Executing Cosine...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing Cosine.
informetrics1990-2004 Cosine 0.4543

09:06:10 - INFO - Executing Jaccard...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing Jaccard.
informetrics1990-2004 Jaccard 0.4518

09:06:10 - INFO - Executing N Measure...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing N Measure.
informetrics1990-2004 N Measure 0.4615
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E. Example prediction run

09:06:10 - INFO - Executing Max Overlap...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing Max Overlap.
informetrics1990-2004 Max Overlap 0.4646

09:06:10 - INFO - Executing Min Overlap...
09:06:10 - INFO - Finished executing Min Overlap.
informetrics1990-2004 Min Overlap 0.4521
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Index

Any inaccuracies in this index may be explained by
the fact that it has been prepared with the help of a
computer.

The Art of Computer Programming, Vol. 1
Donald E. Knuth

Adamic/Adar, 69, 71, 72, 101, 105,
120, 218, 223, 251

adjacency matrix, 25, 74, 217
Anomalous Gap Discovery, 92
Anomalous Link Discovery, 91–92
Area Under Curve (AUC), 82, 83,

93
association strength, 68–70, 72, 233
assortative mixing, 2

betweenness centrality, 27–28, 40,
213

bibliographic coupling, 78, 227, 246,
247, 258

bibliometrics, 1, 176
BIBO, 184, 200, 202, 214

case study
AcadBib, 6–9, 96, 105, 110, 113,

114, 120, 122–123, 199–202,
204–205, 222, 234, 244–246,
257

Agrippa, 5–6, 192
Informetrics, 9–15, 44–54, 56, 96,

103, 105, 113, 197, 202–206,
222, 240, 246–247, 257

centrality, 27, 70
citation, 179, 181–182, 184, 186, 206,

214, 240, 246, 250
CiTO, 184
closeness centrality, 28–29

clustering coefficient, 31, 56, 57, 67,
76, 168

co-citation, 78, 227, 246, 247, 258
common neighbours, 67, 71, 75, 99,

101, 104–105, 120, 127, 129,
213, 218, 222, 233, 251

component, 20, 45, 119, 120
concept symbol, 180, 186
copy predictor, 73, 86, 96–98, 251
cosine, 42, 68, 72, 73, 99, 208, 218,

222, 233, 237, 250
cumulative advantage, 1, 57
Cyc, 144–145, 193

dangling node, 30
degree, 18, 27, 103, 119

in-degree, 19, 213
out-degree, 19

degree centrality, see degree
degree product, 69–72, 101, 127
Dice, 67–68, 71
digraph, see network, directed
dimension

documentary, 176–177, 179–181,
252

epistemic, 177–181, 252
social, 177, 179–180, 252

Dublin Core, 138, 183–184, 200, 202

eigenvalue, 31
eigenvector, 30, 76, 110
eigenvector centrality, 29–31
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Index

F-score, 80–84, 96, 113, 120, 121, 127,
234, 244, 246, 247, 250, 256

fallout, 80
FOAF, 183–184, 195, 200, 202
FRBR, 175, 184

geodesic, 20, 22, 27, 42, 56, 74, 105,
168, 251

inter-group, 40, 41, 47, 48
Google matrix, 30, 77, 78
graphdistance, 74, 105–108, 128, 129,

218

HTML, 142–144
hub, 55, 56

information retrieval, 61, 63, 78–82,
174

informetrics, 1, 168, 173, 176, 177

Jaccard, 67–68, 71, 99, 103, 213, 233

Ka , 67, 74–76, 108–110, 128, 130,
218, 219, 223, 248, 251, 254

knowledge organisation, 178
knowledge representation, 171–172

linkprediction, 1–2, 59–124, 169–170,
217–247, 250

data gathering, 62, 117–119
evaluation, 60, 63, 78–87, 209
global, 60, 110, 114
local, 60, 110
postprocessing, 63, 122–124
predictor, 63, 65–78
preprocessing, 62–63, 119–121,

208, 252

MCF, 145–147, 193
metadata, 14, 82, 142, 183
miss, 80

N measure, 69, 72, 99, 103, 233
neighbourhood, 18, 66
network

bipartite, 23–24, 186, 188–190,
193, 217–218, 227, 248, 254

projection, 24, 227–228, 231,
258

complete, 30
directed, 18–19, 42, 188–190

multi-relational, seenetwork, se-
mantic

random, 54, 56, 228
semantic, 2–5, 147–151, 188, 192,

194, 195, 238–247, 252, 255,
258–259

undirected, 18, 42
weighted, 20–23, 76, 96, 194, 202,

240
network reconstruction, 84, 90, 124–

130, 228, 252
NetworkX, 42, 206

ontology, 159–163, 183, 185, 199–203,
253

overlap, 68, 72, 99, 103, 233

PageRank, 29–31
rooted, 76–77, 110–113, 117, 128,

218, 219, 223, 233, 236, 237,
242, 244, 246, 248, 251, 254

path, 20, 76, 105, 110
path length, 20, 21

power law, 56, 57, 231
precision, 79–80, 99, 220, 250
precision–recall curve, 83, 96, 99, 101,

103, 105, 113, 237, 245, 250
predictor, 208
preferential a achment, 57

Q-measure, 28, 31–54, 124, 255
global, 33–36, 40, 44, 46
local, 34–36, 40, 44, 46

random predictor, 98, 130
random walk, 30, 76, 77, 216, 219,

238, 251
RDF, 145, 147, 155–159, 167, 184, 190,

192, 242, 253
reachability, 19, 105
recall, 79–80, 105, 124
recommendation, 4, 84, 89, 246, 260
relevance, 78
resource allocation, 69, 71, 72, 101,

105, 218, 223, 251
ROC curve, 82, 83, 93

scientometrics, 1, 174, 175, 179
self-loop, 18, 25
Semantic Web, 137–147, 151–170
Sesame, 206, 208
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Index

shortest path, see geodesic
similarity matrix, 26
SimRank, 77–78, 113–114, 117, 128,

130, 242, 246, 251
SKOS, 138, 184, 203
small world, 54–56, 108
social network analysis, 18, 177
source–item relation, 23
SPARQL, 163–165, 191–192, 201, 202,

205, 208, 210–211, 214, 242
SVD, 216

TF-IDF, 181, 214, 232–234, 255
tu efrut, viii

URI, 152–156, 162, 197, 204–205

walk, 20, 75, 108
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